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will work from early in the morning until late in the evening. He will make many calls and have many
meetings. ### https://twitter.com/GeorgenewsOrg/status/1347413214146007040
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the evening. He will make many calls and have many meetings. 
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https://twitter.com/GeorgenewsOrg/status/1347413214146007040

Jan 8, 2021, 2:09 AM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/xUA7aZBOyZK6cTCg6c/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147pgydwazpp0gscp0zkpl40cstmgjzuoyurrzwexfw&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/WjPjvE

Trust17
Updated Jan 8, 2021, 1:27 AM

Jan 8, 2021, 1:27 AM

Jan 8, 2021, 12:28 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/number-17-in-the-bible-its-going-to-
be-biblical

In the Bible the number 17 symbolizes "overcoming the enemy" and "complete victory."

WE ARE ON THE WINNING TEAM
GOD WINS

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/number-17-in-the-bible-its-going-to-
be-biblical
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 11:41 PM

Jan 7, 2021, 11:41 PM
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-darkest-psalm-and-the-88-q-
drops

I noticed Faith is mentioned in the Q drops 88 times. I'm a numbers guy so I decided to look 88 up in
the bible. I was very intrigued with what I found

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-darkest-psalm-and-the-88-q-
drops
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 11:20 PM

Jan 7, 2021, 11:20 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-best-is-yet-to-come

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-best-is-yet-to-come
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 10:51 PM

Jan 7, 2021, 10:51 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/food-for-thought-to-bring-patriots-
spirits-up

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/food-for-thought-to-bring-patriots-
spirits-up
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 10:50 PM

Jan 7, 2021, 10:50 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/96e04ef9ffae29326cb34bc9ffc8f8fc/tenor.gif?itemid=19032712

https://revolink.xyz/link/DP7QwE
Peaceful transfer of "Power back to the people".
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 9:19 PM

Jan 7, 2021, 9:19 PM
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I love this. God is definitely working through this movement We are on the winning team GOD WINS

I love this. 

God is definitely working through this movement

We are on the winning team

GOD WINS

Jan 7, 2021, 8:43 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

spammer in my comments. Beware. I dont use Whatsapp

Jan 7, 2021, 8:23 PM
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GOD IS COMMUNICATING WITH ME 
DIRECTLY THROUGH THE Q DROPS!!!!!

THINK MIRROR. 
Know your enemy.
Every battle is won before it's ever fought.

Be [p]repared. 
Ope[r]ations underway. 
Operators [a]ctive. 
Graphic is essential. 
Find the ke[y]stone.

TRUST GODS PLAN

GOD WINS!!!!!

Jan 7, 2021, 7:50 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is hard for me guys. Ive never been good at writing and have a hard time getting the words to
come out right but God told me he wanted me tell people what he is doing in my life and I trust he
will give to me the words to say....

Okay. you saw my post about the mirror. Let me tell you what happened today that ties it all together

I got a call from my sister and she needed help moving some beds. I told her my mirror on my truck
was broke but I would help anyways. 

Im driving down the road just hoping and praying that the mirror wouldnt fall completely off and rip
out the wiring harness and damage anything more than it already was. 

Immediately after that thought I got a call from the bank. It was my loan officer calling. 

I almost didnt answer the phone. I have been avoiding her for months. I was in the process of buying
a house right before my mom got diagnosed with cancer but with having to take the time off from
work for her treatments and to fight in this war I no longer have the money I need for the down
payment. Some how some way God got me to answer. 

GOD SENT THIS LADY MY MIRROR!!!!!!!!!!! 

Chase Home
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God worked his miracles and had the delivery driver drop off the package at the wrong address. It
didnt even get dropped off at her house it got left at her parents house. Her parents called and
asked if she knew the name. And then to top it all off he got me to answer the phone. Ive avoided
the last 74 times shes called. lol. 

This was major for me. This house Im buying has been a major part of everything God is doing in
life. He set it as a goal for me and had me open my own company so I could earn the money I
needed for the downpayment. It took a long time but I finally had enough saved and then the virus
hit, and then My mom got diagnosed with cancer. It felt as if it was never ending. It felt as if my
whole life got turned inside out. I prayed to God more than I have ever prayed before. When my
mom first started her treatments I used some of the downpayment money to buy a used car to get
her back and forth to her treatments. That is when my life completely changed. I am convinced God
was sitting in the back seat of that car the day I bought it. He has been guiding me ever since. Ive
heard of a third eye but Im starting to think we also have a third ear. Its as if I hear him guiding me.
He is setting up all of these coincidences for me to acknowledge his name.

I dont know his exact plan with all of it but he is giving me clues and I will choose to follow Him. 

IF YOU CANT TRUST THE PLAN YOU 
CAN AT LEAST TRUST GODS PLAN

GOD WINS

Jan 7, 2021, 6:51 PM
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Ive got to post this little back story before I post my God proof. This happened to my truck on New Years
Eve. My brother in law was borrowing my truck and when I realized he was taking my truck to a party and
was going to be drinking I called him and told him I had a bad feeling and he had to bring the truck back.
This is what happened when he was on the way to my house to bring the truck back. 👇 He was litterally 30
seconds away from my house when it happened. A drunk driver swerved and took my mirror out. I took it as
a sign from God. I really feel God gave me those thoughts and had me call my brother in law to return my
truck. I feel God used me to prevent a major accident that night. My God proof wraps all around this story.
Post coming soon. Im still shaking from excitement.

Ive got to post this little back story before I post my God proof. 

This happened to my truck on New Years Eve.

My brother in law was borrowing my truck and when I realized he was taking my truck to a party and
was going to be drinking I called him and told him I had a bad feeling and he had to bring the truck
back. 

This is what happened when he was on the way to my house to bring the truck back. 👇

He was litterally 30 seconds away from my house when it happened. A drunk driver swerved and
took my mirror out. 

I took it as a sign from God. I really feel God gave me those thoughts and had me call my brother in
law to return my truck. I feel God used me to prevent a major accident that night. 

My God proof wraps all around this story. 

Chase Home
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Post coming soon. 
Im still shaking from excitement.

Jan 7, 2021, 4:51 PM

👆This anon just had a HUUUUUGE God proof. God is definitely working in our lives. I cant wait to get
home and tell yall about it.

👆This anon just had a HUUUUUGE God proof. 

God is definitely working in our lives.

I cant wait to get home and tell yall about it.

Jan 7, 2021, 2:45 PM

FOG OF WAR PROTECT YOUR MIND

FOG OF WAR

PROTECT YOUR MIND

Jan 7, 2021, 1:59 PM

0:00 / 0:04
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https://revolink.xyz/link/evR4Pe

I will agree he is a paid actor. 

But paid by who?

Use discernment

TRUST THE PLAN

Jan 7, 2021, 1:35 PM
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YOU ARE WATCHING A MOVIE!!!!!! TRUST THE PLAN GOD WINS

YOU ARE WATCHING A MOVIE!!!!!!

TRUST THE PLAN

GOD WINS

Jan 7, 2021, 1:13 PM

MSM=ENEMY
MSM will never claim defeat

PATRIOTS ARE IN FULL CONTROL 

What are the chances that the Federal Communications Commission issues an FCC
ENFORCEMENT ADVISORY today reminding EAS (Emergency Alert System) Participants of their
compliance obligations? The chances are 100%

Just another coincidence? 

TRUST THE PLAN

Jan 7, 2021, 1:07 PM
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If you want to regain your strength and defeat the enemy you must turn of the TV MSM = ENEMY

If you want to regain your strength and defeat the enemy you must turn of the TV

MSM = ENEMY

Jan 7, 2021, 12:51 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Chase Home
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Keep in mind my fellow
Patriots... satan and his
minions on the dark side
are the ones draining you.
God gives you energy,
positivity and life. Don't
let this little worm make
you feel bad. Put on the
full Armor of God and tell
satan to f*ck right off!

Jan 7, 2021, 12:46 PM

Everyone is freaking out and Im over here calm as could be like.......

TRUST THE PLAN
GOD WINS

Jan 7, 2021, 12:01 PM
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Paul doesn’t merely say, “Bring the armor of God along with you on the off chance that you might
need it.” Rather, he says, “You will need it; so put it on.”

The Armor of God

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can
take your stand against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when
the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to
stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming
arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
God.
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind, be
alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord’s people

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-fog-of-war-ephesians-6-10-20
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The Best is Yet to Come. Patriots are in control NOTHING Can Stop What is Coming. Where we go one, we
go all. THESE ARENT JUST CATCHY SAYINGS. THEY ARE EXTREMELY LITERAL.

The Best is Yet to Come.

Patriots are in control 

NOTHING Can Stop What is Coming.

Where we go one, we go all.

THESE ARENT JUST CATCHY SAYINGS.

THEY ARE EXTREMELY LITERAL.

Jan 7, 2021, 11:15 AM
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Do not become distracted by the Fog of War

PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL
GOD WINS

The fog of war is the uncertainty in situational awareness experienced by participants in military
operations. The term seeks to capture the uncertainty regarding one's own capability, adversary
capability, and adversary intent during an engagement, operation, or campaign.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fog_of_war

Jan 7, 2021, 11:12 AM
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We are in a storm, but we already know how this story ends. God is in control. It is him that controls
the winds and the waves. Do not be afraid. GOD WINS 

"You of little faith, why are you so afraid?" Then he got up and rebuked the winds and the waves,
and it was completely calm. 

Matthew 8:26

Jan 7, 2021, 10:47 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/feeling-discouraged-listen-to-this-
and-you-will-feel-better-i-promise

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/feeling-discouraged-listen-to-this-
and-you-will-feel-better-i-promise
Updated Jan 7, 2021, 12:10 AM

Jan 7, 2021, 12:10 AM
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Sometimes God calms the storm....
Sometimes He lets the storm rage and calms his child.

Jan 6, 2021, 11:49 PM
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Isaiah 3:9-15

The look on their faces testifies to their guilt;
like the people of Sodom they openly boast of their sin.Too bad for them! For they bring disaster on
themselves.

Tell the innocent it will go well with them,
for they will be rewarded for what they have done.

Too bad for the wicked sinners!
For they will get exactly what they deserve.

Oppressors treat my people cruelly;
creditors rule over them.
My people’s leaders mislead them;
they give you confusing directions.
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The Lord takes his position to judge;
he stands up to pass sentence on his people.

The Lord comes to pronounce judgment
on the leaders of his people and their officials.
He says, “It is you who have ruined the vineyard! You have stashed in your houses what you have
stolen from the poor.

Why do you crush my people
and grind the faces of the poor?”

The sovereign Lord who commands armies has spoken.

Jan 6, 2021, 11:09 PM

Jan 6, 2021, 10:51 PM
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Mark 4:39-41

He got up, rebuked the wind and said to the waves, "Quiet! Be still!" Then the wind died down and it
was completely calm. 

He said to his disciples, "Why are you so afraid? Do you still have no faith?" 

They were terrified and asked each other, 

"Who is this? Even the wind and the waves obey him!"

Jan 6, 2021, 10:50 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghMC7bxIhv4&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghMC7bxIhv4&feature=emb_logo
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Updated Jan 6, 2021, 10:25 PM
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/q-posts-that-include-the-word-faith The
word FAITH is included in the Q drops 88 times Check out Q drop #88

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/q-posts-that-include-the-word-faith

The word FAITH is included in the Q drops 88 times

Check out Q drop #88

Jan 6, 2021, 10:19 PM
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I know others are probably feeling like they are standing in a field by themselves. Several after today have
literally given up and moved on. I’m still comfy, and have the popcorn ready. I’ve been going back and re-
reading drops. I feel like the scare event was today. It was necessary. Anyone with me? Set back, and enjoy
the show!

I know others are probably feeling like they are standing in a field by themselves. Several after today
have literally given up and moved on. I’m still comfy, and have the popcorn ready. I’ve been going
back and re-reading drops. I feel like the scare event was today. It was necessary. Anyone with me?
Set back, and enjoy the show!

Jan 6, 2021, 9:34 PM
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I know its hard but it is important to keep the faith.

Have Faith

PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=AYxH7LXNgo4

Jan 6, 2021, 9:10 PM

Now would be a good time go back and re read the Q drops from the beginning. PATRIOTS IN FULL
CONTROL Follow the links (post in comments if you need help accessing the drops)
https://revolink.xyz/link/evROoe

Now would be a good time go back and re read the Q drops from the beginning.

PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL 

Follow the links
(post in comments if you need help accessing the drops)
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https://revolink.xyz/link/evROoe

Jan 6, 2021, 7:04 PM

Jan 6, 2021, 6:31 PM

POTUS TWITTER DOWN

Jan 6, 2021, 6:25 PM
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Be grateful that God has allowed
you to see what is unfolding.

Others that are asleep are not so
lucky. Ask yourself, why you. Why
now?

I think about this daily and
it shoots my faith and confidence
sky high. 

You've been chosen
Make no mistake!

Jan 6, 2021, 6:02 PM
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This is the message POTUS released right after Six O' Clock SIX O' CLOCK CAN BE DANGEROUS.
Please pray. Operators are in harms way. High risk. High value targets. Please pause and give thanks to
those who would die to save our republic. More to follow
https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/now-is-the-time-to-pray-we-re-operational-
god-bless-the-united-states-of-america

This is the message POTUS released right after Six O' Clock

SIX O' CLOCK CAN BE DANGEROUS.

Please pray.
Operators are in harms way.
High risk.
High value targets.
Please pause and give thanks to those who would die to save our republic.
More to follow

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/now-is-the-time-to-pray-we-re-
operational-god-bless-the-united-states-of-america
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/decode-from-trump-video-if-this-
doesn-t-signal-what-i-ve-been-saying-i-don-t-know-what-will

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/decode-from-trump-video-if-this-
doesn-t-signal-what-i-ve-been-saying-i-don-t-know-what-will
Only the beginning.
Power to the people.

Public awareness forces hand.

Graphic confirmed.
Updated Jan 6, 2021, 5:00 PM

Jan 6, 2021, 5:00 PM
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SCI[F] Military Intelligence. What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC? What must be completed to
engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? What must occur to allow for civilian trials? Why is this relevant?
What was Flynn's background? Why is this relevant? Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o
auth? Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried? Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
Was TRUMP asked to run for President? Why? By Who? Was HRC next in line? Was the election suppose
to be rigged? Did good people prevent the rigging? Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? Has
POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? What is POTUS in control of?
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? Why does the military play such a vital role? Why is
POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? Who guards former Presidents? Why is that relevant?
Who guards HRC? Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist
org? What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? What
happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? What authority does POTUS have
specifically over the Marines? Why is this important? What is Mueller's background? Military? Was Trump
asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? How is POTUS always 5-steps
ahead? Who is helping POTUS? Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put
in submission. For the betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. You will see
more of this occur (not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side. Who controls the NG? Why was the
NG recently activated in select cities within the US? Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines? Do
conditions need to be satisfied to authorize? What former President used the military to save the republic
and what occurred exactly? Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend
to panic in such situations. No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift.

SCI[F]
Military Intelligence.
What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?
What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? 
What must occur to allow for civilian trials? 
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Why is this relevant?
What was Flynn's background? 
Why is this relevant?
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? 
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
Was TRUMP asked to run for President? 
Why?
By Who?
Was HRC next in line? 
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
Did good people prevent the rigging? 
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? 
What is POTUS in control of?
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? 
Why does the military play such a vital role? 
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? 
Who guards former Presidents? 
Why is that relevant? 
Who guards HRC? 
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? 
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? 
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? 
Why is this important? 
What is Mueller's background? Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? 
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?

Any person making statements they will not be seeking re-election was put in submission. For the
betterment of the country not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. You will see more of this
occur (not normal yet disregarded) and even on the D side.

Who controls the NG?
Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US?
Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines?
Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize?
What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?
Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. Study and prepare. The masses tend to panic in such
situations. No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift.

Jan 6, 2021, 2:35 PM
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The Harvest [crop] has been prepared and soon will be delivered to the public for consumption. A Higher
Loyalty [Y]. Hunters become the Hunted. Treason. Sedition. How do you remove a liability? Six o' clock can
be dangerous.

The Harvest [crop] has been prepared and soon will be delivered to the public for consumption.
A Higher Loyalty [Y].
Hunters become the Hunted.
Treason.
Sedition.
How do you remove a liability? 
Six o' clock can be dangerous.

Jan 6, 2021, 2:25 PM
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She meant calm. Anons know. Bring it ON NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING, NOTHING

She meant calm. Anons know. Bring it ON

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING, NOTHING

Jan 6, 2021, 1:29 PM
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The Lord is my shepherd,
I shall not want.
He makes me lie down in green pastures.
He leads me beside still waters;
He restores my soul.
He leads me in paths of righteousness
for His name's sake.
Even though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death,
I fear no evil; for You are with me;
Your rod and Your staff, they comfort me.
You prepare a table before me in the
presence of my enemies;
You have anointed my head with oil;
My cup overflows.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me
all the days of my life;
and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord
Forever.

Jan 6, 2021, 12:28 PM
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28Then they cried out to the LORD in their trouble, and he brought them out of their distress. 

29He stilled the storm to a whisper; the waves of the sea were hushed. 

30They were glad when it grew calm, and he guided them to their desired haven. 

31Let them give thanks to the LORD for his unfailing love and his wonderful deeds for mankind.

Jan 6, 2021, 12:10 PM
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9 For surely your enemies, Lord, surely your enemies will perish; all evildoers will be scattered. 10 You have
exalted my horn like that of a wild ox; fine oils have been poured on me. 11 My eyes have seen the defeat
of my adversaries; my ears have heard the rout of my wicked foes. 12 The righteous will flourish like a palm
tree, they will grow like a cedar of Lebanon; 13 planted in the house of the Lord, they will flourish in the
courts of our God. 14 They will still bear fruit in old age, they will stay fresh and green, 15 proclaiming, “The
Lord is upright; he is my Rock, and there is no wickedness in him.”

9 For surely your enemies, Lord,
surely your enemies will perish;
all evildoers will be scattered.

10 You have exalted my horn like that of a wild ox;
fine oils have been poured on me.

11 My eyes have seen the defeat of my adversaries;
my ears have heard the rout of my wicked foes.

12 The righteous will flourish like a palm tree,
they will grow like a cedar of Lebanon;

13 planted in the house of the Lord,
they will flourish in the courts of our God.

14 They will still bear fruit in old age,
they will stay fresh and green,

15 proclaiming, “The Lord is upright;
he is my Rock, and there is no wickedness in him.”
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Jan 6, 2021, 11:52 AM

At Dawn , We Ride!

At Dawn , We Ride!

Jan 6, 2021, 10:45 AM

0:00 / 0:06
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Gonna shut these big ol eyes of mine. 

Hold that line.

Jan 6, 2021, 7:01 AM
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Busy day today

Busy day today

Jan 6, 2021, 6:40 AM

My alarm went of right after I layed down. Now Im just laying here like

My alarm went of right after I layed down. Now Im just laying here like

Jan 6, 2021, 6:37 AM
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I AM A WARRIOR OF GOD!

Jan 6, 2021, 6:31 AM
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/at-the-highest-levels-part-3-of-3 I hereby
call for the immediate arrest of Michael Richard Pence, 48th Vice President of the United States, for
Treason.

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/at-the-highest-levels-part-3-of-3
I hereby call for the immediate arrest of Michael Richard Pence, 48th Vice President of the United
States, for Treason.

Jan 6, 2021, 5:42 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Nevermind. Lol

3 of 3 incoming
MOAB

Jan 6, 2021, 5:41 AM
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Gonna get some shut eye before the sun comes up.

At dawn WE RIDE!

HOLD THAT LINE PATRIOTS

ALMOST TO THE FINISH LINE

Jan 6, 2021, 5:22 AM

All on Trump Please Have Faith TRUST THE PlAN

All on Trump Please

Have Faith

TRUST THE PlAN

Jan 6, 2021, 5:15 AM

Chase Matthews posted in Grand Theft: Memes.

0:00 / 0:00
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Chase Matthews posted in Grand Theft: Memes.

Jan 6, 2021, 5:05 AM
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Part 3 not released yet

MOAB incoming

Jan 6, 2021, 5:01 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/at-the-highest-levels-part-1-of-3

Updated Jan 6, 2021, 4:57 AM

Jan 6, 2021, 4:57 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/at-the-highest-levels-part-1-of-3

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/at-the-highest-levels-part-1-of-3
Updated Jan 6, 2021, 4:55 AM

Jan 6, 2021, 4:55 AM

“Rod Rosenstein solicited the help of two trusted agents (Rosati & Boroshok) with whom he had worked
closely with in the past to organize the operation to retrieve a thumb drive with classified emails always
carried by Mr. Rich.” https://neonrevolt.com/2021/01/06/at-the-highest-levels-part-2-of-3/

“Rod Rosenstein solicited the help of two trusted agents (Rosati & Boroshok) with whom he had
worked closely with in the past to organize the operation to retrieve a thumb drive with classified
emails always carried by Mr. Rich.” https://neonrevolt.com/2021/01/06/at-the-highest-levels-part-2-
of-3/

Jan 6, 2021, 4:52 AM
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Im just an Electrician. Not a Hero. Hero has big meaning for me but I dont think anyone here knows the
connection. God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on
earth. We will never forget. All share one title in common and that is the title of "HERO." "The LORD is my
shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters, he
refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. Even though I walk through the
darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me. You prepare
a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely
your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD
forever."

Im just an Electrician. Not a Hero.

Hero has big meaning for me but I dont think anyone here knows the connection. 

God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth.
We will never forget. All share one title in common and that is the title of "HERO." "The LORD is my
shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet
waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. Even though I
walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they
comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with
oil; my cup overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will
dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

Jan 6, 2021, 1:13 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/let-the-hero-born-of-woman-crush-
the-serpent-with-his-heel-our-god-is-marching-on

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/let-the-hero-born-of-woman-crush-
the-serpent-with-his-heel-our-god-is-marching-on
“Behold, I show you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, In a moment, in
the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality” 
(I Cor. 15:51-53).

BIBLICAL
Updated Jan 6, 2021, 12:45 AM
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Jan 6, 2021, 12:45 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-storm-has-arrived-its-going-to-be-
biblical

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-storm-has-arrived-its-going-to-
be-biblical

Jan 6, 2021, 12:24 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS_RFrmFgyg&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS_RFrmFgyg&feature=emb_logo.
Here is an awesome True story called 
“End of the Spear”.
It’s a must watch.
Updated Jan 6, 2021, 12:12 AM

Jan 6, 2021, 12:12 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/possible-djt-comms-from-57-years-
ago

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/possible-djt-comms-from-57-years-
ago

How old was DJT when JFK was assasinated?

HAVE FAITH

DJT has been fighting for US for along time.

TIP OF THE SPEAR
Updated Jan 6, 2021, 12:11 AM

Jan 6, 2021, 12:11 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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I just uncovered some decodes from over 55 years ago. 

DJT has been fighting for us for along time. 

Post incoming

TRUST THE PLAN.

Jan 5, 2021, 9:03 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/97b573d3253c0fc3e177913d4ddcecb1/tenor.gif?itemid=5096707

https://revolink.xyz/link/EbwaZD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9AbeALNVkk
Updated Jan 5, 2021, 8:08 PM

Jan 5, 2021, 8:08 PM

Remain calm. Patriots are in control.

We are at the PRECIPICE.
[SWAMP] FIGHTING BACK
Remain CALM.
We are here for a reason.
Patriots are in control.

Always know you could be on the precipice of something GREAT.

Why were the posts called "Drops"

WATCH THE WATER

Save the best FOR LAST.
[P]

What are the odds of that? Mathematically impossible? Coincidence? The TRUTH is right IN
FRONT OF YOU.

Jan 5, 2021, 5:36 PM
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Jan 5, 2021, 2:15 PM

AF1 new colors

AF1 new colors

Jan 5, 2021, 2:13 PM

Chase Matthews added 3 new photos to Carol Martin's timeline.
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/verse-of-the-day-for-tuesday-
january-5-2021-pslam-91
This is a spiritual battle. Good verses evil. Battles are fought & won in the spiritual realm. Then they
manifest in the physical realm. Both sides know that it is all or nothing. There is no second chance. If
we lose freedom now; then it is gone.That is why POTUS has had to time everything perfectly & use
wisdom. God's word talks about "those who wait upon the Lord". In this important, yet concerning
time, we know that events may happen quickly. Deception may occur. The enemy will attempt to
make us be fearful. For all of you patriots, anons, President Trump & his family, our great military ---
this is what we must claim for right now at this point in time. We must stand united. And speak
Psalms 91 (the entire chapter) over ourselves, our loved ones, & our property - as well as each
other & our true honest godly leaders. We must speak it over our vehicles at the event and
gatherings in DC as well as the state capitals that are going on January 6th. United we stand! If God
is for us - who can be against us??? What weapons do we have? We have the name of Jesus! The
blood of Jesus! The Word of God (sword of the Spirit)! Angels! Greater is He that is in us than he
that is in the world! It is written - "No weapon formed against me shall prosper"! Look to your
Creator. Keep your eyes on Him! Stand on His word. Be united. Claim Psalms 91 out loud over ALL
of us. 

WWG1WGA

Jan 5, 2021, 2:09 PM

Tippy Top

Tippy Top

Jan 5, 2021, 12:43 PM
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Fog of War

Fog of War

Jan 5, 2021, 12:41 PM

This is a spiritual battle. Good verses evil. Battles are fought & won in the spiritual realm. Then they
manifest in the physical realm. Both sides know that it is all or nothing. There is no second chance. If we
lose freedom now; then it is gone. That is why POTUS has had to time everything perfectly & use wisdom.
God's word talks about "those who wait upon the Lord". In this important, yet concerning time, we know that
events may happen quickly. Deception may occur. The enemy will attempt to make us be fearful. For all of
you patriots, anons, President Trump & his family, our great military --- this is what we must claim for right
now at this point in time. We must stand united. And speak Psalms 91 (the entire chapter) over ourselves,
our loved ones, & our property - as well as each other & our true honest godly leaders. We must speak it
over our vehicles at the event and gatherings in DC as well as the state capitals that are going on January
6th. United we stand! If God is for us - who can be against us??? What weapons do we have? We have the
name of Jesus! The blood of Jesus! The Word of God (sword of the Spirit)! Angels! Greater is He that is in
us than he that is in the world! It is written - "No weapon formed against me shall prosper"! Look to your
Creator. Keep your eyes on Him! Stand on His word. Be united. Claim Psalms 91 out loud over ALL of us.

This is a spiritual battle. Good verses evil. Battles are fought & won in the spiritual realm. Then they
manifest in the physical realm. Both sides know that it is all or nothing. There is no second chance. If
we lose freedom now; then it is gone. That is why POTUS has had to time everything perfectly &
use wisdom. God's word talks about "those who wait upon the Lord". In this important, yet
concerning time, we know that events may happen quickly. Deception may occur. The enemy will
attempt to make us be fearful. For all of you patriots, anons, President Trump & his family, our great

0:00 / 0:04
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military --- this is what we must claim for right now at this point in time. We must stand united. And
speak Psalms 91 (the entire chapter) over ourselves, our loved ones, & our property - as well as
each other & our true honest godly leaders. We must speak it over our vehicles at the event and
gatherings in DC as well as the state capitals that are going on January 6th. United we stand! If God
is for us - who can be against us??? What weapons do we have? We have the name of Jesus! The
blood of Jesus! The Word of God (sword of the Spirit)! Angels! Greater is He that is in us than he
that is in the world! It is written - "No weapon formed against me shall prosper"! Look to your
Creator. Keep your eyes on Him! Stand on His word. Be united. Claim Psalms 91 out loud over ALL
of us.

Jan 5, 2021, 12:36 PM

ENJOY THE SHOW

ENJOY THE SHOW

Jan 5, 2021, 11:39 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/DnygqE

TRUST GRASSLEY 
Senate Judiciary Chairman

Save the best for last.
[P]

Military planning at its finest.
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Jan 5, 2021, 11:33 AM

PRAYER WARRIORS UNITE

Facebook is throttling my posts. Especially the ones about God.

Likes, comments and shares really do help spread the message. 

Type amen in the comments below and hit the share button if you see this post on your newsfeed.
Lets get all patriots praying this prayer 

This is a spiritual battle. Good verses evil. Battles are fought & won in the spiritual realm. Then they
manifest in the physical realm. Both sides know that it is all or nothing. There is no second chance. If
we lose freedom now; then it is gone. That is why POTUS has had to time everything perfectly &
use wisdom. God's word talks about "those who wait upon the Lord". In this important, yet
concerning time, we know that events may happen quickly. Deception may occur. The enemy will
attempt to make us be fearful. For all of you patriots, anons, President Trump & his family, our great
military --- this is what we must claim for right now at this point in time. We must stand united. And
speak Psalms 91 (the entire chapter) over ourselves, our loved ones, & our property - as well as
each other & our true honest godly leaders. We must speak it over our vehicles at the event and
gatherings in DC as well as the state capitals that are going on January 6th. United we stand! If God
is for us - who can be against us??? What weapons do we have? We have the name of Jesus! The
blood of Jesus! The Word of God (sword of the Spirit)! Angels! Greater is He that is in us than he
that is in the world! It is written - "No weapon formed against me shall prosper"! Look to your
Creator. Keep your eyes on Him! Stand on His word. Be united. Claim Psalms 91 out loud over ALL
of us.

Jan 5, 2021, 10:21 AM
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Military precision planning at its finest. TRUST THE PLAN PATRITOS IN FULL CONTROL

Military precision planning at its finest. 

TRUST THE PLAN
PATRITOS IN FULL CONTROL

Jan 5, 2021, 9:33 AM
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Let's help @[100049494560033:2048:Eric] out. send him a friend request and then send all the memes you
got to his messenger. He will be the messenger of memes.

Let's help Eric out. 

send him a friend request 

and then send all the memes you got to his messenger. 

He will be the messenger of memes.

Jan 4, 2021, 11:54 PM

READY THE MEME CANONS! Yall ready for the largest meme war facebook has ever seen? Eric Mathews
is stepping up to the battlefield and will be dropping dank memes on the daily but he is going to need some
fresh ammo. Look for him in the comments below and send him a friend request. He will be my messenger
of memes. Drop all the memes you got in the comments below. 👇👇👇 Lets see if we can get this to 5k
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comments THIS IS WAR Meme Archive Located here 👇👇
https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive Meme Catalog Located here 👇👇
https://revolink.xyz/link/W0Ynve If you havent already join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to
easily stay connected and receive notification alerts for emergency comms Join with this link:
http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

READY THE MEME CANONS!

Yall ready for the largest meme war facebook has ever seen?

Eric Mathews is stepping up to the battlefield and will be dropping dank memes on the daily but he is
going to need some fresh ammo. 

Look for him in the comments below and send him a friend request. He will be my messenger of
memes. 

Drop all the memes you got in the comments below. 👇👇👇

Lets see if we can get this to 5k comments

THIS IS WAR

Meme Archive Located here 👇👇
https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive

Meme Catalog Located here 👇👇
https://revolink.xyz/link/W0Ynve 

If you havent already join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay connected and
receive notification alerts for emergency comms 

Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

Jan 4, 2021, 11:23 PM
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The timing on this couldn’t be better! Assange’s bail has been granted and he should be out on bail in the
next 48 hours.

The timing on this couldn’t be better! Assange’s bail has been granted and he should be out on bail
in the next 48 hours.
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Jan 4, 2021, 10:08 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/verse-of-the-day-for-monday-
january-4-2021

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/verse-of-the-day-for-monday-
january-4-2021
Updated Jan 4, 2021, 9:45 PM

Jan 4, 2021, 9:45 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/53f0187fb5e441e4364f3368635cb937/tenor.gif?itemid=12827956

https://revolink.xyz/link/elnGkD
https://revolink.xyz/link/D5YOwD

Does it remind of you something? 😎😎😎 "V"
Updated Jan 4, 2021, 7:55 PM

Jan 4, 2021, 7:55 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

GA = Georgia 
GA = Great Awakening 
5 : 5
Enjoy the show

Jan 4, 2021, 7:07 PM

WATCH THE WATER

Jan 4, 2021, 6:57 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

In regards to Lin Wood, let's analyze a few points:
A. He is stating that Chief Justice Roberts adopted his children through Epstein.
B. Chief Justice Roberts adopted his children for a pedophilia sacrifice.
C. Lin directly asks Roberts if he is a member of a cabal that requires minor children as an initiation
fee.
D. He claims that Roberts discussed Scalia's death before it occurred.
E. It is stated that with absolute certainly that Epstein is still alive and cooperating.
His claims acknowledge that there is a cabal that requires pedophile acts in order to be apart of their
group. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court is a part of these cabal and sacrifices his own
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adoptive children to be apart of this group. This group is so powerful that they are able to kill a
supreme court justice. With only reviewing what Lin Wood is stating, he would be murdered just for
even simply alluding to all of this. He basically just signed his death warrant. I don’t believe that Lin
has a death wish, he knows what he just exposed puts a giant target on his back. The only rational
explanation for his statements is that this cabal is no longer a threat, and the patriots are in control,
and are about to Cross the Rubicon.

Jan 4, 2021, 1:45 PM

YOU ARE WATCHING A MOVIE

Jan 4, 2021, 12:45 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/WjPYgE

https://revolink.xyz/link/WjPYgE

Jan 4, 2021, 4:06 AM
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As background to tweets I am about to post, you should read this article carefully. I ask that you read
each of my tweets carefully & decide if the information conveyed demands that Patriots rise up so
that every lie will be revealed.
@realDonaldTrump 

https://t.co/9KIX4DEtha 
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The price for speaking TRUTH can be high. Ultimately, one’s life & the lives of his or her family
members & friends can be at risk or lost. 

I ask for your prayers that Almighty God cover me, my family members & close friends with Psalms
91 protection. 

@realDonaldTrump 

I have shared with several individuals the TRUTH I will be speaking to you. Killing me will NOT
prevent the TRUTH from being revealed - it will only trigger its release by many others. 

I ask @realDonaldTrump to immediately appoint an honest special prosecutor to pursue justice. 

I believe Chief Justice John Roberts & a multitude of powerful individuals worldwide are being
blackmailed in a horrendous scheme involving rape & murder of children captured on videotape. 

I have the key to the files containing the videos. I have also shared this information. 

This blackmail scheme is conducted by members of 10 of world’s most well-known & “elite”
intelligence agencies. 

One of those groups was hacked by a group known as Lizard Squad. The blackmail files of rape &
murder were obtained by this group & copy was provided to Isaac Kappy. 

The blackmail targets are approached with a gun, a child, & a camera. The target is ordered to rape
the child on video. The target is then ordered to shoot the child on video. The target is then owned &
controlled by the blackmailers until blackmail evidence loses its value. 

After Kappy received the hacked files from member of Lizard Squad, he gave files to one friend and
the encryption key to another friend. He provided this information to his friends shortly before he was
murdered in May 13, 2019. Members of Lizard Squad were jailed for hacking. 

Jeffrey Epstein used this same blackmail scheme of child rape & child murder to either further his
own interests or those of any intelligence agency with whom he worked. 

ALL who flew on his private jet or visited his island must be IMMEDIATELY interrogated & brought to
justice. 

I decided to post this truth on Twitter & Parler as wall exists around @realDonaldTrump that may
have prevented me from getting this evidence to him. 

Kappy tried to deliver info to President but was then murdered. I do not know who Kappy gave it to
for delivery to the President. 

I have concerns that information from Kappy was not delivered to @realDonaldTrump & his effort to
get it to President may have caused his death. 

I am aware that my life is now at great risk. But I put my faith in God. I prayed before I made the
decision. I had to reveal TRUTH. 

Now you have greater context for the message I tweeted below on January 1. 

I had hoped that this revelation would trigger resignations & confessions. Unsure of that result, I had
to reveal full extent of my knowledge. I am doing so now. 

This tweet was an insurance policy. The evil forces behind this blackmail scheme of child rape &
murder need to know that others have encryption key. I have procedure in place if I die in near term
or any member of my family is harmed or threatened, key will be released by many. 

I would never make an accusation without having reliable source for it. Stakes are too high. So I did
due diligence to validate the accuracy of the shocking information I am revealing tonight. I am
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entirely comfortable that you are learning the truth. A truth that explains much. 

The 10 intelligence agencies who have members employing this blackmail scheme include CCP,
CIA, Mossad, FBI, MI6. The others are easily identifiable. 

The agencies do not which of them was hacked by Lizard Squad. 

@realDonaldTrump 

I have no idea extent of blackmail scheme of raping & killing children but given the number of
agencies involved, the hundreds of thousands of missing children, & the otherwise inexplicable
actions of many powerful officials, celebrities, & business leaders, I fear the worst. 

The number of missing children worldwide & in United States is staggering.
https://t.co/KaLBnvBwWO 

So I have now conveyed the truth as I know it. 

There has been a rising chorus of people questioning my sanity in recent days. Now you can
understand why. I have no idea what will be done to me or said about me in coming days, but I will
rest well tonight for having spoken truth. 

Many issues in our world may be tied to blackmail scheme I described tonight, including bizarre
behavior of officials & judges in recent election. 

@realDonaldTrump must appoint special prosecutor to thoroughly investigate. We need answers.
We must investigate. For the children. 

If asked to turn over the encryption key & other information I have to law enforcement, I will only
agree to provide it directly to @realDonaldTrump, @GenFlynn or @SidneyPowell1. 

I trust them. 

Again, please pray for my family. 

Thank you. - Lin 🙏❤ 🇺🇸

Jan 4, 2021, 3:50 AM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/ZCrWHM5E1fIUcGRb5v/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147os9xjo4g229qrt1vz08teoir8ge8e9ay0nw08irj&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/Do9g1e
Updated Jan 4, 2021, 1:49 AM

Jan 4, 2021, 1:49 AM
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Lots of different opinions on pence. This is my theory. I believe Pence is a Patriot I believe he has done
exactly what we needed him to do all along I also believe he is a Traitor because he leaked all of our intel
with the enemy. Little did he know we were only feeding him the info we wanted to pass along. This is how
we guided them right where we wanted them Pence played his part perfect. We don't know whether to
classify him as a patriot or a traitor and he probally doesn't know either. Hes probally just as confused as
the rest of us. Id reccomend the firlng squad just in case Lets see what happens

Lots of different opinions on pence. 
This is my theory.

I believe Pence is a Patriot I believe he has done exactly what we needed him to do all along

I also believe he is a Traitor because he leaked all of our intel with the enemy. 

Little did he know we were only feeding him the info we wanted to pass along. This is how we
guided them right where we wanted them

Pence played his part perfect. 

We don't know whether to classify him as a patriot or a traitor and he probally doesn't know either.
Hes probally just as confused as the rest of us.

Id reccomend the firlng squad just in case

Lets see what happens

Jan 4, 2021, 1:33 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Does the link in my previous post link you to a video? does it give you the option to download if you
click the 3 small dots?

Jan 3, 2021, 11:46 PM
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https://bit.ly/2MryDAN

Jan 3, 2021, 11:35 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/W2lq9E
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5:5 meaning

5:5 meaning
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5:5? If you didnt receive a notification you need tojoin me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily
stay connected and receive notification alerts for emergency comms Join with this link:
http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

5:5?

If you didnt receive a notification you need tojoin me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily
stay connected and receive notification alerts for emergency comms

Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

Jan 3, 2021, 10:18 PM
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Lin Wood tweets: Sure looks like a storm is headed our way . . . Is it THE STORM??
https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345879328693903363

Lin Wood tweets: Sure looks like a storm is headed our way . . .
Is it THE STORM??
https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1345879328693903363
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Jan 3, 2021, 8:42 PM

Going to get some dinner and then we will test.

Going to get some dinner and then we will test.

Jan 3, 2021, 8:02 PM

http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so

Hey, join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay connected and receive notification
alerts for emergency comms

Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1
Updated Jan 3, 2021, 8:02 PM

Jan 3, 2021, 8:02 PM
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http://wix.to/0UA1B2E?ref=2_cl Download the app. I will be testing emergency comms tonight.

http://wix.to/0UA1B2E?ref=2_cl

Download the app. I will be testing emergency comms tonight.

Jan 3, 2021, 7:57 PM
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I will be testing the Emergency Alerts for the Wix app this evening Join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix
app to easily stay updated and receive notification alerts for emergency comms. Join with this link: ht
tp://wix. to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Already have the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1 Please share the link
with your friends and family. You can easily copy and paste this message and share on your social media
pages, share it in an email, or send through a text message. I am uploading new content to the site daily

I will be testing the Emergency Alerts for the Wix app this evening 

Join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and receive notification alerts
for emergency comms. 

Join with this link: ht tp://wix. to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. 

Already have the app? Use the invite code: 

JWXWU1 

Please share the link with your friends and family. You can easily copy and paste this message and
share on your social media pages, share it in an email, or send through a text message. I am
uploading new content to the site daily
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TURN THE TV OFF!!!!!!

TURN THE TV OFF!!!!!!

Jan 3, 2021, 3:55 PM

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-
involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/

This is not “politics” as you’ve come to know it. There is permanent “Deep State” Shadow
Government fighting the 'Elected USA Government and Military', right now.
Everyone was maintaining a civil facade for show, to avoid mass panic.
The battle is now emerging from the shadows, onto the public stage with the MSM (Main Stream
Media) weaponized against the public for control of your hearts and minds.
Want to know what is going on? Here are some answers.
A formal state of emergency act was declared in December 2020, with all the powers that entails,
and remains in force:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-
involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
Military tribunals are ready:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-executive-order-protecting-america-
lawful-detention-terrorists/
Vast assets seizures have taken place:
https://www.treasury.gov/ofac/downloads/sdnlist.pdf
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Sealed indictments are always under 1000 in any given year. Currently there are over 200,000
sealed indictments at the DOJ. A sealed indictment means, we have the evidence, you will be
served and you will go to jail. Its a one way ticket.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/dozens-sealed-criminal-indictments-dc-docket-mueller/story?
id=59249030
Tens of thousands of senior executives have resigned from companies and corportations.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1B-
95giwldeKgsd0nYiw_sEaSf4kGNLZgEIvEhL2mVAw/edit#gid=0
Over 2/3's of politicians did not seek reelection in the 2020 vote.
https://ballotpedia.org/List_of_U.S._Congress_incumbents_who_did_not_run_for_re-
election_in_2018
How can we be certain Q is the “real deal”? There are over 4000 posts dropped by Q over 3 years.
https://mega.nz/#F!bvR2lCJB!OOP1-Dxp58XnrI7c8VSm9Q!36xGUL6Y
The anonymous team behind the Q is the new “Deep Throat”, and “anons” and “autists” are the new
Woodwards and Bernsteins, spreading the anti-corruption message.
The Internet smashes all traditional media empires, superseceeding their censorship and deceit.
The assassination of JFK was a coup d’état initiated by “deep state” forces against the publicly
elected government.
JFK was undoing the power of the private central banking cartel with Executive Order 11110 and
they terminated him before he could complete the plan.
This is now the long-awaited counter-coup by American Patriots to re-establish the full original
Republic.
This is the “Second American Revolution”, our goal is the same: freedom from unaccountable
powers of aristocracy and transnational finance.
Q is presenting us with an end game, a process that has been in progress for decades.
Many people will be seriously challenged by coming events. Expect to find many heartbreaking
betrayals, and horrific crimes by those in power, who you previously loved and trusted.
The Great Awakening is going to be tough at first, and it is absolutely necessary this happens, so we
are all free.
Where We Go 1 We Go All
Updated Jan 3, 2021, 3:52 PM

Jan 3, 2021, 3:52 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/D47RME

Jan 3, 2021, 3:09 PM

I forgot to go to sleep and I already feel like waking up🤣

I forgot to go to sleep and I already feel like waking up🤣

Jan 3, 2021, 4:56 AM
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Jesus was born on Jan 6th

Not on Dec 25

The day is called Epiphany.

What is the definition of Epiphany?

2: an appearance or manifestation especially of a divine being

3a(1): a usually sudden manifestation or perception of the essential nature or meaning of something

Chase Home
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(2): an intuitive grasp of reality through something (such as an event) usually simple and striking

(3): an illuminating discovery, realization, or disclosure

b: a revealing scene or moment

The date was changed by
"Pope Constantine"

It was changed in the year 336

Thats over 1,600 years ago. 

The current pope is implicated and announcing he is stepping down.

3 wise men followed the star to Jesus

Remember the Bethleham star on 12/21?

Visible for the 1st time in over 8 centuries

When I say ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL
I mean it.

Jan 3, 2021, 1:40 AM

Office of the Vice President January 2, 2021 VP SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 3, 2021 12:00PM
THE VICE PRESIDENT participates in the swearing-in of elected Senators, U.S. Capitol ###
https://twitter.com/GeorgenewsOrg/status/1345589248410447872
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Office of the Vice President 

January 2, 2021 

VP SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 3, 2021 

12:00PM THE VICE PRESIDENT participates in the 
swearing-in of elected Senators, U.S. Capitol 

###

https://twitter.com/GeorgenewsOrg/status/1345589248410447872

Jan 3, 2021, 1:11 AM

I need everyone to download my awakening archive app. It is what I will use for alternate/emergency
comms. I have had lots of people give me their email addresses and sms for backup in case facebook goes
down. Ive got all of the information archived but I just don't have the time to log all of the information into my
computer. The app is the easiest for me to reach as many people as possible the fastest. Notification alerts
for emergency comms. 📢 If you need the link to download the app post in the comments below. 👇👇👇

I need everyone to download my awakening archive app. It is what I will use for alternate/emergency
comms. 

I have had lots of people give me their email addresses and sms for backup in case facebook goes
down. Ive got all of the information archived but I just don't have the time to log all of the information
into my computer. 

The app is the easiest for me to reach as many people as possible the fastest. 

Notification alerts for emergency comms. 📢

If you need the link to download the app post in the comments below. 👇👇👇

Jan 3, 2021, 12:50 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

I updated link on last post

Its the about me section we are looking for. 

The link is located in the connect with me section. 

Bottom link. 

Link also included throughout available for copy and paste. 

About me link is clickable

Recipes are printable for safe keeping

Jan 2, 2021, 11:50 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Let me know If the link works.

Jan 2, 2021, 11:23 PM

TEST Follow Links. https://revolink.xyz/link/evROoe

TEST

Follow Links.

https://revolink.xyz/link/evROoe

Jan 2, 2021, 11:17 PM
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Im working on a new method to bypass the facebook censors. The link I share will lead to a link that will
lead to another link to another link and then another link. Keep following and clicking the links. after 4 or 5
links you will reach the sauce. We will see how long it takes them to figure it out. Be on the lookout for my
next post to test

Im working on a new method to bypass the facebook censors. The link I share will lead to a link that
will lead to another link to another link and then another link. Keep following and clicking the links.
after 4 or 5 links you will reach the sauce. We will see how long it takes them to figure it out. 

Be on the lookout for my next post to test

Jan 2, 2021, 11:02 PM
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Whos ready?

Whos ready?

Jan 2, 2021, 10:29 PM
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Technical difficulties. 

Standby.
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Jan 2, 2021, 7:32 PM
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Ive been working on the website all day. standby for testing.

Ive been working on the website all day. standby for testing.

Jan 2, 2021, 5:51 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/president-donald-j-trump-has-long-
studied-and-implemented-the-time-honored-strategies-of-sun-tzu

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/president-donald-j-trump-has-long-
studied-and-implemented-the-time-honored-strategies-of-sun-tzu
Updated Jan 1, 2021, 7:28 PM

Jan 1, 2021, 7:28 PM

Just a reminder... ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL! check comments for link

Just a reminder...

ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL!

check comments for link

Jan 1, 2021, 5:36 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

ITS GOING
TO BE
BIBLICAL!

Jan 1, 2021, 1:33 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS COMING,
NOTHING

Jan 1, 2021, 1:32 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

SOMETHING
BIG IS 
COMING

Jan 1, 2021, 1:32 PM

Jan 1, 2021, 9:40 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Let’s crowdsource the answer: 

why did Seth Rich have to die? What did he know? The party line is: he was jogging and a mugger
whacked him. The conspiracy crowd believes he was iced as retaliation for leaking DNC emails

Jan 1, 2021, 9:39 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Guided by the Almighty, 
We The People will clean up the mess in 2021.

That will be cause for a real celebration!

Happy New Year. God bless you
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Dec 31, 2020, 11:50 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Major energy shift occuring tonight.

I feel it. 

Yall be safe. 

Reach out to the ones you love 
and encourge them to be safe as well. 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS COMING.

Dec 31, 2020, 7:45 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

To enter the Kingdom of God, we must believe that Jesus was the Son of God AND try our imperfect
best to live like Jesus lived during his time on Earth.

If we follow Jesus, others should see Jesus in us & we should be able to look in mirror & see Jesus
in ourselves.

We must live in the spiritual world. The real world is a lie.

We should strive to be good to each other. We are in this together. We are all children of God.

Dec 31, 2020, 4:03 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

2021 is actually pronounced 2020WON!

We are winning bigly!

Dec 31, 2020, 3:52 PM

Chase Home
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Dec 31, 2020, 12:40 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

They created an "illusion" for us. An
illusion of free choice. They made us
believe we were safe from tyranny. That
our elections were secure. That our
children were safe. That we were strong.
That we were living in a free society.
While instead, we were enslaved. All the
while there were two sets of rules; one
for us and one for them. They controlled
the idea of freedom. Giving us multiple
choices that only resulted in the same
outcome. Their chosen outcome.
But we have turned the tables.
We have created an "illusion" for them.
Now they believe they will win. They
believe they will not face justice. They
believe they will not be held
accountable. They believe things will
return to normal. They believe they will
get away with their crimes. They believe
they will escape. But we've caught them.
We caught them all.

Dec 31, 2020, 12:37 PM
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Dec 31, 2020, 1:11 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/memes-can-and-should-be-used-
like-medicine-to-inoculate-the-enemy-and-generate-popular-support

Attention on deck.
Memes at the ready.
Lock on target.
Fire at will.

This is probably one of the largest archive of memes 👇👇👇👇

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/memes-can-and-should-be-used-
like-medicine-to-inoculate-the-enemy-and-generate-popular-support
Updated Dec 31, 2020, 12:45 AM

Dec 31, 2020, 12:45 AM
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/italygate-is-the-italian-government-
directly-involved-in-the-us-election-fraud-against-trump

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/italygate-is-the-italian-government-
directly-involved-in-the-us-election-fraud-against-trump

BIBLICAL
Updated Dec 30, 2020, 10:29 PM

Dec 30, 2020, 10:29 PM

Godfather Parts I and II are playing on AMC channel today Godfather Part III will play tomorrow Pope
leaving by end of the year Let the countdown begin ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL
https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/godfather-parts-i-and-ii-are-playing-on-amc-
channel-today-godfather-part-iii-will-play-tomorrow

Godfather Parts I and II are playing on AMC channel today 

Godfather Part III will play tomorrow

Pope leaving by end of the year

Let the countdown begin

ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/godfather-parts-i-and-ii-are-playing-
on-amc-channel-today-godfather-part-iii-will-play-tomorrow

Dec 30, 2020, 9:57 PM

Four carriers & escorts in the pacific?
Why is that relevant?
To prevent other state actors from attempting to harm us during this transition? Russia / China?
Or conversely all for NK? Or all three. 
Think logically about the timing of everything happening. 
Note increased military movement. 
Note NG deployments starting tomorrow.
Note false flags.
Follow Huma.
Prepare messages of reassurance based on what was dropped here to spread on different
platforms. 

The calm before the storm.

Dec 30, 2020, 4:58 PM

Dec 30, 2020, 4:40 PM
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In case yall haven't noticed I like to decode to de-stress.😅

In case yall haven't noticed I like to decode to de-stress.😅

Dec 30, 2020, 4:35 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/the-time-has-come-to-take-back-
our-great-land-the-time-is-now
Dear Patriot.

We hear you.

We hear all Americans such as yourself.
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The time has come to take back our great land.

The time is now.

Rest assured POTUS is backed by the absolute finest people alive who are all dedicated to the
eradication evil and corruption from the US/World.

Find peace.

God is with us.

God bless and be safe.

Dec 30, 2020, 4:29 PM

Do you believe in coincidences?
Expect more.

Dec 30, 2020, 2:56 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/god-bless-each-and-every-one-of-
you-we-will-not-fail

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/god-bless-each-and-every-one-of-
you-we-will-not-fail
God bless each and every one of you. We will not fail.
Updated Dec 30, 2020, 2:29 PM

Dec 30, 2020, 2:29 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/more-comms-biblical
Twitter is shadow banning like never before. A disgrace that our weak and ineffective political
leadership refuses to do anything about Big Tech. They’re either afraid or stupid, nobody really
knows!

Dec 30, 2020, 1:41 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/january-sixth-see-you-in-dc-can-t-
wait-for-the-green-light-teams-on-standby

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/january-sixth-see-you-in-dc-can-t-
wait-for-the-green-light-teams-on-standby

January Sixth, See you in DC! 
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Can’t wait for the green light. 
Teams on standby.
Updated Dec 30, 2020, 1:34 PM

Dec 30, 2020, 1:34 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/trust-the-plan-patriots-in-full-control

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/trust-the-plan-patriots-in-full-control

Important to understand.
When this breaks many won’t swallow.
MSM not trusted.
You are the voice.
We are here to help guide.
Future proves past. 
You are the calm before and during the storm.

Have Faith
Prepare
Pray
Updated Dec 30, 2020, 1:12 PM

Dec 30, 2020, 1:12 PM

At the moment. POTUS is sitting on a stack of Trump cards that he's just waiting to unleash...a royal
flush!
He has court cases that will go to the Supreme Court and thanks to the Texas case, he's now aware
how to file them properly..under article 3 not 2.. so the SCOTUS will be forced to listen....
He's letting civil, criminal and federal courts fail to handle the situation properly so he can use
military tribunals. He has ALL the data from the NSA, the Kraken supercomputer, the Alice
supercomputer and likely many more computers, unknown to us
He now has the DNl report. Barr stepped down and can now be a witness he did his job. Durham is
special counsel and can prosecute, in any state
He has the dueling electors from 7 state legislatures. He has VP Pence, as the final arbiter of which
ballots to accept
He has the Insurrection Act, the NDAA the national emergency, the 14th amendment, the 2018
executive order, the 2017 very first EO, the Patriot Act, the FISA warrants, the Declassification of
everything, people swearing affidavits by the 1000
He has all the statistical data being analyzed along with the videos, emails, phone calls and bank
transfer statements...showing the coordination of the coup d etat
He has RICO and he has the crimes against humanity videos. Wikileaks just dropped extensive
information and Assange will be pardoned. Assange can then openly discuss the murder of Seth
Rich...
Now that the governors and secretary of states certified and Biden accepted they each committed
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and knowingly agreed to acts of Treason
Solar Winds was literally just raided and Dominion is closing down, as well. He has the CIA servers,
used to change dominion machine votes from Trump to Biden
and he will soon have access to the actual machines, themselves
He baited the Deep State into staying
in DC, so they can be arrested. Biden hasn't accepted any transition money and Harris has still not
given up her seat on the senato....
The military has infiltrated Antifa and BLM. He has all their financial records. He knows which
politicians took Chinese and Soros money both Republican and Demorat.
He positioned Christopher Miller as secretary of defense and Ezra-Cohen Watnick as assistant
secretary of defense. He literally just wrote an executive order, regarding the military line of
succession. Many suspect Watnick to be Q
He is defunding the CIA He just replaced Kissinger & Albright on the National Security Advisory
Board with men loyal to him.
The military has been flying planes, far more than usual, all over the country. The Navy just parked
mega fleets on both coasts. The 82nd Airborne is preparing for an operation.. which is the same
group that General Flynn & AG Donoghue were enlisted
Pieces are finally falling
into place. POTUS has it all! He is just laying out the pieces and building the narrative. He knows he
won and they commited Treason' He set a trap and they walked right in, without hesitation,
He gave the Deep State the chance to come clean and try to fix things. They chose Treason! They
will all hang, as the result

TRUST THE PLAN

PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS COMING

GOD WINS

Dec 29, 2020, 9:04 PM
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Faith is in high demand... but low in supply. People gravitate to others who have an abundance of it. They
seek folks with it as if to believe that if they just get close enough to that person, they can secure faith for
themselves. The Bible says, faith comes by 'hearing'. So in a round about sort of way, you can get it from
someone else. But to "get it" you have to 'hear it", Subsequently, you have to lend an ear, or *listen*. Yet
there are clearly two different messages being sent wouldn't you agree? Good messages... and bad ones.
Which message should one listen to? Which one to chose? 🤔 Regardless which is true and which is
false... you can decide to believe either one. Just remember... whichever you CHOOSE to believe you'll
reap the consequences from it. It's also important to note, that if you secure faith in one message, you have
to exchange it for "doubt" in the contrary message. It's binary. It's On or Off. Light or Dark. Sink or swim.
There's no 'gray' area. Do you think we would be in this mess if Adam and Eve would have just walked
away from the serpent in the garden? If they had responded to the devil and said, "I don't think so . I don't
'believe you. I believe the LORD." Oh how much better life may have been... 🤔 But they didn't. They
instead, "entertained" him. They exchanged the truth for a lie, (a perceived truth). They accepted one
message as true, and disregarded the other. They embraced the *words* of the serpant, and forfeited the
*words* of God. Would have been nice if they had just turned him off like a television set, radio broadcast,
news channel, negative online article, and just walked away. Not much has changed since then has it? 🤷
To be fair, was there any way for those two lovebirds to know the difference between God's truth and
Satan's perceived truth? Well actually... yes. "Actions" God gave them everything including the right to 'have
dominion' over all the earth accept one freakin' tree. Satan gave them nothing. Nada. Zilch. Not even a
backrub. On a side note, what has the media DONE for you lately, as opposed to what POTUS has done for
you? Anyhow... if you want to believe the world is coming to an end, fine. Personally, it doesn't sound like a
good report to me. But to be clear, your faithlessness does not negate my faith. It's a currency with no
exchange rate. I can be full of faith, and you can be faithless. It has no effect on me. Although I'll admit, it
pains me to see you suffer and worry and spread that toxicity to others all for nothing, but it's a CHOICE,
and it's all YOURS to make. What are the consequences of faithlessness? Misery? Hopelessness?
Dispondency? Emotional bankruptcy? Surrounded by folks of likemindedness who are also miserable,
hopeless, dispondent, emotionally bankrupt. If you find yourself "losing faith", treat it the same way you treat
money. Stop wasting it on stupid crap. Don't like that idea? Then start thinking on the right things. "Finally,
brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of GOOD REPORT; if there be any
praise, THINK on these things." Philippians 4:8

Faith is in high demand... but low in supply.

People gravitate to others who have an abundance of it. They seek folks with it as if to believe that if
they just get close enough to that person, they can secure faith for themselves. 

The Bible says, faith comes by 'hearing'. So in a round about sort of way, you can get it from
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someone else. But to "get it" you have to 'hear it", Subsequently, you have to lend an ear, or *listen*.

Yet there are clearly two different messages being sent wouldn't you agree? Good messages... and
bad ones. Which message should one listen to? Which one to chose? 🤔

Regardless which is true and which is false... you can decide to believe either one. Just remember...
whichever you CHOOSE to believe you'll reap the consequences from it. 

It's also important to note, that if you secure faith in one message, you have to exchange it for
"doubt" in the contrary message. It's binary.

It's On or Off.
Light or Dark.
Sink or swim.

There's no 'gray' area.

Do you think we would be in this mess if Adam and Eve would have just walked away from the
serpent in the garden? If they had responded to the devil and said, "I don't think so . I don't 'believe
you. I believe the LORD." 

Oh how much better life may have been... 🤔

But they didn't. They instead, "entertained" him. They exchanged the truth for a lie, (a perceived
truth). They accepted one message as true, and disregarded the other. They embraced the *words*
of the serpant, and forfeited the *words* of God. 

Would have been nice if they had just turned him off like a television set, radio broadcast, news
channel, negative online article, and just walked away. Not much has changed since then has it? 🤷

To be fair, was there any way for those two lovebirds to know the difference between God's truth and
Satan's perceived truth? Well actually... yes. 

"Actions"

God gave them everything including the right to 'have dominion' over all the earth accept one
freakin' tree. 

Satan gave them nothing. Nada. Zilch. Not even a backrub.

On a side note, what has the media DONE for you lately, as opposed to what POTUS has done for
you?

Anyhow... if you want to believe the world is coming to an end, fine. Personally, it doesn't sound like
a good report to me. But to be clear, your faithlessness does not negate my faith. It's a currency with
no exchange rate. I can be full of faith, and you can be faithless. It has no effect on me. Although I'll
admit, it pains me to see you suffer and worry and spread that toxicity to others all for nothing, but
it's a CHOICE, and it's all YOURS to make.

What are the consequences of faithlessness?

Misery? Hopelessness? Dispondency? Emotional bankruptcy? Surrounded by folks of
likemindedness who are also miserable, hopeless, dispondent, emotionally bankrupt.

If you find yourself "losing faith", treat it the same way you treat money. Stop wasting it on stupid
crap.

Don't like that idea? Then start thinking on the right things.

"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of GOOD
REPORT; if there be any praise, THINK on these things." Philippians 4:8
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Dec 29, 2020, 7:51 PM

You're going to be suprised real soon at how everything suddenly and miraculously worked in our favor. You
will realize how our current situation was only leading us to a blessing. Nothing is a mistake. TRUST THE
PLAN GOD WINS

You're going to be suprised real soon at how
everything suddenly and miraculously worked in our favor.

You will realize how our current situation was only leading us to a blessing.

Nothing is a mistake.

TRUST THE PLAN
GOD WINS

Dec 29, 2020, 12:57 PM
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I still am trying to figure out how God had all of those unique rocks gathered up for me in one little pile and
somehow led me an hour away from my hometown right to them. There is no explanation. This picture is
from the drive home yesterday.

I still am trying to figure out how God had all of those unique rocks gathered up for me in one little
pile and somehow led me an hour away from my hometown right to them. There is no explanation. 

This picture is from the drive home yesterday.
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

ITS GOING TO BE BIBLICAL.

Dec 29, 2020, 12:15 PM

Dec 29, 2020, 10:48 AM
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2 Samuel 22:47 “The LORD lives! Praise be to my Rock! Exalted be my God, the Rock, my Savior!

2 Samuel 22:47
“The LORD lives!
Praise be to my Rock! 
Exalted be my God, the Rock, my Savior!

Dec 29, 2020, 10:40 AM
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https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/god-speaks-in-mysterious-ways
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For those guessing the location the beach was South Padre in South Texas. God works in mysterious ways.
Who would have ever guessed he could have spoken to me so clearly through these rocks. I am in awe at
the message I have recieved. I am working on a blog post now to share the message.

For those guessing the location the beach was South Padre in South Texas. 

God works in mysterious ways. Who would have ever guessed he could have spoken to me so
clearly through these rocks. I am in awe at the message I have recieved. 

I am working on a blog post now to share the message.

Dec 28, 2020, 10:38 PM

Chase Matthews was live.
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Gods calling me out into the water. 

Deeper still is the message I received. 

I have faith he wont let me drown.

Dec 28, 2020, 9:45 AM

This is what If I found on the last train derailment I was digging on.

Dec 28, 2020, 9:36 AM
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Are we just turning a blind eye to all the train
derailments over the last week or so?

Chatter.
Trains.
Buses.
Be vigilant.

Dec 28, 2020, 9:07 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/ukraine-press-release

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/ukraine-press-release
Updated Dec 28, 2020, 12:13 AM
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Dec 28, 2020, 12:13 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/this-is-from-the-official-under-
secretary-of-defense-for-intelligence-dod-account-on-twitter

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/this-is-from-the-official-under-
secretary-of-defense-for-intelligence-dod-account-on-twitter

Who is Timberwolf
Updated Dec 28, 2020, 12:08 AM

Dec 28, 2020, 12:08 AM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/what-storm-mr-president

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/what-storm-mr-president
Updated Dec 27, 2020, 11:11 PM

Dec 27, 2020, 11:11 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/red-line-comms

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/red-line-comms
Updated Dec 27, 2020, 10:50 PM

Dec 27, 2020, 10:50 PM

This wii be the largest bill ever presented. Weighing in at 6,000 pages. Potus points to the red line. GIVES
THE WHOPPER OF A BILL BACK TO CONGRESS TO MAKE RIGHT IF CONGRESS FAlLS....
==At12:O1AM Tuesday December 29,2020 The government shuts down.== Tomorrow is going to be a
blast!!

This wii be the largest bill ever presented. Weighing in at
6,000 pages.

Potus points to the red line.

GIVES THE WHOPPER OF A BILL BACK TO
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CONGRESS TO MAKE RIGHT

IF CONGRESS FAlLS....
==At12:O1AM Tuesday December 29,2020
The government shuts down.==

Tomorrow is going to be a blast!!

Dec 27, 2020, 9:27 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

President Trump just invoked the "Impoundment Control Act of 1974" while signing the COVID bill,
allowing him to redline areas that must be addressed.
This sends it back to Congress forcing them to:
1) repeal 230, 
2) cut out the wasteful spending, 
3) add $2k as opposed to $600

This is a virtually unknown law and has taken Congress by surprise.
It also signals his intent to invoke *other* laws in the coming weeks.

Dec 27, 2020, 8:58 PM

What part of Trust the Plan do you not understand? Patriots in full control. This plan has been in the works
for years. Do you really think Trump just accidentally signed a piece of paper he wasnt suppose to sign?
President Trump just invoked the "Impoundment Control Act of 1974" while signing the COVID bill, allowing
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him to redline areas that must be addressed. This sends it back to Congress forcing them to: 1) repeal 230,
2) cut out the wasteful spending, 3) add $2k as opposed to $600 This is a virtually unknown law and has
taken Congress by surprise. It also signals his intent to invoke *other* laws in the coming weeks.

What part of Trust the Plan do you not understand?

Patriots in full control. 

This plan has been in the works for years.

Do you really think Trump just accidentally signed a piece of paper he wasnt suppose to sign?

President Trump just invoked the "Impoundment Control Act of 1974" while signing the COVID bill,
allowing him to redline areas that must be addressed.
This sends it back to Congress forcing them to:
1) repeal 230, 
2) cut out the wasteful spending, 
3) add $2k as opposed to $600

This is a virtually unknown law and has taken Congress by surprise.
It also signals his intent to invoke *other* laws in the coming weeks.

Dec 27, 2020, 8:57 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive/post/he-created-you

You think it’s a coincidence that you’re awake and present at the place and time we call “here and
now” 
Think about it
Updated Dec 27, 2020, 7:51 PM

Dec 27, 2020, 7:51 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Two promises God makes when we feel like life is drowning us. He is with us – I will be with you.
This means we have a hand to hold onto. We are not in the waters alone. The other promise is life’s
floods will not drown us – they shall not overwhelm you. No matter how it feels, no matter how dim
things look, we will endure and overcome. Hang in there, better yet, hang onto the Creator of floods
who said they would not drown us. And that means He won’t let us drown. Trust Him. The
floodwaters will recede.

Tomorrow I have an appointment to be at a bank to sign papers to purchase a shop for the
bussiness I had to shut down to take care of my mom. I had all the money saved up for the down
payment but spent it these past couple of months taking care of my mom. Im still planning on
making the meeting and I am confident God will guide my path if it is meant to be. Tomorrow is my
first real day I should be back to the grind after taking care of my mom and the holidays being over
but that isnt what I feel God is calling me to do. Sometimes that small voice is hard to follow but I
feel very strongly that he wants me on to be on the beach first thing tommorrow morning so thats
what I plan on doing. I will try to do a live video so we can all enjoy the water. 

God wont let us Drown

Dec 27, 2020, 7:31 PM
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Still learning. Link in comments

Still learning. 

Link in comments

Dec 27, 2020, 6:57 PM
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On the move. Post sauce in comments

On the move. 

Post sauce in comments

Dec 27, 2020, 4:39 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

newsmax playing the YouTube video from THE LAST Q POST 

“WE’RE NOT GONNA TAKE IT”

Dec 27, 2020, 2:04 PM
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You tagged Eve Haslam, Joyce Weir, Krista Kay Pousson and Sharon Kay

https://revolink.xyz/link/eO2grW Only when (you) realize you do NOT HAVE CONTROL and finally LET GO
And Then (you) Sincerely Ask/Seek/Let God Will you find Him. From there God will present to you doors to
open, paths to travel, people to talk to. And should you choose to follow the Opportunity of your lifetime
during the lifetime of the opportunity, He will guide you to exactly who/what/where you’re supposed to be-
effortlessly! Probably the most difficult thing to do is You may have to decide to walk through a door of
complete unknown or fear. You may think it will put you at risk by turning your life into rough waters but it will
be up to you to decide if you trust whether or not God will let you drown The biggest scariest trust fall there
is. But should you trust, and BELIEVE, you may find that what happens next in life will prove to you that
there’s no other way to explain how you got where you did without Him. And like an Invisible Hand of Grace
that’s how you will find Him “But I just can’t” “xyz is imposible for me to do” “But I’ll lose what I have” “I don’t
understand why” “There are bumps along the way” “That’s dangerous” Pick an excuse. Pick a reason why
not. We were each Given a “Light” to shine. While each light has the power to pierce the darkest night,
Together we can extinguish it When “We The People” stand up, and choose to shine our light on every
corner of the planet, so all the world can see, that will be the Great Awakening “In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God... In
him was life; and the life was the light of men. And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness
comprehended it not.” (John 1:1-5) No book or any other source of information can deliver a lifetime of
wisdom into a single paragraph. The word is a sword that cuts directly to the soul of men. Even the mighty
are laid bare by It’s truths. Praise Him for the armor sword and shield He’s given us; the living Word!! God
Throws us into situations beyond us, With no other thought than his great heart will sustain us Like lambs
Amongst wolves, why because the Lion is on our side To God be the Glory GOD ALWAYS WINS

https://revolink.xyz/link/eO2grW

Only when (you) realize you do NOT HAVE CONTROL and finally LET GO And Then (you)
Sincerely Ask/Seek/Let God Will you find Him.

From there God will present to you doors to open, paths to travel, people to talk to. And should you
choose to follow the Opportunity of your lifetime during the lifetime of the opportunity, He will guide
you to exactly who/what/where you’re supposed to be-effortlessly!

Probably the most difficult thing to do is You may have to decide to walk through a door of complete
unknown or fear. You may think it will put you at risk by turning your life into rough waters but it will

Chase Home
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be up to you to decide if you trust whether or not God will let you drown

The biggest scariest trust fall there is. But should you trust, and BELIEVE, you may find that what
happens next in life will prove to you that there’s no other way to explain how you got where you did
without Him. And like an Invisible Hand of Grace that’s how you will find Him

“But I just can’t”
“xyz is imposible for me to do”
“But I’ll lose what I have”
“I don’t understand why”
“There are bumps along the way”
“That’s dangerous”
Pick an excuse.
Pick a reason why not.

We were each Given a “Light” to shine. While each light has the power to pierce the darkest night,
Together we can extinguish it When “We The People” stand up, and choose to shine our light on
every corner of the planet, so all the world can see, that will be the Great Awakening

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same
was in the beginning with God... In him was life; and the life was the light of men. And the light
shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.” (John 1:1-5)

No book or any other source of information can deliver a lifetime of wisdom into a single paragraph.
The word is a sword that cuts directly to the soul of men. Even the mighty are laid bare by It’s truths.
Praise Him for the armor sword and shield He’s given us; the living Word!!

God Throws us into situations beyond us, With no other thought than his great heart will sustain us
Like lambs Amongst wolves, why because the Lion is on our side To God be the Glory

GOD ALWAYS WINS

Dec 27, 2020, 1:57 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/Wq5KpW

https://revolink.xyz/link/Wq5KpW

Dec 27, 2020, 1:04 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

You cannot fool a massive group of dedicated gold star researchers.
At what point does it become mathematically impossible?
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Comms structure designed for a very specific reason.

REAL ANON'S are here as we follow the EVIDENCE (documented verifiable evidence), we are
building the TRUTH of our HISTORY so we can expose and dismantle the corruption that has
PLAGUED our world for millennia.

I invite any publication to print this as a statement of fact from an ACTUAL ANON. 

WE do not tell YOU what to think or how to FEEL about a topic. WE simply dig for TRUTH and then
PRESENT what we find so it can be scrutinized by our PEERS and further corroborated.

The CHOICE to KNOW what we have found, verified and presented is entirely up to YOU. 

Presenting OUR work in a way to imply WE are some sort of cult, shows the WORLD how corrupt
the MAINSTREAM MEDIA has become.

WE are NOT about violence, subversion or control. WE are simply providing FACT based
information FREE of charge to the WORLD.

Feel FREE to SHARE

Dec 27, 2020, 12:44 PM

When we went Mainstream

Dec 27, 2020, 12:35 PM
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Something BIG is coming...

1yr Delta

Dec 27, 2020, 12:27 PM

George crossed the Delaware at just after midnight on Christmas Day in a Durham boat

Dec 26, 2020, 11:12 PM

https://prnt.sc/wanu6b

Updated Dec 26, 2020, 11:09 PM

Dec 26, 2020, 11:09 PM
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Important to understand moving forward. Disinformation is reaching a zenith. Mostly from the patriot's side.
Very important to understand. It's one of the reasons I've backed off from posting as much. Difficult to
discern truth at the moment. Don't worry. It's a good thing. In warfare, it is absolutely necessary to pull off a
strategically superior deception campaign if you intend to win. You cannot tell the enemy you will be at a
certain place at a certain time. Never advertise your intentions. They will take advantage of it and use your
strategy against you. You must use slight-of- hand. There are coded deceptions, written ones, spoken ones.
Even duck hunters use decoys, which are basically deceptive fake ducks in a pond. A fishing lure is
deceptive. A bear trap. A mouse trap. Much of what you're seeing regarding Powell, Flynn, Wood, the White
House staff, etc. are deceptive tactics. It's like putting a blindfold on the enemy, spinning them around, and
asking them to find the door.

Important to understand moving
forward. Disinformation is reaching a
zenith. Mostly from the patriot's side.
Very important to understand. It's one of
the reasons I've backed off from posting
as much. Difficult to discern truth at the
moment. Don't worry. It's a good thing.
In warfare, it is absolutely necessary to
pull off a strategically superior
deception campaign if you intend to win.
You cannot tell the enemy you will be at
a certain place at a certain time. Never
advertise your intentions. They will take
advantage of it and use your strategy
against you. You must use slight-of-
hand. There are coded deceptions,
written ones, spoken ones. Even duck
hunters use decoys, which are basically
deceptive fake ducks in a pond. A
fishing lure is deceptive. A bear trap. A
mouse trap. Much of what you're seeing
regarding Powell, Flynn, Wood, the White
House staff, etc. are deceptive tactics.
It's like putting a blindfold on the enemy,
spinning them around, and asking them
to find the door.

Dec 26, 2020, 9:16 PM
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Timestamp comms?

Puzzle coming together?
We have reached our cruising altitude of 40,000 ft. long ago.
As we prepare to land, please fasten your seatbelt and make sure your seat back and folding trays
are in their full upright position.

Dec 26, 2020, 9:04 PM
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Be on the look out for my links in the comment section

How many coincidences before its mathematically impossible?

It must be done right.
It must be done according to the rule of law.
It must carry weight. 
It must be proven in the court of law. 
There can be no mistakes. 
Good things sometimes take time. 
Attempts to slow/block the inevitable [Justice] will fail. 
[D]s election interference 2020. 
These people are sick. 
We, the People, are the cure.

Be on the look out for my links in the comment section

Dec 26, 2020, 6:34 PM

What is your prediction on first indictment?

First indictment [unseal] will trigger mass pop awakening. 
First arrest will verify action and confirm future direction.
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They will fight but you are ready.
Marker [9]

Dec 26, 2020, 3:11 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/Er56Me

Dec 26, 2020, 2:56 PM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/1qRjAceZg4OPu/giphy.gif?
cid=cafe52e9tkxb2as19r9cqlbfe69vp5l0fpvxoyqkk7asrgqk&rid=giphy.gif

Ive got some more links Id like to share but facebook dont like me spreading the truth. Link will be in
comments
Updated Dec 26, 2020, 2:50 PM

Dec 26, 2020, 2:50 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/DGbL7E Owls seem scary, majestic, and superior... until you peel back the layers.

https://revolink.xyz/link/DGbL7E
Owls seem scary, majestic, and superior... until you peel back the layers.

Dec 26, 2020, 1:05 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/eaowQD

https://revolink.xyz/link/eaowQD
As if it couldn't get any weirder... 🤨
Updated Dec 25, 2020, 11:34 PM

Dec 25, 2020, 11:34 PM
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BIG news week? Future proves past. What news was unlocked? Do you believe in coincidences? >U1
What public disclosure occurred re: U1? >DEFCON 1 [non-nuke FALSE] COMMAND? WHY?
NECESSARY? NO SUCH AGENCY. Where did POTUS stop [post] ASIA? IT WAS NECESSARY. FOR
GOD & COUNTRY. IT WAS NECESSARY. NO OTHER VEHICLE TO REGAIN ENTRY. :[AGAIN] direct pre-
knowledge. :[AGAIN] warning ALERT. Think BDT. >Shall we play a game? >How about a nice game of
CHESS? _THE_FLOOR_IS_YOURS_ COMMAND? WHY? NECESSARY? WHO IS TALKING? THINK
BIG. THINK BIGGER. THINK BIGGEST. >HAITI FOCUS Why is this relevant? What comes next?
CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_ >ADM R [CLAS-239B_TC] >"…Because of the Democrats not being interested
in life and safety, DACA has now taken a big step backwards. The Dems will threaten “shutdown,” but what
they are really doing is shutting down our military, at a time we need it most. Get smart, MAKE AMERICA
GREAT AGAIN! WE ARE FIGHTING FOR OUR COUNTRY!" FOCUS on POTUS' Tweet above. If D's
shutdown the gov't - what happens to the US MILITARY? What specifically occurs? Think budget. Why is
this relevant? [CLAS_EO_ ][2] >Missing 1 >Missing 2 >Missing 3 FIND missing [3]. Future proves past.
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NOTHING is a coincidence. The MAP is the KEY. PLANNED for [3] years. CORRUPTION and EVIL DEEP
WITHIN. EVERYWHERE. PATIENCE. THERE IS NO ESCAPE. THERE ARE NO DEALS. TREASON AT
HIGHEST LEVELS. FOREIGN AGENTS WITHIN OUR GOV'T. HIGHEST LEVELS. THE PUPPET
MASTERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED. ALL VEHICLES OF DELIVERY REMOVED. STRINGS CUT. 7TH
FLOOR IS NO MORE>FBI/SD WE SEE ALL. WE HEAR ALL. THE HUNT CONTINUES. PRISON. DEATH.
[CLAS_GITMO_ J z9-A][89] RED_RED_ IRON EAGLE.

BIG news week?
Future proves past. 
What news was unlocked?
Do you believe in coincidences?
>U1
What public disclosure occurred re: U1?
>DEFCON 1 [non-nuke FALSE]
COMMAND?
WHY?
NECESSARY?
NO SUCH AGENCY.
Where did POTUS stop [post] ASIA?
IT WAS NECESSARY.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
IT WAS NECESSARY.
NO OTHER VEHICLE TO REGAIN ENTRY.
:[AGAIN] direct pre-knowledge. 
:[AGAIN] warning ALERT.
Think BDT.
>Shall we play a game?
>How about a nice game of CHESS?
_THE_FLOOR_IS_YOURS_
COMMAND?
WHY?
NECESSARY?
WHO IS TALKING?
THINK BIG.
THINK BIGGER.
THINK BIGGEST.
>HAITI FOCUS
Why is this relevant?
What comes next?
CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_
>ADM R
[CLAS-239B_TC]
>"…Because of the Democrats not being interested in life and safety, DACA has now taken a big
step backwards. The Dems will threaten “shutdown,” but what they are really doing is shutting down
our military, at a time we need it most. Get smart, MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!
WE ARE FIGHTING FOR OUR COUNTRY!"
FOCUS on POTUS' Tweet above.
If D's shutdown the gov't - what happens to the US MILITARY? 
What specifically occurs? 
Think budget.
Why is this relevant? 
[CLAS_EO_ ][2]
>Missing 1
>Missing 2
>Missing 3
FIND missing [3].
Future proves past.
NOTHING is a coincidence.
The MAP is the KEY.
PLANNED for [3] years.
CORRUPTION and EVIL DEEP WITHIN.
EVERYWHERE.
PATIENCE.
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THERE IS NO ESCAPE.
THERE ARE NO DEALS.
TREASON AT HIGHEST LEVELS.
FOREIGN AGENTS WITHIN OUR GOV'T.
HIGHEST LEVELS.
THE PUPPET MASTERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED.
ALL VEHICLES OF DELIVERY REMOVED.
STRINGS CUT.
7TH FLOOR IS NO MORE>FBI/SD
WE SEE ALL.
WE HEAR ALL.
THE HUNT CONTINUES.
PRISON.
DEATH.
[CLAS_GITMO_ J z9-A][89]
RED_RED_
IRON EAGLE.

Dec 25, 2020, 11:16 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/WAYMLW
Now we have a "motive"...

Dec 25, 2020, 11:08 PM
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Symbolism will be their downfall 

GODFATHER III
SUICIDE WEEKEND?

Dec 25, 2020, 10:39 PM
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Identify symbolism (Owl / Y).
What celebrities have owl / Y head symbols?
What politicians have owl / Y head symbols?
What powerful people have owl / Y head symbols?
What powerful groups have owl / Y head symbols?
Why are they worn/shown openly? 
Their need for symbolism will be their downfall.
MSM role?
Push conspiracy theory.
Social media role?
Push conspiracy theory and institute new rules allowing for ban.
Censorship.
The graphic is key.
Re-read graphic (ex: what family did Soros replace (Y)).
Part II – How were they ‘adopted’ into the cult (as children).
What were they provided for obeying and staying silent (brainwashed)?
All that you know to be right is wrong.
The ‘cult’ runs the world.
Fantasy land.
The world is fighting back (& destroying the cult).
20% public.
80% private.
The world would otherwise collapse.
40,000ft. v. (again) and need to decrease altitude to avoid ‘conspiracy’ label.
Was necessary.
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GODFATHER III.
For God & Country.

Dec 25, 2020, 10:34 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Man its been a busy day of research . I put together a little collection of cards today that I would like
to share with yall. I believe Fakebook is throttling my posts when I insert certain links into the main
post so I will be Inserting link in the comments below.

Dec 25, 2020, 6:51 PM

Chase Matthews added a new photo to Carol Martin's timeline.

Chase Home
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Dec 25, 2020, 5:31 PM
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Here, you can read about President George Washington's letter on the Illuminati that comes from the
Library of Congress. https://www.loc.gov/resource/mgw2.021/?q=Illuminati&sp=182&st=text

Here, you can read about President George Washington's letter on the Illuminati that comes from
the Library of Congress.
https://www.loc.gov/resource/mgw2.021/?q=Illuminati&sp=182&st=text

Dec 25, 2020, 5:30 PM

JUST IN - Outage affecting 911 in parts of Tennessee, Alabama, and Kentucky.

JUST IN - Outage affecting 911 in parts of Tennessee, Alabama, and Kentucky.

Dec 25, 2020, 4:55 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

JUST IN - Microsoft cloud customers' data has been compromised during a recent cyberattack on
the United States. According to the Washington Post, the alleged attack took place via a Microsoft
corporate partner, which handles cloud-access services, putting emails and other data at risk.

Dec 25, 2020, 4:50 PM

[Next week]
[Next week]
[Next week]
Suicide weekend? 

TimeStamps
7:00
19:00

Dec 25, 2020, 4:12 PM
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Dec 25, 2020, 3:58 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/e1xGNW

TEST (Links work?)

Trying to get organized. I want to start logging all of my research for easy viewing by others. I
encourge other researchers to do the same. If you have any ideas or would like to colab send me a
PM

Dec 25, 2020, 3:29 PM
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Green light on control panel Note the Punisher-style logo on his cap as well. Our Military is telling us what's
what. Pay attention.

Green light on control panel
Note the Punisher-style logo on his cap as well. 
Our Military is telling us what's what. Pay attention.

Dec 25, 2020, 3:19 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Chase Home
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https://revolink.xyz/link/D8YllW
Historic Rochester building destroyed in Christmas fire

Dec 25, 2020, 3:06 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

JUST IN - Mobilization at the US embassy and all military bases in Iraq (via Al-Hadath)

State of alert in Baghdad raised to highest level - Al-Arabiya

- Intense security deployment in Baghdad as Iraq's Prime Minister vows decisive response to threats
made by Iran-backed militias earlier today.

Dec 25, 2020, 2:56 PM

BREAKING: This is the RV that exploded on 2nd Ave N this morning. It arrived on 2nd Ave at 1:22 a.m.

BREAKING: This is the RV that exploded on 2nd Ave N this morning. It arrived on 2nd Ave at 1:22
a.m.

Dec 25, 2020, 2:47 PM

False flag today.
Mentioned in #112.
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On Nov 5, 2017
At 11:46PM EST.
Add 1146 days.
= Today 12/25/20.
What are the odds?

Important to archive.

Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings. 
Repeat.
Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other conservative gatherings.
More false flags imminent

Elections no longer matter at this stage.
Snow White.
Godfather III.
Above will have context as news unfolds.
Summarize and paint the picture.
Critical. 

Expand your thinking.
The ‘date’ vs ‘actual’.
Iran next!
Trust the plan!
Do you believe in coincidences?

NK _ SpaceX.

INFORMATION WARFARE

You have been selected to help serve your Country. Never retreat from the battlefield [Twitter, FB,
etc.]. Use other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. Organize and connect
[bridge through linking]. Source meme(s) material from battlefield and/or garage [highlight & share]
[take & drop] Mission 1: Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts
Mission 2: Support role of other digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)] Mission 3: Guide
[awaken] others through use of facts [DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant facts] and memes
[decouple MSDNC control of info stream] _ask 'counter' questions to initiate 'thought' vs repeat
[echo] of MSDNC propaganda Mission 4: Learn use of camouflage [digitally] _primary account
suspended-terminated _use of secondary Mission 5: Identify strengths / weaknesses [personal and
designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB [+other] example re: meme(s) failure to read through use of
ALGO [think Tron (MCP_master control program)] _dependence on person-to-person capture [slow
response time unidentified user(s)] Game theory. Information warfare. Welcome to the Digital
Battlefield. Together we win. 

Decode Mirror
112 211
1146 4611

Dec 25, 2020, 2:41 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

JUST IN - Flights reportedly grounded at Nashville’s airport because of issues with air traffic control
in the wake of the explosion that happened earlier.

Dec 25, 2020, 2:23 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/D9yyOD

https://revolink.xyz/link/D9yyOD

Dec 25, 2020, 11:47 AM

Dec 25, 2020, 10:48 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/WQqq4W 🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦 Sometimes you cannot tell people the
truth. You must show them. Only then, at the precipice, will people find the will to change [to participate].

https://revolink.xyz/link/WQqq4W
🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦🎄🐦
Sometimes you cannot tell people the truth.
You must show them.
Only then, at the precipice, will people find the will to change [to participate].

Dec 25, 2020, 9:00 AM
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Merry Christmas

Dec 25, 2020, 8:42 AM

Well now. I see that "RED RED RED" is trending And while I know it's totally unrelated, I cant help
but be reminded of this..

RIG FOR RED

Why Is Red Light Used On Submarines?

Within submarines, two types of lighting are used; white and red, each type has special conditions.
White light is used under normal conditions to facilitate movement and alertness. Red light is usually
used for docking and in the control room.
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Red light has special conditions to use within submarines during military maneuvers and critical
situations. Have you ever wondered why the white light is replaced with red under these conditions?

Some people think that the use of red light reduces the ability to see in the dark. This saying is
nothing but a big fairy tale! The opposite is true. The red light helps to adjust the vision, not only in
the submarine but in airport control towers and some cinemas. Where red lighting helps the viewer
adjust in the dark.

Also on the submarine, crew members need to adapt to the night vision. Red light is the longest in
wavelength. The human eye is less sensitive to longer wavelengths.

Another important reason, fearing the resurgence of lighting from the submarine will make military
tasks "fail". There is still an opportunity, to capture a light signal for any submarine tens of miles
away, which is considered a major blow that could cause a failure of the whole process.
Therefore, red lighting reduces the chances of light emission, and at the same time, crew members
can handle the instrument board of the submarine without problems.

Dec 25, 2020, 1:39 AM

My daughter is going to be so excited. I got the doll house second hand for 20 bucks.

My daughter is going to be so excited. 
I got the doll house second hand for 20 bucks.

Dec 25, 2020, 12:35 AM
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With Christmas Day upon us, I’d like to take a brief moment to say how thankful I am for each and
every one of you. I remain constantly humbled that so many wonderful people have chosen to join
me in the historic effort to defend and restore our Republic. 
I am enterally grateful for the many new connections that I’ve begun to develop. It is my sincere
hope that this is only the 
beginning of numerous life-long friendships as we continue to work together, side-by-side, in the
effort to spread knowledge, defend the truth & stand up for our God-given freedoms. I am blown
away at the amount of wisdom that I’ve encountered in this community. You have all taught me so
much, and as I’ve said many times, I can only hope to stand on the towering shoulders of those who
have spent countless hours [and years] researching the truth, challenging their own assumptions &
attempting to share what they’ve learned with all of those willing to listen. It is you who
continue to move the world in a positive direction. For each of us who choose to fight on the side of
truth, justice, freedom and peace - Victory, along with heart and mind at ease, is guaranteed. It is my
greatest honor to dedicate my time and energy to such a 
noble cause and I will always do my best to never let you down, but promptly admit my mistakes
when they are made.

I am more optimistic today about the future than I’ve been in my entire life. We must always remain
vigilant, never let our guard 
down and never stop fighting. I hope that you & yours have an extremely Blessed and Merry
Christmas. Our best days most 
assuredly lie ahead! 

🇺🇸🎄🙏
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Dec 24, 2020, 10:42 PM

Merry Christmas from my Family to Yours Celebrate this SPECIAL day in a BIG way. Please PRAY for
those who would lay down their lives to protect our FREEDOM. You are safe. God bless.

Merry Christmas from my Family to Yours

Celebrate this SPECIAL day in a BIG way.

Please PRAY for those who would lay down their lives to protect our FREEDOM.
You are safe.

God bless.

Dec 24, 2020, 10:18 PM
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For the coming days ahead. Ask yourself an honest question, why would a billionaire who has it all, fame,
fortune, a warm and loving family, friends, etc. want to endanger himself and his family by becoming
POTUS? Why would he want to target himself and those he cares about? Does he need money? Does he
need fame? What does he get out of this? Does he want to make the US/world a better place for his family
and for those good and decent people who have long been taken advantage of? Perhaps he could not
stomach the thought of mass murders occurring to satisfy Moloch? Perhaps he could not stomach the
thought of children being kidnapped, drugged, and raped while leaders/law enforcement of the world turn a
blind eye. Perhaps he was tired of seeing how certain races/countries were being constantly abused and
kept in need/poor/and suffering all for a specific purpose. Perhaps he could not in good conscious see the
world burn. Why, hours after the election, did seven people travel to an undisclosed location to hold a very
private & highly secured/guarded meeting? Why didn’t HRC give a concession speech? When was the last
time a presidential candidate didn’t personally give a concession speech? What happens if the border
remained open and the MSM continued to brainwash? At what point do Patriots, and hard working men and
woman, become the minority? What about voting machines? Who owns the voting machines? What about
voter ID laws? Photo ID? When is it necessary and must be presented? Make a list. Laugh. Reconcile.
Would the chances of defeating evil grow less and less with each passing year? 👉👉[[[[[What does ‘RED
LINE’ mean?]]]]]👈👈 Why, again, were the arrests made in SA so very important? What strings were
immediately cut? Follow the money. When does a bird sing?

For the coming days ahead.
Ask yourself an honest question, why would a billionaire who has it all, fame, fortune, a warm and
loving family, friends, etc. want to endanger himself and his family by becoming POTUS? 
Why would he want to target himself and those he cares about? 
Does he need money?
Does he need fame?
What does he get out of this?
Does he want to make the US/world a better place for his family and for those good and decent
people who have long been taken advantage of? 
Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of mass murders occurring to satisfy Moloch?
Perhaps he could not stomach the thought of children being kidnapped, drugged, and raped while
leaders/law enforcement of the world turn a blind eye. 
Perhaps he was tired of seeing how certain races/countries were being constantly abused and kept
in need/poor/and suffering all for a specific purpose.
Perhaps he could not in good conscious see the world burn. 
Why, hours after the election, did seven people travel to an undisclosed location to hold a very
private & highly secured/guarded meeting? 
Why didn’t HRC give a concession speech? 
When was the last time a presidential candidate didn’t personally give a concession speech?
What happens if the border remained open and the MSM continued to brainwash?
At what point do Patriots, and hard working men and woman, become the minority?
What about voting machines?
Who owns the voting machines?
What about voter ID laws?
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Photo ID? When is it necessary and must be presented? Make a list. Laugh.
Reconcile.
Would the chances of defeating evil grow less and less with each passing year?
👉👉[[[[[What does ‘RED LINE’ mean?]]]]]👈👈
Why, again, were the arrests made in SA so very important? 
What strings were immediately cut?
Follow the money.
When does a bird sing?

Dec 24, 2020, 3:57 PM

Saving Israel for last 

You have much more than you know

News unlocks the map

Future proves past

Nothing Can Stop Whats Coming, Nothing

Pain coming

RIG FOR RED

Dec 24, 2020, 3:52 PM
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I appologize about the language in my previous post. That was very mild compared to most chatter
on the anon boards. You have to remember this is a real war we are in. These guys on the boards
are out to kick some ass not kiss it. 

You need to prepare your minds because this is only the beginning we havent even got the part
about the satanic cult or the child trafficking

Crimes Against Children 
PREPARE
PRAY
IRREGULAR WARFARE
INFORMATION WARFARE

Dec 24, 2020, 3:16 PM

Headed back to all the Christmas activities. I will be on later with some more updates. There is no reason to
worry. Patriots in FULL CONTROL GOD WINS

Headed back to all the Christmas activities. I will be on later with some more updates. 

There is no reason to worry. 

Patriots in FULL CONTROL
GOD WINS
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Christmas night At about 11 p.m. on Christmas, Washington’s army commenced its crossing of the half-
frozen river at three locations. The 2,400 soldiers led by Washington successfully braved the icy and
freezing river and reached the New Jersey side of the Delaware just before dawn.

Christmas night

At about 11 p.m. on Christmas, Washington’s army commenced its crossing of the half-frozen river
at three locations. The 2,400 soldiers led by Washington successfully braved the icy and freezing
river and reached the New Jersey side of the Delaware just before dawn.
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3 Year Delta

On a Durham Boat
Across the Delaware

Which "president elect" is from Delaware?
How does this fit into the plan?

Dec 24, 2020, 12:02 PM
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We havent even gotten to the action sequence of the movie yet.

We havent even gotten to the action sequence of the movie yet.
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More Decode.

More Decode.
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riffsid=TVRFMk5USXdPVEJmZEE9PTB63qHHzhWZ5Y26f3ANtRPVIqEDQD9VOa4LOvGVof5_JpG
1w7s5HLO1uePiKMt-WTEg1vj3TcFzNf6Tk9E

https://revolink.xyz/link/ep44Ne
JUST IN: President Trump Announces 26 New Christmas Pardons Including Paul Manafort and
Roger Stone
Updated Dec 24, 2020, 11:39 AM

Dec 24, 2020, 11:39 AM
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The Plane is now pointing at Pence

The Plane is now pointing at Pence
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Christmas Day will make it 17 days

Christmas Day will make it 17 days
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Trump vetoed the NDAA bill. It’s supposed to be veto proof. Hidden in this bill is a clause that nullifies the
President Power to invoke the Insurrection Act. Act 6395. Places that power in the hands of Congress,
(Pelosi). I knew he’d veto it, let’s see what the Senate does now.

Trump vetoed the NDAA bill. It’s supposed to be veto proof. 

Hidden in this bill is a clause that nullifies the President Power to invoke the Insurrection Act. Act
6395. Places that power in the hands of Congress, (Pelosi). I knew he’d veto it, let’s see what the
Senate does now.
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Omnibus Bill They know everything. IT WAS CLEVERLY ORCHESTRATED MILITARY PLANNING AT ITS
FINEST TRUST THE PLAN This isn’t new. They (ALL OF C0NGRE$$) have been Iining theirs and their
families personaI p0cketbooks, gifting themseIves mass amounts of m0ney, from US TAXPAYER$ for
DECADE$. This shit ends NOW.

Omnibus Bill

They know everything. 

IT WAS CLEVERLY ORCHESTRATED 
MILITARY PLANNING AT ITS FINEST
TRUST THE PLAN

This isn’t new. 

They (ALL OF C0NGRE$$) have been Iining theirs and their families personaI p0cketbooks, gifting
themseIves mass amounts of m0ney, from US TAXPAYER$ for DECADE$. 

This shit ends NOW.
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Meme Archive
https://revolink.xyz/link/WJP0ME
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UXS_XWic4r0k_89g2Ihl13H692kDplUBh3OyQXr1xCRoTcr1sGOlqJG1flWuiol23h4s0

Not only did Walmart single-handedly export millions of jobs to China, and empty out the downtown
businesses of thousands of American communities It then illegally doped up the lives it already had
economically ruined. 

Bring the whole diseased temple down. 
It will be BIBLICAL
Updated Dec 23, 2020, 8:30 AM
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TRUST THE PLAN!!!!!!

https://revolink.xyz/link/WMVJ8e
This video Trump just posted is 9:53 in duration. 9+5+3=_______

17 post # 953 is SCARY ACCURATE
Awakening is their biggest fear. 

BlDEN / CHlNA.✅
BIG DEVELOPMENT.✅
TRAIT0RS EVERYWHERE.✅
AMERlCA FOR SALE.✅
FLYNN CLEARED OF ALL CHARGES.✅
TRUMP ADMlN v2?✅
Election theft.✅
Last hope.✅

Drop posted on 3/7/18

That's over a year before Biden even announced he was running for President!

2 years 9 months and 6 days in advance
2+9+6=__

M I L I T A R Y P R E C I S I O N

THEY KNEW EVERYTHING

Planned and Executed to Perfection

Dec 22, 2020, 10:56 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/e687oD BIBLICAL Pope to step down after Christmas, according to Vatican source.
self draining swamp or to make way for something/someone worse? The Vatican has in recent days shown
signs that it is compromosed. https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1341522471590260738

https://revolink.xyz/link/e687oD
BIBLICAL
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Pope to step down after Christmas, according to Vatican source.

self draining swamp or to make way for something/someone
worse? The Vatican has in recent days shown signs that it is 
compromosed.

https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1341522471590260738

Dec 22, 2020, 8:38 PM
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Dec 22, 2020, 7:25 PM

BREAKING REPORT: HIDDEN in the 5,893 page bill that @realDonaldTrump is anticipated to VETO is a
provision that says: "Nullifies the President's use of the Insurrection Act."
https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1341519068596199425

BREAKING REPORT: HIDDEN in the 5,893 page bill that 

@realDonaldTrump

is anticipated to VETO is a provision that says:
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"Nullifies the President's use of the Insurrection Act."

https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1341519068596199425
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Its Christmas Time. 
🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄🎄
Lets spread the good cheer. 

Share any Christmas pics in the comments below👇👇👇

Dec 22, 2020, 6:40 PM

Breaking now...

There’s that name again...

Member and Chairperson of the Public Interest DECLASSIFICATION Board, huh?

👀

Dec 22, 2020, 3:58 PM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3OW5weHIxdXllMzh6ejdnMWEzOG91YjBl
ZHV3bjJ4d2szenY3c2VvZw/NFA61GS9qKZ68/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/DRVLwD

Very large file so it takes some time to load but well worth the wait

Over 2000 pages of info. 

HAPPY HUNTING
Updated Dec 22, 2020, 9:44 AM

Dec 22, 2020, 9:44 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/WYO9rE Stay close. Don't get lost.

https://revolink.xyz/link/WYO9rE
Stay close. Don't get lost.

Dec 21, 2020, 2:41 PM

What **evidence** is there that former US Attorney Jeff Jensen was limited to **only** looking for
@GenFlynn case files to give to @SidneyPowell1 while he was inside both the Mueller SCO and
FBI HQ?
The mistake people have been making for some time now is to see all these US Attorneys involved
in the SpyGate cases **working independently of each other**.

"Durham's running his SpyGate investigation by himself.
So was Huber.
So was Jensen.
So was Bash."
I am coming to believe NONE of these US Attorney's were actually running their own investigations
independent of each other.

I now believe they were ALL working under a de facto Durham SCO.
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Huber, Jensen & Bash were Durham investigators.

BUT THEY DIDN'T ADMIT THIS.
It was **assumed** because his investigation of Clinton campaign/Clinton Foundation was his own
independent thing, when Huber was done he'd release his own findings.

Instead he made a HANDOFF TO DURHAM.

Remember how low-key that was covered?

"Oh Huber...such a disappointment!
Same thing with Bash.

It was **assumed** Bash was doing his own independent investigation into the Flynn unmasking -
and the OTHER unmaskings of Trump transition team members like Pompeo, Sessions and Nunes.

"Ah Bash ended with no report! How disappointing!"
The **only** one of the three US Attorney's publicly tied to SpyGate that hit paydirt - supposedly - is
Jensen, due to his finding the exculpatory Flynn case documents & handing them off to Sidney
Powell.

The documents Jensen found blew up the case & ended it.
Well I'll ask again:

What **evidence** is there that while he was digging round inside the Mueller SCO & FBI 7th floor
files, Jensen could **only see** or **document** files related to the Flynn case?
What **other cases** were the Mueller SCO and the FBI top floor pursuing that Jensen would be
able to find in there if he was looking?

Carter Page?
Roger Stone?
George Papadopoulos?

How about this?

Case files about FBI CI investigations started up BEFORE Crossfire launched?
That declass on Thursday where Strzok is talking to Lisa Page about **other federal CI
Trump/Russia collusion cases that were already in play before Crossfire Hurricane launched on July
31, 2016 was huge.

Ya think there were any FILES in the Mueller SCO/FBI HQ about those? Hmmm?
Now I know what you're thinking.

Same people who didn't tell you Durham was already hot on the trail of the SpyGate plotters in April
2017 also just told you over a week ago that Durham didn't get handed his own SCO until October
19.

Let me ask you a question:
Do you think the DOJ would hide the fact Durham was running a de facto Special Counsel's office of
his own long before they made the paperwork official and wrote a letter about it?

Because it's starting to look that way to me.
Huber's investigating for Durham
Jensen's investigating for Durham [handing off documents to blow up the Flynn case was a side
bonus!]
Bash's investigating for Durham.

Durham's always been the guy.

And nobody could leak there was a new SCO because it wasn't OFFICIAL.
There was no official letter or document that could leak where anybody could point to it and say
"Holy crap, Durham's just been handed the authority of a Special Counsel and now he's got all these

Chase Home
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other US Attorneys investigating cases for him!"
They actually have never been independent of each other.

They have been connected all along.

The SpyGate plotters were kept in the dark as much as possible, so was the corporate media, which
would've crossed Heaven & Earth to sabotage a new SCO if they'd known about it.

Look again at who the **targets** were of what I now believe has been a clandestine Durham SCO
for the past several years.

LOOK connected and powerful all these people are.

Had a SpyGate SCO been openly declared in 2017, 2018 or 2019, what would have happened to it?

If a SpyGate Special Counsel's Office had been openly and transparently declared in 2017, 2018,
2019 or even early 2020, do you need ME to tell you what forces would have instantly been brought
to bear on the poor fellow in charge of it, and all his investigators?
Let's ask....KEN STARR!

Remember the circus the Starr investigation was turned into back in the 1990's? How Democrats &
the media went after him and his team with a vengeance?

And we didn't even have the media atmosphere we have today.

Whitewater was a tempest in a teapot compared to the MASSIVE SCOPE of the SpyGate scandal.
SpyGate is only 1,000x worse than Watergate was. HOW would you **SHIELD** the top guy **and
his top investigators** from what Democrats & media would want to give to them GOOD & HARD?

If Durham shows the full evidence of their crimes and prosecutes, that's a tectonic shift right there.

The Swamp would fight with every dirty trick at it's disposal to keep that from happening.

How do you protect the SpyGate investigation and the SpyGate investigators?
You seed the media, both left and right, with disinformation that NOTHING IS HAPPENING,
Sessions lost his nerve, Whitaker was a patsy, Barr is a disgrace, Durham/Huber/Bash/Jensen are
useless, SpyGate investigation went nowhere, just killing time, etc.

Worked like a charm.
I can wait to be right.

Durham's Special Counsel's Office is hard at work.

After Trump is sworn in on Jan. 20, it's going to dawn on a whole lot of people the Durham SCO is
quite real.

Brian Cates 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1340337974286888960.html

Dec 21, 2020, 11:45 AM
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For those still up in the air about pence. TRUST THE PLAN With Trump taking all the flak, Pence has been
quietly flying under the radar this past month working on the most complex milops the US has ever seen.
Coincidence? https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1340995256012079106 Jives with Thomas Wictor's
last two vids

For those still up in the air about pence. 

TRUST THE PLAN

With Trump taking all the flak, Pence has been quietly flying under the radar this past month working
on the most complex milops the US has ever seen.
Coincidence?

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1340995256012079106

Jives with Thomas Wictor's last two vids

Dec 21, 2020, 11:42 AM
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T -18 days till January 6, 2021. Counting of electoral votes.

32 days until January 20, 2021 
Inauguration. 

18 and 32. 
1832. Andrew Jackson breaks the bank and is reelected president of United States.
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https://revolink.xyz/link/aev9yW
Coincidence?

Dec 21, 2020, 1:02 AM

http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWkA1E

TEST
5:5?

join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app.
This is where I will be posting alternate/emergency comms. 

Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1
Updated Dec 21, 2020, 12:01 AM

Dec 21, 2020, 12:01 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMm8W

https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMm8W
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https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBLke Hmmm. Interesting timing. Remember how many millions HRC received
from SA's AlAweed, before SA's own swamp draining occurred and the King agreed to work with POTUS on
terrorism? Saudi Arabia suspends all international flights for a week - SPA
https://twitter.com/SputnikInt/status/1340763538378383360

https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBLke
Hmmm. Interesting timing. Remember how many millions HRC received from SA's AlAweed, before
SA's own swamp draining occurred and the King agreed to work with POTUS on terrorism? 

Saudi Arabia suspends all international flights for a week - SPA
https://twitter.com/SputnikInt/status/1340763538378383360

Dec 20, 2020, 4:16 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqGbE
To all the "Patriots" wondering why there is so much inaction from Trump and wondering why arrests
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haven't been made yet let me put it to you this way We are witnessing the greatest battle of Good vs
Evil That this country has ever seen in its existence Think of it like a poker game if you will Trump
has sat idly by and collected his winnings patiently and methodically and has held his poker face
throughout it all While on the other side of the table you have The DEEP STATE [They] have
relentlessly thrown everything at Trump
and have not tried to hide their intentions
whatsoever and think they have finally delivered the death blow to POTUS and have it in the bag
They've gone ALL IN 

It's time for the The Trump Card

Dec 19, 2020, 10:16 PM
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Dec 19, 2020, 8:58 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLKyD
Y'all should read this.
Updated Dec 19, 2020, 8:24 PM
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U.S Space Force tweeted, ‘Liftoff!’ Note timestamp = 9:11

U.S Space Force tweeted, ‘Liftoff!’
Note timestamp = 9:11
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Alot going on here. I got your 6. The logo matches the NSA ghidra as well as the 8 kun website
where Q posts.
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I hope when this is all over we will no longer have to remain anonymous.

Dec 18, 2020, 8:27 PM
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My Mom got me a christmas frog as a gift for helping her complete her treatments. She text me and
told me I should listen to Jeremiah the Bullfrog and when I looked it up this was the first song that
popped up. 
https://revolink.xyz/link/aWz1nD
JOY TO THE WORLD. 
The same message that was on her christmas ornaments I got for her.

Another Godproof for me.

Dec 18, 2020, 6:45 PM
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They said it takes an Army and God provided! Thank you for all the thoughts, prayers and kind words.
Forever Grateful Gods Digital Army JOY TO THE WORLD!!!!!!

They said it takes an Army and God provided!

Thank you for all the thoughts, prayers and kind words.

Forever Grateful 

Gods Digital Army

JOY TO THE WORLD!!!!!!

Dec 18, 2020, 6:43 PM
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MISSION COMPLETE JOY TO THE WORLD!
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MISSION COMPLETE
JOY TO THE WORLD!

Dec 18, 2020, 2:21 PM

Twice now in two days, POTUS has failed to capitalize "Country"

It's like flying the flag upside down.
America in distress!

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1053285828892463109
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1339971240157736960
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1339770665168228354

Dec 18, 2020, 12:24 PM

Let’s play a little game of Where’s Waldo...
Notice the curtains?
Both pictures were from yesterday. 
A YouTube video and a tv interview. 

All in the same secure location 
Trump Tower DC.

Dec 18, 2020, 12:02 PM
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She will be walking out of the Drs office any moment now. 40 of 40 complete. Ring that bell!

She will be walking out of the Drs office any moment now. 

40 of 40 complete. 

Ring that bell!
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Dec 18, 2020, 11:42 AM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3OWpnZXc2anBzd21tOTFuanpoaWV0d3
pibmJyZ3Vlcm13cGNxMzkydw/YOtt9qPxy1Sa6Ul9bH/giphy.gif

Got a call from my moms Dr this morning that said our appointment was postedponed because the
servers were down at the hospital
Ive never seen someone so anxious to get to there cancer treatment. 

Dr just called and we are now on the way 
Last day
Ring the bell day
Updated Dec 18, 2020, 10:30 AM

Dec 18, 2020, 10:30 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/3c23c609b68edf785474f94e927ec70d/tenor.gif?itemid=15808108

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWL3yD
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqBQe
Wait... What? Same curtain...? Where are they?
🤨
Updated Dec 18, 2020, 10:16 AM

Dec 18, 2020, 10:16 AM
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Dec 18, 2020, 9:20 AM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/YT2sCpjLvXg3iczhjL/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147yczned2fqkkoqtqiv7zliluvzfwkyn48mmz0ce2u&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKyAe

TEST. Let me know if link works
Updated Dec 18, 2020, 8:18 AM

Dec 18, 2020, 8:18 AM

Tomorrow is Ring the Bell day for my Mom
and Hopefully soon for the rest of the World

JOY TO THE WORLD
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https://www.mdanderson.org/cancerwise/why-do-cancer-patients-ring-a-bell-after-treatment.h00-
159306990.html

Dec 17, 2020, 8:42 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/a93527bcb1b026e235887095651c5667/tenor.gif?itemid=13841992

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9Ooe
SCOTUSGATE
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 6:25 PM

Dec 17, 2020, 6:25 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/GEr91e
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 3:13 PM
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Dec 17, 2020, 3:13 PM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3d3Nic2ttNzYyZ2p6NDR4ZHo2engyYmkw
cjdkdGc4dWRpZXVuM2hybQ/jroWriIlKYSP2tpu20/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/dDB6jD
Comms... comms... comms
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 3:11 PM

Dec 17, 2020, 3:11 PM

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive

New group discussions page on my website. Be sure to sign up as a member and download the app
to receive notifications for alternate/ emergency comms. 

https://chasematthews2020.wixsite.com/awakeningarchive

join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me on the
go.
Join with this link:

http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. 

Download the app to receive 
alternate/emergency comms 
Use the invite code: JWXWU1
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 12:59 PM

Dec 17, 2020, 12:59 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Only 1 more caner treatment left for my mom!

39 out of 40 complete

40 days and 40 night's

BIBLICAL

40 Days and 40 Nights – The Significance of 40 in the Bible

There are some numbers that Christians might notice in the Bible — numbers that appear
repeatedly throughout scripture. Among these numbers is 40. 

From references to 40 days and 40 nights to the reigns of kings for 40 years, the significance of 40
in the Bible is worth exploring.

40 Days and 40 nights

So, let’s start with references to 40 days and 40 nights. We see the significance of 40 in the Bible
pop up in the Noah narrative, with God proclaiming in Genesis 7:4 (NIV): “Seven days from now I
will send rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights, and I will wipe from the face of the earth
every living creature I have made.”

And the Bible tells us that it rained for 40 days just as God had promised. But this is hardly the only
reference to 40, as Guideposts explained that the number is mentioned 159 times throughout the
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Old and New Testaments.

There’s also the story of David and Goliath. In 1 Samuel 17 we see Goliath taunting the Israelites for
a specific period of time: 40 days. Verse 16 reads, “For forty days the Philistine came forward every
morning and evening and took his stand.”

The number 40 in the Bible also emerges when we look at Moses and the covenant God confirmed
with him. Moses is said to have gone up on the “mountain of God,” where he stayed for 40 days and
40 nights. This story is recounted in Exodus 24.

Let’s also remember that Acts 7 tells us more about Moses — and it’s a chapter where we again see
the presence of the number 40 in the Bible. It is in this chapter that we see Stephen’s recap of
Moses’ life. After he explains that Moses was educated by the Egyptians, Stephen notes that Moses
“decided to visit his own people, the Israelites” when he was 40 years old.

After killing an Egyptian man who was mistreating an Israelite, Moses fled to Midian. Here’s what
verse 30 reads: “After forty years had passed, an angel appeared to Moses in the flames of a
burning bush in the desert near Mount Sinai.” Again, a reference to the number 40 in the Bible.

The Significance of 40 in the Bible: Continued

And it doesn’t end there. The significance of 40 in the Bible even emerged when it came to Israeli
kings and the time frames in which they ruled. This is specifically true when it comes to Saul, David
and Solomon. 

The three great Hebrew kings — Saul, David and Solomon — were each said to have ruled for 40
years. That’s no coincidence. Forty years is considered a generation in the Bible (i.e. a new group of
Israelites that rises up, sustains itself, then dies off). For the three kings of antiquity, this
measurement of time also contains a warning — 20 years of their rule was marked by prosperity and
20 years by ruin. It characterizes the Prophet Samuel’s trepidations over instituting kings in the first
place: eventually, they’ll take from the people more than they give.

Other historical tidbits surrounding Israel show us the significance of 40 in the Bible. In Numbers 13,
we see Israelis spending 40 days exploring Canaan, and Deuteronomy 25 sets a judge’s limit at 40
for the number of lashes that could be given to a guilty party.

Jesus and the Significance of 40 in the Bible

One other area worth briefly looking at is Jesus and the significance of 40 in the Bible. When we see
Christ being tested in the wilderness in Matthew 2, we learn that he had been fasting for 40 days
and 40 nights — yet another fascinating reference point.

We also see in Acts 1:3 that there were 40 days between the crucifixion and the ascension. While
there’s no specific focus given on the significance of 40 in the Bible in this case, it’s presence when
it comes to Jesus is also quite noteworthy.

The Number 40 in the Bible: Why?

Numbers that repeat can certainly spark interest among Christians. And while it seems the number
is literal when it comes to descriptions of 40 days and 40 nights and other such references, perhaps
there is a deeper meaning.

many scholars believe the number has something to do with trials or probation, considering its
usage throughout the scriptures. 

“This doesn’t mean that 40 is entirely symbolic; it still has a literal meaning in Scripture,” the outlet
explained: “40 days’ means 40 days,’ but it does seem that God has chosen this number to help
emphasize times of trouble and hardship.”

The most important point worth noting is that the Bible offers neither a definitive explainer on the
number 40 in the Bible nor the significance of 40 in the Bible. So, we are left to try and interpret why
the number appears so frequently.
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Again, some point to references to 40 or 40 days and 40 nights to have something to do with trials
and tribulations. 
40 Days of Lent

Finally, there is one other place where Christians often discuss the number 40: Lent. The 40 days of
Lent are a celebration of Jesus’ time in the desert. Just as Jesus fasted and prayed for 40 days,
many Christians partake in the 40 days of Lent in remembrance.

Dec 17, 2020, 11:03 AM

Who controls the NG? - Normally the states; the state governors - During peacetime each state
National Guard answers to leadership in the 50 states, three territories and the District of Columbia.
During national emergencies, however, the President reserves the right to mobilize the National
Guard, putting them in federal duty status.

Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US? Charlottesville, VA - ANTIFa
(anticipation of lack of law and order) Texas - hurricane Florida - hurricane US Virgin Islands -
hurricane Puerto Rico - hurricane California - wildfires Montana - wildfires

Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines? Yes

Yes, per NG recruiting site:respond to domestic emergencies, overseas combat missions,
counterdrug efforts, reconstruction missions and more. Seeing they are in Kuwait and Afghanistan,
they also work with/for the Army. NG is reserves for the Army.

Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize? The NG is mainly activated by the states, the
POTUS needs Congressional approval to activate the NG. If the states activate them, POTUS can
take control of them. This would allow the Marines and the NG to work together under one set of
orders. This is shown in the Posse Comitatus Act where by the POTUS can take control.

During national emergencies, however, the President reserves the right to mobilize the National
Guard, putting them in federal duty status

What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?

Abraham Lincoln - CIVIL WAR resulted He declared Martial Law which suspended habeas corpus in
the US. More specifically he imposed the suspension on "prisoners of war, spies, or aiders and
abettors of the enemy," as well as on other classes of people, such as draft dodgers."

Also: -Whiskey Rebellion -Andrew Jackson. In 1832, he ordered federal armed forces to South
Carolina to enforce federal (tariff) laws. South Carolina backed down, and the union was preserved.
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-JFK activated (federalized) Alabama NG on 6/11/1963 -George Bush- during the 1992 LA riots -
Rodney King Riots.

SUMMARY Someone controls the National Guard. The National Guard recently activated in select
cities within the US. The National Guard work in coordination with the Marines. Conditions need to
be satisfied to authorize. A former President used the military to save the republic.

Dec 17, 2020, 10:51 AM

Before POTUS departs on Friday he will be sending an important message via Twitter. 

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

The time has come to take back our great land.
The time is now.
Rest assured POTUS is backed by the absolute finest people alive who are all dedicated to the
eradication evil and corruption from the US/World.
Find peace.
God is with us.
God bless and be safe.
-The WH

Let these coming days be remembered in our history as the time we fought to recapture the republic
from those evil bad actors who for so long have sacrificed the good people of this land for their own
personal gain. 
Fight the good fight.

LET JUSTICE BE SERVED.

God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth. 
We will never forget.
All share one title in common and that is the title of "Hero."
"The LORD is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me
beside quiet waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake.
Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and
your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You
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anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days
of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

Dec 17, 2020, 10:33 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzKne https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2A3D

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzKne
https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2A3D

Dec 17, 2020, 7:55 AM
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So..
Today is 11.3
Barr leaves 11.9
Christmas Day is 11.11

In Chinese.....

Perhaps we should be paying closer attention to the Chinese calendar?🤔

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Dec 17, 2020, 7:49 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGrkE
What is @jack up to?
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 7:41 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 7:41 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/NeproD
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 7:40 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 7:40 AM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/Num7ihep5cRyw/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147gi7kfyvlwa0ecm289clqann8b51arub8hqbgmnqr&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4nNe
Updated Dec 17, 2020, 6:40 AM

Dec 17, 2020, 6:40 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

Strengthen my faith, Lord. Forgive my sins, so that I may be clean in your righteousness. Make me
brave, so I can stand and fight the spiritual battles in my life and in our world. Give me your wisdom
and discernment so I won't be caught off guard. Together, Lord, we'll win, because in truth, you
already have. While evil still roams, the power of Your name and Your blood rises up to defeat and
bring us victory against every evil planned against us. While malicious actions may disturb us, we
use the armor of God You have given us to stand firm. You will bring justice in due time for all the
harm and needless violence aimed at Your children. Until then, we remain in Your presence, aligned
with Your purposes, and we look to You as our Supreme Commander and Protector. Help us to
avoid temptation, and deliver us from evil, Lord. You are the Mighty One, the One Who will ultimately
bring all evil to light. With You, Jesus, we are safe. Amen.

Dec 16, 2020, 10:31 PM

On the road again today. I will be back on this evening. While im out please help teach others. Hey, join me
at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me on the go. Join with
this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

On the road again today. I will be back on this evening. While im out please help teach others. 

Hey, join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me
on the go.
Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

Dec 16, 2020, 1:15 PM
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If you have sent me your # or email you still need to continue to follow me onto my next projects. I am still
expertmenting with alternative communication sources. This is brand new to me and not my expertise . I
have recieved over 2,000 messages in the past couple of days and I am trying to find the best way to get all
of the information logged. So far the easiest method of alternate communication for me is the Wix app. Be
sure to register as member so you can recieve all of my announcements. Hey, join me at Awakening
Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me on the go. Join with this link:
http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

If you have sent me your # or email you still need to continue to follow me onto my next projects. I
am still expertmenting with alternative communication sources. This is brand new to me and not my
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expertise . I have recieved over 2,000 messages in the past couple of days and I am trying to find
the best way to get all of the information logged. So far the easiest method of alternate
communication for me is the Wix app. Be sure to register as member so you can recieve all of my
announcements. 

Hey, join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me
on the go.
Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1

Dec 16, 2020, 9:17 AM

http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so

Hey, join me at Awakening Archive on the Wix app to easily stay updated and get in touch with me
on the go.
Join with this link: http://wix.to/wsCTDH0?ref=so. Got the app? Use the invite code: JWXWU1
Updated Dec 16, 2020, 7:25 AM

Dec 16, 2020, 7:25 AM
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Dec 15, 2020, 10:14 PM
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Everyone check your email.

We need to figure out how to get everyone logged in as a member

Dec 15, 2020, 8:39 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8AdW

Dec 15, 2020, 8:12 PM
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What is the insurance file?
Who is Anthony Wiener?

Rudy.
NYC.
Relationships High.
“Insurance File.”
Quiet until now.
Join POTUS’ legal team.
Direct discussions avail [now] w/ Mueller.
Enjoy the show.
They never thought she would lose.
CARELESS.
-Hillary Clinton & Foundation
-Crime Against Children+++
THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK.
WE ARE THE CURE.
PATRIOTS IN CONTROL.
THE WORLD WILL KNOW THE TRUTH.

BOMBS AWAY
MERRY CHRISTMAS

Dec 15, 2020, 11:08 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0v9E

Happy Hunting
Updated Dec 15, 2020, 9:29 AM
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hearing from him very soon.
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Something tells me we are going to be hearing from him very soon.
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https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8AdW

I need you to create a User Login in the top right corner and also subscribe to the email list on the
bottom of the page. This is how we will be able to communicate if we lose facebook. 

Sorry for all the running around I got yall doing. Im just trying to learn and having to learn fast in
constantly evolving circumstances

Dec 15, 2020, 8:57 AM
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😳😳😳 I hope this isn't true.
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https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8AdW So I got home late today and had over 1000 text messages 😱. Ive got all
the info saved and will eventually get it logged in but realized It would take alooooong time to get them all
logged in manually. I had to come up with a better solution and I think I found it. I need you to create a User
Login in the top right corner and also subscribe to the email list on the bottom of the page. This is how we
will be able to communicate if we lose facebook. Sorry for all the running around I got yall doing. Im just
trying to learn and having to learn fast in constantly evolving circumstances

https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8AdW
So I got home late today and had over 1000 text messages 😱. Ive got all the info saved and will
eventually get it logged in but realized It would take alooooong time to get them all logged in
manually. I had to come up with a better solution and I think I found it. I need you to create a User
Login in the top right corner and also subscribe to the email list on the bottom of the page. This is
how we will be able to communicate if we lose facebook. 

Sorry for all the running around I got yall doing. Im just trying to learn and having to learn fast in
constantly evolving circumstances

Dec 15, 2020, 12:02 AM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/r7riLSvkCAgSI/giphy.gif?
cid=120c01475zagtwm9bjlz4wl0fhyld970iwkm8recs7fnyv4i&rid=giphy.gif

anyone available to test a new project im working on? Pm me and I will send link
Updated Dec 14, 2020, 11:20 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/oWj6PW
Updated Dec 14, 2020, 9:38 PM
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https://media0.giphy.com/media/QfHVl7Zd1ZgDosoIjc/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147p3b5q43oqn20ze5893xivrszj5cllmxsavdafrt2&rid=giphy.gif

Encirclement is a military term for the situation when a force or target is isolated and surrounded by
enemy forces.
This situation is highly dangerous for the encircled force: at the strategic level, because it cannot
receive supplies or reinforcements, and on the tactical level, because the units in the force can be
subject to an attack from several sides. Lastly, since the force cannot retreat, unless it is relieved or
can break out, it must either fight to the death or surrender."
Anons have witnessed this. Do you see the brilliance of this strategy?
The strategy is one of encirclement. We didn't charge at the Clintons. We didn't charge at Obama.
We didn't charge at judicial corruption. We didn't charge at corrupt politicians. We did not fall for their
attempts to create a negative photo op or repeat their Maidan Massacre. We have not responded to
foreign infiltration and overt hostile acts.
We did indeed take losses.
We did what we did to achieve a strategic objective. We encircled them all.
One of these mornings they will wake up and see Henry Knox and the guns of Ticonderoga on the
surrounding hills.
Someone in the media called this strategy a 'Python' today. That's close. An anaconda is actually a
species of boa. You are all witnessing the squeeze, folks.
Updated Dec 14, 2020, 9:22 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 9:22 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke69ZW https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2jAW Why are the posts called drops? What is a
storm? Boom week ahead? Merry Christmas? Biblical?

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke69ZW
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Why are the posts called drops?
What is a storm?
Boom week ahead?
Merry Christmas?
Biblical?
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I wanted to show yall the christmas tree my mom has been working on. I appreciate all the love and prayers
yall give for her. It has truly been a blessing. This is her final week of treatment and I am more than
confident she will be cancer free by her next appointment. I am working on a little scrap book for her of all of
the comments and prayers she got here on my facebook page. If you would like to leave her a little note
comment below and I will make sure she gets it.

I wanted to show yall the christmas tree my mom has been working on. 

I appreciate all the love and prayers yall give for her. It has truly been a blessing. 

This is her final week of treatment and I am more than confident she will be cancer free by her next
appointment. 

I am working on a little scrap book for her of all of the comments and prayers she got here on my
facebook page. If you would like to leave her a little note comment below and I will make sure she
gets it.

Dec 14, 2020, 7:01 PM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3cDYyODRwY3BlajZsazJvb214N2pob2V0
NHJtbG42bTZscHU5Z3JodQ/l4EoYqhou9aEci9Mc/giphy.gif

💥💥👀👀💥🤣

There is SO MUCH INFORMATION in this thread guys.

I highly recommend checking it out
👇👇👇
https://twitter.com/RoscoeBDavis1/status/1338469861970817024
Updated Dec 14, 2020, 2:29 PM

Dec 14, 2020, 2:29 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3d250ZHk2Z2h0cnljY205aWcxZDVhaW5i
d3VldGM3N2M1aXJjZHRtNg/3o7WTAkv7Ze17SWMOQ/giphy.gif

Can some one please download this video for me and upload it to the drive. Im still on the move
today and have choppy service on my phone. I didnt get a chance to download it last time before it
got taken down 
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https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqRNe

download here
https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLO9D

upload here
https://revolink.xyz/link/YW22mW
Updated Dec 14, 2020, 2:02 PM
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An anon asked @DanScavino to post a
picture of an eagle a day before we hear
"The TweetMy fellow Americans"... Much
like being asked to use the phrase "Tip-Top"
not too long ago...

Let's see what happens...

Dec 14, 2020, 1:39 PM
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GOD WINS!
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On the move today. Today is my moms last day of chemo and this week is her last week of radiation. 12.18
is her last treatment 12.21 start of a new beginning 1.20 her next appointment (inauguration day) With as
much as the universe has been communicating with me Im predicting this weekend to be an exciting one

On the move today.

Today is my moms last day of chemo and this week is her last week of radiation. 

12.18 is her last treatment
12.21 start of a new beginning
1.20 her next appointment (inauguration day)

With as much as the universe has been communicating with me Im predicting this weekend to be an
exciting one
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EC vote is today at 5pm EST, 4pm CST Operation mockingbird will be in full effect

EC vote is today at 5pm EST, 4pm CST
Operation mockingbird will be in full effect
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[BACKUP PLAN] 👇

You can text me your name and email address and I will work on creating a text and email list for
important updates. [361-846-0633]

add my Grandpa Charles Matthews 

Gab
https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews

Parler
https://parler.com/profileChasematthews/posts

Mewe
https://mewe.com/i/chasematthews5
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It was over before it began. They never thought she would lose Now they all lose MERRY QRISTMAS

It was over before it began. 
They never thought she would lose
Now they all lose
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MERRY QRISTMAS
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Think about this. Right now there are millions of anons, from 90+ countries, vast majority of which have no
clue who anyone else is total strangers, who have pledged allegiance to Humanity and joined forces online
in the largest battle in world history. This is a global information war with the stakes higher than ever before-
Liberty or Death. The Media and the Democrats call us Russian agents, nazis, and bots but we are, in fact,
very real and PISSED OFF Patriots. If you have two eyes to see, look around-We are EVERYWHERE. We
are your local doctors, lawyers, mechanics, farmers, engineers, teachers, and everything in between. We
are an ever evolving, highly efficient, well organized, hyper-intelligent truth dissemination MACHINE. We
don't have Billions of dollars, unlimited resources, vasttechnology, nor control over the internets or social
media like they do. We have cell phones, Laptops, microphones, voices and God on ourside...And we have
been WHOOPING THAT ASS FOR FOUR YEARS STRAIGHT. We put FEAR into (them) like no one before
us has everdone before. (THEY) DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO. And It's almost over too. They know it. We
know it. And SOON the whole world will know it. Hold the line Patriots

Think about this. Right now there are millions of anons, from 90+ countries, vast majority of which
have no clue who anyone else is total strangers, who have pledged allegiance to Humanity and
joined forces online in the largest battle in world history. This is a global information war with the
stakes higher than ever before-Liberty or Death. The Media and the Democrats call us Russian
agents, nazis, and bots but we are, in fact, very real and PISSED OFF Patriots. If you have two eyes
to see, look around-We are EVERYWHERE. We are your local doctors, lawyers, mechanics,
farmers, engineers, teachers, and everything in
between. We are an ever evolving, highly efficient, well organized, hyper-intelligent truth
dissemination MACHINE. We don't
have Billions of dollars, unlimited resources, vasttechnology, nor control over the internets or social
media like they do. We have cell phones, Laptops, microphones, voices and God on ourside...And
we have been WHOOPING THAT ASS FOR FOUR YEARS STRAIGHT. We put FEAR into (them)
like no one before us has everdone before. (THEY) DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO. 

And It's almost over too. 
They know it. We know it.
And SOON the whole world will know it.

Hold the line Patriots
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https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNnoD
From my heart to yours. 🐸❤🐸❤

“Peace I leave with you;
my peace I give you. I
do not give to you as the
world gives. Do not let
your hearts be troubled
and do not be afraid.”
-John 14:27

Dec 13, 2020, 12:38 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLaRe

Another 🐸 from yesterday.

Dec 13, 2020, 12:08 PM

Be careful who you follow. AJ tried to rush the stage during the stop the steal Patriot rally he was
stopped but managed to speak later. What he says sounds good, but Satan also came as an angel
of light at one time. Discernment is vital. AJ is a Pay-triot not a Patriot-Kew...of the highest order.

Every anon who thinks AJ is on our side he’s not! 
👉👉Watch this video.💥
https://twitter.com/trumperwavin/status/1337917298141777922?s=21 

AJ disrespects the People’s General FLYNN!👉👉Watch video:💥
AJ walks over to GF asks him if He is scared, then AJ follows up with “we’re gonna win”, before he
walks off says “hes clowny man”after AJ walks off continues with “he’s scared”. Anyone else catch
that?
https://twitter.com/hrenae5/status/1337956092953944067?s=21
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https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1245827407715676160?s=21

Dec 13, 2020, 9:58 AM

Helicopter Trump was on yesterday.

Dec 13, 2020, 9:56 AM

HAPPY SUNDAY PEEPS!! The following is from a fellow Anon, and I thought it explains what is happening
well. Have the BEST DAY, and know WE HAVE WON...

HAPPY SUNDAY PEEPS!! The following is from a fellow Anon, and I thought it explains what is
happening well. Have the BEST DAY, and know WE HAVE WON...

Dec 13, 2020, 9:03 AM
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DIGITAL AMMO

Welcome to the Awakening Archive
https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD
The Ultimate Redpill Library

Dec 12, 2020, 10:12 PM
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Trust The Plan

Trust The Plan

Dec 12, 2020, 9:55 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/rWA3qE 🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸 [[2 year Delta]] Trolling the FAKE
NEWS media is FUN! >>>ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE<<< proofs are confirmation.

0:00
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https://revolink.xyz/link/rWA3qE
🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸
[[2 year Delta]]

Trolling the FAKE NEWS media is FUN!
>>>ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE<<<

proofs are confirmation.

Dec 12, 2020, 6:57 PM

“Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be courageous; be strong.”

“Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be courageous; be strong.”

Dec 12, 2020, 2:51 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNnoD This is a song from my heart to yours. You can count on me to be the one
That's never gonna leave you lonely Count on me to be the one That is gonna love you always, When
you're feeling sad and blue I'll be there to see you through, so Don't cry no more I said don't cry, my darling
It takes some time for one to refine The steps upon the path you are leading The harder the pursuit, it
remains the truth The harder it will be to achieve it And though you feel like giving up When the path gets
rough You must be strong, life must go Don't cry, my darling, don't cry

https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNnoD

This is a song from my heart to yours. 

You can count on me to be the one
That's never gonna leave you lonely
Count on me to be the one
That is gonna love you always,
When you're feeling sad and blue
I'll be there to see you through, so
Don't cry no more
I said don't cry, my darling

It takes some time for one to refine
The steps upon the path you are leading
The harder the pursuit, it remains the truth
The harder it will be to achieve it
And though you feel like giving up
When the path gets rough
You must be strong, life must go
Don't cry, my darling, don't cry

Dec 12, 2020, 1:32 PM

If you STILL haven't backed up your FB, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND
doing it today!

Chase Home
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Dec 12, 2020, 12:12 PM

TRUST THE PLAN

TRUST THE PLAN

Dec 12, 2020, 11:04 AM

We are the Calm Before, During, and After the storm

We are the Calm Before, During, and After the storm

Dec 12, 2020, 11:02 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/2fd1504606b05efb50d4eb05b999f62b/tenor.gif?itemid=7576947
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https://revolink.xyz/link/aevLOD
Updated Dec 12, 2020, 11:00 AM

Dec 12, 2020, 11:00 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Yes Sir! 

We stand at the ready!

For God and Country.

Patriots FIGHT!

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1337755964339081216?s=21

Dec 12, 2020, 10:55 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxO9E

https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxO9E

Dec 12, 2020, 10:47 AM
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"The Department notes that this comment included a recommendation for consideration of alternative
methods of execution, such as the firing squad, for prisoners with medical conditions for whom the
commenter contended lethal injection would be inappropriate. "
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/11/27/2020-25867/manner-of-federal-executions "This final
rule becomes effective December 24, 2020".

"The Department notes that this comment included a recommendation for consideration of
alternative methods of execution, such as the firing squad, for prisoners with medical conditions for
whom the commenter contended lethal injection would be inappropriate. "
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/11/27/2020-25867/manner-of-federal-executions
"This final rule becomes effective December 24, 2020".

Dec 12, 2020, 10:32 AM
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This is for the ones still nervous about the SCOTUS decision. 

Think about it logically the only way is the Military 

US Military = Savior of Mankind

TRUST THE PLAN

How many clues must we provide?

Stay united.
Stay together.
Stay strong.
This is bigger than any one person or entity.
You are fighting for truth - collectively.
Will of the people.
Trust in yourself.
The choice will always be yours.
God bless you all.

Dec 12, 2020, 10:31 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Frustrated about the SCOTUS decision yesterday??wondering why myself and many others still
aren’t worried? Video in comments

Dec 12, 2020, 9:43 AM
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SaveOurChildren 
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DarkToLight
OperationWarpSpeed
THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK!
🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

Dec 12, 2020, 2:49 AM

Even Youtube's close captioning doesn't lie. "…the fda has authorized the fisa vaccine…" Good catch,
youtube! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M6pu3zcmr0

Even Youtube's close captioning doesn't lie.
"…the fda has authorized the fisa vaccine…"
Good catch, youtube!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M6pu3zcmr0

Dec 12, 2020, 1:08 AM
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Trump kept saying FISA instead of Pfizer in his warp speed video 😍😜❤💥🇺🇸🐸 FISA brings down the
house.

Trump kept saying FISA instead of Pfizer in his warp speed video
😍😜❤💥🇺🇸🐸
FISA brings down the house.

Dec 12, 2020, 12:59 AM

BOOM: there is a Gem in the National Defense Bill for Fiscal Year 2021.
Sec 1238. Authorization of rewards for providing information on foreign election interference.
It bluntly proclaims foreign election interference will punish a candidate running for office if caught.
https://twitter.com/TrumperWavin/status/1337577520770781186

Dec 12, 2020, 12:28 AM
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Bought this coke earlier and didnt realize until after the fact. Another instance of God communicating with
me. C.M.= E.S 5:5? Trust The Plan

Bought this coke earlier and didnt realize until after the fact. Another instance of God communicating
with me. C.M.= E.S 
5:5?
Trust The Plan

Dec 11, 2020, 11:01 PM
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Over 5,000 messages sent out so far. If you have received the link comment below what state your in. My
goal is all 50 states This is a World Wide movement.

Over 5,000 messages sent out so far. 

If you have received the link comment below what state your in. 

My goal is all 50 states 

This is a World Wide movement.

Dec 11, 2020, 7:32 PM
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Remain calm Have faith Patriots in full control

Remain calm
Have faith
Patriots in full control

Dec 11, 2020, 6:59 PM
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Dec 11, 2020, 6:57 PM

Its been awhile since Ive posted a selfie. lol
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Its been awhile since Ive posted a selfie. lol

Dec 11, 2020, 11:12 AM

Happy Friday! Today lines up with the date of the 1st drop. Let‘s see what happens.

Happy Friday! 

Today lines up with the date of the 1st drop. 

Let‘s see what happens.

Dec 11, 2020, 10:47 AM

The meaning of the frogs.....
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Dec 11, 2020, 9:13 AM

Yes, Abraham Lincoln signed an Executive Order about that! 🇺🇸👍🇺🇸

https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-arrest-and-imprisonment-irresponsible-
newspaper-reporters-and-editors

Dec 11, 2020, 9:01 AM

https://twitter.com/stormis_us/status/1337399764208525315

https://twitter.com/stormis_us/status/1337399764208525315

Dec 11, 2020, 8:58 AM
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You have been selected to help serve your Country. Never retreat from the battlefield [Twitter, FB, etc.]. Use
other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. Organize and connect [bridge through
linking]. Source meme(s) material from battlefield and/or garage [highlight & share][take & drop] Mission 1:
Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts Mission 2: Support role of other
digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)] Mission 3: Guide [awaken] others through use of facts
[DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant facts] and memes [decouple MSDNC control of info stream] _ask
'counter' questions to initiate 'thought' vs repeat [echo] of MSDNC propaganda Mission 4: Learn use of
camouflage [digitally] _primary account suspended-terminated _use of secondary Mission 5: Identify
strengths / weaknesses [personal and designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB [+other] example re: meme(s)
failure to read through use of ALGO [think Tron (MCP_master control program)] _dependence on person-to-
person capture [slow response time unidentified user(s)] Game theory. Information warfare. Welcome to the
Digital Battlefield. Together we win.

You have been selected to help serve your Country.
Never retreat from the battlefield [Twitter, FB, etc.].
Use other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. 
Organize and connect [bridge through linking].
Source meme(s) material from battlefield and/or garage [highlight & share][take & drop]
Mission 1: Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts 
Mission 2: Support role of other digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)]
Mission 3: Guide [awaken] others through use of facts [DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant
facts] and memes [decouple MSDNC control of info stream] _ask 'counter' questions to initiate
'thought' vs repeat [echo] of MSDNC propaganda 
Mission 4: Learn use of camouflage [digitally] _primary account suspended-terminated _use of
secondary
Mission 5: Identify strengths / weaknesses [personal and designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB
[+other] example re: meme(s) failure to read through use of ALGO [think Tron (MCP_master control
program)] _dependence on person-to-person capture [slow response time unidentified user(s)]
Game theory.
Information warfare. 
Welcome to the Digital Battlefield.
Together we win.

Dec 11, 2020, 8:57 AM
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Dec 10, 2020, 7:02 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6x4D
This is why I'm here.

The choice to know will be yours. Most of it will NEVER come out. They will be PUNISHED to the full
extent, you can be sure. This battle is biblical! The Good Guys have EVERYTHING.. Technology
really is a wonderful thing when used for good! Guard your soul.

Dec 10, 2020, 5:10 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/d4988b9df7a1279d3daa8c2631e53e31/tenor.gif?itemid=14702548

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWL8RW

We all have days upside down Today it might be me, tomorrow may be you Take a look at life
through the soft eyes of truth Oh, I've been the one who's lost Yea, we all got work to do Can you
see the angry child inside? Hating what they put him through I wanna set the record straight Life is
full of tragedy But your reaction is the difference And the difference is the reason that you live in hell
or harmony Call to spirit, can you hear it? Can you feel me? Do not fear it Moving with you through
every moment's issue We never are alone in this oneness we call home We only got one life So I'm
going to live mine I've got my story to tell to the people out there For anybody listening Only got one
life So I'm going to use mine To help the lost get found Unite them with the sound of a thousand
voices singing ONE LIFE
Updated Dec 10, 2020, 3:14 PM

Dec 10, 2020, 3:14 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

We are FIGHTING for LIFE.
We are FIGHTING for GOOD.
We are at WAR [@].
NOT EVERYTHING WILL BE CLEAN.
[SCARE] NECESSARY EVENT.
Do you TRUST the US Military?
Do you TRUST the Chain Of Command?
Have FAITH - WE ARE IN CONTROL.
PATRIOTS.
PATRIOTS DAY.
HAVE FAITH. 
YOU WERE CHOSEN FOR A REASON.
YOU ARE BEING PROVIDED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF INTEL TO EVER BE DROPPED
PUBLICLY IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
USE IT - PROTECT AND COMFORT THOSE AROUND YOU

Dec 10, 2020, 2:49 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

"The LORD is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me
beside quiet waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake.
Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and
your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You
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anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days
of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

Dec 10, 2020, 2:48 PM

I wish everyone would realize that we have absolutely nothing to worry about. Patriots are 100 percent in
full control. We are watching a movie. This has all been planned and scripted for over 20 years. Every move
made by us plays out exactly as planned. Any move made by them was only because WE forced it. Fear is
a byproduct of the ClAs operation called project mockingbird. We have been brainwashed and used as
pawns. Its up to us to break free from the chains. Turn the news off the enemy is using it to destroy you We
are the news now. Its up to us to wake up so we can wake others. We are Gods Warriors not Gods Worriers
Our trust & faith in them is enough. We elected them to do the heavy lifting. Enjoy the show. BIRTH of a
NEW NATION. NEW WORLD.

I wish everyone would realize that we have absolutely nothing to worry about. Patriots are 100
percent in full control. We are watching a movie. This has all been planned and scripted for over 20
years. Every move made by us plays out exactly as planned. Any move made by them was only
because WE forced it. 

Fear is a byproduct of the ClAs operation called project mockingbird. We have been brainwashed
and used as pawns. Its up to us to break free from the chains. Turn the news off the enemy is using
it to destroy you We are the news now. Its up to us to wake up so we can wake others. 

We are Gods Warriors not Gods Worriers

Our trust & faith in them is enough.
We elected them to do the heavy lifting.
Enjoy the show.
BIRTH of a NEW NATION.
NEW WORLD.

Dec 10, 2020, 2:47 PM
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If you told me a decade ago that a business man, a few lawyers, a bunch of frogs and a letter of the
alphabet would take down the globalists...I would have passed out from laughing so hard. Yet here we are.
God certainly works in mysterious ways...

If you told me a decade ago that
a business man, a few lawyers, a
bunch of frogs and a letter of the
alphabet would take down the
globalists...I would have passed
out from laughing so hard.
Yet here we are.

God certainly works in mysterious
ways...

Dec 10, 2020, 1:11 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD Neither phone is working 100 percent. The number on the left is best for
Verizon and the right for ATT. I am going to release all anxiety of them not working correctly. We are still
making a difference. 400 messages sent out so far this morning. Ill keep adding content and paying the
phone bills and yall keep sharing the links W W G 1 W G A H E 0 E 0 L E L R E

https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD

Neither phone is working 100 percent. The number on the left is best for Verizon and the right for
ATT. I am going to release all anxiety of them not working correctly. We are still making a difference.
400 messages sent out so far this morning. Ill keep adding content and paying the phone bills and
yall keep sharing the links
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If you are not recieving a text can you please PM me with what carrier you are using. Id like to do some
tests so i can make sure the link is being sent out to as many as possible. Im on the road today so I need
yall to help me help others in the comment section. If someone doesnt get the Iink I need someone to help
them get it. They can message me and I will work on testing later to get it figured out.

If you are not recieving a text can you please PM me with what carrier you are using. Id like to do
some tests so i can make sure the link is being sent out to as many as possible. Im on the road
today so I need yall to help me help others in the comment section. If someone doesnt get the Iink I
need someone to help them get it. They can message me and I will work on testing later to get it
figured out.

Dec 10, 2020, 9:22 AM
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Were gonna need some more memes. Where the meme makers at????

Were gonna need some more memes. 
Where the meme makers at????

Dec 10, 2020, 7:55 AM
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Did i forget to mention, NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS COMING, NOTHING

Did i forget to mention, NOTHING CAN STOP WHATS COMING, NOTHING

Dec 10, 2020, 7:54 AM
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TEST Sometimes you can't TELL the public the truth YOU MUST SHOW THEM. ONLY THEN WILL
PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.

TEST

Sometimes you can't TELL the public 
the truth YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE 
WILL TO CHANGE.

Dec 10, 2020, 1:42 AM
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Working on setting up my new phone. something tells me this ones gonna work. 😎 5:5 comms understood

Working on setting up my new phone. something tells me this ones gonna work. 
😎
5:5
comms understood

Dec 9, 2020, 10:20 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

My twin brother Eric is coming to join us here on the battlefield... Its probally best that me and him
dont communicate here so I will not be tagging him in any of my posts. He will remain stagnant here
to not draw any attention. A fellow patriot will be tagging him in my comment sections and if you
could do the same I would truly appreciate it. 

Yall have helped me in more ways than you will ever know.

I dont want to lose any of yall 😥

With all of the positivity we put out you know something is way off if they are trying to silence us. 

Nothing Can Stop Whats Coming

1 T not 2

Dec 9, 2020, 9:58 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Tech support has no idea whats going on with my phone. 14 hrs on the phone with them over the
past 2 days and still nothing resolved. Ive tried 6 difffrent phones and have bought 4 different sim
cards with the same results. I finally got tech support to admit to me that no one would be able to fix
my problem. I told him he just solved my problem.. I dont have to worry about that phone anymore. I
dont know why God planned it this way but he did and Im okay with. 

But......... Im headed to the store for anooooother phone... BRB 

New Number Incoming

Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming NOTHING

Dec 9, 2020, 8:10 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

I need someone to create a new gmail account for me and then use it to create me a new facebook
page. Eric Matthews will be my new name.. Trying to keep it seperated from my other accounts as
best ass possible.. Please PM If you can help

Dec 9, 2020, 3:04 PM

Chase Home
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Now would probally be a pretty good time to add my grandpa @[100057294245880:2048:Charles
Matthews] https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews Parler https://parler.com/profileChasematthews/posts Mewe
https://mewe.com/i/chasematthews5 Fellow Patriots, Should the lights go out please know we are in control.
Do not panic. We are prepared and assets are in place. God bless -

Now would probally be a pretty good time to add my grandpa Charles Matthews

https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews

Parler
https://parler.com/profileChasematthews/posts

Mewe
https://mewe.com/i/chasematthews5

Fellow Patriots,
Should the lights go out please know we are in control. 
Do not panic.
We are prepared and assets are in place.
God bless -

Dec 9, 2020, 2:59 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

We are literally in an “INFORMATION WAR”. Why do you think Facebook is censoring content. 
Why is YouTube censoring content now? 

They have never never really “censored” any kind of content, but now they’re censoring like crazy! 

Is it fear? If false information is being spread, why censor it? It’s false, right? 

False, usually fades away and people forget. But WHEN TRUTH IS INVOLVED; it becomes
dangerous for the platform. 

IRREGULAR WARFARE
INFORMATION WARFARE

Dec 9, 2020, 2:31 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Still no Verizon 🙄

Dec 9, 2020, 12:20 PM

Chase Home
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

When enough PRESSURE is applied... pipes burst! 

This is what’s happening with this election. 

Mind you, Donald Trump was living just fine without the whole presidency baggage/stress, yet he is
not willing to concede? There is a bigger issue at hand. 

Time and time again, the American presidency has been graciously handed off to both dems and
republicans. Why? Because they were playing for the same team! 

Now, you have an individual named DJT who comes in and states, “no sir, this is not right, you can’t
buy me out and make me one of yours”. And is trying to expose the fraud that’s been happening for
DECADES! 

We, as Americans and voters, have always been okay with the hand we have been dealt. But was it
truthful? Was it right? We don’t know, because we feed into the media. This is not the case this time!

This will change HISTORY AND THE WORLD!

Dec 9, 2020, 11:58 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

On the phone with Customer Support again. 

This phones fixing to work for everybody!

The enemy can cause us lot of problems but they cant stop us. 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING

#Verizonpatriotslivesmattertoo
AWAKENING ARCHIVE

Dec 9, 2020, 11:57 AM
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Deltas from 12/9

4th quarter, Patriots.
We fight together.

Dec 9, 2020, 11:38 AM

There is a reason I quit talking about the EIectl0n. HAVE FAITH GOD WINS

There is a reason I quit talking about the EIectl0n. 

HAVE FAITH
GOD WINS

Dec 9, 2020, 10:48 AM

This picture just sent goosebumps throughout my whole body! "Beating the Dragon" Is an analogy me and
my mom use everyday to describe her battle with cancer. 12/21 is is the first day that my moms dragon will
be defeated. Her cancer treatment will be complete I call them "God Bumps" Think about it. We rely mainly
on our intellects as we navigate our way through life, largely ignoring the mystical, the unexplainable. Then
comes a special and unexpected happening, an extraordinary piece of music or touching story, and our
bodies react independent of the intellect: chills, tears, a lump in the throat, or goosebumps. Maybe in these
moments God is bypassing our brains and going straight to our hearts, saying, “Pay attention. This is where
you find Me.”

This picture just sent goosebumps throughout my whole body! 

"Beating the Dragon" Is an analogy me and my mom use everyday to describe her battle with
cancer. 

12/21 is is the first day that my moms dragon will be defeated. Her cancer treatment will be
complete

I call them "God Bumps"

Think about it. We rely mainly on our intellects as we navigate our way through life, largely ignoring
the mystical, the unexplainable. Then comes a special and unexpected happening, an extraordinary
piece of music or touching story, and our bodies react independent of the intellect: chills, tears, a
lump in the throat, or goosebumps. 

Maybe in these moments God is bypassing our brains and going straight to our hearts, saying, 

“Pay attention. This is where you find Me.”

Dec 9, 2020, 9:21 AM

Dec 9, 2020, 7:05 AM

Chase Home
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Dec 9, 2020, 7:04 AM

Over and out. Time for my 4hrs of shut eye. HOLD THAT LINE!

Over and out. Time for my 4hrs of shut eye. 

HOLD THAT LINE!

Dec 9, 2020, 2:10 AM

I love numbers 12/21 is my moms last cancer treatment

I love numbers

12/21 is my moms last cancer treatment

Dec 9, 2020, 12:21 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Signing out for 1hr. see you at 1221

Dec 8, 2020, 11:21 PM

There is a reason I quit posting much about the EIectl0n Fraud. A war is NEVER fought with 100% success.
To believe that is a conspiracy theory. You are in an information war. You need to get that through your
head. If you want to win, stop doing the same thing you've been doing which is listening to the Mainstream
Media. Why would you continue to do the same thing and expect a different result? Don't do that. That's
foolishness. It took me a long time to break free from it and others far longer. I'm never going back. Don't
practice what the Mockingbird Media preaches.

There is a reason I quit posting much about the EIectl0n Fraud.

A war is NEVER fought with
100% success. To believe that is a
conspiracy theory. You are in an
information war. You need to get that
through your head. If you want to win,
stop doing the same thing you've been
doing which is listening to the
Mainstream Media. Why would you
continue to do the same thing and
expect a different result? Don't do that.
That's foolishness. It took me a long
time to break free from it and others far
longer. I'm never going back.
Don't practice what the Mockingbird
Media preaches.

Dec 8, 2020, 11:01 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/97b573d3253c0fc3e177913d4ddcecb1/tenor.gif?itemid=5096707

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErL3W
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Updated Dec 8, 2020, 10:48 PM

Dec 8, 2020, 10:48 PM

Your friends and family that are against this movement have all been brainwashed by the [C]entral
[I]ntelligence [A]gency. They need our help. It would be nice if we had some kind of Red Pill link we
could show them so they can see for themselves.

Someone post the link in the comments

Dec 8, 2020, 10:43 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW74Ze
https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQdjD

Sometimes we get so caught up looking for the hidden message that we miss the one thats right in
front of our face. 

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can
take your stand against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when
the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to
stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming
arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
God.
Prepare.
For God & Country.
For Humanity.
We FIGHT!

Q drop from today #4953
Reversed (think mirror) #3594

Dec 8, 2020, 8:42 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Cross your fingers that my phone is fixed tonight. I think its the sim card. I got a new one but then Q
posted 🤣. I will be testing in 20 mins gonna eat dinner real quick

Dec 8, 2020, 6:41 PM

Qposts today video "we're not gonna take it" two hours later... WE'RE NOT GONNA TAKE IT IS TRENDING
ON TWITTER

Qposts today video "we're not gonna take it" two hours later...
WE'RE NOT GONNA TAKE IT IS TRENDING ON TWITTER

Dec 8, 2020, 6:30 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

broken link from previous post fixed

article from 2011

How realistic is the plot of the movie Contagion about the global spread of a deadly virus?

Toronto, September 8, 2011

By Leslie Shepherd

A lethal airborne virus that kills within days is rapidly spreading around the world.

There is no known treatment and no vaccine.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta have hired an international team of
doctors to find a cure, but the virus is mutating faster than they can figure it out.

Panic is spreading even faster. In the United States, the National Guard has been called out to
maintain order. The president has been moved to a secure location underground.

How realistic is the plot of the movie Contagion, to be released in theatres on Friday?

The first victim, Beth Emhoff (Gwyneth Paltrow) is taken to a hospital in Minneapolis after flying
home from a business trip in Hong Kong and feeling unwell. Two days later she is dead. Did she
catch the virus on her flight home when an infected person coughed nearby? When she shook
hands at her business meeting? When she touched a door handle, a water fountain, a credit card or
peanuts in a snack bowl?

Two Canadian researchers are at the forefront of preparing for future global infectious disease
outbreaks – like the one depicted in Contagion – by coupling their respective areas of scientific
research and technology.

“In an increasingly globalized world, the scenario of a severe pandemic is entirely plausible,” said Dr.
Kamran Khan, an infectious disease physician and scientist at St. Michael's Hospital and an
associate professor at the University of Toronto. “Pandemics have been occurring throughout history
and will inevitably occur again. It would be naïve for us to assume that future pandemics will never
be severe.”

Dr. Khan developed Bio.Diaspora, an online technology that analyzes the movements of billions of
travelers on commercial flights worldwide as a way to anticipate how infectious diseases will spread.
The program, created in response to Toronto’s SARS crisis in 2003, predicted how the H1N1 flu
virus would spread around the world.

Following the scenario described in Contagion, Dr. Khan’s team produced an image depicting how
an outbreak in the Hong Kong area would most likely spread worldwide if it occurred around U.S.
Thanksgiving.

Dr. Khan works closely with Dr. John Brownstein, an epidemiologist at Children’s Hospital Boston
and an assistant professor at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Brownstein is co-founder and director of
HealthMap, an infectious disease monitoring system that uses the Internet and social media to
“listen” for early signals of dangerous outbreaks across the world.

Launched in 2006, the HealthMap system collects, filters, maps and disseminates information about
emerging infectious diseases from Web-based data sources including blogs, listservs, chatrooms,
online news reports and official alerts and then presents this information in one view to over a million
users a year. A mobile version of HealthMap, “Outbreaks Near Me,” has been released for iPhone
and Android devices and downloaded more than 150,000 times. In 2009 following the emergence of
H1N1, an estimated 1 million people used HealthMap to monitor its activity.

Chase Home
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The HealthMap project is a featured resource on the Contagion social action campaign web site,
which is aimed at raising awareness about disease transmission and pandemics.

“Being informed and engaged in public health is of utmost importance – not just during an epidemic
or pandemic, but at all times,” said Dr. Brownstein. “HealthMap is designed to enable the public to
engage at their level of comfort – whether it be searching a location for the latest outbreak
information or submitting first-hand information to be included on our map. Either way, it empowers
people to become an active participant in the public health dialogue.”

Drs. Khan and Brownstein said they hoped the movie would increase public awareness of the risks
of living in an interconnected world, but more importantly, ignite discussion about our responsibilities
as global citizens living in such a world.

“When people talk about preparing for pandemics, they tend to focus on ways to respond to these
outbreaks once they have already started,” Dr. Khan said. “But it’s important that we look further
upstream, and recognize that there are things we can all do to reduce the risks of infectious disease
threats emerging in the first place.”

But despite the adage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” prevention is a tougher
sell.

Drs. Khan and Brownstein highlight the intersection of several phenomena that are likely
contributing to the risks of future global infectious disease threats. These include human population
growth, a growing link between human health and animal health, global climate change,
international air travel, mass gatherings, the emergence of highly drug resistant microbes and gaps
in public health capacity in the world.

While individuals may feel overwhelmed by the scale of these factors, awareness of how they are
related to infectious diseases can foster collective action that reduces the risk of threats like the one
that plays out in Contagion. To learn about the makings of a pandemic and how, as global citizens,
we can reduce their risks

Dec 8, 2020, 6:06 PM

555 +1 The "CURE" The cure will spread ww led me to this article https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPv1e 👈👈👈
This article is from 2011😱😱😱 Q dr0p 556 is from 2018😱😱😱 PLAYBOOK KNOWN WE ARE
WATCHING A MOVIE PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

555 +1

The "CURE"

The cure will spread ww led me to this article
https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPv1e 👈👈👈

This article is from 2011😱😱😱
Q dr0p 556 is from 2018😱😱😱

PLAYBOOK KNOWN
WE ARE WATCHING A MOVIE
PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

Dec 8, 2020, 5:48 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Fear not.
You [we] are not helpless.
Enough must see. 

Chase Home
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It is the only way.
You are being presented with the gift of vision.
Ability to see [clearly] what they've hid from you for so long [illumination].
Their deception [dark actions] on full display.
People are waking up in mass.
People are no longer blind.
Do you think it's a coincidence they banned and prevent you attending Church _house of worship? 
Anti-American.
Anti-God.
One must only look to see.
Have faith in Humanity.
Have faith in yourself.
Let light guide you.
Find peace through prayer.
Biblical.

Dec 8, 2020, 5:36 PM

Timestamp 17:55

Drop 1755 posted on 7/29

All drops from 7/29 posted below👇

7/29=729

729
Timestamp.👈
Learn.
Q

Patriots are UNITED in their pursuit of common goals.
>GOOD v EVIL
>RIGHT v WRONG
>HUMANITY
>POWER OVER ANOTHER PERSON IS NOT OK
Patriots are NOT divided.
Borders DO NOT separate us. 
We FIGHT TOGETHER.
We are STRONG TOGETHER.
WE, THE PEOPLE!

Dec 8, 2020, 5:17 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOv1W

12/8 
marker 17
mirror 33
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05:55 = 17:55 = Q 5:5 ARE WE LIVE?? DO IT!! 5 min delay. Message sent.

05:55 = 17:55 = Q 5:5

ARE WE LIVE?? DO IT!!

5 min delay.
Message sent.

Dec 8, 2020, 4:20 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

enemy is watching that link becareful.

Dec 8, 2020, 4:16 PM

link 3:10 mins
link 190 secs

Dec 8, 2020, 4:15 PM

Timestanp decode incoming 5:5?

Timestanp decode incoming

5:5?

Dec 8, 2020, 4:12 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqXRD
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Dec 8, 2020, 4:09 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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Still a no go for Verizon. Standby

Dec 8, 2020, 9:38 AM

Operations are live...PRAY PRAY PRAY https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQvje

Operations are live...PRAY PRAY PRAY

https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQvje

Dec 8, 2020, 9:07 AM

Texas files a lawsuit with the U.S. Supreme Court challenging the election procedures in Georgia, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. Texas is asking the Supreme Court to order the states to allow their
legislatures to appoint their electors. de.scribd.com/document/48734…

Texas files a lawsuit with the U.S. Supreme Court challenging the election procedures in Georgia,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. 

Texas is asking the Supreme Court to order the states to allow their legislatures to appoint their
electors.

de.scribd.com/document/48734…

Dec 8, 2020, 9:03 AM

Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming, NOTHING

Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming, NOTHING

Dec 8, 2020, 9:02 AM

We have “WE THE PEOPLE” And we have “WE THE SHEEPPOLE” “We The People” Are Accepting
Applications One Requirement: Love Thy God and Country!

We have “WE THE PEOPLE”
And we have “WE THE SHEEPPOLE”
“We The People” Are Accepting Applications 
One Requirement: Love Thy God and Country!

Dec 8, 2020, 7:41 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/YW22mW

Got something to share? upload here and I will get it added to the drive.

0:00
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Content for the people, by the people.

Dec 8, 2020, 7:29 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Over 1500 messages in less than 24 hrs and im still not receiving texts from Verizon 😱

I had no Idea my posts were reaching that many. Im gonna have to step my game up big time and
get organized. I will be working on editing some folders in the drive tomorrow to make them editable.
Im gonna need yall to start helping me upload links into this drive. I will be working on lesson plans
to train how to do this soon

Dec 8, 2020, 1:19 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/1a1142bf6e2fd5608ed376755b3f9860/tenor.gif?itemid=12813012

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWL9Ae
Updated Dec 8, 2020, 12:33 AM

Dec 8, 2020, 12:33 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/c8a0152694096d392b3eace31b720e17/tenor.gif?itemid=7886518

https://revolink.xyz/link/VDn30W
https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZRXW
Updated Dec 8, 2020, 12:29 AM

Dec 8, 2020, 12:29 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

So the Verizon issue didn't fix with the new phone. I tested before I Installed any apps and the texts
still dont come through. I will be calling customer service in the morning to get it fixed

Dec 7, 2020, 10:43 PM

Dec 7, 2020, 10:01 PM

Some people think our memes are silly This isnt a joke. This isnt a game THIS IS WAR! Irregular warfare
Information warfare

0:00
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Some people think our memes are silly

This isnt a joke. This isnt a game

THIS IS WAR!

Irregular warfare
Information warfare

Dec 7, 2020, 8:07 PM

I think i figured it out. Its the phone not the apps. headed to get a new phone. bRb

GSM vs GSM

no CDMA network band

Dec 7, 2020, 6:10 PM

Test 4 Cross your fingers guys. I hope it works for all this time. I need several people to try again. Let me
know down below If you recieve the link and what carrier you have

Test 4 

Cross your fingers guys. I hope it works for all this time. I need several people to try again. Let me
know down below If you recieve the link and what carrier you have

Dec 7, 2020, 5:40 PM

When do people go to God?

When things are going good? or when it seems like everything is falling apart?

It had to happen this way. 

GOD WINS

Dec 7, 2020, 1:59 PM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/l46CayG3Yvc5ytE9q/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147t8wcfnfp3ah3xbaqlbnmwmwviyolcp7wptasghn0&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/keaGVD
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 1:54 PM

Dec 7, 2020, 1:54 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/f3dLXEhDoZpmfJI97X/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147uousucqv9xnhuoaln0pocdayqrtlexwksxs8kcbh&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/YD5arD
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 1:52 PM

Dec 7, 2020, 1:52 PM
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https://media1.tenor.co/images/7bd282efe7e0fa75573906c150c9d014/tenor.gif?itemid=10674954

https://revolink.xyz/link/QelMPE
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 1:49 PM

Dec 7, 2020, 1:49 PM

Not sure why my auto responder is not replying to some of the texts. seems to be mostly Verizon. Ill turn off
my auto responder and reply to each message if thats what it takes 💪💪 over 600 messages in the last
12hrs. Our posts here on the battlefield are making a bigger impact than we realize 1=2, 2=4, 4=8 etc.....
link below👇 Welcome to the Awakening Archive https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD

Not sure why my auto responder is not replying to some of the texts. seems to be mostly Verizon. 

Ill turn off my auto responder and reply to each message if thats what it takes 💪💪

over 600 messages in the last 12hrs.

Our posts here on the battlefield are making a bigger impact than we realize

1=2, 2=4, 4=8 etc.....

link below👇

Welcome to the Awakening Archive
https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD

Dec 7, 2020, 1:37 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

So sprint and Verizon seems like a no go for my auto reply app. hoping to have it resolved by the
end of the day. 

CDMA vs GSM

Dec 7, 2020, 12:17 PM

Has anyone with Verizon or Sprint been able to recieve link?

Has anyone with Verizon or Sprint been able to recieve link?

Dec 7, 2020, 12:02 PM

Not sure why everyone isnt receiving the link through text message. If anyone knows of a good app or
program for auto replying please let me know. Im trying to make it as easy as possible to share this
information with the world. Llnk in C0mments👇

Not sure why everyone isnt receiving the link through text message. If anyone knows of a good app
or program for auto replying please let me know.

Im trying to make it as easy as possible to share this information with the world. 

Llnk in C0mments👇

Dec 7, 2020, 11:28 AM
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Test 3 For the people who dont receive the link please comment below what carrier you have. I have
checked with several others and I do show that the link was sent out. Im starting to suspect certain carriers
are blocking the auto replys as spam

Test 3

For the people who dont receive the link please comment below what carrier you have. I have
checked with several others and I do show that the link was sent out. Im starting to suspect certain
carriers are blocking the auto replys as spam

Dec 7, 2020, 11:24 AM

Test 2 If you tried this morning and it didnt work can you please try again and let me know if it works

Test 2

If you tried this morning and it didnt work can you please try again and let me know if it works

Dec 7, 2020, 10:51 AM

Starting a daily BIG NEWS thread. Post photos/links & be sure the information is 100% accurate or it may
be deleted. Lets GO! 👇

Starting a daily BIG NEWS thread. Post photos/links & be sure the information is 100% accurate or
it may be deleted. Lets GO! 👇

Dec 7, 2020, 9:48 AM

Knowledge is Power https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGBXE https://revolink.xyz/link/reXbkD

Knowledge is Power
https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGBXE
https://revolink.xyz/link/reXbkD

Dec 7, 2020, 9:43 AM

Dec 7, 2020, 8:53 AM

http://www.gand.uscourts.gov/news/notice-audio-streaming-court-proceeding-pearson-et-al-v-kemp-
et-al

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10225744069854366&id=1409516866
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 8:52 AM

0:00
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Dec 7, 2020, 8:52 AM

Dec 7, 2020, 6:46 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/0c1e99f73619ab4a95552986250f304c/tenor.gif?itemid=7204321

https://revolink.xyz/link/lDRZzD
"We fight so our children dont have to."
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 6:34 AM

Dec 7, 2020, 6:34 AM

Dec 7, 2020, 2:19 AM

TEST Post screenshot below

TEST

Post screenshot below

Dec 7, 2020, 1:12 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZzOW

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZzOW

Dec 7, 2020, 12:48 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/cd9cd3e78e6da81f68417cd6c1e5fbe3/tenor.gif?itemid=13138350

https://revolink.xyz/link/REVORD
https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxJMe
Updated Dec 7, 2020, 12:39 AM

Dec 7, 2020, 12:39 AM

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-
foreign-interference-united-states-election/

Why is Donald Trump fighting to stay in office so furiously after being crucified for four years straight
and losing billions in revenue in his investments and companies? Do you think he loves being in
office? Would you love to go through what he's gone through? Would you fight to continue to have

0:00
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your life destroyed and your name dragged through the mud here and around the world? Would you
be working for free under the conditions he's been working under?
Why do you think he would even TRY to take down the deep state C_A and other intelligence
agencies working to destroy him, his family, you, your families and this country? Why didn't Trump
just "play ball" like the other establishment presidents - all allowing China to absorb $trillions of our
fortunes while simultaneously allowing America to fall into destruction?
He's doing this because this was moment planned-for long ago. How do we know?
1. He warned us in 2018 that China would be printing fake ballots to be delivered to a corrupt
election system.
2. The movement of Trump loyalist DoD resources into high positions was FORETOLD in 2018.
3. He is moving people into positions as a newly elected president should - not like an out going
president would.
4. The DoD is recalling troops en-masse right now.
5. His legal team has amassed a landslide of evidence and put it all together in what should've taken
years - within three weeks.
6. The coordination of the release of Hunter Biden laptop evidence.
7. The re-assignment of conservative Justices to all swing states to adjudicate on voter fraud.
8. The PANIC ensuing at hearings of voter fraud.
9. The ODNI revelations about China and their "super soldiers".
10. The ODNI revelations about China bribing Congressmen to compose legislature to benefit them.
11. The State Department has a list of Governors "friendly" with China.
12. Trump's unwavering stance on blaming China for the virus - even when pressed by the media to
change his tone.
13. The DoD is refusing to brief Biden's spy intelligence transition team (this is the biggest tell by far.
They will NOT provide intelligence to an enemy combatant).
14. The executive orders he signed in 2017 and 2018 are DIRECTLY related to events happening
right now.
Trump and his team (larger than we can see) are moving and counter moving. It's confusing
because that is by design. It's frustrating because it takes a VERY long time to strategize to take
down a global crime syndicate with infinite wealth with the smallest body count possible.
The firing won't start until we can see the whites of their eyes and that's going to be within weeks so
get ready.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-
foreign-interference-united-states-election/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-
involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
Updated Dec 6, 2020, 8:12 PM

Dec 6, 2020, 8:12 PM

Tomorrow is 12/7

Dec 6, 2020, 7:02 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBoqW
Updated Dec 6, 2020, 6:27 PM

Dec 6, 2020, 6:27 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7JoD

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7JoD

Im still learning guys. Your gonna have to open this doc in google docs app for this to work

Trying to figure out how users can upload links. Lets practice by commenting some links on this doc

Chase Home
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5:5?
Updated Dec 6, 2020, 1:08 PM

Dec 6, 2020, 1:06 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

[TO DO LIST]

I need everyone to create a new google account that isnt tied to your phone number or other
accounts. This will be your new Digital Soilder account

I also need everyone to download Google Drive. I will be adding instructional videos on how to
download and setup your own archive

I also need everyone to install google docs.
This will be needed for user uploads to the archive 

I know google isnt the best option here but it is the most common and has the most instructional
videos. Eventually I will have instructional videos posted on how to upload this archive all over the
net.

Dec 6, 2020, 12:49 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Just touch it 🤩💞
Spread the Love
(click see more)
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Still up gathering data Another 7,000 red pills added to the Archive Midnight riders ride!

Still up gathering data

Another 7,000 red pills added to the Archive

Midnight riders ride!

Dec 6, 2020, 3:59 AM
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share it with everyone you know. WE ARE THE NEWS NOW
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Welcome to the Awakening Archive

You can copy and paste this link and share it with everyone you know.

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW
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Lmao! Check out the Press WiFi password for the event tonight.. All hail the Troller-In-Chief! 😂😂😂

Lmao!

Check out the Press WiFi password for the event tonight..

All hail the Troller-In-Chief!

😂😂😂

Dec 5, 2020, 6:54 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

any graphic designer patriots here on my page? 

Were going to need a logo for our
Awakeing Archive

Extra points if we can create it as a GiF

Dec 5, 2020, 11:25 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/geykKD

Welcome to the Awakening Archive

This is a work in progress. Still in the beginning stages. I will be adding to it daily. 

I have included an upload folder where you can upload your own files. Soon I will have a "To Do List"
folder for tasks and research I am needing help with with. 

Please PM me if you have any ideas or would like to help collaborate on this project.

Happy Hunting
Updated Dec 5, 2020, 11:16 AM

Dec 5, 2020, 11:16 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

technical difficulties. 

They dont want this link shared. 

Standby

Dec 5, 2020, 10:27 AM
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any patriots available this morning to review my google drive link before I go live? PM me if you can
check it for me.
Updated Dec 5, 2020, 9:17 AM

Dec 5, 2020, 9:17 AM

Knowing what you know now...... This Q movement is what led me to God I now see the mysterious way he
works God BLESSED my mom with this cancer! He used it to heal the relationship between me and my
mom and it feels so good to have my momma back. He took what was meant for evil and turned it for good!

Knowing what you know now......

This Q movement is what led me to God

I now see the mysterious way he works

God BLESSED my mom with this cancer!
He used it to heal the relationship between me and my mom and it feels so good to have my
momma back. 

He took what was meant for evil and turned it for good!

Dec 4, 2020, 8:36 PM

This morning I was on the way to take my mom to her cancer treatment and ran out of gas on the way. I
was almost to the gas station when my car shut off. I had some good speed so I was able to glide perfectly
into the gas station and my car stopped perfectly in front of the pump. It couldn't have been any more
perfect. Me and my mom both smiled and said how perfect it was that God got us to the pump but as I
walked up to the store I saw a big sign on the door that said. "No Gas". I went in and the store owner
offered to give me a ride to another store to get some gas. I walked into the store and was frantically looking
for a gas can, I told myself I have to slow down God's slowing me down for a reason. The whole morning
was a very interesting experience I felt so divinely connected to God through it all. The man dropped me
back off at my car with the gas. As I was getting out of the car he told me when I get a chance look up
psalm 91 Him telling me that bible verse was kinda like a God proof to me. Proof that God was with me the
entire time. The moral of this story is God works in mysterious ways we don't know his plan but he does. It's
proof that even when things are going wrong it Is all a part of God's plan. With God every event always
leads to the best possible outcome. Its crazy to believe but me running out of gas this morning made my
day a million times better.

This morning I was on the way to take my mom to her cancer treatment and ran out of gas on the
way. I was almost to the gas station when my car shut off. I had some good speed so I was able to
glide perfectly into the gas station and my car stopped perfectly in front of the pump. It couldn't have
been any more perfect.

Me and my mom both smiled and said how perfect it was that God got us to the pump but as I
walked up to the store I saw a big sign on the door that said. "No Gas". 

I went in and the store owner offered to give me a ride to another store to get some gas. I walked
into the store and was frantically looking for a gas can, I told myself I have to slow down God's
slowing me down for a reason. 

The whole morning was a very interesting experience I felt so divinely connected to God through it
all.

The man dropped me back off at my car with the gas. As I was getting out of the car he told me
when I get a chance look up psalm 91

Him telling me that bible verse was kinda like a God proof to me. Proof that God was with me the
entire time. 

The moral of this story is God works in mysterious ways we don't know his plan but he does. It's
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proof that even when things are going wrong it Is all a part of God's plan. 

With God every event always leads to the best possible outcome.

Its crazy to believe but me running out of gas this morning made my day a million times better.

Dec 4, 2020, 7:04 PM

You tagged Rio VN, Deen Foxx, Steven Wilson, Chris Loudner, Josiah Bernier, Joe Keranenn,
Sheila Lafferty, Rick Ruoff and Patrick F. Eckert

https://media1.tenor.co/images/d93262dda1d0b3c3505e6de93fbd8bdc/tenor.gif?itemid=4812656

Ive got a document of links that I need help with. If anyone can help today would be awesome. Ive
got a huge list of research links but when i copy and paste it breaks all the hyperlinks and they are
no longer clickable. I have been able to fix the links with the google docs app but it is time
consuming having to do it one at a time. If anyone can resesrch this and think they can get it done
shoot me a PM and I will send link over
Updated Dec 4, 2020, 1:47 PM

Dec 4, 2020, 1:47 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/9883a2c2c4f5658bf86ed39de91c16d1/tenor.gif?itemid=14161267

Im still here folks.

Ive been focusing all of my attention on my Google Drive project. I made lots of progress last night. I
will be sharing links later this evening.
Updated Dec 4, 2020, 12:19 PM

Dec 4, 2020, 12:19 PM

2 year Delta

D5 countdown 34hr 26min

The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign assets have been actively
working behind the scenes in one of the largest criminal investigations in modern day history.
DECLAS > Purpose > illuminate the 'TRUTH' > People
Transparency is the only way forward [CONTROLLED MEDIA - 'Enemy of the People'].

Dec 3, 2020, 1:24 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKQ9e https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwYNE [THIS IS THE ENEMIES BATTLE PLAN.]
Download it. Archive it. Read it. Study it. Only by knowing their strategy can you know how to win. Add it all
up. 1. Virus 2. Riots [organized _ANTIFA] 3. Fires The 'Why': https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cUxilJznKyY Make no mistake, they will not concede on Election Night. Make no mistake, they will
contest this legally in battleground states. Make no mistake, they will project doubt in the election results
Make no mistake, they will organize massive riots and attempt Anarchy-99 design Playbook known. What
advantages might exist when you know the other sides playbook? https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/trap Enjoy the show!

https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKQ9e
https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwYNE

[THIS IS THE ENEMIES BATTLE PLAN.]

Download it. Archive it. Read it. Study it.
Only by knowing their strategy can you know how to win.
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Add it all up.
1. Virus 
2. Riots [organized _ANTIFA]
3. Fires
The 'Why':
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUxilJznKyY
Make no mistake, they will not concede on Election Night.
Make no mistake, they will contest this legally in battleground states.
Make no mistake, they will project doubt in the election results
Make no mistake, they will organize massive riots and attempt Anarchy-99 design
Playbook known.

What advantages might exist when you know the other sides playbook?
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trap
Enjoy the show!

Dec 3, 2020, 12:24 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/zegB4W lol... Dude sounds like me for the past three years. Perhaps we all have it?
Or should I say, "We have it ALL". 🤔

https://revolink.xyz/link/zegB4W
lol... Dude sounds like me for the past three years. Perhaps we all have it? 
Or should I say, "We have it ALL". 🤔

Dec 3, 2020, 12:15 PM

Any patriots available here with a computer that knows how to download videos from YouTube, twitter,
Facebook etc? I am wanting to get my video archive links downloaded and need some assistance.

Any patriots available here with a computer that knows how to download videos from YouTube,
twitter, Facebook etc? I am wanting to get my video archive links downloaded and need some
assistance.

Dec 3, 2020, 10:31 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevNoe
Stand tall, Patriot, knowing your
voice will be heard.

Stand tall, Patriot, knowing the truth
will be shown.

Stand tall, Patriot, knowing the
corruption is nearing its end.

This is not another 4-year eIectl0n.

No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift.

GOD WINS

Dec 3, 2020, 7:19 AM
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Dec 3, 2020, 7:15 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/da41a8ad9ee5d9ca5ff1fecb32c7404b/tenor.gif?itemid=8729999

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWk3PW

All Assets Deployed
Updated Dec 3, 2020, 1:21 AM

Dec 3, 2020, 1:21 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/REVLKW

[BATTLEPLAN]

Step 1: Create new digital soilder google account not associated with any of your personal accounts

Dec 3, 2020, 1:08 AM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3YjJzaHcxNTV3Z3FlNnh1endrNno3Znhna
WFlYzBxNTFkYXZhOHNzbw/G07R7pnaNbIAre9LMp/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/YD5MwD
https://revolink.xyz/link/QelmkE
Updated Dec 3, 2020, 12:30 AM

Dec 3, 2020, 12:30 AM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3NTAwcGlpOGpya3FpZXh4N2I2NGdkcXZ
jcmhzaHFocW5uenRjYTJ1bg/uSlkwemszvnTq/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/bDmY3D
Updated Dec 2, 2020, 10:48 PM

Dec 2, 2020, 10:48 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/059891a0a72e6345426ef708ef1d5532/tenor.gif?itemid=4714547

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9nGW
Updated Dec 2, 2020, 10:45 PM

Dec 2, 2020, 10:45 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/3bb654c25faba1b076a823af70f259fa/tenor.gif?itemid=16671773

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZbGW
Updated Dec 2, 2020, 11:38 AM

Dec 2, 2020, 11:38 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/a4e5bdec5fff88f90ad88fa79d548f6d/tenor.gif?itemid=9398617
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https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwzND
https://revolink.xyz/link/REdoMe
They are terrified...
Updated Dec 2, 2020, 11:36 AM

Dec 2, 2020, 11:36 AM

[HELP NEEDED] My mom recently got diagnosed with cancer and I'm having to travel out of town for Drs
appointments 5 days a week. Its taken a big toll on me and my daily life. I have almost no freetime. Most of
my posts made here are from stop lights and waiting rooms. The enemy is trying to slow me down but I
won't let him. Ive always had a vision for an app to help spread this info But with everything I've got going
on right now I just don't have the time or the money So Plan B will be to use Google Drive. I would like to
create a huge archive of memes, videos, music, bible verses prayers, anything we can think of that spreads
the message of hope and healing The idea is to be able to share one link that will provide access to tons of
good info. I think it will be beneficial to all of the new members I dont have alot of available freetime to work
on this but I think we can get alot accomplished If we work as a team. Maybe we can all make a Google
Drive archive, and after that we can make an archive of archives. If anyone would like to help with this
please send me a PM and please let me know if you have any other ideas or suggestions.

[HELP NEEDED]

My mom recently got diagnosed with cancer and I'm having to travel out of town for Drs
appointments 5 days a week. Its taken a big toll on me and my daily life. I have almost no freetime.
Most of my posts made here are from stop lights and waiting rooms. The enemy is trying to slow me
down but I won't let him. 

Ive always had a vision for an app to help spread this info But with everything I've got going on right
now I just don't have the time or the money

So Plan B will be to use Google Drive. I would like to create a huge archive of memes, videos,
music, bible verses prayers, anything we can think of that spreads the message of hope and healing

The idea is to be able to share one link that will provide access to tons of good info. I think it will be
beneficial to all of the new members

I dont have alot of available freetime to work on this but I think we can get alot accomplished If we
work as a team. Maybe we can all make a Google Drive archive, and after that we can make an
archive of archives. 

If anyone would like to help with this please send me a PM and please let me know if you have any
other ideas or suggestions.

Dec 2, 2020, 10:02 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/2Dx4JD

Dec 2, 2020, 9:11 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

0:00
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Exercise Caution when discussing
enacting "martial law". The DS/Dems are
actively pushing to get martial law. They
want it. At this point it's the only way
they will stay out of prison. This is the
reason they are being so open so brazen
about the fraud and crimes they are
committing. They are calling in all
Favors. No one can hide anymore period
you are either with them or against
them, And they are activating everyone
they control and it's obvious. They no
longer care about the election, they
know it's a lost cause. They are pushing
and pushing to get martial law. Once
martial law is enacted they can close
down their states and they will invite
foreign military occupiers into their
sovereign states. Their plans have failed
over and over. Russia, impeachment,
e1ect1on fraud, now this is their failsafe...

Dec 2, 2020, 9:10 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

"The [Q][A]n0n community has less to do with Q and more to do with a decentralized new media
network that surfaces, distributes, and fact checks information in real time. It is self-correcting, self-
editorializing, and most
importantly: it can't be stopped."

othingN anC topS hatW sI omingC

Dec 2, 2020, 7:52 AM

[TimeStamp]

738
837 (think mirror)
Comms?
5:5?

Understand one simple fact - the US is connected to the rest of the world. 
Knowing that, understand, by default, if certain intel is released it would cause a WW/mass suffering.
We share the idea of open source but value life and must make decisions base decisions on
outcomes and containability.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ
Listen carefully.
TRUST.
WE are FIGHTING for YOU.
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.

Dec 2, 2020, 7:41 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD

Im gonna post this again. . Its long but please make the time to watch it. I will post more links in
comments. You can copy and paste and save as notes on your phone

Dec 2, 2020, 7:10 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Modern day poet?
”I rise before you today with words of caution, words of warning. The twin flames of truth and justice
were allowed to burn low by those who preceded us until they had become little more than embers.
Now we have taken up the task of rekindling them. Once again a small flame begins to come forth,
which even now could be snuffed out by a mere puff of wind from the wrong quarter. However, we
must be ever mindful that while fire provides light in the dark and warmth in the cold, it can also if left
unchecked destroy.
Let me be clear. To those to whom power was given who abused that power for whatever purpose,
let them be tried in open court. Let all the evidence against them be heard in public without
redaction. Let them be judged accordingly. However, we must also respect those who defend them
in these proceedings for we owe them a debt of gratitude. Just as on these boards we claim that
notables are not endorsement, so a vigorous defense of the most odious, even once convicted, is
not an endorsement. Nay, it is an absolute necessity if the principle of innocent until proven guilty is
to be accorded anything more than mere lip service, for an accusation is not guilt, and even the
innocent can be convicted.
Similarly those to whom power and position have been granted who refused to employ that power
so as to not impede the subversion of the structures they swore to defend, or who threatened the
use of that power in furtherance of that subversion. Let their acts too be known publicly that they
may be driven from office and stripped of power at the earliest possible opportunity.
Those without special position or title who acted to further the subversion whether by arson, theft,
assault, or any other criminal act, let them also be tried and feel the full weight of justice upon their
shoulders.
But for those whose only offense was to espouse opinions of which we disapprove, if we hold dear
the principles of liberty and free speech then these individuals we must let pass unscathed. We must
do this even though their opinions exude the most odious reek and their words drip with the most
corrosive of vitriol.
And so we return to where we started, with words of warning and caution. But these are not my
words. History is replete with the cautionary stories of patriots who lit the fires of revolution only to
find when those flames had gone out that they had burnt away the very foundations of all the
patriots had sought to defend, and the patriots had become the very tyrants they sought to depose.
For these patriots had fallen prey to the most insidious of their foes, the belief that the ends justified
the means. This is the belief of those we oppose. Let us not fall prey to it ourselves. Let us heed the
warnings of patriots past. Let use learn from their mistakes and not repeat them. Let us be ever
vigilant against our worst impulses."
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2 year delta /start/ 18 U.S. Code § 2385. Advocating overthrow of Government. Whoever knowingly or
willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or
destroying the government of the United States or the government of any State, Territory, District or
Possession thereof, or the government of any political subdivision therein, by force or violence, or by the
assassination of any officer of any such government; or Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or
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destruction of any such government, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly
displays any written or printed matter advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, or
propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence, or
attempts to do so; or Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of
persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the overthrow or destruction of any such government by force
or violence; or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society, group, or assembly of
persons, knowing the purposes thereof— Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty
years, or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any department or agency
thereof, for the five years next following his conviction. If two or more persons conspire to commit any
offense named in this section, each shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years,
or both, and shall be ineligible for employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof,
for the five years next following his conviction. As used in this section, the terms “organizes” and “organize”,
with respect to any society, group, or assembly of persons, include the recruiting of new members, the
forming of new units, and the regrouping or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of such
society, group, or assembly of persons.

2 year delta

/start/

18 U.S. Code § 2385. Advocating overthrow of Government.
Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity, desirability,
or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the government of the United States or the government of
any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the government of any political subdivision
therein, by force or violence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such government; or
Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such government, prints,
publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed matter
advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or
destroying any government in the United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or
Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of persons who
teach, advocate, or encourage the overthrow or destruction of any such government by force or
violence; or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society, group, or assembly of
persons, knowing the purposes thereof—
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be
ineligible for employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the five
years next following his conviction.
If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named in this section, each shall be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible for
employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the five years next
following his conviction.
As used in this section, the terms “organizes” and “organize”, with respect to any society, group, or
assembly of persons, include the recruiting of new members, the forming of new units, and the
regrouping or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of such society, group, or
assembly of persons.
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PATRIOT ALERT:
Information being received NOW that
Communist China purchased
Dominion Voting in October 8 for $400M.
Efforts underway to verify. If true, this
confirms other evidence that
Communists intend to overthrow our
government to get our precious land.

NOT ON OUR WATCH.
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Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt political establishment with a new government
controlled by you, the American people, the Washington establishment and the financial and media
corporations that funded exists for only one reason to protect and enrich itself. The establishment
has trillions of dollars at stake in this election. For those who control the levers of power in
Washington and for the global special interests they partner with these people that don't have your
good in mind. Our campaign represents a true existential threat like they haven't seen before.
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This is not simply another four year election. This is a crossroads in the history of our civilization that
will determine whether or not we, the people, reclaim control over our government. The political
establishment that is trying to stop us is the same group responsible for our disastrous trade deals,
massive illegal immigration and economic and foreign policies that have bled our country dry. The
political establishment has brought about the destruction of our factories and our jobs as they flee to
Mexico, China and other countries all around the world.

It's a global power structure that is responsible for the economic decisions that have robbed our
working class, stripped our country of its wealth and put that money into the pockets of a handful of
large corporations and political entities. This is a struggle for the survival of our nation and this will
be our last chance to save it. This election will determine whether we're a free nation or whether we
have only the illusion of democracy, but are in fact controlled by a small handful of global special
interests.

Rigging the system in our system is rigged. This is reality. You know it. They know it. I know it. And
pretty much the whole world knows it. The Clinton machine is at the center of this power. We've
seen this firsthand in the WikiLeaks documents in which Hillary Clinton meets in secret with
international banks to plot the destruction of U.S. sovereignty in order to enrich these global financial
powers. Her special interest friends and her donors, honestly, she should be locked up in the most
powerful weapon deployed by the Clintons is the corporate media, the press.

Let's be clear on one thing. The corporate media in our country is no longer involved in journalism.
There are political special interests no different than any lobbyist or other financial entity with a total
political agenda. And the agenda is not for you, it's for themselves. Anyone who challenges their
control is deemed a sexist, a racist, a xenophobe. They will lie, lie, lie. And then again, they will do
worse than that. They will do whatever is necessary.

The Clintons are criminals. Remember that this is well documented and the establishment that
protects them has engaged in a massive cover up of widespread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the Clintons in power. They knew they
would throw every lie they could at me and my family and my love. They knew they would stop at
nothing to try to stop. Nevertheless, I take all of these slings and arrows gladly for you. I take them
for our movement so that we can have our country back.

I knew this day would arrive. It's only a question of when. And I knew the American people would
rise above it and vote for the future they deserve. The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine
is you. The only force strong enough to save our country is us. The only people brave enough to
vote out this corrupt establishment is you, the American people. Our great civilization has come
upon a moment of reckoning. I didn't need to do this for me.

I built a great company and I had a wonderful life. I could have enjoyed the fruits and benefits of
years of successful business deals and businesses for myself and my family instead of going
through this. Absolute horror show of lies, deceptions, malicious attacks. Who would have thought,
I'm doing it because this country has given me so much and I feel so strongly that it's my turn to give
back to the country that I love. I'm doing this for the people and for the movement.

And we will take back this country for you and we will make America great again.
Updated Dec 1, 2020, 11:58 AM
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[MUSICAL HEALING] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YP1QHVNHMAE Can music be healing? The
right music has the power to heal, to cleanse, and to uplift your entire being. Music cannot be interpreted or
put into words, which goes to show its complex and intricate nature. Music can only be felt and in feeling, it
gets translated into thoughts and emotions. It permeates your entire body like pure energy and touches you
where nothing else can. It’s no wonder that people have used music for rejuvenation, expression and as a
healing mechanism since ages. Lets compile a list of musical medicine in the comments below. Post links of
music that makes you feel better. I will get all comments archived and organized to make it easier to
distribute.

[MUSICAL HEALING]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YP1QHVNHMAE
Can music be healing?

The right music has the power to heal, to cleanse, and to uplift your entire being.
Music cannot be interpreted or put into words, which goes to show its complex and intricate nature.
Music can only be felt and in feeling, it gets translated into thoughts and emotions. It permeates your
entire body like pure energy and touches you where nothing else can.
It’s no wonder that people have used music for rejuvenation, expression and as a healing
mechanism since ages.

Lets compile a list of musical medicine in the comments below. Post links of music that makes you
feel better. I will get all comments archived and organized to make it easier to distribute.
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Mockingbird https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2QlD The Storm Is Upon Us https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7yYE This
Video Will Get Donald Trump Elected https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW A Thousand Pieces Documentary
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDo8jW This video has been blocked for breaching the Community Guidelines, and
is currently unavailable. Proof: Winning Bigly https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD The Plot Against the
President https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKlBW Out of the Shadows https://revolink.xyz/link/0W07ZD Plandemic
https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNwOW Shadowgate https://revolink.xyz/link/zegNKW Fall of the Cabal Pt 1
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5 https://revolink.xyz/link/YD59GD Fall of the Cabal Pt 6 https://revolink.xyz/link/2Dx7RE Fall of the Cabal
Pt 7 https://revolink.xyz/link/REVN6E Fall of the Cabal Pt 8 https://revolink.xyz/link/BWkL7e Fall of the
Cabal Pt 9 https://revolink.xyz/link/pWJwbe Fall of the Cabal Pt 10 https://revolink.xyz/link/aev62e THE
BEST IS YET TO COME – Charlie Ward https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D Regan At War
https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6KBE Tony Blair https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzLKE Chinese Whistleblower
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqj4e Sequel to the fall of the cabal part 5 https://revolink.xyz/link/ND809D
Hacking Democracy - The Hack https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoKyD Fraction Math – Black Box Voting Author
https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND Do the math on voting https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND The Best Is Yet to
Come https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D Newsom cozy connections https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7dme At
some point…y’all have to make a decision… https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQaxW Thomas Wictor – What I did
once a lifetime ago (Battle damage assessment of Iranian/Saudi assassination (defection) of Dr. Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh) https://revolink.xyz/link/oWjqzD The 'Smartest Man In The Room' Just Joined Sidney Powell's
Team https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQNwe Leigh Dundas – Unvarnished Thoughts on the Election
https://revolink.xyz/link/GEr4oW On being watched https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPorE Time to Hunt
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https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPorE

Time to Hunt
https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBwNW

Stillness in the Storm – Bill Gates Vaccine
https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9wre
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Yoda: Cultural History from a Nordic Source – Black Nobility Using Zionists?
https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMNge

Catholic — Exclusive interview — Leigh Dundas: End of the Swamp
https://revolink.xyz/link/geyjdE

Dec 1, 2020, 9:09 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/066d988c86cd1fbdd9644ac809b7bfc3/tenor.gif?itemid=13828706

More video links sent from a fellow anon. post video links in comments below

Out of the Shadows
https://revolink.xyz/link/0W07ZD

Plandemic
https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNwOW

Shadowgate
https://revolink.xyz/link/zegNKW
Updated Dec 1, 2020, 8:04 AM

Dec 1, 2020, 8:04 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW

Can someone please proofread this for me. It was a quick copy and paste from video to text
converter. 

Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt political establishment with a new government
controlled by you, the American people, the Washington establishment and the financial and media
corporations that funded exists for only one reason to protect and enrich itself. The establishment
has trillions of dollars at stake in this election. For those who control the levers of power in
Washington and for the global special interests they partner with these people that don't have your
good in mind. Our campaign represents a true existential threat like they haven't seen before.

This is not simply another four year election. This is a crossroads in the history of our civilization that
will determine whether or not we, the people, reclaim control over our government. The political
establishment that is trying to stop us is the same group responsible for our disastrous trade deals,
massive illegal immigration and economic and foreign policies that have bled our country dry. The
political establishment has brought about the destruction of our factories and our jobs as they flee to
Mexico, China and other countries all around the world.

It's a global power structure that is responsible for the economic decisions that have robbed our
working class, stripped our country of its wealth and put that money into the pockets of a handful of
large corporations and political entities. This is a struggle for the survival of our nation and this will
be our last chance to save it. This election will determine whether we're a free nation or whether we
have only the illusion of democracy, but are in fact controlled by a small handful of global special
interests.

Rigging the system in our system is rigged. This is reality. You know it. They know it. I know it. And
pretty much the whole world knows it. The Clinton machine is at the center of this power. We've
seen this firsthand in the WikiLeaks documents in which Hillary Clinton meets in secret with
international banks to plot the destruction of U.S. sovereignty in order to enrich these global financial
powers. Her special interest friends and her donors, honestly, she should be locked up in the most
powerful weapon deployed by the Clintons is the corporate media, the press.
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Let's be clear on one thing. The corporate media in our country is no longer involved in journalism.
There are political special interests no different than any lobbyist or other financial entity with a total
political agenda. And the agenda is not for you, it's for themselves. Anyone who challenges their
control is deemed a sexist, a racist, a xenophobe. They will lie, lie, lie. And then again, they will do
worse than that. They will do whatever is necessary.

The Clintons are criminals. Remember that this is well documented and the establishment that
protects them has engaged in a massive cover up of widespread criminal activity at the State
Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the Clintons in power. They knew they
would throw every lie they could at me and my family and my love. They knew they would stop at
nothing to try to stop. Nevertheless, I take all of these slings and arrows gladly for you. I take them
for our movement so that we can have our country back.

I knew this day would arrive. It's only a question of when. And I knew the American people would
rise above it and vote for the future they deserve. The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine
is you. The only force strong enough to save our country is us. The only people brave enough to
vote out this corrupt establishment is you, the American people. Our great civilization has come
upon a moment of reckoning. I didn't need to do this for me.

I built a great company and I had a wonderful life. I could have enjoyed the fruits and benefits of
years of successful business deals and businesses for myself and my family instead of going
through this. Absolute horror show of lies, deceptions, malicious attacks. Who would have thought,
I'm doing it because this country has given me so much and I feel so strongly that it's my turn to give
back to the country that I love. I'm doing this for the people and for the movement.

And we will take back this country for you and we will make America great again.

Dec 1, 2020, 7:58 AM

[Timestamp]
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Dec 1, 2020, 7:29 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/c7f9e239d9151208514ce87a527f211f/tenor.gif?itemid=14003208

More links from a fellow anon.

Fall of the Cabal Pt 1
https://revolink.xyz/link/bDmOre

Fall of the Cabal Pt 2
https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8wbE

Fall of the Cabal Pt 3
https://revolink.xyz/link/Pe1jdE

Fall of the Cabal Pt 4
https://revolink.xyz/link/QelRKD

Fall of the Cabal Pt 5
https://revolink.xyz/link/YD59GD

Fall of the Cabal Pt 6
https://revolink.xyz/link/2Dx7RE
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Fall of the Cabal Pt 7
https://revolink.xyz/link/REVN6E

Fall of the Cabal Pt 8
https://revolink.xyz/link/BWkL7e

Fall of the Cabal Pt 9
https://revolink.xyz/link/pWJwbe

Fall of the Cabal Pt 10
https://revolink.xyz/link/aev62e
Updated Dec 1, 2020, 6:47 AM

Dec 1, 2020, 6:47 AM

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1332733122761220097.html

Watch the three short 2 min videos in this thread, you will thank me

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1332733122761220097.html
Updated Dec 1, 2020, 6:21 AM

Dec 1, 2020, 6:21 AM

[VIDEO ARCHIVE] @[100001210021877:2048:Rio VN] helped out last night and added some videos to our
list. Please post links below and we will get them added to the list. Revolink Bypass Facebook censorship
https://revolink.xyz Q The Plan to Save the World https://revolink.xyz/link/reXNgD Operation Mockingbird
https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2QlD The Storm Is Upon Us https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7yYE This Video Will Get
Donald Trump Elected https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW A Thousand Pieces Documentary
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDo8jW This video has been blocked for breaching the Community Guidelines, and
is currently unavailable. Proof: Winning Bigly https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD The Plot Against the
President https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKlBW THE BEST IS YET TO COME – Charlie Ward
https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D Regan At War https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6KBE Tony Blair
https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzLKE Chinese Whistleblower https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqj4e Sequel to the fall of
the cabal part 5 https://revolink.xyz/link/ND809D Hacking Democracy - The Hack
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoKyD Fraction Math – Black Box Voting Author https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND
Do the math on voting https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND The Best Is Yet to Come
https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D Newsom cozy connections https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7dme At some
point…y’all have to make a decision… https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQaxW Thomas Wictor – What I did once a
lifetime ago (Battle damage assessment of Iranian/Saudi assassination (defection) of Dr. Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh) https://revolink.xyz/link/oWjqzD The 'Smartest Man In The Room' Just Joined Sidney Powell's
Team https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQNwe Leigh Dundas – Unvarnished Thoughts on the Election
https://revolink.xyz/link/GEr4oW On being watched https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPorE Time to Hunt
https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBwNW Stillness in the Storm – Bill Gates Vaccine https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9wre
Yoda: Cultural History from a Nordic Source – Black Nobility Using Zionists?
https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMNge Catholic — Exclusive interview — Leigh Dundas: End of the Swamp
https://revolink.xyz/link/geyjdE

[VIDEO ARCHIVE]

Rio VN helped out last night and added some videos to our list. Please post links below and we will
get them added to the list. 

Revolink Bypass Facebook censorship
https://revolink.xyz/

Q The Plan to Save the World
https://revolink.xyz/link/reXNgD

Operation Mockingbird
https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2QlD

The Storm Is Upon Us
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https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7yYE

This Video Will Get Donald Trump Elected
https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW

A Thousand Pieces Documentary
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDo8jW 
This video has been blocked for breaching the Community Guidelines, and is currently unavailable.

Proof: Winning Bigly
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD

The Plot Against the President
https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKlBW

THE BEST IS YET TO COME – Charlie Ward
https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D

Regan At War
https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6KBE

Tony Blair
https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzLKE

Chinese Whistleblower
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqj4e

Sequel to the fall of the cabal part 5
https://revolink.xyz/link/ND809D

Hacking Democracy - The Hack
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoKyD

Fraction Math – Black Box Voting Author
https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND

Do the math on voting
https://revolink.xyz/link/NepbND

The Best Is Yet to Come
https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0O3D

Newsom cozy connections
https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7dme

At some point…y’all have to make a decision…
https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQaxW

Thomas Wictor – What I did once a lifetime ago
(Battle damage assessment of Iranian/Saudi assassination (defection) of Dr. Mohsen Fakhrizadeh)
https://revolink.xyz/link/oWjqzD

The 'Smartest Man In The Room' Just Joined Sidney Powell's Team
https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQNwe

Leigh Dundas – Unvarnished Thoughts on the Election
https://revolink.xyz/link/GEr4oW

On being watched
https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPorE

Time to Hunt

Chase Home
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https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBwNW

Stillness in the Storm – Bill Gates Vaccine
https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9wre

Yoda: Cultural History from a Nordic Source – Black Nobility Using Zionists?
https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMNge

Catholic — Exclusive interview — Leigh Dundas: End of the Swamp
https://revolink.xyz/link/geyjdE

Dec 1, 2020, 6:14 AM

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1333641924436054019?s=19
https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1333641704839147520?s=19

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1333641924436054019?s=19

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1333641704839147520?s=19

Dec 1, 2020, 12:36 AM

Ive got big plans for this movement and would like to begin the process of developing a new app to keep us
all informed and connected. Im gonna need lots of help with this folks. If anyone is willing to help a fellow
patriot please send a PM or comment below

Ive got big plans for this movement and would like to begin the process of developing a new app to
keep us all informed and connected. Im gonna need lots of help with this folks. If anyone is willing to
help a fellow patriot please send a PM or comment below

Nov 30, 2020, 11:34 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW D5=DEC5? Fellow Patriots: What you are about to learn should not only
scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom]. The information that will become public
will further demonstrate the criminal & corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration
undertook in joint efforts w/ domestic and foreign dignitaries. The snowball has begun rolling - there is no
stopping it now. D5. Stay the course and trust the plan. Protective measures are in place. Remain BRAVE.
We knew this day would come. United We Stand (WW). WWGlWGA. We FIGHT. Conspiracy no more.

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevAqW

D5=DEC5?

Fellow Patriots:
What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back
control [Freedom]. The information that will become public will further demonstrate the criminal &
corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook in joint efforts w/
domestic and foreign dignitaries. The snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5.
Stay the course and trust the plan. 
Protective measures are in place.
Remain BRAVE. 
We knew this day would come.
United We Stand (WW).
WWGlWGA.
We FIGHT.
Conspiracy no more.

Nov 30, 2020, 11:21 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/weOxZE Yes. This is her account. She re-tweeted it.

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOxZE
Yes. This is her account. She re-tweeted it.

Nov 30, 2020, 10:56 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

A lot of chatter re: Glna HaspeI.
In my experience on "the board", often
times when someone makes a truth
claim, there's always a little truth mixed
with a lot of lies.

At the moment, I'm not posting anything until I hear more confirmation from my sources
Not that nothing is true, but would need
to see more evidence before I subscribe
to it.
Keep your ear to the rail just in case.

Nov 30, 2020, 10:52 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/744fee36b254f85b42cb6aa49c64f5f7/tenor.gif?itemid=12113453

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZl0E
Updated Nov 30, 2020, 10:37 PM

Nov 30, 2020, 10:37 PM

https://media.tenor.co/images/10b0e44537aa68a4e5200ddcf64528f3/tenor.gif?
riffsid=TVRBNU5UQTBORGxmZHc9PTB6Lv03aZAjV2_MhugS-sBxNSsHJw5rMoAK1dU-
8aspcuTjP-6Mdn5L9AqujO7eNV5gq79VNNdDfpgrmJQV8w

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLojD
Updated Nov 30, 2020, 8:20 PM

Nov 30, 2020, 8:20 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

What are the Q drops for? Why tell us three years ago?
The idea behind "Future Proves Past", is to say that;
*Future (news) Proves Past (drops)*. [EVENTS UNLOCK]
The whole meaning behind, and purpose of the Q drops are to keep Americans encouraged,
informed, and help to awaken others. WE… are part of the plan. THIS is the largest joint
military/civilian operation in world history, and YOU get to be partakers rather than spectators. An
awakening is what we needed to bring Justice. Without it, the enemy would have continued their evil
work under the cover of darkness, until it became completely impossible to recover.

The drops are arranged to be coded and cryptic to give us a sense of mystery with truth. They are
generalizations so as not to reveal "sources and methods" and protect operators in the field,
maintaining the rule of law, while simultaneously giving us a sense of direction once events occur.
This prevents the population from certain hysteria, keeping us from panicking and acting out
irrationally. It triangulates references without revealing intimate military and political strategies that
could foil the plan. It gives us a bearing so we know which way to steer the boat. They are written
mysteriously to intrigue us. Mystery leads to investigation. Investigation leads to discovery.
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Discovery leads to knowledge. Knowledge leads to understanding. And understanding leads to
revelation & wisdom.

Assuming the media is actually the enemy and assuming the words they speak are misdirection,
lies, and deception, how then could an honest and upright man convey a true message to the
masses?
Let's assume Chase, (me) was trying to reveal that Brett Baire was (hypothetically), an evil serial
killer, (not that he is), but he was also the voice behind the news. How then would I be able to warn
people if the very voice I need to reveal is the one who conveys the message? If I were to write a
note to my wife that I was being held captive, and the only one I could ask to deliver the note was
the enemy, how likely am I to be able to successfully deliver the message and be set free?

Does anyone doubt that POTUS has been trying to do good for America, yet still receives 98%
negative reporting from the media? The election itself has revealed how evil Fox News has been to
us… has it not? How then, if POTUS is trying to do good for the American people, does he reach
330 million of us and warn us that there is something going on behind the makeup, the lights, the
cameras, and pretty faces with smooth and flattering language? How does he tell us (((they))) are
planning to "cleanse" the earth of us to start their own little "GARDEN OF EDEN"? If everything the
President tells us is twisted into falsehoods, untruths, and half-truths, how does he reach the people
with the truth of their plot, and avoid early detection?

The Q program is not only a tool for the success of preserving our Republic, it is an "absolute
necessity". It had to be this way. There was no other choice. As awareness began to grow
throughout the masses because of the drops, so then were their clarity. They became less obscure,
and more direct.

This plan is comprehensive, taking years to formulate. Perhaps a decade, or even more. The enemy
has their own military. They hold other nations captive. They have their own access to strategic war-
engaging hardware. HEAVY equipment. (i.e. submarines with missile launching capabilities). To
preserve and protect the people from total annihilation, the war had to be fought out of the public
eye. With information. This.. is an information war. The enemy does not want you to know who they
are and what they are doing or planning, because if they did, they know that the people would rise
and destroy them. The good guys can't just come out and tell the masses that such an enemy exists
because the very enemy our allies are trying to expose are the same ones who control the
conveyance of that information. Therefore, this war is underground. It is silent. It is unseen. Q is the
voice of that underground war that reveals direction, and notifies us how things are going and how
you can expect it to end.

With the revelation of the extent of fraud in the election, folks are realizing the consequences of what
took place and are understanding that we are about to lose our Republic. This is part of the waking
up process. Fear, although not a good substitute for faith, is a good motivator. Especially when you
see the dreams for you and your children and your friend’s children about to be dashed to pieces.
Therefore, a [scare event], is a necessary condition to jolt us into conscious awareness.

Why would the left commit fraud? Why not just run a better campaign next time? After all, they have
an opportunity every four years. Why go to the extent of stealing an election? Why not just, tuck your
tail in, regroup, get your act together, and try again? Because, now that POTUS is in, he can expose
their intentions showing the people what (((they))) were planning. And that’s what he’s been doing
for four years. He has been reversing their plans to clear us from the face of the earth, speaking to
us in code via tweets, and laying the plan out in no uncertain terms through the Q drops. In
response, (((they))) are trying to prevent that from happening because the consequences to
(((them)))… are deadly.
Okay, but why not just reveal everything at once?

Because you have been programmed to believe that what needs to be revealed is a "Conspiracy
Theory". You would never believe it. It must be shown in small bite-sized pieces for you to absorb.

In the same way you can't just start on a Master's degree tomorrow and expect to graduate by the
end of the week.

The good news is, folks… we are winning bigly and the plan is unfolding exactly as intended.
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Keep your chin up anons and Patriots, and keep waking others. When our friends and family are
completely awake, the game is over. We win.

Nov 30, 2020, 8:12 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Ive got an idea I am working on. Im needing help finding links to must watch videos for the new
Patriots just joining the movement. I will post some of the links Ive been working on in the
comments. Please share any links you have in the comments below.

Nov 30, 2020, 3:10 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

On the move again today guys. Keep me updated.

Hold the line!

Nov 30, 2020, 2:39 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/9d7ed0719e1004d289a391b1ba55eee2/tenor.gif?itemid=3447551

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD

TEST 

does this link work?
Updated Nov 30, 2020, 10:11 AM

Nov 30, 2020, 10:11 AM

[[[MUST WATCH VIDEO]] (Llnk Bel0w👇) THE PROOF THAT TRUMP lS WlNNING BIGLY
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD

[[[MUST WATCH VIDEO]] (Llnk Bel0w👇)

THE PROOF THAT TRUMP lS WlNNING BIGLY
https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqppD

Nov 30, 2020, 7:11 AM

Nov 29, 2020, 10:39 PM

0:00
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Every dog has its day.

How about these for some “coincidences”?

So yesterday, J0e Blden allegedly fell while walking his dog at Great Falls Park..(1st pic).

That got Anons digging, and what’s the address for Great Falls Park? Welp..it just happens
(coincidentally, I’m sure) to be 9200 OLD DOMlNlON DR...(2nd/3rd pics)

Weird, huh? Out of all the names in the world..it happens there..

Well..it gets weirder...

Our friend Dan Scavlno tweeted out a video an hour or so ago, of the rushing WATERS at Great
Falls, and captioned it, “Marine One over Great Falls”..(4th box)..

Now knowing what we know about Dan and (17), let’s look at the drops, as this definitely appears to
be comms..

The phrase WATCH THE WATER has been mentioned a couple of times throughout the drops, with
the first being in box 5 way back in early 2018..

Interesting that Dan would tweet that image out from the same place that Blden FELL..amIright?

Well...this drop is also interesting..(box 6)

Think SC vote to confirm (coming).
No Name action.
EVERY DOG has its day.
Enjoy the show. 
17

Now, what have many of us been saying since election night?

-The Supreme Court has this
-Enjoy the show

Hold that line Patriots..

“I love it when a plan comes together.”

Nov 29, 2020, 10:12 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/keaYQe

Please be safe and pray for those in harms way as they continually protect and serve our great
country.

Nov 29, 2020, 10:04 PM

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1333217873758654464

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1333217873758654464
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Nov 29, 2020, 9:05 PM

God bless these Hero's

God bless these Hero's

Nov 29, 2020, 8:53 PM

Full Documentary https://revolink.xyz/link/oDo8jW

Full Documentary
https://revolink.xyz/link/oDo8jW

Nov 29, 2020, 8:45 PM

At this very minute, a covert war is raging across the globe, pitting Trump's DoD and DIA (Defense
Intelligence Agency) against black hat deep state factions running the CIA The good news is: Trump is
winning. As you know by now, the DoD launched a raid on a CIA-run server farm in Frankfurt, Germany, to
secure servers that contain proof of CIA interference with the 2020 election (i.e. backdoor manipulations of
election results via Dominion voting machines). But new information is now surfacing that indicates there
was a firefight at the server farm facility,involving US Army Special Forces units, engaging with CIA-trained
paramilitary units that were flown in from Afghanistan in an emergency effort to defend the facility. One CIA
officer was killed during the firefight, and he is now being reported across the mainstream media as being
"killed in Somalia." Five US Army soldiers were also killed, and they are being explained away as dying in a
"helicopter crash" in Egypt. Despite the deaths, the servers were successfully acquired by the DoD, and
those servers were turned over to President Trump's private intelligence group, which is now once again led
by Gen. Michael Flynn, recently pardoned and now allowed to process top secret information, since his
security clearance has been restored. Here's where this gets good: Sidney Powell is about to roll out expert
witnesses in the Georgia and Michigan lawsuits. One of these witnesses has been handed details of the
vote theft which were acquired through two means: 1) The "Kraken" cyberwarfare program run by the DoD,
and 2) Information found in the servers which were acquired during the multiple raids. (There were also
server farm raids in Barcelona and Toronto, we are told.)

At this very minute, a covert war is raging
across the globe, pitting Trump's DoD and DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) against black hat deep
state factions running the CIA
The good news is: Trump is winning.
As you know by now, the DoD launched a raid on a CIA-run server farm in Frankfurt,
Germany, to secure servers that contain proof
of CIA interference with the 2020 election (i.e.
backdoor manipulations of election results via
Dominion voting machines). But new
information is now surfacing that indicates
there was a firefight at the server farm facility,involving US Army Special Forces units, engaging with
CIA-trained paramilitary units that were flown in from Afghanistan in an emergency effort to defend
the facility. One CIA officer was killed during the firefight,
and he is now being reported across the
mainstream media as being "killed in Somalia." Five US Army soldiers were also killed, and they are
being explained away as dying in a "helicopter crash" in Egypt.
Despite the deaths, the servers were
successfully acquired by the DoD, and those servers were turned over to President Trump's private
intelligence group, which is now once again led by Gen. Michael Flynn, recently pardoned and now
allowed to process top secret information, since his security clearance has been restored. Here's
where this gets good:
Sidney Powell is about to roll out expert
witnesses in the Georgia and Michigan
lawsuits. One of these witnesses has been
handed details of the vote theft which were
acquired through two means: 1) The "Kraken" cyberwarfare program run by the DoD, and 2)
Information found in the servers which were acquired during the multiple raids. (There were also
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server farm raids in Barcelona and
Toronto, we are told.)

Nov 29, 2020, 8:42 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0qge

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0qge

Nov 29, 2020, 8:35 PM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/l2SqgE5Ow7Zla5GQE/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147do1uq7qdh1bkmheu9uweh3qbwfg3eqpnkpykp80u&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNGLW
Honestly don't know anyone who knows and understands Iranian combat tactics as well as Th0mas
WIctor. Heshmat Alavi is certainly one of the most scholarly about Iranian politics, but when it comes
to covert, and military tactics and optics, Thomas is the best. This is what Mr. Wictor is saying about
the recent
assassination... 
Listen up. Per Thomas Wictor: M0hsen Fakhrizadeh, head of Iran's controversial nuclear program
was not assassinated. It's Iran's cover story for what really happened is that Fakhrizadeh and
his family defected. Which means Iran is in deep trouble:
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 8:33 PM

Nov 29, 2020, 8:33 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/yDP2ye

God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth.
We will never forget. gAll share one title in common and that is the title of "Hero."

"The LORD is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me
beside quiet waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake.
Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and
your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You
anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days
of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

Nov 29, 2020, 8:21 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/NepVND Keep your eyes open. We MUST look for what can't be seen. Trump's
victory MUST be secured. The Biden family crimes and obama's treason MUST be completely exposed.
Keep digging,keep watching keep sharing FACTS with the world. Hold The Line Patriots!

https://revolink.xyz/link/NepVND

Keep your eyes open. 
We MUST look for what can't be seen.
Trump's victory MUST be secured.
The Biden family crimes and
obama's treason MUST be
completely exposed. 
Keep digging,keep watching keep sharing FACTS with the world.
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Hold The Line Patriots!

Nov 29, 2020, 8:12 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/1b4e300dfad25778afe3680517ad7d49/tenor.gif?itemid=18036865

Flynn was the key to all this...think
about it. how did trump win in 2016 with this
dominon thing going? when Flynn came on the
trump team, he was the only guy with Q (top secret) clearance. he told trump if he wanted to win,
he'd have to overcome dominion, trump lets him assemble team of top-tier hackers, they have
dominion, hit it with DDOS, upload an update to take all their mods off it. thats why they went after
Flynn, they knew he had to be the one that ratted about dominion. its also why they did the whole
trump/russia thing, because they were sure they would find out trump hired some foreign country to
do the deed instead of Flynn's new team..the team
now known a NCSWIC, the team that has been
spying on CIA and was able to get CIA server from frankfurt before the CIA even knew what was
happening.
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 11:22 AM

Nov 29, 2020, 11:22 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Here is another Q drop In case anyone is growing weary of what we are doing here. 

Hold the line.

#2436
The entire world is watching.
Patriots from around the world are praying for AMERICA.
We are all bound by a feeling deep inside, a feeling that cannot be publicly expressed for fear of
ridicule, a feeling that challenges the mainstream (narrative), against that which we are told to
accept and dare not question, put simply, that people are being abused by those in power and time
is running out.
Remember the battles of Lexington and Concord - "Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death!"
For far too long we have been silent and allowed our bands of strength, that we once formed to
defend FREEDOM and LIBERTY, to deteriorate.
We became divided.
We became weak.
We elected TRAITORS to govern us.
We allowed EVIL to prey on us.
Those who claimed to represent us gave us false hope, made false promises.
The evil and corruption only grew.
——————————
This is more than party politics.
This is about restoring OLD GLORY.
This is about saving our land and our people from those who wish us harm.
This is about preserving our REPUBLIC.
This is about preserving our SAFETY.
This is about restoring our STRENGTH.
This is about LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS.
This is about PROTECTING our children.
THIS IS ABOUT SAVING AMERICA.
We are all God's children.
We are, FATHERS.
We are, MOTHERS.
We are, DAUGHTERS.
We are, SONS.
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We are, BROTHERS.
We are, SISTERS.
We do not look at race.
We do not look at skin color.
We are UNITED in these STATES OF AMERICA.
We are, and will always be, PATRIOTS.
WE MUST RISE AGAIN.
WE MUST UNITE AGAIN.
WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY —- PLEASE ANSWER THE CALL & V0TE.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.

Nov 29, 2020, 10:15 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/830192d28459dc27855301a13313e753/tenor.gif?itemid=17103483

https://revolink.xyz/link/YD5bgW 👈
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 10:01 AM

Nov 29, 2020, 10:01 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/a68b55c4a93870727e8631e7d034fefc/tenor.gif?itemid=13250328

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9xOE
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 9:57 AM

Nov 29, 2020, 9:57 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/dcf100a5a4b2b46f538c63b3ffe51069/tenor.gif?itemid=4812997

https://revolink.xyz/link/Pe1LNW
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 9:43 AM

Nov 29, 2020, 9:43 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/3e87f3046af0c2449a04484ecffc2ea0/tenor.gif?itemid=11002950

POTUS inverview Live in a few minutes.

https://ustvgo(dot)tv/fox-news-live-streaming-free/

Facebook banns this link so replace (DOT) WITH A .
Updated Nov 29, 2020, 9:11 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

DIGITAL SOLDIER PRAYER

Heavenly Father, I come to you today acknowledging you as Almighty God... the all powerful God
who sees all things and has things under control.

Thank you for the digital soldiers today and their sacrifice they have made to fight this information
war.

We know there is no coincidence in putting us here for such a time as this. You have brought so
many skill sets together here to fight the enemy.

We will never know the true impact we have made until we leave this earth. I pray you will put your
hedge of protection around everyone in this group so we continue to fight the enemy and as they
realize they are defeated.

I pray for Wisdom for each individual on how they need to participate in this war the rest of the way.

I pray that family members and friends will understand the sacrifice we have made to save this world
from this very evil entity.

I pray financial blessings for all the members here and that they will be rewarded for their effort.

Keep our accounts hidden from the enemy so we can continue to share the truth. I pray for any
personal issue that people are going through outside of this and that you will help them and answer
their prayer.

The sacrifice people have made has been great. We pray we will see the light soon and we will be
rewarded for it. In Jesus Christ Name.

Amen.

Nov 28, 2020, 9:15 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.
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Psalm 27

The Lord is my light and my salvation
whom shall I fear?
The Lord is the stronghold of my life—
of whom shall I be afraid?
When the wicked advance against me
to devour me,
it is my enemies and my foes
who will stumble and fall.
Though an army besiege me,
my heart will not fear;
though war break out against me,
even then I will be confident.
One thing I ask from the Lord,
this only do I seek:
that I may dwell in the house of the Lord
all the days of my life,
to gaze on the beauty of the Lord
and to seek him in his temple.
For in the day of trouble
he will keep me safe in his dwelling;
he will hide me in the shelter of his sacred tent
and set me high upon a rock.
Then my head will be exalted
above the enemies who surround me;
at his sacred tent I will sacrifice with shouts of joy;
I will sing and make music to the Lord.
Hear my voice when I call, Lord;
be merciful to me and answer me.
My heart says of you, “Seek his face!”
Your face, Lord, I will seek.
Do not hide your face from me,
do not turn your servant away in anger;
you have been my helper.
Do not reject me or forsake me,
God my Savior.
Though my father and mother forsake me,
the Lord will receive me.
Teach me your way, Lord;
lead me in a straight path
because of my oppressors.
Do not turn me over to the desire of my foes,
for false witnesses rise up against me,
spouting malicious accusations.
I remain confident of this:
I will see the goodness of the Lord
in the land of the living.
Wait for the Lord;
be strong and take heart
and wait for the Lord

Nov 28, 2020, 7:59 AM
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From the presser yesterday 😎

Buckle up!
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

New statement from General Flynn...

Absolutely PERFECT...

It’s long, but a MUST READ:

By Almighty God’s grace and with the love and courage of my wife Lori, the strength and fortitude of
our families, and the inspiration of our friends and every single patriot who circled me with their
prayers, wisdom, and kindness, I say thank you from the bottom of my heart. For the first time in
more than four years and because of my fearless attorney, Sidney Powell, the Guardian Angel of
American Justice, and thousands of good people with endless energy rallying together on my behalf,
I breathe freedom and liberty today.

We are a nation founded by leaders who fought tyranny and oppression to ensure that all American
citizens be treated fairly and equally across this land. These constitutional and God-given rights
should never be denied or disguised behind false prosecution or political persecution out of fear,
hate, or an opposing voice. Those who scowl at the very core of our Republic and act from
vengeance or revenge against one of us, threaten the safety and security of all of us.

Never again should any family or individual be so viciously targeted, maligned, smeared, and
threatened such has been the experience of my family and I. Not you and your loved ones, not me
nor President Trump, our First Lady, and the Trump children. Stand with me today in renouncing this
betrayal of trust that has burdened our nation and proclaim with one united voice across this land
that we will never again allow the rightful power of the citizens of this country to be uprooted,
undercut, usurped, or held hostage by a coup against our nation, a duly elected President or any
future president of these United States.
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For over three decades, it has been my honor and privilege as a Soldier and public servant to fight
for the rights of American citizens and for citizens of the world. I have fought alongside the bravest
men and women on distant battlefields in the midst of the fire and fury of war. In this fight for my life
and liberties on the battlefield of justice and truth, my faith in God and the love and support of my
wife Lori have seen me through.

Along our journey together, we have been blessed to have the trust and support of millions of
Americans across our great country and around the world. These are our Digital Army of Patriots
who inspired us to keep fighting, uncovered secrets we would otherwise have not known, and
shared with us their thoughts, dreams, and wisdom throughout this ordeal.

Many months ago, one patriot wrote to me, “I only recently learned of you. I’ve been willfully ignorant
of this world and the level of evil in it. God is moving in our lives and I know my purpose now is to
raise my five patriots to love God, fight for truth, and defend the United States of America, One
nation under God!” We are so deeply and sincerely appreciative for the force of light brought into our
lives to battle on and we will never forget the trust placed in us to never give up the search for truth.

I am forever grateful to my legal team of warriors – a team that came into our lives during the most
difficult time. Ms. Sidney Powell entered the Flynn family’s lives like an Angel sent from heaven with
the fighting spirit of David, ready to slay Goliath—and she did.

Each member (of our small defense team), assembled by Sidney, fulfilled unique and difficult roles
with a warrior’s spirit. Mr. Jesse Binnall, a brilliant leader, and polished legal street fighter possessed
an expert grasp of the law and a common-sense approach to discovering the truth. Ms. Molly
McCann, who is an intense scholar with a superb mastery of the law, a true warrior, and someone of
great faith. Molly spent tireless hours researching, reading, and writing all the while helping her
Mother’s fight with cancer. Mr. David Warrington’s steady hand and advice on navigating the
minefields of the Washington, D.C. legal circuit were always on the mark. Lindsay McKasson and
Abigail (Abbie) Frye are two determined legal professionals who were relentless in piecing together
a million-piece puzzle allowing our team to find the truth.

A special thank you goes to my warrior sister Barbara, who took on managing my legal defense fund
and between her and my youngest sibling and brother, Joe, did countless interviews to help raise
necessary and important funds to fight this fight. And finally, my sister Clare Eckert and her daughter
(my God-Daughter and niece), Alicia Kutzer, rounded out our team. My oldest sister Clare is a tough
but superb legal and business professional and Alicia is a remarkable lawyer. Without a doubt, we
could not have won this fight without their counsel, exceptional research and writing abilities, as well
as their unwavering love.

I can never thank them all enough for taking on this monumental challenge to win. Because of them,
my eyes are brighter and my heart is filled with love for my sons, their wives, my grandchildren, and
for all members of our extended family of Flynns and Andrades and so many, many others who kept
me going and gave me strength through their prayers and messages of hope for the future.

Together, we have overcome this enormous hurdle. Now we will get back up on our feet, dust
ourselves off, and not fear what lies ahead. We may be tested again with false accusations and
untruths and hatred for our beliefs and for raising our voices but we cannot be deterred and we
cannot stop.

Time does not always heal all wounds, but discovering the truth has a funny way of shaping the
scars.

To all Americans, what we choose to do in this life should never be stopped by fear. Instead, we
need to embrace the uncertainty and accept the risk that comes with sacrifice and then work to
overcome the sheer magnitude of life’s challenges, especially during this crucible of our nation’s
history. Our very survival as a nation is at stake.

The Flynns will never stop being the fighters that our parents, Charlie and Helen, taught us to be.
Through generations of military in our past, and with many of us still serving our nation in one
capacity or another, we will “rise up” to the next set of challenges together and defend our families,
our homes, our honor, and our nation.
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Even today, perhaps more than ever before, America requires tried, true, and tested patriots to
ensure the future of our children and grandchildren. And in the end, there is only ONE who is the
judge of our ultimate destiny.

God Bless America.

Michael T. Flynn

Nov 26, 2020, 6:09 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

Today is a big day for this movement. It is very important to spread this information with your friends
and family. 
WE ARE THE NEWS NOW
———————-

REDPILL TACTICS

———————- 

Basics of Effective Red Pilling

• Know your biggest competitors

• Apathy (some people genuinely don’t give a shit about politics or even good vs. evil)

• Lazy Thinking (Nietzsche was right when he said that "most people go through life trying to avoid
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any real thoughts")

• Short Attention Spans (Learn to ask great opening questions that ENGAGE the other person. For
example: "I've been learning of late some rather interesting, but confusing, things about our
President. Would you be kind enough to have a look at this with me and give me your perspective?")

• Cognitive Dissonance [It's important for you to understand that every living American has been
brainwashed–completely–by Project Mockingbird. Every single thing we've ever seen on TV, heard
on the radio or read in a newspaper has been a well-scripted lie. When people are faced with
evidence (like buildings collapsing in perfect free-fall) that is counter-intuitive to our values and
beliefs, we naturally reject them to protect our tenuous view of reality. It took me YEARS to accept
the truth of 9/11 due to my military training and a lifetime of believing I was a patriot acting in the
best interest of a good gubbermint. Factor in that 9/11 is only one piece of a much larger "jigsaw
puzzle" and you will begin gaining empathy for the enormous "wakening" that Normies will soon be
facing. It won't be easy for them, so be gentle and patient.]

• Learn how to "play dumb"

• Open the conversation by sincerely complimenting the other person (example: "Joe, you've
forgotten more about the Middle East that I'll ever know. I'm really confused about Putin's stance on
Syria and why Trump is not getting involved. What are your thoughts on this tricky situation?")

• Ask open-ended questions (they typically start with who, what and how)

• Let the other person be the expert

• Find a topic about which they're already skeptical, then tie that issue to something that's of interest
today

• When you sense that they're starting to push back, quickly change the subject back to small talk
and wait for a better time

• Embrace the concept that Red Pilling is a process and NOT an event

• No one will have an "Aha!" moment; it's a slow realization that EVERYTHING THEY'VE EVER
LEARNED OR BELIEVED IS A LIE

• Someone famous and wise (I think Mark Twain) once said, "It's easier to fool someone than it is to
get them to admit they've been fooled." If you agree with this, as do I, then it's easier to accept the
fact that when someone starts waking up, they will do it in solace, and NOT in the presence of
another person. Plant the seeds and let them walk away to nurture them on their own.

• Another Anon suggested that, "Everyone is Red Pilled at least a wee bit about SOMETHING;
vaccines, GMO's, lobbyists, insider trading, Building 7, etc.). Find their one area of skepticism first,
then slowly work your way out."

I hope these thoughts help some of you salvage relationships with those near and dear to you. In
closing, know this: The people closest to us are the last ones WE will be able to Red Pill. We tend to
fall into old habits and roles with them (and vice versa), so plant the seeds and let other people take
credit for your family and friends waking up.

Soon, the movie (narrative) created by /ourguys/ will itself redpill folks. However, some people may
be in dire need of protection and comfort: some will experience massive, psychologically disturbing,
cognitive dissonance as the old fake MSM/liberal/left narrative dissolves and starts to be replaced by
the new truthful one. When minds and hearts are ripe for change, then people will start to put things
together for themselves. Q's anon army is here to assist in the birthing of a new nation – new world,
with the information learned over the past few years.

PSYCHOLOGY is IMPORTANT!

A really good meme gets inside the audience's point of view so that your message appears to be
authentically coming from within their own peer group of people they trust, people just like them.
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Advertising psychology works. Advertisers spend tons of money creating ads to influence people's
behavior. They do it because it works. 

The techniques of advertising may be morally neutral. Are the techniques used for evil purposes or
good? We are using these techniques to restore justice, morality and the rule of law in this world.
You don't fight evil by adopting evil's ways.

We are at war. Memes and twitter infantry are on the front lines. It's a cyberwar for people's minds
and hearts.

It's a war to prevent our friends, families and communities from going off into a hot war when they
discover how terribly the Left and its captive Mainstream Media have betrayed and misled them. 

Our battles are battles of persuasion.

The battleground is social media.

Some will take the battle into kitchens and living rooms.

Some will take the battle to community meetings, town halls, rallies.

The majority of the battle happens on social media.

If you can make graphics, you can enlist in Q's memecorps.

If you can do social media, you can enlist in Q's artillery corps.

May God bless you, Patriot, for becoming part of this just cause. May God give us victory.

———————————————–

I often recall Q's admonition to protect and comfort those around us. Not to force those not yet
ready. I recall that the narrative (movie) has been created in such a way that it will gradually redpill
normie masses – whether the MSM want to cover it or not, they will be forced to. 

I often recall Q's early message to prepare messages of reassurance which might be needed. 

Q said truth will shine. The truth will stand up for itself. Anons will be there with frens and fam but not
forcing the issue, simply listening and nodding as they discover truth for themselves. Asking a few
leading questions. Socratic method that Q used on us, can be applied when we talk with confused
normies who are in the throes of severe cognitive dissonance.

Nov 26, 2020, 9:23 AM

Dropping this video here. Its an excellent video to help show your friends and family how the MSM is
brainwashing them.

Dropping this video here. 

Its an excellent video to help show your friends and family how the MSM is brainwashing them.

0:00
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Nov 26, 2020, 9:01 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWkgkW Today before your meal dont forget to pray.

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWkgkW

Today before your meal dont forget to pray.

Nov 26, 2020, 8:59 AM

Mornin frens, Happy Thanksgiving to all of you and your families! So thankful to have you all in my life! God
Bless, and enjoy! https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1331795149534371840?s=21

Mornin frens,

Happy Thanksgiving to all of you and your families! So thankful to have you all in my life!

God Bless, and enjoy!

https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1331795149534371840?s=21

Nov 26, 2020, 8:20 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErA1e I would go ahead and download & archive this for redistribution in case it's...
well... you know.

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErA1e
I would go ahead and download & archive this for redistribution in case it's... well... you know.

Nov 26, 2020, 7:49 AM

Nov 25, 2020, 9:59 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD44ND

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD44ND

Nov 25, 2020, 9:57 PM

Nov 25, 2020, 9:03 PM
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Nov 25, 2020, 9:04 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/425b05f098b6eacea8630792e7d2ad88/tenor.gif?itemid=7910060

https://revolink.xyz/link/YD54vE
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 12:40 PM

Nov 25, 2020, 12:40 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/b58ba54989939b7c7799a8a7cad7b6de/tenor.gif?itemid=18037303

https://revolink.xyz/link/QelKRW
Some interesting stuff going on regarding General Flynn over the last 24 hours..
So last night, it broke that "anonymous sources" are claiming that POTUS is about to pardon
General
Flynn.. (1st pic), which of course got everyone fired up..because generally speaking, Presidents
mainly
pardon people as they're about to leave office (with some exceptions).
Now let's look deeper into it..
Is it a "coincidence that way back on November 24th, 2017 (an exact 3 year delta), 17 posted for the
first time "who knows where the bodies are buried?" (Gen Flynn does)
Is it a "coincidence that on November 24, 2019 (an exact 1yr delta), that 17 posted (about Flynn),
"Targeted and silenced (gag) for a reason? PAIN coming."
If General Flynn is let loose by POTUS now, what do you think that'll mean for the [DS]?
He's already said "I'm not done".
Now I don't know about y'all, but I don't believe in coincidences..
Me thinks the time might be right to let the beast out of the cage to teach these bad actors a little
lesson in JUSTICE..
Buckle up Patriots..
As POTUS said in a tweet a few minutes ago, 2020 is a long way from over
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 12:29 PM

Nov 25, 2020, 12:29 PM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3eHBzMmVyY3E5YmR0dW1oNGpkMDEz
d29jMjdrNnptYjlybWhiMTVieQ/s4X0WU7ECZQ40/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD96oW
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 11:46 AM

Nov 25, 2020, 11:46 AM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3NHFsaDhuNThsMmY0dm9qNGdlcmt6dT
E3cmxyOTcycXhnZW1qZ243eA/3o6fJazzgOlJNEdufK/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/pW3pxe

From a fellow anon
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 10:36 AM

Nov 25, 2020, 10:36 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

sorry guys..looks like that Space Force account was a parody..Deleted the post...
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Nov 25, 2020, 9:49 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Head's Up :)
[E]zra (Under Sec of Def) posted this an hour ago on [P]arler
@ E W i l l H e l p Y o u
·1 hour ago 23k
-----
To the extent specifically authorized in the designation made by the SecDef in accordance with
Section 2672(b), an officer or agent may exercise one or more of the following powers: 
a. Enforce federal laws and regulations for the protection of persons and property.
b. Carry firearms, pursuant to DoD Directive 5210.56.
c. Make arrests:
(1) Without a warrant for any offense against the United States committed in the
presence of the officer or agent; or 
(2) For any felony cognizable under the laws of the United States if the officer or agent
has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has committed or is committing a
felony.
d. Serve warrants and subpoenas issued under the authority of the United States.
e. Conduct investigations, on and off the property in question, of offenses that may have been
committed against property under DoD jurisdiction, custody, or control, or persons on such property.

Nov 25, 2020, 9:30 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErb1E

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErb1E

Share this song with all the [B]iden supporters 

#musicalmedicine
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 9:29 AM

Nov 25, 2020, 9:22 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Q has strategically been dark since
11/13. Nothing is broken. There is no
doubt that when the time is right, Q will
resurface. We have more news, anon
digging and exposure than most can
keep up with right now, therefore, the Q
backchannel is not needed. If it were, Q
would be posting. Think warfare tactics.

The plan is playing out just as it was
intended. Rise and (digitally) fight.

WWG[one]WGA

Nov 25, 2020, 8:04 AM

https://youtu.be/1Yqa5PUViPo

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19FvnCcElZ20vV_C9cteWvrLacAFCT15A/view?usp=drivesdk
Read very carefully.
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Unreleased [CLAS-HIGHEST]:
Ability to use frequencies [incoming sig]/modify/code/program over 'x' period [designate] mobile
phone to 'control' target subject.
OP conducted/ORIG outside of US.
CAR control?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yqa5PUViPo 
Statement by the driver?
Fairytale? 
AS THE WORLD TURNS.
THIS IS BIGGER THAN ANYONE CAN IMAGINE.
Updated Nov 25, 2020, 7:55 AM

Nov 25, 2020, 7:55 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxyyW
Control over the media has kept people in the dark. 
Control over the media has kept people at heel (behind).
Control over the media has kept people focused on falsehoods.
Control over the media has kept people in a constant state of fear.
Control over the media has divided our Republic into segments:
>Race
>Religion
>Class
>Political Affiliation 
>Gender
[weaponized] 
When a citizenry is divided they have no 'collective' power. 
When a citizenry has no 'collective' power they can no longer control the levers that govern them
[levers of control].
[illusion of democracy]
Q

Nov 25, 2020, 7:39 AM

We know how it ends, God wins

We know how it ends, God wins

Nov 25, 2020, 7:30 AM

PATRIOTS IN CONTROL PLAYBOOK KNOWN. Us anons are the calm during the storm

PATRIOTS IN CONTROL
PLAYBOOK KNOWN.

Us anons are the calm during the storm

Nov 25, 2020, 7:29 AM

Armor of God

Armor of God

Nov 25, 2020, 7:28 AM
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Do not fear

Do not fear

Nov 25, 2020, 7:27 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6G3E

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6G3E

Nov 24, 2020, 10:13 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/f10db21e71c8c66be62bd01dc7cc8a22/tenor.gif?itemid=10783437

https://revolink.xyz/link/reX2JD
Updated Nov 24, 2020, 9:31 PM

Nov 24, 2020, 9:31 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/4eb033dfb26233cdb559763543b272f0/tenor.gif?itemid=19298822

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOR2W

Demoralization shills are here, be steadfast
and use logic to paint yourself the full picture
of what's to come.
Divided we will fall, but together we are
powerful enough to destroy that which
enslaves humanity. In the heat of things it's
easy to shit on the unawakened for voting
for Biden, however anons should keep in
mind that some of our fellow Americans
have been brainwashed by the same enemy
we're fighting and that MK ultra is very real.
Forgive them
Lord, for they know not what
they do.
As Q had mentioned in the past; you cannot
simply tell those who are still asleep that
there is fraud for they will simply turn it
around on us and accuse us of being the
frauds, you must show them by actions that
leave no doubt behind in their minds. In
order to show them, it has to be done by the
book and with ample evidence presented for
the world to see. This is where our new
Supreme Court Justices will come into play.
The overarching theme of Q posts has

0:00
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always been unity and a return to lawfulness;
to win this invisible war but still have a
fractured country would be considered a
failure. It should be clear that we only have
one shot at uprooting this evil that has
implanted itself so deeply in our country. To
make a mistake is to compromise
everything
Remember, anons.
Wwgiwga-
that includes all Americans,
Updated Nov 24, 2020, 9:12 PM

Nov 24, 2020, 9:12 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3N3ozMHZjYWkyMm4yanZjeWlwOGZkcT
dyOXR1M3Q2bnkydW1yaWV2bg/26gYL5WTYK4OX1QIw/giphy.gif
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Nov 24, 2020, 8:00 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Late day at work.
what did i miss today?

Nov 24, 2020, 6:49 PM
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Nov 23, 2020, 10:44 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKX5W
lol...
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 10:33 PM

Nov 23, 2020, 10:33 PM

The best is yet to come. Hold that line patriots!

The best is yet to come.

Hold that line patriots!

Nov 23, 2020, 8:57 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

What is the best way to capture a dangerous animal? When you're running after it yelling and
screaming, making a bunch of noise? When the creature feels safe and secure? Do you pull the
trigger liberally without aiming? Do you show up at noon to go hunting? Do you show up before the
deer get there, or after? Do you pull the trigger when the animal is alarmed and running for its life in
the opposite direction from you, or when it's standing still as a statue? Do you load your gun after
the deer show up? When you go fishing, do you reel your lure in as fast as you can? Do you use a
rock for bait, or a worm? Do you beat the water with your oars to get their attention so that they
come and investigate? When you duck hunt, do you use a dog's bark to make the ducks feel safe or
do you use a quacker? Do you use a machine gun to go deer hunting? A cap gun? Do you use
firecrackers to draw them in? When you kill a fire ant hill, do you kick the mound first to get their
attention before adding the ant bait? When you catch a mouse in a mouse trap, do you put it in front
of the TV to capture them? Do you put it in the middle of the living room floor? Do you expect them
to set the trap for you? Ask yourself the question, "If I was to go hunting, how would I capture a
dangerous animal?"

Nov 23, 2020, 8:33 PM

Test

Test

Nov 23, 2020, 8:27 PM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3djNuOWk4dDdpcGJpeGxkNmdqeDVpem
dpa2hzdGF6b3I0eWpqYnNnNg/3o6ZtliYz2K26zymEo/giphy.gif
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Y'all.. at some point, you're go to have to make a decision that what you hear from the media is a
total and complete lie. All of it. There has to be place in your heart for when you finally say, "That's it.
I've had enough. This is far as you go. You can go no more. There is nothing you can say. There's
nothing you can do to make me believe you any longer." Like leaving an abusive relationship. How
long will it take? How many blows to the head are you willing to
endure before you pack your things, grab the kids, and head out of the house never looking back?
Because folks... that's exactly where
you are right now. Everyone who has left that building can see it except you. Only YOU can stop the
abuse. Walk away.
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 7:33 PM

Nov 23, 2020, 7:33 PM

All of us will play a part in the coming weeks and months.

All of us will play a part in the coming weeks and months.

Nov 23, 2020, 7:28 PM

Grateful for my relationship with Our Heavenly Father at this time...We are Blessed to have a Heavenly
Father who only wants the best for us and listens to our prayers from our hearts...this is going to be
Biblical....just a reminder to pray and get your popcorn...The Best is Yet to Come....Best movie of all time....
❤ ❤ ❤ 

Grateful for my relationship with Our Heavenly Father at this time...We are Blessed to have a
Heavenly Father who only wants the best for us and listens to our prayers from our hearts...this is
going to be Biblical....just a reminder to pray and get your popcorn...The Best is Yet to Come....Best
movie of all time....❤ ❤ ❤ 

Nov 23, 2020, 7:24 PM

https://twitter.com/cbs_herridge/status/1331024302649511938?s=21

From Catherine Herridge, via the General Services Administration...

Read the tweets carefully...

She details the threats that her, her family, her staff, and even her pets have received as they wait
for “the actual winner to be determined by the electoral process detailed in the Constitution.”

Hold

That

Line

https://twitter.com/cbs_herridge/status/1331024302649511938?s=21
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 7:21 PM

Nov 23, 2020, 7:21 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxyyW

I have said this over and over and over.... I don't know how many times.
The Mainstream Media is not your friend. They aren't telling the truth. They have lied about
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everything... and now all of a sudden, you want to believe them?
If they have lied about everything you've seen since you've been awake, why
believe they are telling the truth now?
Has POTUS given any kind of press conference in the past 18 days?
Has he said anything to his base whatsoever?
Do you think he's going to tell the media something before he tells us?
He is NOT going to leave the office apart from being killed.
I honestly don't know any other way of getting that through to you.
He will die before he leaves.
Y'all understand that right?
We are at war.
That is not a hyperbole.
People have died in battle that we haven't seen.
The media is your enemy.
STOP listening to them.
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 7:14 PM

Nov 23, 2020, 7:14 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQRxe
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https://revolink.xyz/link/bDmMXD
Getting "tired" of 'waiting' for something to happen? I wonder if these folks ever got tired of waiting to
win...? 🤔
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 6:13 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/qD48rD
Remember a couple weeks ago I said, "Y'all have no idea how much power POTUS has." Read this.
This guy sees what I see.
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 1:52 PM
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https://media0.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3cTlyZ3lkYnNocTN5b283ZTlxMGZ0djB6b
DgwNXV3OHY1OWluY25jag/xT9IghIG6yXWd64Yms/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPMGW
Don't think it's true folks. There's a lot of false news out there.
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 11:51 AM
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Nov 23, 2020, 11:51 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

We must fight to see destruction of the darker way Here to chase the fear away We must secure a
place for all We'll be a light in the dark Blood in the heart, gun at the start And the sea it will part For
glorious new dawn, of children carry on

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWL8RW
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Pb0sstEfFJ4IIKVuuP3_0Ys60U_Dani/view?usp=drivesdk

Camo is gonna be back in style. 

Lots of anons going down. 

use https://revolink.xyz/ to bypass link filters
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https://revolink.xyz/link/qD489D Just getting warmed up

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD489D

Just getting warmed up

Nov 23, 2020, 10:29 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPMrW
It's like they're not even trying hard to hide it.
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Fake News (for now) https://twitter.com/redwavewwg1/status/1330762637471203330?s=21

TRUST THE PLAN
Updated Nov 23, 2020, 9:42 AM

Nov 23, 2020, 9:42 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/weOmXD Sydney has hired Code Monkey from 8kun

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOmXD

Sydney has hired Code Monkey from 8kun

Nov 23, 2020, 9:22 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

In the comments is a video that I can not stress this enough - it is a MUST watch. Yes, it’s 20
minutes but it explains where we are at right now and will relieve much anxiety. Watch and share
with family and friends. You may need to send through messenger or via text as this platform will
censor it.

Nov 23, 2020, 9:07 AM

Nov 23, 2020, 6:30 AM

Friends matter Hold the line C.M

Friends matter

Hold the line
C.M

Nov 22, 2020, 8:03 PM
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https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1321500524907286528?s=20
Updated Nov 22, 2020, 7:47 PM

Nov 22, 2020, 7:47 PM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/JRbW288WAWvECVyYwx/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147id6kebr98eonmgcyjz2gcjd1cqusciwd3qau65g4&rid=giphy.gif
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Dark > Light.
Those you are taught to trust most….

Godfather III
Updated Nov 22, 2020, 3:32 PM
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KRAKEN MEME DUMP

POST ALL YOU GOT 👇👇👇👇

Nov 22, 2020, 11:51 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQoXE

Buckle up folks.
Updated Nov 22, 2020, 11:33 AM
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Any move made by the enemy is forced by us.

PATRIOTS ARE IN FULL CONTROL
Updated Nov 22, 2020, 11:16 AM

Nov 22, 2020, 11:16 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

The coming war is a Revolutionary one, not Civil. We are battling only against [THEM]. Fighting with
our fellow citizens will be only for their captured minds. They are prisoners of war, and we need to
free them and bring them home.

Nov 22, 2020, 11:12 AM
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He gave up everything. He knew his life, and the lives of his family, would forever change. He knew [knows]
the consequences. A man who had everything. Why do it?

He gave up everything.
He knew his life, and the lives of his family, would forever change.
He knew [knows] the consequences. 
A man who had everything.

Why do it?

Nov 22, 2020, 9:30 AM
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When you have time, copy and file this document to your hard drive.
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Humanity is good, but, when we let our guard down we allow darkness to infiltrate and destroy. Like past
battles fought, we now face our greatest battle at present, a battle to save our Republic, our way of life, and
what we decide (each of us) now will decide our future. Will we be a free nation under God? Or will we cede
our freedom, rights and liberty to the enemy? We all have a choice to make. . Evil [darkness] has never
been so exposed to light. They can no longer hide in the shadows. Our system of government has been
infiltrated by corrupt and sinister elements. Democracy was almost lost forever. Think HRC install: [2+]
Supreme Court Justices, 200+ judges, rogue elements expanded inside DOJ, FBI, CIA, NSA, WH, STATE,
…….removal 2nd amendment, border etc. ……… America for sale: China, Russia, Iran, Syria…….ISIS &
AL Q expansion…….expansion surv of domestic citizens…….modify/change voter rules and regulations
allow illegals+ballot harvesting w/ SC backed liberal-social opinion………sell off of military to highest bidder
to fight internal long-standing wars…….. Their thirst for a one world order [destruction of national
sovereignty] serves to obtain control over America [and her allies [think EU]] by diluting your vote to oblivion
and installing a new one world ruling party. The start of this concept began with organizations such as:
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world health org, world trade org, united nations, ICC, NATO, etc., [all meant to weaken the United States]
also the formation of EU through threat [con] of close proximity attack [attack on one is an attack on all –
sales pitch to gen public – fear control]. Re: EU _did each member nation cede sovereignty to Brussels?
Re: EU _each member must implement EU rules and regulations in all areas [think immigration, currency,
overall control]. Their thirst to remove your ability to defend yourself serves to prevent an uprising to
challenge their control. There is a fundamental reason why our enemies dare not attack [invade] our
borders [armed citizenry]. If America falls so does the world. If America falls darkness will soon follow. Only
when we stand together, only when we are united, can we defeat this highly entrenched dark enemy. Their
power and control relies heavily on an uneducated population. A population that trusts without individual
thought. A population that obeys without challenge. A population that remains outside of free thought, and
instead, remains isolated living in fear inside of the closed-loop echo chamber of the controlled mainstream
media. This is not about politics. This is about preserving our way of life and protecting the generations that
follow. We are living in Biblical times. Children of light vs children of darkness. United against the Invisible
Enemy of all humanity.

Humanity is good, but, when we let our guard down we allow darkness to infiltrate and destroy.
Like past battles fought, we now face our greatest battle at present, a battle to save our Republic,
our way of life, and what we decide (each of us) now will decide our future.
Will we be a free nation under God?
Or will we cede our freedom, rights and liberty to the enemy?
We all have a choice to make. . 
Evil [darkness] has never been so exposed to light. 
They can no longer hide in the shadows. 
Our system of government has been infiltrated by corrupt and sinister elements.
Democracy was almost lost forever. 
Think HRC install: [2+] Supreme Court Justices, 200+ judges, rogue elements expanded inside
DOJ, FBI, CIA, NSA, WH, STATE, …….removal 2nd amendment, border etc. ……… America for
sale: China, Russia, Iran, Syria…….ISIS & AL Q expansion…….expansion surv of domestic
citizens…….modify/change voter rules and regulations allow illegals+ballot harvesting w/ SC backed
liberal-social opinion………sell off of military to highest bidder to fight internal long-standing
wars……..
Their thirst for a one world order [destruction of national sovereignty] serves to obtain control over
America [and her allies [think EU]] by diluting your vote to oblivion and installing a new one world
ruling party. 
The start of this concept began with organizations such as: world health org, world trade org, united
nations, ICC, NATO, etc., [all meant to weaken the United States] also the formation of EU through
threat [con] of close proximity attack [attack on one is an attack on all – sales pitch to gen public –
fear control].
Re: EU _did each member nation cede sovereignty to Brussels? 
Re: EU _each member must implement EU rules and regulations in all areas [think immigration,
currency, overall control].
Their thirst to remove your ability to defend yourself serves to prevent an uprising to challenge their
control. 
There is a fundamental reason why our enemies dare not attack [invade] our borders [armed
citizenry]. 
If America falls so does the world. 
If America falls darkness will soon follow. 
Only when we stand together, only when we are united, can we defeat this highly entrenched dark
enemy. 
Their power and control relies heavily on an uneducated population.
A population that trusts without individual thought.
A population that obeys without challenge. 
A population that remains outside of free thought, and instead, remains isolated living in fear inside
of the closed-loop echo chamber of the controlled mainstream media. 
This is not about politics.
This is about preserving our way of life and protecting the generations that follow.
We are living in Biblical times.
Children of light vs children of darkness.
United against the Invisible Enemy of all humanity.

Nov 21, 2020, 9:40 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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💥💥💥"It will be Biblical"💥💥💥 -Sidney Powell💥

Possible comms?

Lets all dig in

search the drops for biblical

Dig into the drops and post what you find in the comments

Nov 21, 2020, 9:37 PM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/x0CE1lPpLQOw8/giphy.gif?
cid=120c01476nkb24f4cgbrje2t4c1fqj8stkijgaymcqxaybzi&rid=giphy.gif

MUST WATCH

https://revolink.xyz/link/aev7OE
eXpLoSiVe !💥💥💥
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 9:28 PM

Nov 21, 2020, 9:28 PM

Fear not. You [we] are not helpless. Enough must see. It is the only way. You are being presented with the
gift of vision. Ability to see [clearly] what they've hid from you for so long [illumination]. Their deception [dark
actions] on full display. People are waking up in mass. People are no longer blind. Do you think it's a
coincidence they banned and prevent you attending Church _house of worship? Anti-American. Anti-God.
One must only look to see. Have faith in Humanity. Have faith in yourself. Let light guide you. Find peace
through prayer. Biblical.

Fear not. You [we] are not helpless. Enough must see. It is the only way. You are being presented
with the gift of vision. Ability to see [clearly] what they've hid from you for so long [illumination]. Their
deception [dark actions] on full display. People are waking up in mass. People are no longer blind.
Do you think it's a coincidence they banned and prevent you attending Church _house of worship?
Anti-American. Anti-God. One must only look to see. Have faith in Humanity. Have faith in yourself.
Let light guide you. Find peace through prayer. Biblical.

Nov 21, 2020, 9:21 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Sidney Powell coming up on NewsMax

Nov 21, 2020, 8:18 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQkXE
Yeah baby... She's one of us.. 😎
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 7:57 PM

Nov 21, 2020, 7:57 PM

This ones for the new folks who just joined. Who is Q+? You can send me a PM and I will help you find the
answer.

This ones for the new folks who just joined. 

Who is Q+?

You can send me a PM and I will help you find the answer.

Nov 21, 2020, 7:48 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9d7E

https://revolink.xyz/link/RD9d7E

Nov 21, 2020, 7:44 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/4071dacd72948453014a0b17045b302b/tenor.gif?itemid=14003379

https://revolink.xyz/link/ND8MLW
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 7:35 PM

Nov 21, 2020, 7:35 PM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/soJ4FbejdPNuw/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147rtgm122g2s7lfzdvy0kzdi0957by58tggnt7893q&rid=giphy.gif

Im stuck working today guys. Post current events in the comments below 👇👇👇

Electrician
Working with the light to get rid of the dark
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 2:51 PM

Nov 21, 2020, 2:51 PM

You tagged Steven Wilson and Josiah Bernier

What is Zero Day? Discuss below.

What is Zero Day? Discuss below.

Nov 21, 2020, 10:48 AM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3amwzaGEwNW55aW41c3BpaGVrNzZ1N
TNsZ3hncHJ0ZnIwbHVsYmg2cA/3oz8xUdcA4F7S4A9dm/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGK3D
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 10:46 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/qD469e If the press is awaiting a declaration of war before it imposes the self-
discipline of combat conditions, then I can only say that no war ever posed a greater threat to our security. If
you are awaiting a finding of "clear and present danger," then I can only say that the danger has never been
more clear and its presence has never been more imminent. It requires a change in outlook, a change in
tactics, a change in missions--by the government, by the people, by every businessman or labor leader, and
by every newspaper. For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that
relies primarily on covert means for expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on
subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of
armies by day. It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of
a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific
and political operations. Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried, not
headlined. Its dissenters are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no
secret is revealed. It conducts the Cold War, in short, with a war-time discipline no democracy would ever
hope or wish to match -JFK

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD469e

If the press is awaiting a declaration of war before it imposes the self-discipline of combat
conditions, then I can only say that no war ever posed a greater threat to our security. If you are
awaiting a finding of "clear and present danger," then I can only say that the danger has never been
more clear and its presence has never been more imminent.
It requires a change in outlook, a change in tactics, a change in missions--by the government, by the
people, by every businessman or labor leader, and by every newspaper. For we are opposed around
the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for
expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of
elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is
a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit,
highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific and
political operations.
Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried, not headlined. Its dissenters
are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is revealed. It
conducts the Cold War, in short, with a war-time discipline no democracy would ever hope or wish to
match

-JFK

Nov 21, 2020, 10:38 AM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/Nep3pW
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 9:46 AM

Nov 21, 2020, 9:45 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

It's not the Dems who tried to steal the election - or not just the Dems. It was the CIA and deep state
in conjunction with the dems.
See if you can make the connection:
-Trump fires SecDef
-Military raids CIA servers in Germany

0:00
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-State Department / DOJ / Military looks at server and finds out who is involved in the action
-Trump and lawyers are pissed
-Trump fires key individual(s) in federal election unit
-Trump announces troops coming home from Afghanistan and Iraq (sources of illicit CIA funds)
-Staff in Guantanamo and other Black prisons are alerted
-Rendition flights begin to Guantanamo
-Dominion execs disappear
-The whole thing starts coming apart, because the top-level protection is gone.
This was an all-out coup. And Trump is going to take the whole deep state out in one fell swoop.
That Secretary of State in Georgia is an idiot for pushing to certify if he knowingly took Dominion
money. Any other state is the same. And I know they took money.
They can no longer communicate, because their communications are monitored and anything they
say will indict them.
This is bigger than Trump vs Biden or Rep vs Dem. We will not have an honestly counted election
again if we do not resolve the electoral fraud we are witnessing with this presidential election. We
are at an inflection point in American history. The democrats have said they will stack the US
Supreme Court with political hacks and do away with the electoral college. It is delusional to think
any future election of any importance will be honestly counted if we allow the electoral fraud we are
seeing in this presidential election to stand. Future generations will curse our laziness and stupidity if
we do not fight for our Constitutional Republic now. The fight must be undertaken now...

Nov 21, 2020, 7:45 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/6e9cc93360770e735769539b43626f58/tenor.gif?itemid=5735955

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZK6e
This is all kinds of awesomeness...
Updated Nov 21, 2020, 6:54 AM

Nov 21, 2020, 6:54 AM

Nov 21, 2020, 6:52 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Release the Kraken.
[K]avanaugh > > MI
[R]oberts > VA
[A]lito > PA
[K]avanaugh > MN
[E]lena > AZ
[N]eil > CO
Are You Not Entertained?

Nov 21, 2020, 12:24 AM

https://media2.giphy.com/media/d5kfqwpcEGad2rPrUY/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147fmwqx0c90wzy4925g5ts2rbpw68vwy06ke6pvg5h&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/mEbxxW
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:45 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:45 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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POTUS will be well insulated/protected on AF1 and abroad (specific locations classified) while these
operations are conducted due to the nature of the entrenchment. It is time to take back our country
and make America great again. Let us salute and pray for the brave men and women in uniform who
will undertake this assignment to bring forth peace, unity, and return power to the people. It is our
hope that this message reaches enough people to make a meaningful impact. We cannot yet
telegraph this message through normal methods for reasons I’m sure everyone here can
understand. Follow the questions from the previous thread(s) and remain calm, the primary targets
are within DC and remain at the top (on both sides). The spill over in the streets will be quickly shut
down. Look for more false flags – stay alert, be vigilant, and above all, please pray. “For God so
loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but
have eternal life. Love is patient, love is kind.” God bless my fellow Americans. 4,10,20

Nov 20, 2020, 11:43 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/Nep3yW

Showtime 

55
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:38 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:38 PM

Tweeted same video twice. 

Comms?

Do you believe in coincidences

Nov 20, 2020, 11:32 PM

Comms everywhere

[J] =10
[C] =3

Nov 20, 2020, 10:54 PM

2 more timestamps from scavino tweet. 

These 2 may be the most important ones

11:44

Qdrop 11
Qdrop 44

My fellow Americans...........
Showtime??????????

Nov 20, 2020, 8:48 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

As many of you fine people already
know, don't be ashamed to share
information in the comments. In 1776,
the colonists had one of the most
comprehensive and rapid information
exchange systems in the world. Able
to send news from the northern
colonies all the way to the Carolinas in
a day. This platform is no different. It's
important to comment to help
reinforce one another and keep one
another open to suggestions and
ideas, but remember to share
information. Just be sure it's not
distracting from the focus. Gotta keep
the flow of information going. Just
like the ol' quick store saying goes,
"Need a penny, grab a penny, got a
penny, leave a penny. Only in this
case, it's info.

Nov 20, 2020, 7:44 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/VyBCUFlZPvBIkUhLKa/giphy.gif?
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https://revolink.xyz/link/aev5zW
https://revolink.xyz/link/kea1Oe
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 7:39 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 7:39 PM

[[[TIME STAMPS WILL HELP YOU VALIDATE AUTHENTICITY ]]].

Ready to be mind blown???

This is proof that from 1 time stamp of 11:44 on Dan Scavino tweet linked to 8 Q drops that were
dropped over a 3 year span and matched perfectly to current events in the news

I just realized I missed two more very important comms on the Dan Scavino Tweet 

1:09 second video = 69 seconds

Read to the end. last comm 
100% confirms

Every single variation of comm lined up for this time stamp. Military planning at its finest.

Q wants us to understand that what is in the map is real and this provides the evidence for it.

You are witnessing something [firsthand] that many cannot possibly comprehend or accept as reality
[Sci-Fi or precision M_planning?]
Coincidences > > > reveal w/o violating NAT SEC 
Coincidences > > > mathematically impossible to be 'FALSE'
Coincidences > > > bypass 'installed' restrictions to prevent future legal attachments
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Comms understood? 5:5?

Time stamp Reversed
11:44 4411
23:44 4432
1:09 901
69 96

Lets start off with a prayer

length of video 1:09
Qdrop 109
St. Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the wickedness and snares
of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray. And do thou, Prince of the Heavenly Hosts, by
the power of God, cast down to Hell Satan and all his evil spirits, who prowl about the world seeking
the ruin of souls. Amen.

Timestamp 11:44
Qdrop 1144 
Twitter down.
Injection good.

Military Timestamp
23:44
Memes ready?
Are you ready to see arrests?
Are you ready to see PAIN?
Are you ready to be part of history?

Timestamp reversed (think mirror) 44:11
Qdrop 4411
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.

Military timestamp reversed 44:32
Qdrop 4432
Do you see what is happening?

Length of video reversed 901
Qdrop 901
Do you believe in coincidences

video length 69 seconds
Q drop 69

God speed to those who will be put in harms way. You are the bravest men and women on earth.
We will never forget. All share one title in common and that is the title of "Hero." "The LORD is my
shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet
waters, he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. Even though I
walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they
comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with
oil; my cup overflows. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life, and I will
dwell in the house of the LORD forever."

reversed (Think mirror) 96
Q drop 96

Amazing how things make sense once you are asked a question. That's the entire point of this
operation. It's up to you all to collect, archive (safely), and distribute in a graphic that is in order with
the crumb dumbs. It will all make sense. Once it does, we look to you to spread and get the word
out. [[[TIME STAMPS WILL HELP YOU VALIDATE AUTHENTICITY ]]]. Your President needs your
help. He wants full transparency for the great people of this country. Everything stated is for a
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reason. God bless, Patriots

https://revolink.xyz/link/zegVLW

Nov 20, 2020, 7:37 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/a4e47b387991db931e9eaf0d7b36539e/tenor.gif?itemid=7713702

https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxMjW
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 5:08 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 5:08 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/14a9b53d05255d9aed97ccf78ab7db67/tenor.gif?itemid=11963605

https://revolink.xyz/link/Pe120E
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 3:17 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 3:17 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

We are at the days we have been working towards. It is an exciting time to be alive. We are in world
changing history. And God chose us to be here as witnesses. Let that sink in.

Nov 20, 2020, 2:36 PM

(old post) Some more coincidences. We have full control. They have only the illusion of control. SHOUT IT
FROM THE ROOF TOP PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL TRUST THE PLAN

(old post)

Some more coincidences.
We have full control. 
They have only the illusion of control. 

SHOUT IT FROM THE ROOF TOP
PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

TRUST THE PLAN

Nov 20, 2020, 2:19 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

seeing all the coincidences is great

seeing all the coincidences since the beginning is priceless. 

Ive been here since the very beginning 
trust me when I say:

PATRIOTS IN FULL CONTROL

Nov 20, 2020, 12:45 PM
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https://media1.tenor.co/images/c0b1a00a10a9a22004540406a689d8f8/tenor.gif?itemid=18197192

https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMgBE
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 12:29 PM

Nov 20, 2020, 12:29 PM

Q drop not signed by Q or Q+ Signed by - The WH Dear Patriot. We hear you. We hear all Americans such
as yourself. The time has come to take back our great land. The time is now. Rest assured POTUS is
backed by the absolute finest people alive who are all dedicated to the eradication evil and corruption from
the US/World. Find peace. God is with us. God bless and be safe. -The WH

Q drop not signed by Q or Q+

Signed by - The WH

Dear Patriot. We hear you. We hear all Americans such as yourself. The time has come to take back
our great land. The time is now. Rest assured POTUS is backed by the absolute finest people alive
who are all dedicated to the eradication evil and corruption from the US/World. Find peace. God is
with us. God bless and be safe. -The WH

Nov 20, 2020, 11:58 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/fa98d27ae626ff390550aa1e07fc20c7/tenor.gif?itemid=16175959

https://revolink.xyz/link/GErpQW

Ezra in the Kenedy timber video

Patriots in full control

Homework:

Who used the secret service code name timberwolf?
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:42 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:42 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:35 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/f3fd6a42485e5cc6cbc521e758ff3060/tenor.gif?itemid=5560612

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7jxD
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:34 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:34 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/3bb654c25faba1b076a823af70f259fa/tenor.gif?itemid=16671773

https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke634E
Yeah... I bet they did. I just talked about this yesterday.
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:28 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:28 AM
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https://media1.tenor.co/images/a8a00fedd5baf6d6abbefb7c789ef7e8/tenor.gif?itemid=5126134

https://revolink.xyz/link/reXy2E
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:27 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:27 AM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3d2Nhb3MxeXg2ZjM1NnNpa2VtYnA1cTV
2YW9ldXh6bGh6eThkc2FwYg/GRF4gJYMQmdUI/giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4MLW
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:25 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:25 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/3545e2f9a4cd0302788d2f0c7e4a0e1c/tenor.gif?itemid=7991222

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWz7Be
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 11:24 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 11:24 AM

You tagged Qustin Qelley, Steven Wilson, Josiah Bernier, Quibeth Gcue Cárcamq, Barney Cue
Maga and Pepa Qkelly

Dan Scavino Time Stamp

This is an an excellent example of comms

He starts us off with a prayer. 

length of video 1:09
Qdrop 109
St. Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our protection against the wickedness and snares
of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray. And do thou, Prince of the Heavenly Hosts, by
the power of God, cast down to Hell Satan and all his evil spirits, who prowl about the world seeking
the ruin of souls. Amen.

Timestamp 11:44
Qdrop 144 
Twitter down.
Injection good.

Military Timestamp
23:44
Memes ready?
Are you ready to see arrests?
Are you ready to see PAIN?
Are you ready to be part of history?

Timestamp reversed (think mirror) 44:11
Qdrop 4411
THE NEWS IS FAKE.
THE WAR IS REAL.

Military timestamp reversed 44:32
Qdrop 4432
Do you see what is happening?
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Length of video reversed 901
Qdrop 901
Do you believe in coincidences

Black and white twitter accounts 5:5
Comms understood

Patriots in control.

https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1329646800190500864?s=19

Nov 20, 2020, 11:21 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/d197a7e7cb3e26d2a1d9940e8816989c/tenor.gif?itemid=14299732

https://revolink.xyz/link/mEbyxe
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 8:56 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 8:56 AM

Time stamp 801 

AG Sessions.
US Cyber Task Force.
Important.

https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPjje

Nov 20, 2020, 7:43 AM

On the move again guys. Post current events below and I will post them throught the day

On the move again guys. 

Post current events below and I will post them throught the day

Nov 20, 2020, 7:36 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/c3f365eecf9036b1ae4d20c6a317df9b/tenor.gif?itemid=12118771

[INTERNAL CIVIL WAR]
All-out assault against the duly elected President of the United States.
We have never experienced anything like this in our history.
Treason & sedition at the highest levels of office throughout many departments [F + D].
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party in full attack mode (no facts, only
statements).
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party prevent-limit 'sheep (you)' from learning the
TRUTH.
Propaganda arm [FAKE NEWS MEDIA] of the D party retain-control of NARRATIVE (control over
you).
House D's in full attack mode (no facts, only statements).
Senate D's in full attack mode (no facts, only statements).
THIS IS THEIR LAST STAND.
Fear of prosecution?
Fear of the public learning the TRUTH?
Fear of losing POWER?
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Bribes, blackmail, threats, etc. all being deployed.
WE ARE AT WAR.

TURN OFF THE NEWS

OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD
IRREGULAR WARFARE
INFORMATION WARFARE
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 7:27 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 7:27 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

All assets [F + D] being deployed.
[Some] who once supported POTUS [sleepers] have/will turn [puppets & puppet masters].
Control of narrative = control of public opinion
Control of public opinion = power
EVERYTHING IS AT STAKE.
OLD GUARD POWER STRUCTURE BEING DESTROYED.
WASHINGTON CIVIL WAR [CONTROL THE NARRATIVE].
PREV EXPOSURE OF TRUTH.
[SELF PRESERVATION]
FIGHTING FOR SURVIVAL.
INFORMATION WARFARE.

Nov 20, 2020, 7:22 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/28b2986d1d408dc10193f3c8becfdff6/tenor.gif?itemid=6073092

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLd4W

4th family
Patriots winning BIGLY
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 7:09 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 7:09 AM

https://youtu.be/uimlbE0SoZ0

Music is the medicine, use it to heal.

So blessed

GOD WINS

https://youtu.be/uimlbE0SoZ0
Updated Nov 20, 2020, 6:57 AM

Nov 20, 2020, 6:57 AM

TURN OFF THE NEWS ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE DIGITAL WARFARE IRREGULAR WARFARE
INFORMATION WARFARE PATRIOTS WINNING BIGLY

TURN OFF THE NEWS

ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE
DIGITAL WARFARE 
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IRREGULAR WARFARE
INFORMATION WARFARE 

PATRIOTS WINNING BIGLY

Nov 20, 2020, 6:29 AM

PRIORITY i have no idea which one I will gravitate to. MeWe, Parler, or Gab. Whichever works best so be
sure to follow me on all. Gab https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews Parler https://parler.com/profile/
Chasematthews/posts Mewe https://mewe.com/i/chasematthews5

PRIORITY

i have no idea which one I will gravitate to. MeWe, Parler, or Gab.
Whichever works best so be sure to follow me on all.

Gab
https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews

Parler
https://parler.com/profile/
Chasematthews/posts

Mewe
https://mewe.com/i/chasematthews5

Nov 20, 2020, 6:27 AM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/26FLfJuhcjjrdXMCQ/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147k2s35111agt118tbhyedkr9e714fnb196z2ys1lr&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/aev4zD
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 11:08 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 11:08 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/REVQ1e Read the whole thing.

https://revolink.xyz/link/REVQ1e
Read the whole thing.

Nov 19, 2020, 10:56 PM

lll gladly take an elecshun tag for this one. ( add my backup just in case. lol )
@[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]

lll gladly take an elecshun tag for this one. 

( add my backup just in case. lol )

Charles Matthews

Nov 19, 2020, 10:19 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/f6cf4a7fe41d178e13b1eb4461973454/tenor.gif?itemid=9261926

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=16jhQRvkDt7dYHN2eTozWvEfpm5DeTYzo
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Ezra https://drive.google.com/file/d/16DFPth2jzM8Xp7Az0IrTHEZK3MUbK1qP/view?usp=drivesdk

Ezra
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16DFPth2jzM8Xp7Az0IrTHEZK3MUbK1qP/view?usp=drivesdk

Nov 19, 2020, 9:53 PM

https://tineye.com/

Good research tool. 

This is how to look up images that you are not sure about

https://tineye.com/
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 9:17 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 9:17 PM

Lets learn to research... Who is Rupert Murdoch? What day did he resign? What day did POTUS announce
he was running for office Who is Wendy Deng? Murdoch Deng connection? Putin Deng connection? Trump
deng connection?

Lets learn to research...

Who is Rupert Murdoch?

What day did he resign?

What day did POTUS announce
he was running for office

Who is Wendy Deng?

Murdoch Deng connection?

Putin Deng connection?

Trump deng connection?

Nov 19, 2020, 8:53 PM

Patriots in full control

Patriots in full control

Nov 19, 2020, 8:22 PM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/lo4hWSPgBJLlUjGYeK/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147bdbnq5cljzheocbcswwy3hkis6t6i0b8xj9gmlz2&rid=giphy.gif

https://drive.google.com/file/d/164z8BgYXPJMUBGzu-Vx8ds3mVO4Cv5jI/view?usp=drivesdk
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 7:57 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/pW3Y5E I love watching people freak out. So funny. 😄

https://revolink.xyz/link/pW3Y5E
I love watching people freak out. So funny. 😄

Nov 19, 2020, 7:02 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/1f5ebccee32a9d1a23c3d41d1ed12384/tenor.gif?itemid=5186206

https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQQBW
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 6:58 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 6:58 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/b1ae91f522aaa5a7bf391690ef56d927/tenor.gif?itemid=10950449

https://revolink.xyz/link/oWjjQW
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 6:55 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 6:55 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/Vg5wkw9CxnMZCbcGWh/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147apf4n66rh1lf9yvmblvlqt7q8czk1wljls7phm73&rid=giphy.gif

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7rxD
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 12:45 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 12:45 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/f58dc7f4cce7322da234ab6b57da06b9/tenor.gif?itemid=14568139

https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoXNW
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 12:27 PM

Nov 19, 2020, 12:27 PM

Powell " The world is watching"💣💣 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPG_0m2RMxE They can no
longer hide in the dark. It's happening. You are watching it. The World is Watching. Have faith in Humanity.

Powell " The world is watching"💣💣

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPG_0m2RMxE
They can no longer hide in the dark.
It's happening.
You are watching it.
The World is Watching.
Have faith in Humanity.

Nov 19, 2020, 12:23 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/Ke6m4W
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 11:56 AM
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Guliani just said "17 thousand v0tes, 15 to be precise" Listen for clues

Guliani just said "17 thousand v0tes, 15 to be precise" Listen for clues

Nov 19, 2020, 11:26 AM

What is the relationship between Trump and JFK? Post your research in the comments below

What is the relationship between Trump and JFK?

Post your research in the comments below

Nov 19, 2020, 10:35 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Folks, PoTUS could have arrested
anyone at anytime he chose to. He
had the power, he had the means, and
he certainly had the will. So, why
didn't he? Assuming he did right after
he got in to office. Many of us would
not have objected UNTIL we turned on
the TV and watched the news. Do you
believe the media would have told the
truth? Do you believe the media
would have spun the story making it
look like he behaved like a dictator?
Now we know who's side Fox is on, yet
3 months ago most of us would have
believed anything they told us. He had
to SHOW us the truth not just TELL us.
I've heard the argument, "Justice
delayed, is justice denied." Perhaps,
but Hillary being arrested and
released on a technicality is no justice
at all. Arrests are coming. Be patient.
Every detail matters.

Nov 19, 2020, 9:23 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/c33e72593344303a9460a5cb95729970/tenor.gif?itemid=6238201

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWz4BE
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 9:20 AM

Nov 19, 2020, 9:20 AM

I AM A DIGITAL SOILDER Will you take the oath? Psalm 144:1 Blessed be the LORD, my rock, Who trains
my hands for war, And my fingers for battle Lets practice navigating the map. lets look up drop 1441 and
discuss in the comments below. If you need help accessing the drops please send me a PM

I AM A DIGITAL SOILDER
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Will you take the oath?

Psalm 144:1
Blessed be the LORD, my rock, Who trains my
hands for war, And my fingers for battle

Lets practice navigating the map. lets look up drop 1441 and discuss in the comments below. 

If you need help accessing the drops please send me a PM

Nov 19, 2020, 9:16 AM

Victory in spite of all terror. Victory however long and hard the road may be; for without victory, there is no
survival. - Churchill

Victory in spite of all terror. Victory however long
and hard the road may be; for without victory,
there is no survival. - Churchill

Nov 19, 2020, 9:04 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/1ad1f935c0a5d78c588c83506aad4b63/tenor.gif?itemid=15238517

Im on the road today again guys.

Lets help each other out and post current events happeing today in the comments below 

👇👇👇👇
Updated Nov 19, 2020, 7:43 AM

Nov 19, 2020, 7:43 AM

Alot of new folks here dont understand time stamps but this is a good example. Tweet at 6:59 and Q
drop 659. . 

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
A WEEK TO REMEMBER.
Q

Nov 19, 2020, 7:38 AM

I am a Digital Soilder I am a warrior and a member of a team. I serve the people of the United States I will
always place the mission first. I will never accept defeat. I will never quit. I will never leave a fallen patriot
behind I am disciplined, physically and mentally tough,trained and proficient in my warrior tasks and
research. I always maintain my memes, my equipment and myself. I am an expert and I am a professional. I
stand ready to deploy memes and information that will destroy the enemies of the United States of America
I am a guardian of freedom and the American way of life. I am a Digital Soilder

I am a Digital Soilder

I am a warrior and a member of a team.

I serve the people of the United States

I will always place the mission first.

Chase Home
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I will never accept defeat.

I will never quit.

I will never leave a fallen patriot behind

I am disciplined, physically and mentally tough,trained and proficient in my warrior tasks and
research.

I always maintain my memes, my equipment and myself.

I am an expert and I am a professional.

I stand ready to deploy memes and information that will destroy the enemies of the United States of
America

I am a guardian of freedom and the American way of life.

I am a Digital Soilder

Nov 19, 2020, 7:28 AM

Dont follow this movement for worry Follow this movement for joy This movement is a viable oppurtunity of
hope, peace and prosperity with no reasonable opposition

Dont follow this movement for worry
Follow this movement for joy

This movement is a viable oppurtunity of hope, peace and prosperity with no 
reasonable opposition

Nov 19, 2020, 7:03 AM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3eWl3aDM0YXJzeDR0bnJmcGFlcnpkaGx
jem9taTEzc2xvdTY5NjVjNQ/26tn33aiTi1jkl6H6/giphy.gif

Link in comments
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 10:48 PM

Nov 18, 2020, 10:48 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/17c3629a324e645f7be2caaad0748a78/tenor.gif?itemid=14979331

My "Grandpa" @[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews] is my life boat in case I go down. Tag
your alternate in the comments below so we can all stay connected. You can also tag yourself if you
would like fellow Patriots to send you friend requests
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 10:30 PM

Nov 18, 2020, 10:30 PM

E[z]ra green light reminded me of this video from the q drops. This video has been posted by q multiple
times and usually contains the words BOOM BOOM BOOM Link in comments
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001

E[z]ra green light reminded me of this video from the q drops. This video has been posted by q
multiple times and usually contains the words

BOOM
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BOOM
BOOM

Link in comments

https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001

Nov 18, 2020, 9:20 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

[[[ATTENTION NEW PATRIOTS]]]

If your new to this movement and still have lots of questions this video is a must watch.

Link in comments 👇

Nov 18, 2020, 8:42 PM

Ez[r]a Asa Co[h]en-Wa[t]nick is the current Acting Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence. He
previously served as the Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations Link in comments 👇

Ez[r]a Asa Co[h]en-Wa[t]nick is the current Acting Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence. He
previously served as the Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations

Link in comments 👇

Nov 18, 2020, 7:36 PM

https://media0.giphy.com/media/TfEKpBU9RaYrC/giphy.gif?
cid=120c01473iitvxou0wxgefe5mzad9sx74tizzvqyvyowu04r&rid=giphy.gif

Test.

Please let me know if you ever see an
ele€+ion flag on any of my posts. Links will be located in comment section from now on.

Chess not Checkers

Have faith
Patriots in full control
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 7:07 PM

Nov 18, 2020, 7:07 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4m3W How is potus always 5 steps ahead? SCI[F] Military Intelligence. What is
'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC? What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter
agencies? What must occur to allow for civilian trials? Why is this relevant? What was Flynn's background?
Why is this relevant? Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? Does POTUS know where the
bodies are buried? Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors? Was TRUMP asked to run for
President? Why? By Who? Was HRC next in line? Was the election suppose to be rigged? Did good people
prevent the rigging? Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? Has POTUS *ever* made a statement
that did not become proven as true/fact? What is POTUS in control of? What is the one organization left that
isn't corrupt? Why does the military play such a vital role? Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected
generals? Who guards former Presidents? Why is that relevant? Who guards HRC? Why is ANTIFA
allowed to operate? Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? What happens if Soros funded
operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do
not enforce the law? What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? Why is this

Chase Home

https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658552061001
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AaiRQazjhuHX7Vz26kpzQO17jDrcMdNtUApP8gpT9qSJ_LuzNu5hGsPvu0d5OlA4G-hvgoieNg6ZxTWGacm0IcqdMq0epKKlJuXSMdqdItB6SIe-0wu24WGEigqz_BGPJfbyMUcmh-xv&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=Aag9mtBbJxxoUY4VtefaeMvHvZ2ApG8h-nwdstbdCSGxURSSGq8WXi8y_4vNxzF54ZL0l1Q-ZJcPdV3nIU3tNFMD5byzq-Rnng2RGotzCSwfTFEGWGvdy2aURmzOBw1Vta4KHyBTdmH_&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=AahmcMxKcXkBBE0W3uhITebtcFZZlmmt81XiZI33TH_VF2m5EU0X1NjfKL_hPgAGfnhShaA0JPN3ee3i5MZ-BLMW_xssfjj_OxD2qqnEKc5uYaZBJgi4hTDPHGv4TsRe5hqgys8IXZxh&s=2
https://media0.giphy.com/media/TfEKpBU9RaYrC/giphy.gif?cid=120c01473iitvxou0wxgefe5mzad9sx74tizzvqyvyowu04r&rid=giphy.gif
https://www.facebook.com/dyi/l/?l=Aair_Jl6S74peayEVTeii5t4ys5yyu01EmtucYcNy3HKYiB554SesQ3JyA5odAUuRHZRmUYEaOttw52gm7yXELjvg3wECggHDdGjDfPYOR95TIp-LUpbNWj68okAUOmIRIvcZsatdZsz&s=2
https://www.facebook.com/?ref=logo
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important? What is Mueller's background? Military? Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances
made to prevent tampering? How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead? Who is helping POTUS?

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4m3W

How is potus always 5 steps ahead?

SCI[F]
Military Intelligence.
What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?
What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? 
What must occur to allow for civilian trials? 
Why is this relevant?
What was Flynn's background? 
Why is this relevant?
Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? 
Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?
Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?
Was TRUMP asked to run for President? 
Why?
By Who?
Was HRC next in line? 
Was the election suppose to be rigged?
Did good people prevent the rigging? 
Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 
Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? 
What is POTUS in control of?
What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? 
Why does the military play such a vital role? 
Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? 
Who guards former Presidents? 
Why is that relevant? 
Who guards HRC? 
Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 
Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? 
What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 
What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? 
What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? 
Why is this important? 
What is Mueller's background? Military?
Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? 
How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?
Who is helping POTUS?

Nov 18, 2020, 6:50 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/c63d98a1d06a6b224972bedaf364a68e/tenor.gif?itemid=10154850

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWL4AW

Clowns in America is no longer part of 
Special Operations
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 2:33 PM

Nov 18, 2020, 2:33 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

(((very important to understand)))
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Nov 18, 2020, 1:23 PM

https://media4.giphy.com/media/v1.Y2lkPTEyMGMwMTQ3cGwwazY1ZHdteDhzd21uNmhicndncWF
scW5nbzducjc2OHE1aHNqMA/QyyXv4Djm5Vp7JgvXv/giphy.gif

11-18-20

Im on the move today. Who wants to step up?

whats going on today patriots? post some current events below.
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 1:20 PM

Nov 18, 2020, 1:20 PM

Lets practice some research. Who is front and center? What year was this photo taken? What year was JFK
assassinated? I need help here patriots. Lets fill the comments up with questions and answers. encourge to
research

Lets practice some research. 

Who is front and center?
What year was this photo taken?
What year was JFK assassinated?

I need help here patriots. Lets fill the comments up with questions and answers. encourge to
research

Nov 18, 2020, 1:04 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Q never said trump wins. He said GOD WINS. 

No need for worry. Patriots in full control

Nov 18, 2020, 12:49 PM

Decades ahead of the enemy

Decades ahead of the enemy

Nov 18, 2020, 11:55 AM
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I need some help fellow patriots I am working on restructuring my page here. I would like to make this a
P2P (patriot to patriot) information page for the new folks just joining the movement. Id like the comments
here on my page to be filled with questions and answers from fellow patriots so others can learn We must
get organized We must work together Will you stand? Take the oath: I [name] do solemnly swear (or affirm)
that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any
mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office
on which I am about to enter. So help me God. You can send me a PM if you have any ideas of how we can
get better organized or if you need any help accessing the drops

I need some help fellow patriots

I am working on restructuring my page here. I would like to make this a P2P (patriot to patriot)
information page for the new folks just joining the movement. Id like the comments here on my page
to be filled with questions and answers from fellow patriots so others can learn 

We must get organized
We must work together

Will you stand?

Take the oath:

I [name] do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter. So help
me God.

You can send me a PM if you have any ideas of how we can get better organized or if you need any
help accessing the drops

Nov 18, 2020, 11:17 AM

Im gonna be on the move today guys so im going to need some help. I would like for yall to fill up the
comment sections under my posts with questions and answers. We must get organized and work together.
Questions and answers will really encourage our new memebers to lear to resesrch It is very important we
learn to research for ourselves. Here is a couple of names you can look up Do they know that we know?
Gonna post the directions to the map and legend key in the comments section below. If someone cant
acccess please ask for help in comments below or send me private message I need fellow Patriots helping
out here so we can make the biggest impact possible. Ive got lots of people here from all different walks of
life. My goal is for all of us to spread the message of HOPE all around the world. We already know how this
ends. GOD WINS.

Im gonna be on the move today guys so im going to need some help. I would like for yall to fill up
the comment sections under my posts with questions and answers. We must get organized and
work together.

Questions and answers will really encourage our new memebers to lear to resesrch

It is very important we learn to research for ourselves.

Here is a couple of names you can look up

0:00

Chase Home
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Do they know that we know? 

Gonna post the directions to the map and legend key in the comments section below.
If someone cant acccess please ask for help in comments below or send me private message

I need fellow Patriots helping out here so we can make the biggest impact possible. Ive got lots of
people here from all different walks of life. My goal is for all of us to spread the message of HOPE all
around the world. We already know how this ends. GOD WINS.

Nov 18, 2020, 10:55 AM

Readable? Comms understood? 5:5

Readable?
Comms understood?
5:5

Nov 18, 2020, 10:27 AM

"The rise of missused power" is about to be exposed to the world. America belongs to We The People
UNITED WE STAND FOR GOD AND COUNTRY

"The rise of missused power" is about to be exposed to the world. America belongs to We The
People

UNITED WE STAND
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY

Nov 18, 2020, 7:45 AM

THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP. Sometimes you cannot tell people the truth. You must show them. Only then, at
the precipice, will people find the will to change [to participate]. We, the People, have been betrayed for a
very long time. IT HAD TO BE THIS WAY GOD WINS

THE SWAMP RUNS DEEP.

Sometimes you cannot tell people the truth.
You must show them.
Only then, at the precipice, will people find the will to change [to participate]. 
We, the People, have been betrayed for a very long time. 

0:00

0:00

Chase Home
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IT HAD TO BE THIS WAY
GOD WINS

Nov 18, 2020, 7:32 AM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/m9rWdcG4Irwz6Yx0Bf/giphy.gif?
cid=120c0147eux4iilmz9bx2uav2f4os9j8ujcnhc2ogdomy5hn&rid=giphy.gif
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Comms understood?
5:5?
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 7:31 AM

Nov 18, 2020, 7:31 AM

Do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be stronger men- JFK
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_events/2013_February_13

Do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be stronger men- JFK

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_events/2013_February_13

Nov 18, 2020, 7:24 AM

Nov 18, 2020, 7:06 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/054a2a3bd2d3d811257a247ff8281850/tenor.gif?itemid=11835765

TEST 

CHECK COMMENTS
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 1:47 AM

Nov 18, 2020, 1:47 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/9ade6e25a9014a0c7ec60d6dc30639c3/tenor.gif?itemid=13598448

Bad link in last post

ATTEMPT#2 INCOMING
Updated Nov 18, 2020, 1:46 AM

Nov 18, 2020, 1:46 AM

Lots of activity on my page today. I appreiciate all the support and love all the interactions of people helping
others in the comment section. I also love seeing the wide variety of people joining this movement. This is
truly a world wide awakening. Now would probally be a good time for you to add my "grandpa"
@[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]. You wont ever have to worry about losing me as long as

Chase Home
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_events/2013_February_13
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you follow me on one of these platforms. Gab https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews Parler
https://parler.com/profile/ Chasematthews/posts

Lots of activity on my page today. I appreiciate all the support and love all the interactions of people
helping others in the comment section. I also love seeing the wide variety of people joining this
movement. This is truly a world wide awakening.

Now would probally be a good time for you to add my "grandpa" Charles Matthews. You wont ever
have to worry about losing me as long as you follow me on one of these platforms.

Gab
https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews
Parler
https://parler.com/profile/
Chasematthews/posts

Nov 18, 2020, 12:24 AM

They can no longer hide in the dark. It's happening. You are watching it. The World is Watching. Have faith
in Humanity.

They can no longer hide in the dark.
It's happening.
You are watching it.
The World is Watching.
Have faith in Humanity.

Nov 17, 2020, 10:57 PM

https://media3.giphy.com/media/10YsGybIFic6Z2/giphy.gif?
cid=120c01471v6kf7xfb3fm8k0bgxnc803x3dfqdj8ofv8soyjq&rid=giphy.gif

Sorry for all the hype guys. I only thought Id have about 6 people. 🤣

For the new guys this information might not mean much but it is important you read through the
articles. When these events start happening It will be better to already have some foreknowledge.

Just know we are winning and winning bigly!

Patriots in full control
GOD WINS
Updated Nov 17, 2020, 6:43 PM

Nov 17, 2020, 6:43 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Its very important we start researching for ourselves. Once MSM is taken down who are we going go
to for news? 

we got so comfortable with having others tell us what we are suppose to believe

We are the news now

Nov 17, 2020, 6:31 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Chase Home
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This will help the new members to the movement understand my previous post a little better.
Remember all of the drops are coded. actual dates can not be announced because if we knew so
would the enemy. 

Q Clearance Patriot 

My fellow Americans, over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we
are taking back our great country (the land of the free) from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm
and destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light. On POTUS’ order, we have initiated certain
fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon
the arrest announcement of Mr. Podesta (actionable 11.4). Confirmation (to the public) of what is
occurring will then be revealed and will not be openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in
serious numbers in an effort to prevent the arrest and capture of more senior public officials. On
POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out.
False leaks have been made to retain several within the confines of the United States to prevent
extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man,
woman, and child of this country is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the
country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the corrupt and evil narrative that
has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System (EMS) during this
time in an effort to provide a direct message (avoiding the fake news) to all citizens. Organizations
and/or people that wish to do us harm during this time will be met with swift fury – certain laws have
been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary authority to handle and conduct these
operations (at home and abroad).

Nov 17, 2020, 6:13 PM

WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE COMING WEEKS

Fellow Patriots:
What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back
control [Freedom]. The information that will become public will further demonstrate the criminal &
corrupt [pure evil] abuse of power that the Hussein administration undertook in joint efforts w/
domestic and foreign dignitaries. The snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. D5.
Stay the course and trust the plan. 
Protective measures are in place.
Remain BRAVE. 
We knew this day would come.
United We Stand (WorldWide).
WWG[one]WGA.
We FIGHT.
Conspiracy no more.

WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE COMING WEEKS

2017 Zimbabwean coup d'état
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Zimbabwean_coup_d%27état

2017–19 Saudi Arabian purge
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017–19_Saudi_Arabian_purge

I was blown away when I stumbled across this information. I was doing some research on the
timeline of events that happened immediately following the first drop on 10/28/17 and came across a
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treasure trove of information. 

These articles for the new guys might not seem like much but this is literally exactly what Q has told
us was going to happen all along. all the way down to the alerts on the Emergency Broadcast
System. These next couple of weeks are going to be a wild ride. [Playbook Known]

I am going to post a list of daily news for each day surrounding the first drop. It paints a pretty good
picture of what we are to expext. I have one month of screenshots from wikipedia to post but i will
also post the link on my to the daily portal. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_events/2017_October_28

There is no need to worry folks. Patriots are in full control. It had to be this way. We must pray daily
to overcome this darkness. Remember Q gave us the end at the beginning. No matter how many
twists and turns we already know how this story ends.
GOD WINS

Nov 17, 2020, 5:55 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

P.S. 

ES has double meaning
research 
ES
dn
wo
aw
rd
de
n

Nov 17, 2020, 1:13 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lets learn to research

Who is ES

Eric Schmidt (great job anons)

Look the name up and see what he does and where he works.

look up pictures so you can learn to recognize the different people involved

Then look up drop 444 
Your mind will be blown. 

Yall are doing so good with the research. For those of yall who have been following for awhile please
help others in the comment sections below my posts. Let's encourge everyone to learn to research.

And like always if you are new to this and need access to drops please send me a private message

Nov 17, 2020, 1:02 PM
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[[[MAJOR ANNOUNCMENT]]] Id like all patriots to meet at the comment section of this post at 17:55 this
afternoon. We will begin with prayer and then I will reveal what I have just uncovered What you are about to
learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom] The snowball has
begun rolling - there is no stopping it now. Stay the course and trust the plan. Protective measures are in
place. Remain BRAVE. [[[SHARE SHARE SHARE]]] LETS GET AS MANY PATRIOTS AS WE CAN TO
MEET US HERE IN THE COMMENT SECTION at 17:55 (5:55 central time)

[[[MAJOR ANNOUNCMENT]]]

Id like all patriots to meet at the comment section of this post at 17:55 this afternoon. We will begin
with prayer and then I will reveal what I have just uncovered

What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back
control [Freedom] 
The snowball has begun rolling - there is no stopping it now.
Stay the course and trust the plan. 
Protective measures are in place.
Remain BRAVE. 

[[[SHARE SHARE SHARE]]]
LETS GET AS MANY PATRIOTS AS WE CAN TO MEET US HERE IN THE COMMENT SECTION
at 17:55 (5:55 central time)

Nov 17, 2020, 10:43 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Q drop 4722 is very important

Watch the video

Please message me if you need help accessing the drops

Nov 17, 2020, 10:26 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/REV7RD

https://revolink.xyz/link/REV7RD

Nov 17, 2020, 10:25 AM

Anyone ever wonder why I do what I do? I do what I do because Q asked me to over 3 years ago WILL
YOU STAND? FOR GOD AND COUNTRY. FOR FREEDOM. FOR HUMANITY. WWG [ONE] WGA

Anyone ever wonder why I do what I do?

I do what I do because Q asked me to over 3 years ago

WILL YOU STAND?
FOR GOD AND COUNTRY.
FOR FREEDOM.
FOR HUMANITY.
WWG [ONE] WGA

Nov 17, 2020, 10:16 AM
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OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD IN FULL EFFECT Everything you thought to be true about NK was just an
illusion Who runs NK? Who really runs NK?

OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD IN FULL EFFECT

Everything you thought to be true about NK was just an illusion

Who runs NK?
Who really runs NK?

Nov 17, 2020, 10:06 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/QelpPe

https://revolink.xyz/link/QelpPe

Nov 17, 2020, 9:55 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZmhbBLSuWpZVPUK5rLKtIZkM3ukSQN2U/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZmhbBLSuWpZVPUK5rLKtIZkM3ukSQN2U/view

Nov 17, 2020, 9:54 AM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/450d560c80447e4b476bae795fd3a42f/tenor.gif?itemid=5093742

I got a major bombshell I will be posting today

4722 is important. Watch the video

PLAYBOOK KNOWN

PRAY
Updated Nov 17, 2020, 9:48 AM

Nov 17, 2020, 9:48 AM

https://media1.giphy.com/media/THCXwZUTU0M3mXoFCO/giphy.gif?
cid=120c01473l25gal2j1j5zs7tlvexu924pw8uk2o5q1i2126u&rid=giphy.gif

Class is in session

What is the definition of 
Treason?
Whats the punishment for
Treason

Post answers below
Updated Nov 17, 2020, 9:41 AM

Nov 17, 2020, 9:40 AM

Will you take the oath? You owe it to your country. To yourself. To your children. We stand with you. The
time is now. I [name] do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will
well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter. So help me God

Chase Home
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Will you take the oath?

You owe it to your country.
To yourself.
To your children.
We stand with you.
The time is now.

I [name] do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter. So help
me God

Nov 17, 2020, 9:38 AM

You have been selected to help serve your Country. Never retreat from the battlefield [Twitter, FB, etc.]. Use
other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. Organize and connect [bridge through
linking]. Source meme(s) material from battlefield and/or garage [highlight & share][take & drop] Mission 1:
Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts Mission 2: Support role of other
digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)] Mission 3: Guide [awaken] others through use of facts
[DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant facts] and memes [decouple MSDNC control of info stream] _ask
'counter' questions to initiate 'thought' vs repeat [echo] of MSDNC propaganda Mission 4: Learn use of
camouflage [digitally] _primary account suspended-terminated _use of secondary Mission 5: Identify
strengths / weaknesses [personal and designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB [+other] example re: meme(s)
failure to read through use of ALGO [think Tron (MCP_master control program)] _dependence on person-to-
person capture [slow response time unidentified user(s)] Game theory. Information warfare. Welcome to the
Digital Battlefield. Together we win. Will you take the oath?

You have been selected to help serve your Country.
Never retreat from the battlefield [Twitter, FB, etc.].
Use other platforms as a form of centralized command and control. 
Organize and connect [bridge through linking].
Source meme(s) material from battlefield and/or garage [highlight & share][take & drop]
Mission 1: Dispute [reject] propaganda push through posting of research and facts 
Mission 2: Support role of other digital soldiers [one falls another stands (rises)]
Mission 3: Guide [awaken] others through use of facts [DECLAS 1-99 material and other relevant
facts] and memes [decouple MSDNC control of info stream] _ask 'counter' questions to initiate
'thought' vs repeat [echo] of MSDNC propaganda 
Mission 4: Learn use of camouflage [digitally] _primary account suspended-terminated _use of
secondary
Mission 5: Identify strengths / weaknesses [personal and designated target(s)] re: Twitter & FB
[+other] example re: meme(s) failure to read through use of ALGO [think Tron (MCP_master control
program)] _dependence on person-to-person capture [slow response time unidentified user(s)]
Game theory.
Information warfare. 
Welcome to the Digital Battlefield.
Together we win.

Will you take the oath?

Nov 17, 2020, 9:35 AM

GOOD vs EVIL PRAY

GOOD vs EVIL

PRAY

Nov 17, 2020, 8:10 AM

Chase Home
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https://media1.tenor.co/images/ffbffbc2832e7c9140945905c1030eee/tenor.gif?itemid=19147713

https://revolink.xyz/link/pW3lye
Updated Nov 17, 2020, 8:10 AM

Nov 17, 2020, 8:10 AM

"The calm before the storm"

"The calm before the storm"

Nov 17, 2020, 7:49 AM

QlertsAesearchR You can thank me later 😎

QlertsAesearchR

You can thank me later 😎

Nov 16, 2020, 11:46 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lets learn to research

What date was the first drop posted?

Nov 16, 2020, 11:33 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

POP17QUIZ

Who is 
ES
??????

If anyone needs help learning to research please send me a private message. 

Im here to help

Nov 16, 2020, 10:58 PM

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=13pLRHWA-NaGvcfU01LHSmXHNaGNwarbA This is a new day in
America. I want everyone to feel better about this because is it all going to end good JUSTICE will be

0:00
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served and this country will return to being a country of truth

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=13pLRHWA-NaGvcfU01LHSmXHNaGNwarbA

This is a new day in America. I want everyone to feel better about this because is it all going to end
good JUSTICE will be served and this country will return to being a country of truth

Nov 16, 2020, 10:53 PM

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1YNJa-Po_rJ5FJTQvhP76zY_Lsl6oZrTz Alot of these comms are
hard to understand for the new ones who just joined. Just know that there has already been 17 million other
coincidences that makes it where it is no longer mathematically possible for it to just be a coincidence. 5:5
[L]oud and [C]lear

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1YNJa-Po_rJ5FJTQvhP76zY_Lsl6oZrTz

Alot of these comms are hard to understand for the new ones who just joined. Just know that there
has already been 17 million other coincidences that makes it where it is no longer mathematically
possible for it to just be a coincidence. 

5:5 [L]oud and [C]lear

Nov 16, 2020, 10:44 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lets learn to research

what does
5:5 
mean?

Nov 16, 2020, 8:50 PM

Chase Matthews added a new photo to Jeff Findley's timeline.

5:5?

5:5?

Nov 16, 2020, 8:49 PM

https://api.parler.com/l/077NJ

Better sit down 💥💥💥

https://api.parler.com/l/077NJ
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Updated Nov 16, 2020, 8:58 PM
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Nov 16, 2020, 8:45 PM

Nov 16, 2020, 8:32 PM

Declassify on 11/16/2020????

Nov 16, 2020, 6:14 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGlXW Have faith patriots A beautiful brave new world lies ahead. One step at a
time

https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGlXW

Have faith patriots
A beautiful brave new world lies ahead.
One step at a time

Nov 16, 2020, 4:12 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzVGW Soon... Very very soon...

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzVGW
Soon... Very very soon...

Nov 16, 2020, 2:33 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/NepoGW

https://revolink.xyz/link/NepoGW

Nov 16, 2020, 2:01 PM

I just recieved this PM My time here may be limited Be sure to add @[100057294245880:2048:Charles
Matthews] No need to worry about losing me here. Ive got plenty of backup plans. and I have no plans of
leaving the battlefield until this war is over. Gab https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews Parler
https://parler.com/profile/ Chasematthews/posts

I just recieved this PM
My time here may be limited
Be sure to add Charles Matthews 

No need to worry about losing me here. Ive got plenty of backup plans. and I have no plans of

0:00
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leaving the battlefield until this war is over. 

Gab
https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews
Parler
https://parler.com/profile/
Chasematthews/posts

Nov 16, 2020, 11:56 AM

Updated Nov 16, 2020, 11:41 AM

Nov 16, 2020, 11:41 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4y2W

https://revolink.xyz/link/qD4y2W

Nov 16, 2020, 11:34 AM

[[[BEWARE]]] OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD IN FULL EFFECT!! Sit back and enjoy the show

[[[BEWARE]]]

OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD IN FULL EFFECT!!

Sit back and enjoy the show

Nov 16, 2020, 11:31 AM

https://gab.com/ChaseMatthews

I know that what I'm about to ask you is a bit inconvenient, and adds just another trial and test to
your already long and weary journey, but it's a necessary and crucial one. 

For those who have joined me on Parler, I would like ask you to take a moment to subscribe and join
the social media platform called "GAB". 

I'm a man of contingencies. I like to have a backup for my backup. 

Gab is a free speech platform much like Parler but offers features that Parler does not. Most
importantly it's safe, secure, and run by heavy free-speech advocates.

You know when you ask me, "Is there anything I can do?" This is one of those things. 

3 minutes is all it takes. That way I'll know we'll always be connected.

Many of your heavy hitters are there. Independant journalists with valuable information as well as
General Flynn, the President, and myself. 

Please join me.
Updated Nov 16, 2020, 10:09 AM

Nov 16, 2020, 10:09 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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NOTICE.......The raid appears to have targeted the CIA’s Frankfurt server farm operation. This is in
reference to the server being seized by the DOJ and U.S. Special Operations Forces in Frankfurt,
Germany!! Scytl the company is in Barcelona, Spain. "THIS" is why the CIA was kept out of the loop.
CIA Director Gina Haspel needs to be FIRED IMMEDIATELY. Prosecution's will come later! Now,
"THIS" should answer why John Brennan is running scared! I believe a BIG declass is coming to
America!
It is now confirmed from the 2017 WikiLeaks documents that the CIA used a data center in Frankfurt
as a remote hacking base to rig US elections. This is part of what Edward Snowden exposed.
WikiLeaks released a trove of CIA documents on Tuesday that it claimed revealed details of its
secret hacking arsenal.
The release included 8,761 documents that it claimed revealed details of “malware, viruses, trojans,
weaponized ‘zero day’ exploits, malware remote control systems and associated documentation.”
The leaks purportedly revealed that a top secret CIA unit used the German city of Frankfurt am Main
as the starting point for numerous hacking attacks on Europe, China and the Middle East.
German daily “Süddeutsche Zeitung” reported the building was known to be home to a vast network
of intelligence personnel including CIA agents, NSA spies, military secret service personnel,
Department of Homeland Security employees and Secret Service employees. It reported the
Americans had also established a dense network of outposts and shell companies in Frankfurt.
It appears the CIA was using the same foreign data center to hack the US elections… and got
caught. This is precisely why, as the Gateway Pundit reports, the CIA was kept completely out of the
server raid operation that just took place in Germany. The raid was likely leveled against the CIA’s
own server farm that ran the remote Dominion hacking operation the night of the election!

Nov 16, 2020, 9:18 AM

IMPORTANT VIDEO IN COMMENTS This is a new day in America. I want everyone to feel better about this
because is it all going to end good. JUSTICE will be served and this country will return to being a country of
truth This will happen within 45 days after Nov-3 Trump can use the Emergency Broadcast System to get
this information out to the American Public. Lay it all out. And with this E.O. and the evidence that I've
posted in my timeline, he can employ the "Insurrection Act"....... The Insurrection Act of 1807 is a United
States federal law (10 U.S.C. §§ 251–255; prior to 2016, 10 U.S.C. §§ 331–335; amended 2006, 2007) that
empowers the President of the United States to deploy U.S. military and federalized National Guard troops
within the United States in particular circumstances, such as to suppress civil disorder, insurrection and
rebellion

IMPORTANT VIDEO IN COMMENTS

This is a new day in America. I want everyone to feel better about this because is it all going to end
good. JUSTICE will be served and this country will return to being a country of truth

This will happen within 45 days after Nov-3

Trump can use the Emergency Broadcast System to get this information out to the American Public.
Lay it all out. And with this E.O. and the evidence that I've posted in my timeline, he can employ the
"Insurrection Act"....... The Insurrection Act of 1807 is a United States federal law (10 U.S.C. §§
251–255; prior to 2016, 10 U.S.C. §§ 331–335; amended 2006, 2007) that empowers the President
of the United States to deploy U.S. military and federalized National Guard troops within the United
States in particular circumstances, such as to suppress civil disorder, insurrection and rebellion

Nov 16, 2020, 9:09 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOzLW

https://revolink.xyz/link/weOzLW

Nov 16, 2020, 7:04 AM
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Trump just Tweeted I WON THE ELE[c]SHUN time stamp 11:55 Comms understand. This will probally be
the tweet where they remove him from twitter They knew this tweet would be sent out more than 2 years
ago We are watching a movie Drop 55 is next

Trump just Tweeted I WON THE ELE[c]SHUN

time stamp 11:55 Comms understand.

This will probally be the tweet where they remove him from twitter 

They knew this tweet would be sent out more than 2 years ago

We are watching a movie

Drop 55 is next

Nov 16, 2020, 12:20 AM

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=130VUi2x_kaELU0vBJl7IGdWhPiTwsnz4 Trump tweet with
timestamp 11:55 Timestamps is something important to understand for the ones who have just joined the
movement. When POTUS writes his Tweets he does so at certain times to guide us through the map

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=130VUi2x_kaELU0vBJl7IGdWhPiTwsnz4

Trump tweet with timestamp 11:55

Timestamps is something important to understand for the ones who have just joined the movement.
When POTUS writes his Tweets he does so at certain times to guide us through the map

Nov 16, 2020, 12:11 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/rWAGyE I took a snapshot for you.😎

https://revolink.xyz/link/rWAGyE
I took a snapshot for you.😎

Nov 15, 2020, 11:56 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/zega2D I remember a meme going around joking that it better not be the same ppl
counting the ‘rona as the ballots. 😂 We are watching a movie

https://revolink.xyz/link/zega2D

I remember a meme going around joking that it better not be the same ppl counting the ‘rona as the
ballots. 😂

We are watching a movie

Nov 15, 2020, 11:52 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0NnE

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0NnE

Nov 15, 2020, 11:46 PM
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https://revolink.xyz/link/REdmGD ☝  https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwbbD

https://revolink.xyz/link/REdmGD
☝ 
https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwbbD

Nov 15, 2020, 11:43 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevaPW 😄

https://revolink.xyz/link/aevaPW
😄

Nov 15, 2020, 11:41 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWk4Je ☝  https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxPKD ☝  https://revolink.xyz/link/YD5oZe 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWk4Je
☝ 
https://revolink.xyz/link/2DxPKD
☝ 
https://revolink.xyz/link/YD5oZe
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 11:16 PM

You tagged Qustin Qelley, Steven Wilson, Sonshyne Cooper, Billy Daniel Garrity, Barney Cue Maga,
Will Garrity, Sam Brown, Pepa Qkelly and Zane Reid

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12YuPqY5uVo50v-DAwUkexE_tYzoW82IP/view?usp=drivesdk

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12YuPqY5uVo50v-DAwUkexE_tYzoW82IP/view?usp=drivesdk

[[[ MAJOR BOMBSHELLS]]]

Im still stuck researching[F]rank [T]erpil and came across some more major bombshells.
They were fumigating inside of peoples homes daily? The date of this article is the same date of
[F]rank [T]erpils death. 03/01/16 . Didnt [O]bama make an anoucment on that same date that he
would be travelling to watch a baseball game? Did he say he was travelling to the same place as the
picture shows? same town? Fumigation? Worse than Co[v]id 19? Why would American baseball
players be traveling to another country if they are having to fumigate daily for a deadly virus? Why
would a sitting US president travel to another country if they are having to fumigate daily for a deadly
virus?03/01/2016 was a big day. 

I also did a little more digging on the train crash I mentioned yesterday. 3/01/2016. New york train
derailment carrying liquid propane? train crashes common? I think I may have found the train
ticket!!!!!!! Check the comments. 

This has been a wild dig. all from a random C[I]A agents death date. I havent even began to dig on
the report from a grand jury in Pennsylvania which charged over 50 priests from Altoona-Johnstown
Diocese with the sexual abuse of hundreds of children. This report from the grand jury was made on
3/01/2016

Playbook is definitely known
Patriots are definitely in control

Add it all up.
1. Virus 
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2. Riots [organized _ANTIFA]
3. Fires

Make no mistake, they will not concede on Election Night.
Make no mistake, they will contest this legally in battleground states.
Make no mistake, they will project doubt in the election results
Make no mistake, they will organize massive riots and attempt Anarchy-99 design
Playbook known.
Updated Nov 16, 2020, 12:48 AM

Nov 15, 2020, 10:23 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/Qel5lE 👆 This is in line with EO 13848

https://revolink.xyz/link/Qel5lE
👆 This is in line with EO 13848

Nov 15, 2020, 7:33 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/Pe1NaE 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/Pe1NaE
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 7:28 PM

Nothing can stop us. add @[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]. He is the lifeboat in case I go
down

Nothing can stop us. add Charles Matthews. 
He is the lifeboat in case I go down

Nov 15, 2020, 5:40 PM

Im getting alot of shares on my posts and thats okay but Id like to remind yall it is alot better if you
screenshot or copy and paste my posts. If my profile gets taken down anything you shared using the share
button from my profile will get taken down also. Keep up the good work A nons.

Im getting alot of shares on my posts and thats okay but Id like to remind yall it is alot better if you
screenshot or copy and paste my posts. If my profile gets taken down anything you shared using the
share button from my profile will get taken down also. Keep up the good work A nons.

Nov 15, 2020, 5:36 PM

This is for the new folks just now joining the movement. Lets learn to research. What's the US secret
service code name for Obama? Whats the definition? The answers are on the map. Lets see some
screenshots in the comments of what you find. If you need some help researching or dont have access to a
"map" you can send me a private message and I will help guide you. Happy Hunting.

This is for the new folks just now joining the movement. Lets learn to research.

What's the US secret service code name for Obama?

Whats the definition?
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The answers are on the map. 

Lets see some screenshots in the comments of what you find.

If you need some help researching or dont have access to a "map" you can send me a private
message and I will help guide you. 

Happy Hunting.

Nov 15, 2020, 5:16 PM

HET REATG WAKENINGA BIGGER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

HET REATG WAKENINGA

BIGGER THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

Nov 15, 2020, 5:11 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7k5W Pt1 👆 https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQ2ne Pt2 👆
https://revolink.xyz/link/GErPlW Pt3👆 https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBv5D Pt4 (last) 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7k5W
Pt1 👆
https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQ2ne
Pt2 👆
https://revolink.xyz/link/GErPlW
Pt3👆
https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBv5D
Pt4 (last) 👆

Nov 15, 2020, 5:02 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2YvD 👆 Everyone who has been following closely for the past three years...
knows.

https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2YvD
👆
Everyone who has been following closely for the past three years... knows.

Nov 15, 2020, 4:59 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/reXKNW 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/reXKNW
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 4:54 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGP9W 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/GDGP9W
👆
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Nov 15, 2020, 4:54 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzA8D ☝ 

https://revolink.xyz/link/aWzA8D
☝ 

Nov 15, 2020, 4:53 PM

https://media1.tenor.co/images/0203563fef797baa84ceabfeda1b1066/tenor.gif?itemid=11019563

MSM is dead Guys. This movement is growing exponentially. Everyone is coming to us for answers
People are smart and know with out a doubt there is no way Trump could have lost. 

Him "Losing" This election was military planning at its finest. They were able to wake enough of us
up over the last 3 years and had us ready when the rest came searching for answers. This
movement is blowing up guys.

othingN anC topS hatsW omingC, OTHINGN!!!
Updated Nov 15, 2020, 4:19 PM

Nov 15, 2020, 4:19 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoyle 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/oDoyle
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 2:24 PM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11hMkxHNWkExJqjscv6K1pPP6Ra4c18xI/view?usp=drivesdk

Still digging on [F]rank [T]erpil and this is a deeeeeeeep rabbit hole. 

He died on March 1st 2016. 

When something major happens in the hidden shadow world the media does its best to cover it with
false flags and fake news stories so I decided to dig into some of the happening on March 1st 2016
and I was bombarded with news articles. Besides the first case of Zika Virus in the US and the
derailment of a 34-car train full of ethanol There was one news article which stood out more than the
rest. [B]arack [O]bama annouced with the Magor League Baseball organization that he will be
making a trip to cuba. Did he announce the trip as soon as death occurred? Next in line?

WELCOME TO THE SHADOW PRESIDENCY OF BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA????????????

I know im not going crazy guys. help me research this.

Nov 15, 2020, 1:42 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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[F]rank [T]erpil rouge C[eye]A agent went by the name [R]obert [H]unter. He worked with the sexual
black mail operation with Je[ff]rey Ep[s]tein

Bidens son just happens to be named [R]obert [H]unter and was implicated in the same sexual black
mail operation. 

Learn to research. Help me find some answers

Nov 15, 2020, 12:33 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLpgW 👆 Cannot confirm, but plausible. Even likely. Will watch carefully from the
sidelines.

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWLpgW
👆
Cannot confirm, but plausible. Even likely. Will watch carefully from the sidelines.

Nov 15, 2020, 12:18 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqKME 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/vWqKME
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 12:16 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZPmE 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/dWZPmE
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 12:15 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/VDn4ae
Over the target! 👆👆👆

Be sure to join me on Parler so you don't lose me!

https://parler.com/profile/ChaseMatthews/posts

Nov 15, 2020, 12:13 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKb0E 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/pDKb0E
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 12:04 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/rWA9yW 👆
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https://revolink.xyz/link/rWA9yW
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 12:00 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/zegw2e 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/zegw2e
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 11:56 AM

Lets start a PePe the frog meme War!

BIBLICAL

PSALM 78:45
He sent among them swarms of flies which devoured them, And frogs which destroyed them

Nov 15, 2020, 10:52 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNVJD ☝  heyT everN houghtT heH oukdW oseL

https://revolink.xyz/link/mDNVJD
☝ 
heyT everN houghtT heH oukdW oseL

Nov 15, 2020, 10:45 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/118UK09ZLYm0ra_iuqLEB_lw0I4b60a4i/view?usp=drivesdk [[[WARNING
OPEN AT YOUR OWN RISK]]]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/118UK09ZLYm0ra_iuqLEB_lw0I4b60a4i/view?usp=drivesdk

[[[WARNING OPEN AT YOUR OWN RISK]]]

Nov 15, 2020, 10:42 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0VnE 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/0W0VnE
👆

Nov 15, 2020, 10:33 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10xRrUx3nGXRyotWDR2V6zVK_d2aiq0Ze/view?usp=drivesdk 🦝🦝🦝

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10xRrUx3nGXRyotWDR2V6zVK_d2aiq0Ze/view?usp=drivesdk
🦝🦝🦝

Nov 15, 2020, 10:31 AM
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I refuse to retreat from the battlefield. I will remain here until they take me out Add my "Grandpa"
@[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews] He will keep you connected with all of my other siblings, and
I got alot 😎 othingN anC topS hatsW omingC [Parler will be used for important announcements only]

I refuse to retreat from the battlefield. 
I will remain here until they take me out
Add my "Grandpa" Charles Matthews
He will keep you connected with all of my other siblings, and I got alot 😎

othingN anC topS hatsW omingC

[Parler will be used for important announcements only]

Nov 15, 2020, 10:23 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/REd4GE ☝ 

https://revolink.xyz/link/REd4GE
☝ 

Nov 15, 2020, 10:17 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/BWwPbe
👆
8 Reasons Why Asking Yourself ‘Why’ Is Important To Life

https://www.lifehack.org/articles/communication/8-reasons-why-asking-yourself-why-important-
life.html

Nov 15, 2020, 9:50 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10myRYEivQhGDmjNy_qw-FPek0dWmSThh/view?usp=drivesdk

In case you don't realize it, we are and have been in an insurgency. We are experiencing a coup
where our Presidential election was high jacked by "enemies foreign and domestic". This includes
bad actors in the DOJ, FBI, IRS, CIA, etc... who have committed sedition and treason!!
This is an asymmetric threat to our national security. I expect a calculated and well developed
course-of-action from President Donald Trump. The President of the United States has a sworn
obligation to defend the United States Constitution. We will see what happens, but I personally
expect a BOOM!!!

https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/nspd/nspd-51.htm

Nov 15, 2020, 9:42 AM

This is the 17drop that inspired my Camouflage Techniques. Learn to use the map Camo is no longer
optional it is now mandatory for survival

This is the 17drop that inspired my Camouflage Techniques. 

Learn to use the map
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Camo is no longer optional 
it is now mandatory for survival

Nov 15, 2020, 9:12 AM

Hold the Line Patriots... we are almost there

Hold the Line Patriots... we are almost there

Nov 15, 2020, 9:09 AM

REMEMBER WHEN IT FEELS LIKE CHAOS IT IS A PLAN UP IS DOWN LEFT IS RIGHT REVOLUTION
TRUTH TRUST THE MISSION https://drive.google.com/folderview?
id=106ggxp91QNpQixmkOV2HfoLt5rUpkNxO Learn to read the map. This was a trump tweet from this
morning posted at 6:32. I went to the "map" and looked up Drop 632 and this is what i got. Learning to catch
numbers and research them on the map really helps you learn to navigate. If you need any help navigating
the"map" or dont know where to find a "map" you can send me private message and I will be glad to help.

REMEMBER WHEN IT FEELS LIKE CHAOS IT IS A PLAN

UP IS DOWN
LEFT IS RIGHT
REVOLUTION
TRUTH
TRUST THE MISSION

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=106ggxp91QNpQixmkOV2HfoLt5rUpkNxO

Learn to read the map. 

This was a trump tweet from this morning posted at 6:32. I went to the "map" and looked up Drop
632 and this is what i got. Learning to catch numbers and research them on the map really helps
you learn to navigate.

If you need any help navigating the"map" or dont know where to find a "map" you can send me
private message and I will be glad to help.

Nov 15, 2020, 9:01 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106cpzH1h_VeiPVs5bXkMFmoYqcjdWYRq/view?usp=drivesdk Learn to
research

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106cpzH1h_VeiPVs5bXkMFmoYqcjdWYRq/view?usp=drivesdk

Learn to research

Nov 15, 2020, 8:44 AM

0:00

Chase Home
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Remember to screen shot my posts when you are going to share them. Fake book doesnt like my kinda
people and If I go down all the direct shares disappear also.

Remember to screen shot my posts when you are going to share them. Fake book doesnt like my
kinda people and If I go down all the direct shares disappear also.

Nov 15, 2020, 1:06 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WPAbcb4XsagoaCwtYRy_G4_-j7S8xe9o/view ☝ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WPAbcb4XsagoaCwtYRy_G4_-j7S8xe9o/view
☝ 

Nov 15, 2020, 12:50 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lets learn how to research 

What does Clowns In America stand for?

Post your answers in the comments

Nov 15, 2020, 12:10 AM

Nov 14, 2020, 11:09 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Wheres [H]unter has a whole new meaning.

I was doing some research and I stumbled across a man named Frank Terpil. He was ex C IA I
looked him up and nothing really stood out until I saw he used the pseudonym Robert [H]unter. That
got me intrigued. After doing a little more research I stumbled across the sexual black mail operation
he was involved in. If I remember correctly we just had another Robert [H]unter in the news because
of sexual blackmail. 

Is this the definition of the news unlocks the map? 

I did a little more digging and looked up the day that he died. March 1st 2016. Heres a list of just
some of what was in the news that day.

18 people killed in bus accident

0:00
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50 homes evacuated for derailment of 34 car train full of hazardous propane

First Zika virus case confirmed in the US

North Korea Nuclear test

China deploys 5 ships into South China Sea

A Grand Jury in Pennsylvania reports that hundreds of kids were sexually abused by 50 priests

Ukraine bans goverment officials from criticizing work of state while fighting corruption

House bill 1008 for transgender bathrooms

Americans voting on super tuesday

Corruption vote in South Africa

[B]arack [O]bama Scheduled to visit cuba

I dont even know where this dig leads or if it has anything to do with anything but there sure were
alot of coincidences to keep me digging.

Nov 14, 2020, 10:16 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBg5W 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/dDBg5W
👆

Nov 14, 2020, 9:07 PM

Turn off the akeF ewsN “Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every book rewritten, every picture
has been repainted, every statue and street building has been renamed, every date has been altered. And
the process is continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has stopped. Nothing exists except an
endless present in which the Party is always right.” ― George Orwell, 1984 Sound familiar?

Turn off the akeF ewsN

“Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every book rewritten, every picture has been
repainted, every statue and street building has been renamed, every date has been altered. And the
process is continuing day by day and minute by minute. History has stopped. Nothing exists except
an endless present in which the Party is always right.” ― George Orwell, 1984
Sound familiar?

Nov 14, 2020, 9:03 PM

TEST 2 https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1-FIAN2FMUW6zvFgZXsRoraHijByazZZu

0:00
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TEST 2

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1-FIAN2FMUW6zvFgZXsRoraHijByazZZu

Nov 14, 2020, 7:39 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/oWQxnD
👆

Nov 14, 2020, 7:06 PM

Who is [F]rank [T]erpil

Who is Robert [H]unter

Wheres [H]unter

[C]LOWNS [I]N [A]MERICA

help me dig guys. I think im on to something here.

Nov 14, 2020, 6:50 PM

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7b5D 👆

https://revolink.xyz/link/kW7b5D
👆

Nov 14, 2020, 5:20 PM

Make sure you're sharing the right pics of today. The enemy is spreading old pics of the woman's march
and the 2016 NBA Cleveland parade to discredit us. See all the blue Trump flags? The others don't have
them

Make sure you're sharing the right pics of today. The enemy is spreading old pics of the woman's
march and the 2016 NBA Cleveland parade to discredit us. See all the blue Trump flags? The others
don't have them

Nov 14, 2020, 4:33 PM

Nov 14, 2020, 3:38 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/YW2MvD
👆

Nov 14, 2020, 3:21 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

BIBLICAL

"For he has rescued us from the [D]OMINION of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the
Son he loves."

Colossians 1:13

Nov 14, 2020, 3:20 PM

The public is now awake. 

Nothing can stop this.

Nov 14, 2020, 3:19 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/reX1NE

Nov 14, 2020, 3:14 PM

Everything you thought to be true was simply an illusion https://techstartups.com/2020/09/18/6-
corporations-control-90-media-america-illusion-choice-objectivity-2020/

Everything you thought to be true was simply an illusion

https://techstartups.com/2020/09/18/6-corporations-control-90-media-america-illusion-choice-
objectivity-2020/

Nov 14, 2020, 2:43 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is the start of exposing the corruption WW. ‘America First’ had a double meaning. Had to be
proven here first because if our elections are compromised to this level then the questions start.
How long as this been happening? Who is responsible? Where else has this been done? And so on.
Everyone everywhere knows it happens or suspects but trying to prove it has been difficult. This is
the start. People WW are realizing their [v]oats and voices were never really considered. The DS/ C
abal selected the players, very few actually elected. They all help each other and it is a game to
them. The elec[shuns are mild compared to what else has been going on for decades. People are
upset and othingN anC topS hatW sI omingC…. the Truth is coming.

Nov 14, 2020, 2:37 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Our whole lives have been an illusion. Our history books are very inaccurate. Even our science and
math has been filtered to be what they deem us to know. Same with all the medical cures that have
been shelved for greed. We will soon have access to flying cars, engines that run on water, true

Chase Home
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knowledge of the magic of magnetism and it's many properties, free energy that Tesla discovered,
homeopathic knowledge, the list is endless. heT reatG wakeningA is Happening

Nov 14, 2020, 2:32 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is not just another 4 year lection[E]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VrEYOtqiWt4Tl4Vm4vlhEh7SEIaangcO/view

Nov 14, 2020, 2:24 PM

PLEASE FIX THE BREAD AND TIDY UP THE SHIP othingN anC topS hatsW omingC, OTHINGN

PLEASE FIX THE BREAD AND TIDY UP THE SHIP

othingN anC topS hatsW omingC, OTHINGN

Nov 14, 2020, 1:49 PM

Im gonna post this video multiple times per day. Its a perfect video to show to the normies.

Im gonna post this video multiple times per day. Its a perfect video to show to the normies.

Nov 14, 2020, 1:16 PM

https://drive.google.com/drive/mobile/folders/1VA-EYyjcgIICNtNxFg7JGw2Td2gYq8eB

https://drive.google.com/drive/mobile/folders/1VA-EYyjcgIICNtNxFg7JGw2Td2gYq8eB

Nov 14, 2020, 1:14 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

URGENT MESSAGE!!!!!

Stop what you are doing and go make yourself another facebook page while you still can. Be sure to
sign up with a different email address for each account you setup and be sure that your phone
number is not attached to the new accounts. This battlefield is filled with landmines and we never
know when one of us is going to go down. Even if you have another page setup already make
another. its time for us get organized

Nov 14, 2020, 12:35 PM

0:00
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The censorship is real guys. Ive never had this happen before.

Nov 14, 2020, 12:27 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/yDPZwe
👆
omg!

Nov 14, 2020, 12:07 PM

Nov 14, 2020, 11:54 AM

URGENT MESSAGE!!!! Please dont let this battle between good and evil get you down Q gave us the end
at the beginning We already know how this story ends GOD WINS

URGENT MESSAGE!!!!

Please dont let this battle between good and evil get you down

Q gave us the end at the beginning

We already know how this story ends

GOD WINS

Nov 14, 2020, 11:52 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4934JNuQFwjtD4soeWmlhGERZR3vMdr/view

FAKE NEWS hiding the TRUTH?
"nowinglyK"
We, the People.
Enjoy the Show

Nov 14, 2020, 11:42 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V1WKioAAFangi-SCTzD2Cxqzd44Niq-7/view

👆
Look at the date of the drop .
Been telling you for three years
There is nothing we don't already know.

Nov 14, 2020, 10:05 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UpIcBQv_TXtmXAtgOahuuh2SLtxNWbzk/view
👆
Y'all... atriotsP were in Barcelona lo-----ng before you heard it on the news. 😎

Learn to use the map. 

If you are new to this movementnt and dont have access to the q drops please comment below and I
will send you a link

Nov 14, 2020, 9:55 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lets learn to do some research. 
Who is 
F rank T erpil?
Post your answers below. lets see what kind of info we can find

Nov 14, 2020, 8:35 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Ever got caught cheating? 
I bet you tried to convince the other person you didnt cheat. Thats exactly what the eepDtateS is
doing right now

Facts are Facts 
We have it all!

Nov 14, 2020, 8:33 AM

Charles Matthews is the lifeboat in case i go down

Charles Matthews is the lifeboat in case i go down

Nov 14, 2020, 8:21 AM

JFK-"I will splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces" (assassinated) JFK jr.- "I will bring my father's murderers
to justice even if I have to take down the government" (died mysteriously in a plane crash while running for
a senate seat against...you guessed it Hillary(killary) Clinton. Do you think JFK and JFK JR. Were working
alone? Do you think the group they were working with just gave up? Do you understand now why Q and the
anons behind it have been smeared, blocked and censored as fast as big tech can keep up? This is a war
that has been going on for decades. The corrupt political establishment controls the mainstream media arm
through programs like project mockingbird. This is why any truth deemed as dangerous to their agenda is
censored and "fact checked" with bogus explanations. Most standard issue sheep won't even look beyond
the fact checker label. Look deeper.

JFK-"I will splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces" (assassinated)
JFK jr.- "I will bring my father's murderers to justice even if I have to take down the government"
(died mysteriously in a plane crash while running for a senate seat against...you guessed it
Hillary(killary) Clinton. 

Do you think JFK and JFK JR. Were working alone? Do you think the group they were working with
just gave up? Do you understand now why Q and the anons behind it have been smeared, blocked
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and censored as fast as big tech can keep up? This is a war that has been going on for decades.
The corrupt political establishment controls the mainstream media arm through programs like project
mockingbird. This is why any truth deemed as dangerous to their agenda is censored and "fact
checked" with bogus explanations. Most standard issue sheep won't even look beyond the fact
checker label. Look deeper.

Nov 14, 2020, 8:18 AM
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Nov 14, 2020, 8:11 AM

Nov 14, 2020, 8:03 AM

Nov 14, 2020, 7:34 AM

This is extremley advantageous to our awakening rojectP okingMirdB The public is now awake othingN anC
topS hatW sI omingC

This is extremley advantageous to our awakening

rojectP okingMirdB

The public is now awake
othingN anC topS hatW sI omingC

Nov 14, 2020, 12:40 AM

Nov 14, 2020, 12:17 AM
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Test Can this be read here if zoomed in? If not try to save it and then see if you can zoom in from your
gallery

Test

Can this be read here if zoomed in?
If not try to save it and then see if you can zoom in from your gallery

Nov 13, 2020, 10:17 PM

“You have come far, Anons (Patriots).
You are ready.
Prepare for the storm.

The link in my previous post is for this thread. 
You will have to copy and paste link into your browser and then remove spaces. 

Im sorry it has to be this way.

http s://threa dreaderapp .com/thread/1327 3724654256 41472.html

Nov 13, 2020, 9:47 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

hiteW qualS hreadT

Please remove spaces.

http s://threa dreaderapp .com/thread/1327 3724654256 41472.html

Nov 13, 2020, 9:13 PM

Can you tell the difference between WelI and Well?

lanP nownK

Nov 13, 2020, 8:42 PM
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Nov 13, 2020, 7:34 PM

Nov 13, 2020, 7:01 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LMCFU7E39iIGWwSS8V-F3j0NjzM86nmS/view

Nov 13, 2020, 7:00 PM

The best is yet to come Nothing can stop it

The best is yet to come

Nothing can stop it

Nov 13, 2020, 6:58 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

"everN etB gainstA eM"

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OSFWfjcn9pwLLJlZ3i6O7-Xszsow2gEB/view

Nov 13, 2020, 6:51 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Important

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dExAtU5gUwbo5P3eTQrBA81QblOV1_d-/view

Nov 13, 2020, 5:28 PM

PLAYBOOK KNOWN

PLAYBOOK KNOWN

Nov 13, 2020, 2:28 PM

TEST

TEST

Nov 13, 2020, 2:06 PM

Why does the mainstream media all report the exact same thing, at the same time, in the same order using
the exact same words? A propaganda tool of the globalist elite. Think about it!
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Why does the mainstream media all report the exact same thing, at the same time, in the same
order using the exact same words?

A propaganda tool of the globalist elite.

Think about it!

Nov 13, 2020, 1:48 PM

Nov 13, 2020, 1:28 PM

How do you 'awaken' the 'induced coma' public [FAKE NEWS control] from their long sleep? Sometimes
allowing your enemies to [openly] attack……. Logical thinking...

How do you 'awaken' the 'induced coma' public [FAKE NEWS control] from their long sleep?
Sometimes allowing your enemies to [openly] attack…….
Logical thinking...

Nov 13, 2020, 12:04 PM

It’s only a conspiracy until it comes true... but live in your little bubble. 😝

It’s only a conspiracy until it comes true... but live in your little bubble. 😝

Nov 13, 2020, 11:28 AM

https://rumble.com/embed/v8g3jj/?pub=4

Chills/goosebumps Patriots
This is the best Trump I have seen thus far

https://rumble.com/embed/v8g3jj/?pub=4
https://rumble.com/vb29q7-this-is-one-of-the-best-trump-ads-ive-ever-seen.html?
mref=23gga&mc=8uxj1
Updated Nov 13, 2020, 11:27 AM

Nov 13, 2020, 11:27 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

I know the system is designed
To make an enemy of you and I
all they want to do is divide
So their violence can justified
But I know that love is gonna conquer all the hate
It takes love and understanding for the people to grow
And if we learn to live in love, well
We can surely rise above

Nov 13, 2020, 11:05 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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HOLY COW!!!
Best summary of voting machine fraud EVER!!!

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1325203412716154882.html

Nov 13, 2020, 10:44 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

If possible copy and paste all information when your sharing from fellow patriots.

When a we lose a patriot we lose all of there ammo as well unless we copy and paste.

Nov 13, 2020, 10:40 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

https://revolink.xyz/link/pW3grW

Nov 13, 2020, 10:28 AM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tp24FGr7PHTRv6IzjuX1XKZS4JTkzGJ_/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tp24FGr7PHTRv6IzjuX1XKZS4JTkzGJ_/view
Updated Nov 13, 2020, 12:13 PM

Nov 13, 2020, 10:27 AM

Nov 13, 2020, 10:23 AM

GOOD VS EVIL

GOOD VS EVIL

Nov 13, 2020, 8:55 AM

https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMV7e

I'm really not much of a fan of radio broadcasts or podcasts. They're wordy, boring, and 3/4 of them
are advertisements and chatter. I'm the kind of guy who wants to eliminate all the noise and just hear
the facts. I simply don't entertain those types of media unless the person talking or being interviewed
is a high-priority subject.

This is one of those times.

I've taken the liberty of removing all of those things that I don't like for you, (the ads... The chatter),
and recorded just the interview. 

It starts immediately.

You should probably listen. 

This is important.
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https://revolink.xyz/link/OWMV7e
Updated Nov 13, 2020, 8:47 AM

Nov 13, 2020, 8:47 AM

MSM IS DEAD

MSM IS DEAD

Nov 13, 2020, 8:46 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

THIS IS ABOUT SAVING AMERICA. And then the World will follow.
We are all God's children.
We are, FATHERS.
We are, MOTHERS.
We are, DAUGHTERS.
We are, SONS.
We are, BROTHERS.
We are, SISTERS.
Learn the TRUTH.
MSM has you brainwashed.
They want you controlled.
They want you enslaved.
They want you divided.
They want you dependent!
Learn the TRUTH.
We do not look at race.
We do not look at skin color.
We do not look at religion.
We do not look at gender.
We do not look at creed.
We do not look at rite.
We do not look at class.
We do not look at political affiliation.
We do not look at sect.
We do not look at culture.
We look at people.
We look at deeds.
We look at actions.
We look at truths.
We look at You.
We are Patriots.
Learn the TRUTH.
We are UNITED in these STATES OF AMERICA.
We are, and will always be, PATRIOTS.
WE MUST RISE AGAIN.
WE MUST UNITE AGAIN.
WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN.
FOR GOD & COUNTRY.
GOD BLESS AMERICA.

Nov 13, 2020, 7:20 AM
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Nov 13, 2020, 7:18 AM

HOLD THE LINE PATRIOTS Gonna grab some shuteye Ill be back in the morning Big week ahead

HOLD THE LINE PATRIOTS

Gonna grab some shuteye 
Ill be back in the morning

Big week ahead

Nov 13, 2020, 1:13 AM

Nov 13, 2020, 1:03 AM

11.13

Friday the 13th

The number thirteen represents all the governments created by men, and inspired by Satan, in
outright rebellion against the Eternal.

PRAY

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armor of God, so that you can
take your stand against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when
the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to
stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteousness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming
arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
God.
Prepare.
For God & Country.
For Humanity.
We FIGHT!

Nov 13, 2020, 12:22 AM

12/12 may be the big day done in 30?

12/12 may be the big day

done in 30?

Nov 13, 2020, 12:08 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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BIG BOOM INCOMING

11.3 election
ten days darkness
11.13 start
12.12 hammer time
12.13 done in 30

Nov 13, 2020, 12:02 AM

n e w seven teen d r o p Timestamp 2055 in comments
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Timestamp 2055 in comments

Nov 12, 2020, 11:31 PM

Id like to introduce yall to a fellow patriot Edward Jerome Taylor. 

He is of the highest caliber

Id like to show yall how to setup an icon on your home screen to easily access his page

This is a link to his parler account
https://parler.com/profile/AmeriQanDescendant/posts

You need to paste this link into your browser
after that you will be able to choose to add page to home screen its super simple ill add some pics
below

Nov 12, 2020, 11:14 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

URGENT MESSAGE!
PLEASE PLEASE ACCEPT ALL FRIEND REQUESTS. THIS MOVEMENT IS BLOWING UP. SO
MANY NORMIES COMING ABOARD ALSO LOTS OF PATRIOTS LOSING ACCOUNTS JUST
TRYING TO RECONNECT. 
NO PATRIOT LEFT BEHIND

Nov 12, 2020, 10:57 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Ive got another "cousin" joining the battlefield tomorrow i will introduce him tomorrow. Be sure to also
add my "grandpa" Charles Matthews
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He will keep you connected with all my "cousins"

Nov 12, 2020, 10:35 PM

1020 timestamp Used against them The WAVE

1020 timestamp

Used against them

The WAVE

Nov 12, 2020, 9:44 PM

Incoming. New letter from seventeen Sometimes you must walk through darkeness before you see the light.
It had to be this way Timestamp in comments

Incoming. 

New letter from seventeen

Sometimes you must walk through darkeness before you see the light. 

It had to be this way

Timestamp in comments

Nov 12, 2020, 9:42 PM

For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert
means for expanding its sphere of influence -- on infiltration instead of invasion, on [subversion] instead of
elextions, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a
system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly
efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific and political
operations. Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its mistakes are buried, not headlined. Its
dissenters are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is
revealed. It conducts the Cold War, in short, with a war-time discipline no democracy would ever hope or
wish to match. John F. Kennedy

For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on
covert means for expanding its sphere of influence -- on infiltration instead of invasion, on
[subversion] instead of elextions, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead
of armies by day. It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the
building of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence,
economic, scientific and political operations. Its preparations are concealed, not published. Its
mistakes are buried, not headlined. Its dissenters are silenced, not praised. No expenditure is
questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is revealed. It conducts the Cold War, in short, with a war-
time discipline no democracy would ever hope or wish to match.

John F. Kennedy

Nov 12, 2020, 9:30 PM

932 time stamp The creation of the internet and ‘connecting’ platforms is bringing about their downfall.
Failure to control. M[S]M is dead.

932 time stamp
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The creation of the internet and ‘connecting’ platforms is bringing about their downfall.
Failure to control.
M[S]M is dead.

Nov 12, 2020, 9:00 PM

You've Got Mail New D ROP from the seventeenth letter. othingN anC topS hatW sI omingC, othingN
Timestamp posted in comments

You've Got Mail

New D ROP from the seventeenth letter. 

othingN anC topS hatW sI omingC, othingN

Timestamp posted in comments

Nov 12, 2020, 8:57 PM

A High Caliber atriotP has lost 2 accounts in less than 24 hrs. This is all out W@R now!!!!! What do they
fear the most? UBLICP WAKENINGA We must all learn some form of CAMO Fake book is constantly
adapting to our techniques. My upside down photos use to bypass the facial recognition filter but not
anymore. Their filters are also able to read text from screenshots and memes so beware. I am having luck
with the photos overlayed with at minimum 2 other photos. i also add a light filter just for extra precaution.
They have hired over 35,000 to stop the ublicp wakeninga I will be using camo now on all of my posts. I
wont be using camo as sophisticated as the pic below unless it becomes absolutely necessary but just in
case I ever do just know that you can hold your phone up to a mirror to read it easily or you can also save to
your phone and invert back to original. [hinkT irrorM] othingN anC topS hatsW omingC, othingN

A High Caliber atriotP has lost 2 accounts in less than 24 hrs. This is all out W@R now!!!!!

What do they fear the most?

UBLICP WAKENINGA

We must all learn some form of CAMO

Fake book is constantly adapting to our techniques. My upside down photos use to bypass the facial
recognition filter but not anymore. Their filters are also able to read text from screenshots and
memes so beware. I am having luck with the photos overlayed with at minimum 2 other photos. i
also add a light filter just for extra precaution. They have hired over 35,000 to stop the ublicp
wakeninga

I will be using camo now on all of my posts. 

I wont be using camo as sophisticated as the pic below unless it becomes absolutely necessary but
just in case I ever do just know that you can hold your phone up to a mirror to read it easily or you
can also save to your phone and invert back to original. 
[hinkT irrorM]

othingN anC topS hatsW omingC, othingN

Nov 12, 2020, 6:31 PM

reasonT oesntD ayP ellW nI heT ndE
ON LEEPS CD

Nov 12, 2020, 6:11 PM
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Nov 12, 2020, 11:25 AM

Nov 12, 2020, 11:23 AM

Nothing is as it seems. You must rethink what you thought was real and true in the past.

Nothing is as it seems. 

You must rethink what you thought was real and true in the past.

Nov 12, 2020, 10:46 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Follow zraE ohenC-antnickW on Twitter if possible

Ezra, in the book of "Ezra" in the BIBLE, was a "scribe"

A 'scribe' is another name for 'PEN'

Follow the scribe.

"Follow the PEN."

"It's going to be BIBLICAL"

Nov 12, 2020, 9:10 AM

Moves and Counter-moves. There are so many pieces and so many moves you can make before the game
is over. It doesn't last forever. The enemy was playing a game, but they didn't know who their opponent was
until the end of election night 2016. They never thought she would lose. Now they ALL lose.

Moves and Counter-moves.

There are so many pieces and so many moves you can make before the game is over. 

It doesn't last forever. 

The enemy was playing a game, but they didn't know who their opponent was until the end of
election night 2016.

They never thought she would lose.

Now they ALL lose.

Nov 12, 2020, 9:07 AM

The loss of some social media signals yesterday could have been a scrubbing of evidence. This has
happened in the past with X-box and PS chat forums. A great place to hide your communications. Won't
matter. We have it ALL.
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The loss of some social media signals yesterday could have been a scrubbing of evidence.

This has happened in the past with X-box and PS chat forums. A great place to hide your
communications. 

Won't matter. We have it ALL.

Nov 12, 2020, 9:05 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

What is the greatest impending threat us little people face in the foreseeable future?

Simple - the ainstreamM ediaM

Be on the offense... it's the best defense. 

Avoid being distracted by "shinny objects"

And remember... NO FEAR.

We're going to win... and we're going to win BIG. You just watch!

Nov 12, 2020, 9:02 AM

The movie "Law Abiding Citizen", a movie about a man who wants to bring down the corruption of the
justice system, was filmed on location in Philadelphia less than a mile to the northeast from ourF easonsS
andscapingL company where POTUS gave his most recent press briefing. The old abandoned PENitentiary
was used for doing experiments on people. The landscaping company also happens to be about five miles
to the northeast from where the Chinese shipment of fentanyl was found back in June 2018. Enough
fentanyl to kill 750,000 people. The three locations are in a beeline with PoTUS' briefing smack dab in
between.

The movie "Law Abiding Citizen", a movie about a man who wants to bring down the corruption of
the justice system, was filmed on location in Philadelphia less than a mile to the northeast from ourF
easonsS andscapingL company where POTUS gave his most recent press briefing.

The old abandoned PENitentiary was used for doing experiments on people. 

The landscaping company also happens to be about five miles to the northeast from where the
Chinese shipment of fentanyl was found back in June 2018. Enough fentanyl to kill 750,000 people.

The three locations are in a beeline with PoTUS' briefing smack dab in between.

Nov 12, 2020, 9:02 AM

CM knows something. He's suddenly woke up and is tweeting like crazy.

Follow him on Twitter.

Nov 12, 2020, 8:58 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

I think that if 17 were posting it might say something like "Please fix the bread and tidy up the ship"
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Nov 11, 2020, 10:32 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

The whole operation seems clearer than ever before. always has a healthy “doubt” about all of this
but….
I now firmly believe that the 2016 election really was un-rigged by white hats to give one honest
man, one honest last chance at saving the country.
Over the past 8 days we have learned that EVERY company that owns voting machines is basically
owned by proxy by some high ranking politician. It really is treason. If Trump somehow overcame
the 2020 fraud and WON, none of this DARKNESS could come to LIGHT. Every election going
forward would just be rigged and they would NEVER let another Donald trump happen, ever again.
The entire world is watching, the stage really is set.
I never understood how Q team could predict things in the manner they did. But - the end of the
story was always known, they always knew it would come to THIS ELECTION. Impeachment /
Mueller were just roadblocks designed to wither any normal man to shreds and give up their mission
of saving America.
If Trump would have put these loyalists in charge of the pentagon at any point in time prior till now,
alarm bells would have sounded and backup plans would have been initiated by the enemy. The
plan is so eloquent when viewed at a slightly classified 40,000 ft.

Nov 11, 2020, 9:25 PM

'Ch(i)na-R[u]s[s]ia-I ran' 'fake' take-down hacks of select platforms (for maintenance) is one scenario being
game-played. [Zero-Day] Countermeasures in place. [Example] Think Emergency Alert System. Think WH
controlled *new* RT 'news' website Think WH controlled *new* video stream platform Think Here. Should
this occur, immediate steps will be taken to classify each as 'Public Utility' (essential public services) to gain
appropriate gov regulation (control). Why do we make things public?

'Ch(i)na-R[u]s[s]ia-I ran' 'fake' take-down hacks of select platforms (for maintenance) is one scenario
being game-played.
[Zero-Day]
Countermeasures in place.
[Example]
Think Emergency Alert System. 
Think WH controlled *new* RT 'news' website
Think WH controlled *new* video stream platform
Think Here.
Should this occur, immediate steps will be taken to classify each as 'Public Utility' (essential public
services) to gain appropriate gov regulation (control).
Why do we make things public?

Nov 11, 2020, 9:17 PM

11.11.18 [Y] just happened to go down on the 18th hour of 11.11 The Harvest [crop] has been prepared and
soon will be delivered to the public for consumption. They dont want the public to consume it. What do they
fear the most? UBLICP WAKENINGA ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED NFORMATIONI ARFAREW RREGULARI
ARFAREW

11.11.18

[Y] just happened to go down on the 18th hour of 11.11

The Harvest [crop] has been prepared and soon will be delivered to the public for consumption. 

They dont want the public to consume it.

What do they fear the most?
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UBLICP WAKENINGA

ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED

NFORMATIONI ARFAREW

RREGULARI ARFAREW

Nov 11, 2020, 8:48 PM

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TXrGHVE_Uf-Wu5uS6oEBtco8hL_ZbrHT/view?usp=drivesdk

It was reported that E(zra) (C)ohen- W[a]Nick posted this on his Twitter page. Which doesn't seem
to either exist or was taken down.

Can't confirm.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TXrGHVE_Uf-Wu5uS6oEBtco8hL_ZbrHT/view?usp=drivesdk
Updated Nov 11, 2020, 8:37 PM

Nov 11, 2020, 8:37 PM

11.11 End of the Q clock We are prepared and assets in place God bless - I must go for good at this point Q
Fellow Patriots, I'm being advised actions have created accelerated counter-actions. We have not yet
ascertained the scope of the attack. Watch the news outlets. POTUS' Twitter take down was not by accident
(as referenced several hours ago). Should the lights go out please know we are in control. Do not panic. We
are prepared and assets are in place. God bless - I must go for good at this point. Q

11.11
End of the Q clock

We are prepared and assets in place
God bless - I must go for good at this point
Q

Fellow Patriots,
I'm being advised actions have created accelerated counter-actions.
We have not yet ascertained the scope of the attack. 
Watch the news outlets.
POTUS' Twitter take down was not by accident (as referenced several hours ago).
Should the lights go out please know we are in control. 
Do not panic.
We are prepared and assets are in place.
God bless - I must go for good at this point.
Q

Nov 11, 2020, 8:13 PM

alseF nformationI

alseF nformationI

Nov 11, 2020, 7:33 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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Worldwide YouTube outages. 

Wonder what info 
just dropped 😎

Nov 11, 2020, 7:15 PM

These eopleP reA tupidS [They] know they lost Remove spaces in link to see video. Looks nothing like her
https://you tu. be/KeRj ABU6 HnY

These eopleP reA tupidS

[They] know they lost

Remove spaces in link to see video. 
Looks nothing like her

https://you tu. be/KeRj ABU6 HnY

Nov 11, 2020, 5:52 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Lots of accounts banned today

Y'all realize they can't stop us right?

It's impossible. 

All this is about control of noformationi.

They are ANICKINGP

Imagine this happening to millions of accounts all over the country.
It's a high tech game of whack-a-mole.

Learn to [eployd amouflagec]

NFORMATIONI ARFAREW
RREGULARI ARFAREW

Nov 11, 2020, 5:15 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

We’re being censored and shadow-banned like never before, and it’s ramping up daily. As I
mentioned a few days ago, if they take down my FB account, my “Grandpa” will take over. His name
is Charles Matthews 

I fully expect to see this on Twitter VERY soon:

“My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us...”

Keep up the good fight! 👊🇺🇸

Nov 11, 2020, 4:51 PM
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Nov 11, 2020, 11:44 AM

Its almost HAMMER TIME

Nov 11, 2020, 11:41 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Folks... sometimes I'm going to post things that are hard for you to comprehend because you're just
joining us. The posts are for folks who have been researching for a very very long time. It's
additional info for them to either share, or analysis. Other times you'll see something I post you can
work with and share with others.

Don't be discouraged and give up simply because you don't understand. 

You can't expect to learn to fly a 747 over facebook in three sentences. Be patient, and try to follow
along. It takes time, but you will learn as you go. Don't give up!

All I can say at the moment for those who are only now waking up is, patriots are in control of all
assets around the world. 

The battle you and I face is an information war. 

We are winning. 

They are losing.

If they can convince you that you are losing, or that you have already lost and must submit to them...
they win.

Thus the constant censoring, lies, and deception.

I can assure you. we are winning and we are winning handedly.

Nov 11, 2020, 11:38 AM

Buckle up folks!!!!

Buckle up folks!!!!

Nov 11, 2020, 11:28 AM

[Foriegn student] The important point is who Hussein is aiming the gun at. Red, White, and Blue. Spray.

[Foriegn student]

The important point is who Hussein is aiming the gun at.
Red, White, and Blue.
Spray.

Nov 11, 2020, 10:48 AM
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Six 0' clock can be dangerous

Six 0' clock can be dangerous

Nov 11, 2020, 10:20 AM

Playbook Known The first step to stealing an elec tion is to create an atmosphere of chaos, anxiety,
uncertainty and doubt. The world must become unfamilar so traditional points of reference are lost

Playbook Known

The first step to stealing an elec tion is to create an atmosphere of chaos, anxiety, uncertainty and
doubt. The world must become unfamilar so traditional points of reference are lost

Nov 11, 2020, 10:19 AM

At precisely 11:11 on 11/11

At precisely 11:11 on 11/11

Nov 11, 2020, 9:11 AM

Nov 11, 2020, 9:01 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This wheel spins round and round
We all have days upside down
Today it might be me, tomorrow may be you
Take a look at life through the soft eyes of truth
Oh, I've been the one who's lost
Yea, we all got work to do
Can you see the angry child inside?
Hating what they put him through
I wanna set the record straight
Life is full of tragedy
But your reaction is the difference
And the difference is the reason that you live in hell or harmony
Call to spirit, can you hear it?
Can you feel me?
Do not fear it
Moving with you through every moment's issue
We never are alone in this oneness we call home
We only got one life
So I'm going to live mine
I've got my story to tell to the people out there
For anybody listening
Only got one life
So I'm going to use mine
To help the lost get found
Unite them with the sound of a thousand voices singing
ONE LIFE

Nov 11, 2020, 8:53 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

We only got one life
So I'm gonna live mine
I won't be broken by their rules
Criticized by fools, I know what I am here to bring
If we only got one life then I'm gonna use mine
To help the lost get found
Unite them with the sound of a thousand voices singing
I'm gonna lift up my brothers, not compare myself to others
Focus on what I can save
To make the world a better place
Help relate to all them
Face my problems in a better way
We can learn to lead
Speaking of new breeds of men who understand that
We must fight to see destruction of the darker way
Here to chase the fear away
We must secure a place for all
We'll be a light in the dark
Blood in the heart, gun at the start
And the sea it will part
For glorious new dawn, of children carry on

IYA TERRA - ONE LIFE

Nov 11, 2020, 7:41 AM

"The cost of freedom is always high, but Americans have always paid it. And one path we shall never
choose, and that is the path of surrender or submission. Our goal is not the victory of might, but the
vindication of right; not peace at the expense of freedom, but both peace and freedom" ~J.F. Kennedy

"The cost of freedom is always high, but Americans have always paid it. And one path we shall
never choose, and that is the path of surrender or submission. Our goal is not the victory of might,
but the vindication of right; not peace at the expense of freedom, but both peace and freedom" ~J.F.
Kennedy

Nov 11, 2020, 6:48 AM

Scavino time stamp and video length.

Scavino time stamp and video length.

Nov 10, 2020, 11:43 PM

I don’t know about you guys...but I’m FIRED UP for 11.11 tomorrow...which, not coincidentally, will mark
1,111 days since the first 17 drop..as well as the end of the 17 clock... Guarantee there are gonna be lots of
tasty nuggets..and Rudy’s teasing 1 of them... Buckle up!

I don’t know about you guys...but I’m FIRED UP for 11.11 tomorrow...which, not coincidentally, will
mark 1,111 days since the first 17 drop..as well as the end of the 17 clock...

Guarantee there are gonna be lots of tasty nuggets..and Rudy’s teasing 1 of them...

Buckle up!
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Nov 10, 2020, 11:37 PM

The power of 11.11

Let the unsealing begin.
Let the DEC[L]AS begin.
Let the WORLD witness the TRUTH.
We, the PEOPLE.
JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.

People will be lost.
People will be terrified.
People will reject.
People will need to be guided.
Do not be afraid.
We will succeed. 
Timing is everything.

Nov 10, 2020, 11:00 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

When the people fear the government, there is tyranny.

When the government fear the people, there is peace.

Peace is coming in a big way.

Nov 10, 2020, 8:26 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Dont forget to add my "grandpa" 
Charles Matthews
His friends list will keep all of us patriots connected.

Nov 10, 2020, 8:24 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

What is the "bigger" picture here?
Why is the left scrambling... pulling out all the stops to win this election? 
Why the Russian collusion hoax,? The impeachment trial? Why the spying on POTUS? Why the
election fraud?

Why not just say, "Okay. We sucked at the 2016 election. We need to regroup and just do better
next time."

Isn't that what Republicans do all the time?
Why the constant, never-ending barrage of negavltive air-time regarding the president?

Okay. I got it. You want power. 
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Yeah. So? Who doesn't? 

Because they were CAUGHT that's why.

They were reckless and got lazy.

They thought they had 2016 in the bag.

They never thought she would lose.

And when POTUS got in there and learned what they were doing... you can imagine his anger. 

You can imagine their fear at knowing he knew their plan.

Okay. So? Why didn't POTUS just come out and say, "Hey... by the way... I found all these plans to
destroy all of you. And also... Hillary sacrifices children to Moloch, so there's that."

How many of you would have believed it?

No one.

And how could you possibly believe it? 

4 years ago you would have believed anything Fox News would have reported on.

Even I would have been skeptical.

Even I would have wanted him in a straight jacket and kept at bay until we could figure out what to
do with him.

He had the SHOW us, not TELL us.

We had to see it with our OWN eyes who the enemy REALLY was.

It's too hard to conquer the United States in a direct assult. We're too powerful.

To beat America, you need to get them to fight someone else. 

Why do you think the Democrats constantly pushed RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA?

Remember what Puitn said." If Hillary becomes the president, Russia and America will go to war." 

That wasn't saber-rattling. That was a promise.

It would have been a controlled war. If you can control the funding of a war, you can control who
wins and who loses.

Don't be fooled. The war would have been controlled, not by Hillary or Putin, but of a small group of
people whom you don't even know their names... (yet).

(((THEY))) were planning their own Garden of Eden. 

Why did John Kerry go to Antarctica?

What business did he have there?

What kind of facility did they build there?

Where would you go during a thermonuclear exchange?

Like George Carlin said; "It's a big club... and you ain't in it."

Chase Home
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Angry yet?

Let it soak in. You're gonna need it for the tribunsals.

Watch the video below. This what they were really planning. SUM OF ALL FEARS.

Oh, and avoid using angry or sad emojis. They tend to alert Facebook algorithims. 😉

Nov 10, 2020, 11:51 AM

11.10 2 year delta VO TER FRA UD We knew then We know now This time - we have Govt control
Boomerang suicide

11.10

2 year delta

VO TER FRA UD

We knew then
We know now
This time - we have Govt control
Boomerang suicide

Nov 10, 2020, 11:16 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

President Trump's lead was so massive, so historical, they used every conceivable means to fraud
the American public of their vote, and it still wasn't enough to push them past the win mark. 

This is what khu was referring to when they said, [all assets deployed].

All of (((their))) assets were deployed, not ours.

The reason MSM froze the count for many states, in that they are still hovering at 99% precincts, is
because despite 'deploying all assets', they fell short of the goal to win by a wide margin.

Trump's count was that massive.

They pushed the pause button on counting because they needed to trying and figure out a way to
make up the massive deficit in their fraud. 

Remember what I said about finite vs. infinite players in GAME THEORY.

The finite player ran out of resources.

At the end, I wouldn't be surprised if POTUS vote count was closer to 100,000,000.

Not saying it was, but wouldn't be surprised if those numbers are eventually discovered.

Folks... we know voter fraud has been rampant is swing states. But there is no reason to believe it
didn't take place in every state. 

If POTUS was cheated 700,000 votes in the so-called "swing state" of Pennsylvania, who's to say
POTUS wasn't cheated by at least that much in every state.

You do the math.
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Be prepared. As states that we're once for Biden start falling away and get counted on POTUS side,
riots will start to form, and they will be brutal. 

If you thought the past 6 months were bad, these people are gonna lose their ****. 

So much for ,"Let's just all be friends again." Right?

Don't worry. All planned in advance. 😎

Nov 10, 2020, 9:16 AM

Nov 9, 2020, 10:36 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Go to the Fox News FB page, pull down to refresh a couple of times to watch their followers
dropping like flies.

Nov 9, 2020, 10:35 PM

Office of the President-Elect 🙄 Folks... there is no such thing as an "Office of the President Elect" I
mentioned a couple of days ago not to be surprised if you see Biden begin setting up his own government.
Someone replied. "Now how is gonna do that?" Just... Like... This. Make no mistake. You and I think it's
funny.. but millions and millions don't know better. He will not concede if POTUS wins every state. And they
will love him for it.

Office of the President-Elect 🙄

Folks... there is no such thing as an "Office of the President Elect"

I mentioned a couple of days ago not to be surprised if you see Biden begin setting up his own
government. 

Someone replied. "Now how is gonna do that?"

Just... Like... This.

Make no mistake. You and I think it's funny.. but millions and millions don't know better.

He will not concede if POTUS wins every state. And they will love him for it.

Nov 9, 2020, 10:17 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This entire 4 years has been a large "sting operation".

We're not catching a purse thief here. 

We are preventing the largest world-wide act of genocide in human history. 

This is not a hyperbole. 

The Deep State had a plan of their own that was far more diabolical then just "winning power back to
the White House".
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Winning the White House is a means to an end.

The end itself... would have been the culmination of a plan that would end the lives of 87% of
mankind.

How do I know? Because a few years before POTUS took office... we found their playbook, and hid
it. 

In this case, ours was a very long, complex maze, filled with obstacles and payoffs. But just like a
mouse.. the deep State had one way in, and one way out. And.. just like the mouse... the Deep
State has a predictable behavior just like it's always had. 

17 was right. These people really are stupid

Nov 9, 2020, 6:41 PM

Im a Digital mutha fuckin Patriot Welcome to the Digital Battlefield 4,10,20 A,b,c,d,e...... 23-23-7-1-23-7-1

Im a Digital mutha fuckin Patriot

Welcome to the Digital Battlefield

4,10,20
A,b,c,d,e......

23-23-7-1-23-7-1

Nov 9, 2020, 2:11 PM

YOU ARE WITNESSING THE GREATEST [COORDINATED] DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO EVER
BE LAUNCHED AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. INFORMATION WARFARE. INFILTRATION V
INVASION INSURGENCY. IRREGULAR WARFARE. [D] EFFORTS TO REGAIN POWER.

YOU ARE WITNESSING THE GREATEST [COORDINATED] DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO
EVER BE LAUNCHED AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION V INVASION
INSURGENCY.
IRREGULAR WARFARE.
[D] EFFORTS TO REGAIN POWER.

Nov 9, 2020, 1:58 PM

How many coincidences before it is mathematically impossible?

eseht elpoeP erA diputS
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Nov 9, 2020, 7:23 AM

Remember when (((they))) "acidentally" erased the emails? Oops. Sorry. We accidentally erased them. Too
bad... So sad. 🤷 How about POTUS accidentally release all the evil the elites have been doing for the past
90+ years? JFK... Titanic... Hindenburg,.. 9/11... Countless wars... Stolen money... Uranium One... Justice
Scalia's murder... Texts... Images... Phone calls... Emails... Videos... Documents... Everything... EVE---RY---
THING... ALL... OF... IT. Oops! Sorry! Too bad... So sad.🤷

Remember when (((they))) "acidentally" erased the emails? Oops. Sorry. We accidentally erased
them. Too bad... So sad. 🤷

How about POTUS accidentally release all the evil the elites have been doing for the past 90+
years?

JFK... Titanic... Hindenburg,.. 9/11... Countless wars... Stolen money... Uranium One... Justice
Scalia's murder... Texts... Images... Phone calls... Emails... Videos... Documents...

Everything...

EVE---RY---THING...

ALL... OF... IT.

Oops! Sorry! Too bad... So sad.🤷

Nov 8, 2020, 7:52 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS THE MEDIA WILL NOT PUSH THE TRUTH.
MSM IMPLICATED IN HIGHEST LEVEL TREASON EVENT IN US MODERN DAY HISTORY.
REFER BACK TO PREV DROPS.
WITNESSING HIGHEST LEVEL TREASON EVENT UNFOLD IN US/WW MODERN DAY
HISTORY.
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY CONGRESS/SENATE SEATS VACATE IN A SHORT
PERIOD OF TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY CEO/BOD VACATE EVENTS IN A SHORT PERIOD OF
TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED THE DOJ/FBI (WHAT IS KNOWN) FIRE/RELEASE (VACATE)
EVENTS IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED THE VACATING PARTY (ALL POSITIONS)
CHALLENGE/FIGHT/PUSH FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE ENTERING/DULY ELECTED POTUS?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A FORMER US PRESIDENT TRAVEL THE WORLD
AHEAD/BEHIND OF THE CURRENT ATTEMPTING TO UNDO/THREATEN/HIDE/COVER UP
PREV/CURRENT ILLEGAL/CORRUPT/EVIL EVENTS?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED 40-50K SEALED INDICTMENTS? NOT ALL FEDERAL/CRIMINAL.
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED SO MANY PEDO/CHILD EXP PEOPLE GO DOWN?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A SIMILAR LIKE GROUP RISE UP (MIMICS NAZI GERMANY) W/
SIMILAR-LIKE LOGO, PUSH, ETC.?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED A DEFCON SCARE?
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED UNAUTH MISSILES FIRED? PHOTO EVIDENCE YET
DISMISSED????
HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS REC HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS FROM SPECIFIC TERRORIST SPONSOR ORGS ETC ONLY TO IMMEDIATELY
CEASE ONCE OUT OF POWER? 
ALL DURING THE SAME PERIOD OF TIME?
NOTHING IS HAPPENING>?
NOT FAST ENOUGH?
DO YOU NOT UNDERSTAND/COMP WHAT WE ARE CURRENTLY DEALING WITH?
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PEOPLE ARE DYING.
WE ARE UNDER THREAT OF KILL EVERY SECOND OF THE DAY.
THOSE WHO YOU TRUST THE MOST ARE THE MOST EVIL.
THIS IS NOT A GAME.
HUMMANITY IS AT STAKE.

FISA = START.
FISA = IMMEDIATE CONF OF ILLEGAL ACTS RE: SIGNERS.
FISA = IMMEDIATE CONF START OF HUSSEIN SPY CAMPAIGN TO RIG AN ELECTION WAS
BASED ON FALSE INFO.
FISA = IMPLICATES HRC / D PARTY AS FEEDERS OF FALSE INFO W/ THE INTENT OF
SECURING MSM + BLAST/INSURANCE.
FISA = IMPLICATES SENIOR MEMBERS OF UK MI5/6/SIS, US INTEL, WH, FVEY, R PARTY
(CONGRESS/SENATE) OF KNOWN CORRUPTION IN EFFORT TO RETAIN POWER AND RIG
ELECTION + SAFEGUARD EVENT(S) BY POLITICAL KILL TO ACT WHILE IN POWER GIVEN
MSM FAKE PUSH RUSSIA NAR.
FISA = TIES MSM HEADS (TV/BEHIND/CORP) TO D PARTY OTHER FOREIGN HEADS OF
STATE IN CO-OP STRATEGY.
FISA BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE.
FOIA DOES NOT INCLUDE FISA.
DECLAS BY POTUS KEY PARTS THAT FACTUALLY DEMONSTRATE THE 'DIRTY' 'FAKE'
DOSSIER WAS USED AS PRIMARY SOURCE TO SECURE HIGHEST LEVEL OF INTEL SPYING
ON PRIMARY REPUBLICAN OPPONENT (+POST ELECTION (INTEL ASSETS FOR/DOM
SPYING ON THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES)) FOR THE OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENCY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
LOGICAL THINKING.
PUBLIC AWARENESS - FISA/SPYING 
FOUNDATION BUILT HUBER.

Nov 8, 2020, 6:40 PM

We are at WAR!!!!!!!! We do NOT retreat. The battlefield is Facebook. Do NOT retreat to Parler. Use Parler
to regroup. That is what they want. They want us to go away. Parler is a conservative platform. There IS NO
WAR to be faught on Parler. STAY here and fight. We are WARRIORS. Do NOT give up. Trump never gave
up on us. We will NOT give up on him. STAY HERE AND FIGHT!!!

We are at WAR!!!!!!!! 
We do NOT retreat. 
The battlefield is Facebook. 
Do NOT retreat to Parler. 
Use Parler to regroup. 
That is what they want. 
They want us to go away.
Parler is a conservative platform. 
There IS NO WAR to be faught on Parler. 

STAY here and fight. 
We are WARRIORS. 
Do NOT give up. 
Trump never gave up on us. 
We will NOT give up on him. 

STAY HERE AND FIGHT!!!

Nov 8, 2020, 5:17 PM

Chase Matthews posted in BAND OF THE ANONS...(the return).

Nov 8, 2020, 12:02 AM
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Chase Matthews shared a link to the group: The Right Side of America 🇺🇸.

http://www.croftandassociates.com/work-blog/cybercommand-secure-communications-facility

On Election night, Trump and his campaign team assembled in the Eisenhower Building just west of
the White House to watch the results come in.

Know what is there?

A SCIF.

Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility. (SCIF)

The kind used by Army intelligence cyber security division.

http://www.croftandassociates.com/work-blog/cybercommand-secure-communications-facility

They were monitoring the fraud in real time.

They knew which states were using the voting machines loaded with HAMMER & SCORECARD.
(Software developed for the CIA to manipulate voter tallies remotely in foreign elections.)

It was just deployed against the American people.

The Federalized National Guard were pulling around the clock duty in at least 16 states to trap these
monsters.

All the swing states currently involved in the theft are on the list.

The SCOTUS ordered all ballots received after the deadline in PA be segregated from those
received on time.

There will be a ballot audit.

Recounts are conducted by the same people/election boards as the first count.

Audits are conducted by armed fraud investigators.

State Legislators pick electors.

Republicans control both houses of the PA State Congress.

Guess who controls both Houses of State Legislatures in the other swing states?

You guessed it...
Republicans.
Check Mate.

If I were any of these Democrat officials involved in this colossal election fraud, I would be seeking
asylum in a non-extradition country immediately.

Trust your President.
Trust God and Trust the Plan!

GOD WINS

Nov 7, 2020, 9:54 PM
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On Elec tion night, Tru mp and his ca mpaign team assembled in the Eisenhower Building just west of the
White House to watch the results come in. Know what is there? A SCIF. Sensitive Compartmented
Information Facility. (SCIF) The kind used by Army intelligence cy ber security division. One of the first
things you'll notice when you open this article is the red castle. Those who follow 17 will recognize it
immediately. http://www.croftandassociates.com/work-blog/cybercommand-secure-communications-facility
They were monitoring the fra ud in real time. They knew which states were using the voting machines
loaded with HAM MER & SCOR ECARD. (Software developed for the CIA to manipulate vo ter tall ies
remotely in foreign elec tions.) It was just deployed against the American people. Tom Fit ton & Sy dney Po
well put it right in your face Dr Cha rlie W ard (Currency Broker & Hotel Contractor - Trump Insider)
describes the deployment of this S ting Opera tion to trap those involved in elec tion theft. The Feder alized
National Guard were pulling around the clock duty in at least 16 states to trap these monsters. All the swi ng
states currently involved in the theft are on the list. The SCO TUS ordered all ba llots received after the
deadline in PA be segregated from those received on time. There will be a ba llot audit. Reco unts are
conducted by the same people/elect ion boards as the first count. Aud its are conducted by armed fra ud
investigators. State Legislators pick elec tors. Republi cans control both houses of the PA State Congress.
Guess who controls both Houses of State Legis latures in the other swing states? You guessed it... Repub
licans. Check Mate. If I were any of these Dem ocrat officials involved in this colossal elec tion frau d, I
would be seeking asylum in a non-extradition country immediately. Trust your President. Trust God and
Trust the Plan! Tom Graham. If you're wondering if what has been revealed above is true, I can tell you that
the Twitter account for Tom Graham is followed by General Flynn, 😎

On Elec tion night, Tru mp and his ca mpaign team assembled in the Eisenhower Building just west
of the White House to watch the results come in.

Know what is there?

A SCIF.

Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility. (SCIF)

The kind used by Army intelligence cy ber security division.

One of the first things you'll notice when you open this article is the red castle. Those who follow 17
will recognize it immediately.

http://www.croftandassociates.com/work-blog/cybercommand-secure-communications-facility

They were monitoring the fra ud in real time.

They knew which states were using the voting machines loaded with HAM MER & SCOR ECARD.

(Software developed for the CIA to manipulate vo ter tall ies remotely in foreign elec tions.)
It was just deployed against the American people.

Tom Fit ton & Sy dney Po well put it right in your face

Dr Cha rlie W ard (Currency Broker & Hotel Contractor - Trump Insider) describes the deployment of
this S ting Opera tion to trap those involved in elec tion theft.

The Feder alized National Guard were pulling around the clock duty in at least 16 states to trap
these monsters.

All the swi ng states currently involved in the theft are on the list.

The SCO TUS ordered all ba llots received after the deadline in PA be segregated from those
received on time.

There will be a ba llot audit.

Reco unts are conducted by the same people/elect ion boards as the first count.

Aud its are conducted by armed fra ud investigators.

State Legislators pick elec tors.
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Republi cans control both houses of the PA State Congress.

Guess who controls both Houses of State Legis latures in the other swing states?

You guessed it...
Repub licans.
Check Mate.

If I were any of these Dem ocrat officials involved in this colossal elec tion frau d, I would be seeking
asylum in a non-extradition country immediately.

Trust your President.
Trust God and Trust the Plan!

Tom Graham. 

If you're wondering if what has been revealed above is true, I can tell you that the Twitter account for
Tom Graham is followed by General Flynn, 😎

Nov 7, 2020, 9:31 PM

This is when a person becomes president. 

It doesn't matter what I say.
It doesn't matter what the media says.
It doesn't matter what the candidates say.
It doesn't matter what your friends say.
It doesn't matter what your enemies say.
It doesn't matter what your family says.
It doesn't matter what a foreign leader says.
It doesn't matter what a celebrity says.
It doesn't matter what your dog says.

And until these events outlined in this document take place, there is no president other than the one
who currently sits in the oval office.

Nov 7, 2020, 4:43 PM

Only when evil is forced into the li[G]ht can we defeat it. 
Only when they can no longer operate in the [shadows] can pe[o]ple see the truth for themselves.
Only when people see the truth [for themselves] will people un[d]erstand the true nature of their
deception. 
Seeing is Believing. 
Sometimes you can't tell the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHO[W] THEM.
ONLY THEN W[I]LL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
It had to be this way.
This is not a[n]other 4-year election.

GOD WIN[S].
Q

Nov 7, 2020, 8:36 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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We as a nation have become lazy. Sitting back and letting people make decisions for us. Letting
others tell us how to think... what to think... when to think... where to think. 

The problem is... that message has become simply NOT to think. 

The message is:

"It's not necessary for you to think. We can think for you."

Suddenly... the Republic is at stake.

Our freedoms are on the verge, the precipice, the brink of destruction.

If it is lost, we will sink into a virtual reality where only the illusion of freedom exists.

You can see that illusion in real-time being played right in front of you. 

It's been going on for many many years.

President Trump was the first to peel back the illusion, and expose what was behind it. Suddenly,
our antennas went up and we saw for the first time, and are now seeing, a glimpse of truth.

It's the same sales pitch of a clever sales person.

Give a prospect two choices.

Let both choices lead to the same result. 

Is it really a choice, or just the illusion of choice?

Is Biden "actually winning"?... Objectively? Or is there a struggle to conceal the "illusion" that he is
winning?

The mechanism used to make that illusion seem real, the tool used to create that illusion... is FEAR.

If you can get a society to be afraid of being... "afraid"... you can create any illusion you choose.

And if you are the illusion-maker, you can do anything you want behind that illusion. 

In essence, you are a god. You are both illusion-maker, and free to do as you please without
consequence. ANYTHING at all whatsoever.

What exactly is an illusion?

An illusion is simply "a lie". A fabrication of reality. A false truth.

Why do people lie?

There are only two reasons:

1. To gain something they can't get otherwise
2. And to avoid a consequence.

In simpler terms:

1. To gain a blessing
2. To avoid a curse

To break the illusion...
To wake up for the dream/nightmare...
To escape virtual reality...
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You have to overcome fear.

Stop letting others do your thinking and choose to stop being afraid.

Fear is the substitute for faith.

Fear has the same attributes as faith.

Fear is: "Believing that the illusion is true."

Faith is: "Believing that the illusion is false".

Seek the Truth... and you will find.

When you find the truth you will no longer be afraid, and the illusion will disappear.

When you are no longer afraid, you will be free.

The truth... sets you free.

And you will be free indeed.

Nov 6, 2020, 1:13 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Avoid projecting your own feelings, or state of being on the President. Look at things objectively.
Look at things "outside of the bubble"

He is soundly in charge.

If you only knew how much power he has, it would blow you away.

Don’t fool yourself into thinking Obama, Soros, Roth’s, Clinton’s etc have more power present day
than POTUS. 

SCI[F]

Military Intelligence.

What is 'State Secrets' and how upheld in the SC?

What must be completed to engage MI over other (3) letter agencies? 

What must occur to allow for civilian trials? 

Why is this relevant?

What was Flynn's background? 

Why is this relevant?

Why did Adm R (NSA) meet Trump privately w/o auth? 

Does POTUS know where the bodies are buried?

Does POTUS have the goods on most bad actors?

Was TRUMP asked to run for President? 
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Why?

By Who?

Was HRC next in line? 

Was the election suppose to be rigged?

Did good people prevent the rigging? 

Why did POTUS form a panel to investigate? 

Has POTUS *ever* made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? 

What is POTUS in control of?

What is the one organization left that isn't corrupt? 

Why does the military play such a vital role? 

Why is POTUS surrounded by highly respected generals? 

Who guards former Presidents? 

Why is that relevant? 

Who guards HRC? 

Why is ANTIFA allowed to operate? 

Why hasn't the MB been classified as a terrorist org? 

What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism? 

What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law? 

What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? 
Why is this important? 

What is Mueller's background? Military?

Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering? 

How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?

Who is helping POTUS?

Who controls the NG?

Why was the NG recently activated in select cities within the US?

Can the NG work in coordination w/ the marines?

Do conditions need to be satisfied to authorize?

What former President used the military to save the republic and what occurred exactly?

Biggest drop to ever be provided on Pol. 

Study and prepare. 

The masses tend to panic in such situations. 
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No war. 

No civil unrest. 

Clean and swift.

Focus on Military Intellingence/ State Secrets and why might that be used vs any three letter agency
What SC decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate - what must be showed?

Why is POTUS surrounded by generals ^^

Again, there are a lot more good people than bad so have faith. This was a hostile takeover from an
evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats).

Operation Mockingbird 

Patriots are in control. Sit back and enjoy the show.

Nov 5, 2020, 8:11 PM

Spoiler Alert...................

GOD WINS

One party discusses God. 
One party discusses Darkness.
One party promotes God.
One party eliminates God.

The Great Deceiver(s). 

ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION.
DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA.
Have Faith in Humanity.
Have Faith in Yourself.
UNITED WE STAND.
GOD WINS.

Nov 3, 2020, 10:19 PM

UNTIL AND [U]NLESS POTU[S] GIVES [A] CONCESSION SPEECH... IT IS STILL ON.

UNTIL AND [U]NLESS POTU[S] GIVES [A] CONCESSION SPEECH...

IT IS STILL ON.

Nov 3, 2020, 6:56 PM

-This vote is not Repubs vs Dems- its what news you believe, what level of awareness and consciousness
you have achieved as a being or if you have fallen prey to the sick plan of evil beings that want to control
and fear the consciousness into slavery -by and of the self. Truth and Love overcame all and the Awakened
Beings were 'Doing' while the enslaved were sleeping: denying, overlooking, not researching, not
questioning, not asking themselves real questions of belief, not growing, and not really living. Never before
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have we seen what the system can really do since it has been against "The People"- instead of working
FOR "The People" as it was intended to do. What happens if the system starts working FOR 'The People"
and with the intention to actually do good? What if the Representatives were actually ALL doing good work
and not trying to lie, cheat and steal from abusing their control in the system? What if ALL of "The PEOPLE"
were working to do good for themselves and better their life and work for their own good and the greater
good at the same time? What if the Truth really does SET YOU FREE and when we all learn what has
happened and been happening, we can all choose to START again? We relearn, renew, reset, and
remember not to let it happen again!

-This vote is not Repubs vs Dems- its what news you believe, what level of awareness and
consciousness you have achieved as a being or if you have fallen prey to the sick plan of evil beings
that want to control and fear the consciousness into slavery -by and of the self. 

Truth and Love overcame all and the Awakened Beings were 'Doing' while the enslaved were
sleeping: denying, overlooking, not researching, not questioning, not asking themselves real
questions of belief, not growing, and not really living. 

Never before have we seen what the system can really do since it has been against "The People"-
instead of working FOR "The People" as it was intended to do. 

What happens if the system starts working FOR 'The People" and with the intention to actually do
good? 

What if the Representatives were actually ALL doing good work and not trying to lie, cheat and steal
from abusing their control in the system?

What if ALL of "The PEOPLE" were working to do good for themselves and better their life and work
for their own good and the greater good at the same time?

What if the Truth really does SET YOU FREE and when we all learn what has happened and been
happening, we can all choose to START again? We relearn, renew, reset, and remember not to let it
happen again!

Nov 3, 2020, 9:40 AM

This nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom and that government of the people, by the
people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth. – Abraham Lincoln Nov 1863 Together we win.
https://youtu.be/9tjdswqGGVg

This nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom and that government of the people, by the
people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth. – Abraham Lincoln Nov 1863 

Together we win.

https://youtu.be/9tjdswqGGVg

Nov 3, 2020, 7:22 AM

3 years ago today, a [s]hadowy figure told a young, rag tag group of anons on an internet message board
about a tweet that was to come in the future.. The tweet itself was simple..but the an[o]ns knew what it
signified.. As few became many..many became thousands..and thousands became millions..they
researched..they learned..they taught..and they eventually became what they are t[o]day.. A digital army
who could [n]ot be stopped.. Only one thing remained... Almost there anons.. Can you feel it?

3 years ago today, a [s]hadowy figure told a young, rag tag group of anons on an internet message
board about a tweet that was to come in the future..

The tweet itself was simple..but the an[o]ns knew what it signified..

As few became many..many became thousands..and thousands became millions..they
researched..they learned..they taught..and they eventually became what they are t[o]day..
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A digital army who could [n]ot be stopped..

Only one thing remained...

Almost there anons..

Can you feel it?

Nov 2, 2020, 6:49 PM

"[T]his is a military operation, not another 4-year election." [R]emember... POT[US] won the 2016
elec[t]ion... and the election was rigged. How did he win? Use logic. Do you remember [the] shock of the
Hillary cam[p]aign? How can you lose a rigged e[l]ection? "They never thought she would lose." [A]nyone
who thinks the Obamas, the Clinto[n]s, Soros, the Bushes, are kidding themselves. Nothing can stop this.

"[T]his is a military operation, not another 4-year election."

[R]emember... POT[US] won the 2016 elec[t]ion... and the election was rigged. 

How did he win?

Use logic.

Do you remember [the] shock of the Hillary cam[p]aign? 

How can you lose a rigged e[l]ection?

"They never thought she would lose."

[A]nyone who thinks the Obamas, the Clinto[n]s, Soros, the Bushes, are kidding themselves.

Nothing can stop this.

Nov 2, 2020, 1:49 PM

May Go[d] also grant all of us the wisd[o]m to ask what co[n]crete steps we c[a]n take to reduce the
vio[l]ence and weaponry in our mi[d]st. PRAY @[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]

May Go[d] also grant all of us the wisd[o]m to ask what co[n]crete steps we c[a]n take to reduce the
vio[l]ence and weaponry in our mi[d]st.

PRAY

Charles Matthews

Nov 2, 2020, 10:51 AM

[T]he [e]normity of what is coming will [S]HOCK [T]HE WORLD.

Pray.

Charles Matthews

Nov 2, 2020, 10:45 AM
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https://www.sunriseexposed.com/

Updated Nov 2, 2020, 6:42 AM

Nov 2, 2020, 6:42 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

"You'll find out." 😎

Nov 1, 2020, 10:38 PM

Dear Patriot. [T]he time has come to take back our great land. The time is now. [R]est assured POT[U]S is
backed by the absolute finest [M]ilitary people alive who are all dedicated to the eradication evil and
corruption from the US/World. Find [P]eace. God is with us. God bless and be safe. -The WH
@[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]

Dear Patriot.

[T]he time has come to take back our great land.

The time is now.

[R]est assured POT[U]S is backed by the absolute finest [M]ilitary people alive who are all dedicated
to the eradication evil and corruption from the US/World.

Find [P]eace.

God is with us.
God bless and be safe.

-The WH

Charles Matthews

Nov 1, 2020, 9:38 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

True Patriots only

Nov 1, 2020, 8:50 PM

Let [t]hese coming days be [r]emembered in our hist[o]ry as the time we fo[u]ght to recapture the
republic from those evil [b]ad actors who for so [l]ong have sacrificed the good people of this land for
th[e]ir own personal gain.

Fight the g[oo]d fight.

LET [7]USTICE BE SERVED.

Charles Matthews

Nov 1, 2020, 8:48 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

Despite how things look now,
2020 will go down as the best year in American history

Nov 1, 2020, 1:31 PM

Today is the day Patriots.

💥 11/1 💥 

The mother of all 3 year deltas.

Nov 1, 2020, 10:43 AM

I made a profile for my "grandpa" his name is @[100057294245880:2048:Charles Matthews]. Lets fill his
friends list up with patriots. He will make sure us soldiers stick together in case any of us get lost.

I made a profile for my "grandpa" his name is Charles Matthews. Lets fill his friends list up with
patriots. He will make sure us soldiers stick together in case any of us get lost.

Nov 1, 2020, 9:45 AM

It is time to take back our country and make Am[e]rica great again. 

Let us salute and p[r]ay for the brave men and women in uniform who will undertake this assignment
to bring forth pe[a]ce, unity, and return po[w]er to the people. 

It is our hope that this message reaches enough people to make a mea[n]ingful impact. We cannot
yet telegraph this message through normal methods for reasons I’m sure everyone here can
understand. F[o]llow the questions from the previous thread(s) and remain c[a]lm, the primary
targets are within DC and remain at the top (on both sides). The spill over in the streets will be
quickly shut down. Look for more fa[l]se f[l]ags – stay alert, be vigilant, and above all, please pray. 

“For G[o]d so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall
not perish but have eternal life. Love is patient, love is kind.”

G[o]d bless my f[e]llow Am[e]ricans.

Oct 31, 2020, 10:40 PM

Oct 31, 2020, 6:30 PM

SHOWTIME IS HERE!!!!!

SHOWTIME IS HERE!!!!!

Oct 31, 2020, 6:24 PM
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new17drops Find pe ace [solace] through pra[yer. There are go od people standing behind you. Have faith
in Hum anity. Have fa ith in Yourself. gnihtoN naC potS stahW gnimoC gnihtoN God bless.

new17drops

Find pe ace [solace] through pra[yer. 
There are go od people standing behind you.
Have faith in Hum anity.
Have fa ith in Yourself.

gnihtoN naC potS stahW gnimoC gnihtoN

God bless.

Oct 31, 2020, 6:04 PM

How many coin[c]idences before it is mathe[m]atically impo[s]sible

How many coin[c]idences before it is mathe[m]atically impo[s]sible

Oct 31, 2020, 4:24 PM

11.2020
America is the first domino
Global chain reaction

Oct 31, 2020, 11:23 AM

*** gnihtoN naC potS stahW gnimoC GNIHTON!!!!

***

gnihtoN naC potS stahW gnimoC GNIHTON!!!!

Oct 31, 2020, 10:30 AM

Can someone help me with this dig? CORONA CIA. spy satellites. I dont even know how i stumbled upon
this but my brain is coming up with so many theories. Is this what was sold to china? There is a PDF file that
has over 300 pages of top secret information. https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=113661460538168&id=100056829431899

Can someone help me with this dig? CORONA CIA. spy satellites. I dont even know how i stumbled
upon this but my brain is coming up with so many theories. Is this what was sold to china? There is
a PDF file that has over 300 pages of top secret information. 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=113661460538168&id=100056829431899

Oct 31, 2020, 9:57 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

It works like this;

We vote for a leader.
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They join the group of leaders that their constituents selected to represent them.

They now are part of "the club". An elite club.

Instead of representing the ones that elected them, they all wear a wire or have images/videos of
themselves all doing something awful that the people wouldn't approve of.

They all hold each other at bay with blackmail with that data.

"You expose me, I expose you." It works just that way so that everyone stays quiet. Everything is a
secret. 

Then instead of representing you, they only do things that enrich "the club".

They only do things that exhalt and lift up "the club". 

While the people become the feeders that feed "the club" with their energy and resources.

It never benefits the feeder, only "the club". 

Then the club has all of the resources and power to do 'at will', absolutely and utterly anything they
chose to do regardless how revolting, hoe evil, or how illegal it is. 

That's it in a nutshell. 

All of which is controlled by an even higher elite of just a handful of people.

Nathan Rothchild, "If I can control a nation's wealth, I care not who makes it's laws".

Oct 31, 2020, 1:04 AM

Keyhole
Happy Hunting

https://www.cia.gov/ › libraryPDF
Corona - CIA

[C]lowns
[I]n
[A]merica

PRAY

COR[O]NA_OFFLINE

Oct 31, 2020, 12:54 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 30, 2020, 10:53 PM

Wash ington DC has been SHUT DOWN preparing for ci vil unr est.. It’s about to get bumpy folks.. They
know what’s coming.. If you’re in a major city..I suggest you prepare.. This isn’t to scare you..it’s to prepare
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you.. It has to ha ppen this way..

Wash ington DC has been SHUT DOWN preparing for ci vil unr est..

It’s about to get bumpy folks..

They know what’s coming..

If you’re in a major city..I suggest you prepare..

This isn’t to scare you..it’s to prepare you..

It has to ha ppen this way..

Oct 30, 2020, 11:29 AM

Chase Matthews posted in The PURGE.

4510 Timestamp from previous 17drop You have been selected to help serve your country Never retreat
from the battlefield Ta ke the oa th. Miss ion for ward I do sole mnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
de fend the Consti tution of the Un ited Stat es against all ene mies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation fre ely, without any men tal reservation or
purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faith fully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about
to enter: So help me G od.

4510 Timestamp from previous 17drop

You have been selected to help serve your country

Never retreat from the battlefield

Ta ke the oa th.
Miss ion for ward

I do sole mnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and de fend the Consti tution of the Un ited Stat es
against all ene mies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that
I take this obligation fre ely, without any men tal reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well
and faith fully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter: So help me G od.

Oct 30, 2020, 11:09 AM

Chase Matthews posted in The PURGE.

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=113118207259160&id=100056829431899

Oct 30, 2020, 11:08 AM

4510 Timestamp from previous 17drop You have been selected to help serve your country Never retreat
from the battlefield Ta ke the oa th. Miss ion for ward I do sole mnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
de fend the Consti tution of the Un ited Stat es against all ene mies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation fre ely, without any men tal reservation or
purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faith fully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about
to enter: So help me G od.

4510 Timestamp from previous 17drop

You have been selected to help serve your country

Never retreat from the battlefield
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Ta ke the oa th.
Miss ion for ward

I do sole mnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and de fend the Consti tution of the Un ited Stat es
against all ene mies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that
I take this obligation fre ely, without any men tal reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well
and faith fully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter: So help me G od.

Oct 30, 2020, 11:06 AM

new17drop Divided you are weak. Divided you fight each other. Divided you pose no threat. System of
control. Information warfare. https://twit ter.com/Brent Scher/stat us/1322015793 593360384 spaces added
in link to bypass filters

new17drop

Divided you are weak.
Divided you fight each other.
Divided you pose no threat.
System of control.
Information warfare.

https://twit ter.com/Brent Scher/stat us/1322015793 593360384

spaces added in link to bypass filters

Oct 30, 2020, 10:57 AM

new17drop https://ti me.com/colle ction/gre at-res et/ This is not about R v D. Spaces added in link to
bypass filters

new17drop

https://ti me.com/colle ction/gre at-res et/
This is not about R v D.

Spaces added in link to bypass filters

Oct 30, 2020, 10:48 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

KNOW YOUR ENEMY - 

"Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them." Ephesians 5:11

This is going to be hard for some folks, but regardless of your spiritual background, I'm persuaded
you'll at least be able to understand and connect the dots.

Satan is a real creature. He's not an idea. He's not a myth. He's not a figment of someone's
imagination. He has a mind and a will... (albeit it's corrupt)... but he is very real.

He isn't doing anything different than he's done for thousands of years. 

With Adam and Eve, he used Information Warfare, and he's using information warfare today. He
used information warfare against Jesus in the desert, and he uses information warfare with us and
our enemies today. He doesn't have a new plan. It's the same one he has always had. 

Chase Home
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"Surely you shall not die, for God knows on the day you eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, your
eyes will be opened and you will become 'like God" ... knowing good AND evil." 

Lie.

He is a liar, and it's the only weapon he has.

He doesn't have an arsenal of weapons except an arsenal of lies. He can't stand on your head and
force you to do something. He can't threaten you with physical harm because he has no physical
power in this world. He didn't have it then, and he doesn't have it now. But he'll try to make you
believe he does.

A "bug", a flea, a maggot, has more authority and power over 'matter' of this world than he does. 

"When he lies he speaks his native tongue."

He can lie in any language because he appeals to the emotions. He appeals to human "pride". 

I want to be sure I'm perfectly clear..

Satan is not physically fighting against us. He has no authority accept that which we give him. And
the authority we give him is simply yielding to his lies. That's it. Believing him, instead of God.

And I want to emphasize... he was defeated at the cross by Christ, so he's already lost.

He uses 'people' to fight each other. Not in terms of possessing them, but rather by information
warfare. He lies to one, and he lies to the other. Then watches in amusement as the "image of God"
destroy each another. It's a God-like position or throne for him. To direct and control the actions of
man. Not by physical means, but by simple persuasion or manipulation.

That's his gig. That's how he plays "God". 

By twisting, polluting, and perverting truth. 

He replaces a truth with lies. 
"Logic" with 'emotion'. 
"Faith" with fear". 
"Love" with 'hate'. 
"Hope" with 'condemnation'. 

He doesn't have a new plan. It's the same plan he's always had. It's the Playbook that never
changes. He doesn't know any other way. 

And he can be defeated. 

He's a wimp... a wussy.... and he has a vulnerability. 

He's not really smart. He's lustful. Don't let him make you think he's powerful. That's a lie. He's not.
Don't let him make you think he's smart. That's a lie. He's not.

He's prideful. Narcacistic. He is all about himself and a bag of chips. 

His behavior is much like that of a heroin addict. He is addicted to praise and worship. The praise he
receives is when man rejoices over evil deeds. The worship he receives is when man believes his
word over God's. "Worship" simply means 'worthy of our attention'. When man believes his word,
(his "information") over God's, we're basically saying his word is worthy of our attention over God's. 

He is afraid of resistance. 

"Resist the devil and he will flee from you." 

Chase Home
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To 'resist' simply means to "actively fight against". 

He has also been given a name. "Beelzelbub". 

Which simply means "Lord... of the flies" 

Imagine that? How would you like to be called Lord... of the flies? In other words, he's the king of
dog sh*t. He's a joke. Zero.

You can defend yourself against him. 

Put on the full armor of God.

Oct 30, 2020, 10:07 AM

[-4] and counting...

[-4] and counting...

Oct 30, 2020, 7:18 AM

Read both images.... CAREFULLY.

Oct 30, 2020, 7:12 AM

My mom was a die hard demo[crat] her whole life When I enlisted into this digital army I was shunned. She
called me this morning, the first time in along time and asked for a ride to vote She voted for Trump!!!!

My mom was a die hard demo[crat] her whole life When I enlisted into this digital army I was
shunned. She called me this morning, the first time in along time and asked for a ride to vote
She voted for Trump!!!!

Oct 29, 2020, 11:38 AM

BID[E]N / CHINA.
BIG DEVELOPMENT

BID[E]N / CHINA
VERY IMPORTANT MARKER

Sometimes you can't TeLL the public the truth.
YOU MUST SHOW THEM.
ONLY THEN WILL PEOPLE FIND THE WILL TO CHANGE.
Crimes against children unite all humanity [cross party lines]?
Difficult truths.

They think you are STUPID

THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET.
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Oct 28, 2020, 11:22 PM

reggiB nahT uoY naC enigamI kraD oT thgiL

reggiB nahT uoY naC enigamI
kraD oT thgiL

Oct 28, 2020, 9:19 PM

This is WAR!!!!!!!!!!

Information warfare 
Irregular warfare
Updated Oct 28, 2020, 9:11 PM

Oct 28, 2020, 9:11 PM

He's got to be scared shitless.

He's got to be scared shitless.

Oct 28, 2020, 8:33 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is WAR!!!!!!!

Information warfare
irregular warfare

Oct 28, 2020, 8:10 PM

This is War!!!!!!!!!!!!

Get ready guys
Its almost show time
Updated Oct 28, 2020, 7:15 PM

Oct 28, 2020, 7:15 PM

3 years ago today, my life changed..I went from being that dude who just floated through life, to finding my
purpose.. Doing whatever I can to help save this country.. And even though it’s a small roll that I play in the
whole thing, I wouldn’t change a damn thing..(except this censorship..that part sucks).. Anyway...God Bless
you Soldiers! We’ve opened millions of eyes over the last 3 years, and whether you were there at the start,
or joined the fight late, you are all loved and appreciated.. Happy 17iversary!

3 years ago today, my life changed..I went from being that dude who just floated through life, to
finding my purpose..

Doing whatever I can to help save this country..

And even though it’s a small roll that I play in the whole thing, I wouldn’t change a damn thing..
(except this censorship..that part sucks)..
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Anyway...God Bless you Soldiers! 

We’ve opened millions of eyes over the last 3 years, and whether you were there at the start, or
joined the fight late, you are all loved and appreciated..

Happy 17iversary!

Oct 28, 2020, 6:58 PM

Oct 28, 2020, 6:49 PM

Oct 28, 2020, 5:44 PM

EsehT elpoeP erA kciS!

Oct 28, 2020, 12:49 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

I need new ammo
Drop the memes below
👇

Oct 28, 2020, 10:47 AM

Trump called him the "bigman" while the whole world knows its the b[i]ggu[Y] I love the optics they use

Trump called him the "bigman" while the whole world knows its the b[i]ggu[Y]

I love the optics they use

Oct 28, 2020, 10:40 AM

This is WAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!! camouflage is no longer optional!

This is WAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

camouflage is no longer optional!

Oct 28, 2020, 10:24 AM

eW EvaH tI llA!!!!!

eW EvaH tI llA!!!!!

Oct 28, 2020, 10:20 AM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is WAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Information warfare
Irregular warfare

Oct 28, 2020, 9:38 AM

Oct 28, 2020, 9:33 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

HAPPENING NOW - Google, Facebook, and Twitter CEOs testify before the Senate Commerce
Committee.

Oct 28, 2020, 9:29 AM

First drop 10/28/17. Millions of lives forever changed. I am so thankful to be in this war with all of you
these past 3 years. We’ve all been through so much. The ridicule, heartbreak, sleepless nights, &
loneliness because ev1 that you told thought you were crazy. The countless hours you spent going
down 🐇 🕳 after 🐇 🕳 exposing yourself to the darkness just so you can bring truth to the light.
Many of us are child abuse survivors and maybe that’s why we were chosen. Or Maybe it’s because
some of us were already waking up before the first drop. � For whatever reason, all of us are
meant to be here exposing [their] evil. I hope one day I get to meet each of you in person. ‘Till then
the war rages on. Continue being the tireless warrior that you are, know that you’re not alone, & with
God on our side & President Donald J. Trump leading the way we will win this. Dig deep Anons,
we’re almost there... Praying for you all. 💙 🇺🇸 ❤ 

Oct 28, 2020, 9:22 AM

Oct 28, 2020, 9:19 AM

Happy [Q] Day

Happy [Q] Day

Oct 28, 2020, 7:45 AM

Learn to deploy camouflage. As more information is released there will be an even bigger push to supress
the truth. Digital camouflage is no longer optional it is mandatory From here on out you may have to read all
my posts in your bathroom mirror. I refuse to be silenced!!!!!!! gnihtoN naC potS tahW sI gnimoC, gnihtoN
(think mirror)

Learn to deploy camouflage.

As more information is released there will be an even bigger push to supress the truth.
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Digital camouflage is no longer optional it is mandatory

From here on out you may have to read all my posts in your bathroom mirror.

I refuse to be silenced!!!!!!!

gnihtoN naC potS tahW sI gnimoC, gnihtoN
(think mirror)

Oct 27, 2020, 10:54 PM

Oct 27, 2020, 10:09 PM

Oct 27, 2020, 10:09 PM

Oct 27, 2020, 10:08 PM

Oct 27, 2020, 10:08 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Don't forget to tell your Democrat friends to watch Tucker Carlson tonight.

Oct 27, 2020, 6:59 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 27, 2020, 6:58 PM

Whoa!!! Look at 17 dr op #964. 😳😳😳 Did 1 7 team call it? Or did they call it? This is from 3/28/18! We’re
watching a movie..and Pa triots are in control.. 🍿 🍿 🍿

Whoa!!! 

Look at 17 dr op #964.

😳😳😳

Did 1 7 team call it? Or did they call it? This is from 3/28/18!

We’re watching a movie..and Pa triots are in control..

🍿 🍿 🍿
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Oct 27, 2020, 4:04 PM

I wonder if we can bypass the filters with gifs?????? Your ability to spread information across the digital
battlefield and bypass their control is what they fear [narrative failure] and why they are doing everything in
their power to disrupt [false labeling [daily attacks], censorship, termination, gov hearings > foundation to
term/censor, etc]. Keep charg ing, Mid night Ride rs! Information Warfare. Hu nters become the Hunted. Q

I wonder if we can bypass the filters with gifs?????? 

Your ability to spread information across the digital battlefield and bypass their control is what they
fear [narrative failure] and why they are doing everything in their power to disrupt [false labeling
[daily attacks], censorship, termination, gov hearings > foundation to term/censor, etc].
Keep charg ing, Mid night Ride rs!

Information Warfare.
Hu nters become the Hunted.
Q

Oct 27, 2020, 2:58 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 27, 2020, 2:49 PM

It is all out war now!!!! Facebook is constantly evolving to keep the truth hidden. my upside photos are no
longer working to bypass the filters They dont realize the more they try to silence us the stronger we
become.

It is all out war now!!!!

Facebook is constantly evolving to keep the truth hidden. my upside photos are no longer working to
bypass the filters 

They dont realize the more they try to silence us the stronger we become.

Oct 27, 2020, 2:33 PM

Q666 Stock Market DIVE [666 - coincidence]?
[666]
Signal to POTUS THEY CONTROL THE MARKET?
SIGNAL?
THREAT?
WELCOME TO THE GLOBAL WAR.
Cue
You know what DAM COLLAPSE will do.

0:00
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Oct 27, 2020, 1:48 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

18 U.S. Code § 2381.Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their
enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and
shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title but not
less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.

KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY
KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY
KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY
KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY KNOWINGLY... ...

Oct 27, 2020, 12:20 PM

SCOOP: Hunter Biden associate emails show deal they were working on that included Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg - @OANN

https://www.scribd.com/document/481802650/2014-11-04-Currency-HunterCEO-
DadsUnionRelationships-Zuck

Oct 27, 2020, 11:36 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

This is some crazy **** folks. Cra---zy. 

https://www.facebook.com/100056449369612/posts/115104843714494/

Oct 27, 2020, 10:52 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Bi den-Ob ama’s $1 Billion deal to sell out America

Today, Lude Media revealed that the photo that featured President Ba rack Oba ma and Hu nter Bi
den released yesterday, was a screenshot from a surveillance video in the White House. Joe Bid en
carried out the surveillance of the conversation between his son, Hunter Biden, and then President
of the United States, Bar ack Oba ma.
The surveillance video was found in Hun ter Bide n’s “La ptop from H ell”. The date of the photo was
April 4th, 2016. Three days prior, on April 1st , President X i Ji nping of China was attending the
2016 Nuclear Security Submit together with other UN nation leaders.
Obama’s $1 billion deal to look away from China’s military activities
In the Lu de Me dia episode, it was revealed that Hunt er Biden proposed to President Ob ama a
potential deal from President X i: the US was to look away from China’s military activities in
exchange for $1 billion.
Before April 2016, the prevailing international issue was China’s maligned intention to build Military
Island in the South China Sea.
According to an article back in March 2016, Xi hastily arranged a meeting on the sidelines of the
Nuclear Summit to discuss “area of disagreement” on topics including the South China Sea. The
article quoted a testimony from the Senate Armed Services Committee that “China is clearly
militarizing the South China Sea”, and reported that China has ignored complaints from the US and
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regional allies over its taking over uninhabited reefs and island chains for building military islands.
Obama’s surveillance video was provided to the CCP
Lu de Med ia exposed that according to evidence from Hu nter Bide n’s ‘Laptop from Hell’, Joe
Biden sent out the surveillance video to a representative of the Chinese Communist Party. Within 26
hours after this video was sent out, the reward of $1 billion was received by Hunt er Bide n’s
business associate.
In addition, Lu de Med ia exposed that the actual sum that President Oba ma received from this deal
was a small proportion of the $1 billion, and that the Secret Service was involved in retrieving the
surveillance video that J oe Bid en eventually sent to Pre sident X i. The purpose of this surveillance
video was clearly to blackmail Ba rack Oba ma for the rest of his presidency and after his
presidential term.

Oct 27, 2020, 9:20 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

7 days Patriots... Let's get across the finish line.

Oct 27, 2020, 7:45 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Why does POTUS constantly ask, "Where is Hunter?" "Where is Hunter?"

Alluding to what?

What if Hunter flipped?

What if white hats have him in protective custody?

What if the reason why the FBI isn't investigating is because Hunter is spilling the beans?

Who read Hunter's text message to his family?

Treated unfairly?

Mother and brother's life tragically ended? 

Life of despair, abuse, rejection?

Oct 26, 2020, 10:42 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 10:33 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 10:24 PM

esehT elpoeP erA kciS

Oct 26, 2020, 10:23 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

Folks I know many of you want to discard Obamacare and overturn Roe v. Wade now with ACB in
house. Get the law changed and change it right away. But there is a better way to deal with
legislation without instilling "leftist" fear of manhandling the current laws already on the books. A
more "excellent way". 

Both Obamacare and Roe v Wade can be destroyed by destroying the means to carry out those
laws out while simultaniously changing the heart of man. Folks, that is what is taking place right now.
This is the direction we are heading.

POTUS can (and will) create a healthcare plan that will marginalize Obamacare and eclipse it
without having to eliminate or abolish it. It will essentially give Americans the option to simply chose
one or the other. No Obamacare removal. Just a better.... 'no-brainer' option. 

Do you want the healthcare plan that you take 3 months to see a doctor, or the one where you can
schedule and see a doctor today? Do you want the healthcare plan that costs you $1000 a month
for your family, or the one that costs $190 per month for your family. Obamacare doesn't need to be
destroyed, just marginalized. Eventually, years from now, (or less), the people will simply discard the
plan all on their own. 

The same with abortion. If you want an abortion, we're not going to force you to not get one, but
we're gonna make it rea-----ly... rea-----ly expensive to have one. If you want one, you'll have to drive
300 miles to get there. On the other hand, if you want to keep your baby, let's define what a baby is.
Let's look at options on how to take care of a baby. Let's look at options of adoption. Let's look at
returning to a time when we valued human life.

Folks... After what's about to come out regarding the abosolute repulsive and Satanic treatment of
children, you won't have to persuade people about not getting an abortion. The people will, as a
collective body of the human race... demand it to abolish and overturn that law. At a point in time, an
unborn child, regardless of what stage of growth it is in, will be perceived to be a human life. It will
become... "self-evident".

I'm not saying this is exactly what's going to happen, but what I am saying is there are alternatives to
simply a softer more loving way to the same result. At the risk of sounding too "kumbaya(ish)", much
like the Civil War, we have to come together after all of this and return as One Union. One nation
under God. Love is a superior force to fear.

Oct 26, 2020, 10:02 PM

We are taking our country back, Patriots! Nothing can stop us or this movement. We are going to change
the world for generations to come! I've never been more proud to be a fighting Patriot warrior!

We are taking our country back, Patriots! Nothing can stop us or this movement. We are going to
change the world for generations to come!

I've never been more proud to be a fighting Patriot warrior!

Oct 26, 2020, 10:02 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 9:55 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.
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Oct 26, 2020, 9:53 PM

They never thought she would lose. Now they all lose

They never thought she would lose. Now they all lose

Oct 26, 2020, 9:47 PM

Spoiler Alert!

Spoiler Alert!

Oct 26, 2020, 9:43 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 9:32 PM

https://nypost.com/2020/10/22/email-sent-from-bidens-brother-to-hunter-references-harris-
report/amp/

Updated Oct 26, 2020, 9:20 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 9:20 PM

gnihtoN naC potS tahW sI gnimoC, gnihtoN (think m irror)

gnihtoN naC potS tahW sI gnimoC, gnihtoN
(think m irror)

Oct 26, 2020, 8:39 PM

https://twitter.com/genflynn/status/1320888446987177984?s=21

New from General Flynn..

https://twitter.com/genflynn/status/1320888446987177984?s=21
Updated Oct 26, 2020, 8:22 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 8:22 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 8:09 PM

https://www.c-span.org/video/?477307-1%2Ftony-bobulinski-statement-hunter-biden

Tucker Carlson will have Bobulinski on for the entire show TOMORROW playing recordings of the
Bidens begging him to keep things quiet. It will "bury" everyone's reputation involved.

Why not tonight?

Because we wait for the confirmation and swearing in of Amy Coney Barrett. 😎
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https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10158134767129531&id=786249530
Updated Oct 26, 2020, 3:45 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 3:45 PM

"We have the receipts" 
"The se Peo pleA re St Upid"

Oct 26, 2020, 3:36 PM

[eyes on] 👀
1 year delta.

Oct 26, 2020, 3:11 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

A person(s) value:

1. vote
2. monetary value (tax contribution)
3. ?

Why is 'free thought' ridiculed, challenged, and threatened when a person is opposed to the
'mainstream-narrative'?

[2] remains fixed (degree allowable by 'economic recession/expansion')

[1] remains a variable

[1] dependent on a 'controlled' system of information dissemination 

What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?

What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 

What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 

What happens when the news is no longer reliable and independent? 

What happens when the news is no longer trustworthy?

What happens when the news simply becomes an extension/arm of a political party?

Fact becomes fiction?

Fiction becomes fact?

When does news become propaganda?

Identity creation?

How does the average person, who is under constant financial stress (by design), find time to
research and discern fact v fiction? 
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Majority of people more prone to believe someone in power sitting behind a big brand ‘news’ name?

Do people [human psyche] tend to follow the ‘majority/mainstream viewpoint’ in fear of being
isolated and/or shunned?

‘Mainstream’ is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].

[If majority of people believe ‘x’ then ‘x’ must be validated / true]

Why do ‘mainstream’ media heads, within different orgs, always use the same keywords and/or
catch phrases? 

Coordinated? By who? Outside entity providing instructions?

Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard
over-and-over again by different ‘trusted’ sources? 

Do ‘echo chamber’ tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point being discussed? 

Threat to intellectual freedom? 

Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations
viewpoint re: a desired topic? 

Read again – digest. 

Would control over[of] these institutions/organizations allow for the mass control of a populations
viewpoint re: a desired topic? 

Logical thinking. 

Why, after the election of 2016, did [D]’s and media corps jumpstart a [coordinated & planned]
divisive blitz intended to create falsehoods re: illegitimacy of election, character assassination of
POTUS through sexism, racism, every other ‘ism’? 

Pre/post 2016 election?

Why were violent [masked] terror orgs such as Antifa immediately created/funded?

Why were these orgs tasked w/ immediate intimidation/shut down of any pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or
events? 

Why were marches immediately organized to counter and silence pro-POTUS rally[s] and/or
events?

Why were marches immediately organized which divided people into sex/gender, race, [ism]?

When you control the levers of news dissemination, you control the narrative.

Control of the narrative = power

When you are blind, what do you see?

They want you divided.

Divided by religion.
Divided by sex.
Divided by political affiliation. 
Divided by class.

When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those ‘different’ from you, not those
responsible [controllers].
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Divided you are weak.

Divided you pose no threat to their control. 

When ‘non-dogmatic’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those
who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable [livestock kept – sheep].

When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ collective), and have ‘free
thought’. 

"Free thought" is a philosophical viewpoint which holds that positions regarding truth should be
formed on the basis of logic, reason, and empiricism, rather than authority, tradition, revelation, or
dogma. 

THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Oct 26, 2020, 12:24 PM

Oct 26, 2020, 11:18 AM

Oct 26, 2020, 11:16 AM

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1319219948158283776.html

You're going to have a whole new understanding of Hunter Biden and Burisma once you read this
thread. This is a more in depth look than you've probably ever seen on this topic. This evidence will
blow your mind. Get the popcorn...

Remember...it's not over till you see "- End".
Updated Oct 26, 2020, 11:16 AM

Oct 26, 2020, 11:16 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 26, 2020, 11:12 AM

trying to stay under the radar with these crumbs. you can download the pics and invert them with
photo editor or you can use a mirror to read them

Oct 25, 2020, 9:35 PM

The liberals know they can't win the presidency. At this point it's a PR stunt for Biden and Harris to
show up to these rallies. Biden can't win. You know it... I know it... they know it... and pretty much the
whole world knows it. 
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The next ones in line for the elites to attack are the Senators and House members. That's where the
fight really is at the moment.

They believe if they can win the House, the Senate, or both, they can stop POTUS and the Justice
machine from bringing them to certain judgement. 

News flash: They can't.

The Trump card has not been played yet.

What is a "Trump card"?

When do you play a "Trump card"?

Hint: When every... single... card has already been played by the opponent and there are NO MORE
cards for the them to play.

Oct 25, 2020, 8:52 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Important to understand... Hunter's laptops aren't about Hunter. Hunter's laptops are about exposing
and destroying the most vile and wicked evil that has ever existed on the face of the earth apart from
the fallen angel, Lucifer himself. 

Every new video, every new image, every new text, email, phone call... leads to a new discovery of
corruption. 

It leads to Joe Biden, members of Congress, Senators, House members, leaders of other countries,
celebrities, military generals, Epstein, the Clintons, the Bushes, the Crown, the Pope, the
Rothchilds, the Rockefellers, J.P.Morgan, the Payseurs, the assassination of JFK, the sinking of the
Titanic, the Hindenburg tragedy, the 9-11attacks, and Hillary's... infamous... laptop. 

All of it. 

The whole corrupt temple. 

Everything.

The switch had been engaged. It's a chain reaction that cannot be shut off. It cannot be stopped.
Nothing can stop it.

Oct 25, 2020, 8:48 PM

Oct 25, 2020, 8:47 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 25, 2020, 8:46 PM

Oct 24, 2020, 6:12 PM
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Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 24, 2020, 6:09 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 24, 2020, 6:09 PM

Oct 24, 2020, 12:43 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Oct 24, 2020, 10:25 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

While Bi den – or “the b ig guy” – has his real name attached to his private account for some time, it
changed around early 2016, going from “J oseph Bi den” to “P eter Henderso n” in H unter’s e-mails.

It is unclear whether this change was on Hunte r’s end (on his devices) or on Joe’s, but Pe ter Hend
erson’s e-mails included messages such as “Keep in touch, Love Dad” and shared links – often
about Hillary Clinton.

In Tom C lancy’s Jack Ryan series, “Peter Hen derson” is the name of a KGB mole that infiltrated the
United States government. He's a character in the Tom Clancy novels. In 1970, he was working as a
minor Senate aide. He appeared in several novels, one of them was "The H unt for R ed O ctober".
😳

Oct 23, 2020, 9:36 PM

B iden’s “Dark Winter” comment in the debate was a very odd thing to say. Was it a reference to an
intentional plague? The easiest way to DESTROY all Dems for the election is to show proof using emails
from Hunter’s laptop that the Dems KNOWINGLY planned a dark winter with ovidC. A month before 1st
case in Wu han, the former V ice P resident tweeted this.

B iden’s “Dark Winter” comment in the debate was a very odd thing to say. Was it a reference to an
intentional plague?

The easiest way to DESTROY all Dems for the election is to show proof using emails from Hunter’s
laptop that the Dems KNOWINGLY planned a dark winter with ovidC. 

A month before 1st case in Wu han, the former V ice P resident tweeted this.

Oct 23, 2020, 9:34 PM
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Oct 23, 2020, 9:32 PM

Oct 23, 2020, 9:30 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

Very simple to anyone who attempts to question. DOJ & DNI both verify laptop is legitimate and
Russia had zero to do with it. The FBI after seeing contents in November 2019 came back with a
grand jury subpoena and took it just 2 weeks later. Nothing has been disproven. Nothing. 

So now some in the media are claiming that John Paul (computer tech) openly tried to push this
story in the media... love how they leave facts out. Ummm yeah... he did that 9 MONTHS after he
handed it over to the FBI and had already tried to contact members of Congress. details.

As Bobulinski is interviewed by the FBI and his story gets out through the mainstream... it does one
thing that is imperative to what I've been reporting for more than a week.... it corroborates John Paul
and the Hunter Biden hard drive...as legitimate evidence.

Source: Twitter
Adam Housley
@adamhousely

Oct 23, 2020, 9:11 PM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

There's more coming out. 

And Biden is ON THE RECORD now insisting before a live national audience he didn't get a PENNY
from Russia or Chinese business deals his family was doing.

Joe stupidly left himself NO WIGGLE ROOM. At all. 

It's going to be glorious.

As more **evidence** of the hugely profitable business deals from China, Russia and & Ukraine
surface, you can **fully expect** the Trump campaign to make ads where they play clips of Biden
tonight **angrily declaring** he didn't take a penny from those countries.

They already have the evidence. 

They have the laptop. 

They've had it for over 10 months. 

The Biden's **business partners** in these Chinese, Russian and Ukrainian deals have **flipped**
and are **going public** and they're talking.

But Joe is gonna go down fighting.

So be it.

Does Biden hit the trail now that the final debate is behind him? 

We'll see. 
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I expect the campaign to try to limit the media's access to him as much as possible.

Source: Twitter
Brian Cates
@drawandstrike

Oct 23, 2020, 9:11 AM

Chase Matthews updated his status.

There's more coming out. 

And Biden is ON THE RECORD now insisting before a live national audience he didn't get a PENNY
from Russia or Chinese business deals his family was doing.

Joe stupidly left himself NO WIGGLE ROOM. At all. 

It's going to be glorious.

As more **evidence** of the hugely profitable business deals from China, Russia and & Ukraine
surface, you can **fully expect** the Trump campaign to make ads where they play clips of Biden
tonight **angrily declaring** he didn't take a penny from those countries.

They already have the evidence. 

They have the laptop. 

They've had it for over 10 months. 

The Biden's **business partners** in these Chinese, Russian and Ukrainian deals have **flipped**
and are **going public** and they're talking.

But Joe is gonna go down fighting.

So be it.

Does Biden hit the trail now that the final debate is behind him? 

We'll see. 

I expect the campaign to try to limit the media's access to him as much as possible.

Source: Twitter
Brian Cates
@drawandstrike

Oct 23, 2020, 9:09 AM
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